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Preface 

This book is a vector treatment of the principles of mechanics written 
primarily for advanced undergraduate and first-year graduate students of 
engineering. However, a substantial part of the material on 
kinematics--exclusive of special advanced topics clearly identified within the 
text-much of the content dealing with particle dynamics, and some selected 
topics from later chapters, have been used in a first course of a lower level. 
This introductory course usually is taken by junior students prepared in 
general physics, statics, and two years of university mathematics through dif
ferential equations, which may be studied concurrently. The reader is assumed 
to be familiar with elementary vector methods, but the essentials of vector 
calculus are reviewed in the applications and separately in a brief Appen
dix A, in case this familiarity is occasionally inadequate. 

The arrangement of the book into two parts--Volume 1: Kinematics and 
Volume 2: Dynamics-has always seemed to me the best approach. I have 
found that students who first master the kinematics have little additional dif
ficulty when finally they reach the free body formulation of the dynamics 
problem. In fact, this book was conceived initially from a less intensive two
term sequence of introductory courses in kinematics and dynamics that I first 
taught to beginning undergraduate mechanical engineering students at the 
University of Delaware in 1963. From this beginning, the: current structure 
has grown from both elementary and intermediate level mechanics courses I 
have taught for several years at the University of Kentucky. 

When used at the beginning graduate level, I envision that both parts 
may be covered in a single semester course; however, the instructor who 
prefers to move at a slower pace may use these volumes in consecutive 
semesters or quarters. In this case, however, I recommend that this material 
be supplemented by use of selected papers and books that treat the more 
traditional topics in kinematics of mechanisms, more advanced topics in 
Lagrangian mechanics, and possibly some elements of conltinuum mechanics. 
This advanced pair of courses also should include a variety of meaningful, 
computer-oriented problems. The limitations of space and my desire to 
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present a fresh development at an intermediate level force the exclusion of 
these other subjects. 

Naturally, the presentation is influenced by my personal interests and 
background in mechanical engineering, engineering science, and mechanics. 
Consequently, the approach I have chosen is somewhat more sophisticated 
and mathematical than is often found in traditional textbooks on engineering 
mechanics. In keeping with this approach, the aforementioned prerequisite 
mathematics, largely that of the eighteenth century and earlier, is used 
without apology. Nevertheless, aware that many readers may not have 
mastered these prerequisite materials, I have exercised care to reinforce the 
essential tools indirectly in the illustrations and problems selected for study. 

Unusual mathematical topics, such as singularity functions and some 
elements of tensor analysis, are introduced within the text; and the elements of 
matrices, nowadays studied by most engineering students, are reviewed in 
Appendix B. Parenthetical reference to use of these tools is provided along the 
way, with careful indication where such materials may be omitted from a first 
course, without loss of continuity. Some elements of set notation are used in 
Volume 2, but the student usually is familiar with these simple applications. 
In any event, where familiarity may be lacking, comprehension of the ideas 
may be readily inferred from the context. Otherwise, the teacher is expected to 
elaborate upon remedial mathematical topics peculiar to his or her special 
needs by expanding upon these few areas and by building upon the many 
examples and problems provided. 

The mathematical development and the numerous companion examples 
are structured to place emphasis on the predictive value of the methods and 
principles of mechanics, rather than on the often empty and less interesting 
computational aspects, but not to the exclusion of numerical examples that 
illustrate the various operations and definitions. In addition, some meaningful 
introductory computer applications are provided in the problems. Examples 
have been selected for their instructive value and to help the student achieve 
understanding of the various concepts, principles, and analytical methods 
presented. In some instances, experimental data, factual situations, and 
applications or designs that confirm analytical predictions are described. 
Numerous assignment problems, ranging from easy and straightforward 
extensions or reinforcements of the subject matter to more difficult problems 
that test the creative skills of better students, are given at the end of each 
chapter. To assist the student in his studies, some answers to the odd-num
bered problems are provided at the end. 

It is axiomatic that physical intuition or insight cannot be taught. On the 
other hand, competence in mathematics and physical reasoning may be 
developed so that these special human qualities may be intelligently cultivated 
through study of physical applications that mirror the world around us and 
through practice of the rational process of reasoning from first principles. 
With these attributes in mind, one objective of this book is to help the 
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engineering student develop confidence in transforming problems into 
appropriate mathematical language that may be manipulated to derive sub
stantive and useful physical conclusions or specific numerical results. I intend 
that this treatment should provide a more penetrating look at the elements of 
classical mechanics and their applications to engineering problems; therefore, 
the book is designed to deepen and broaden the student's understanding and 
to develop his or her mastery of the fundamentals. However, to reap a harvest 
from the seeds sown here, it is important that the student work through many 
of the problems provided for study. The mere understanding that one may 
apply theoretical concepts and formulas to solve a particular problem is not 
equivalent to possession of the knowledge and skills required to produce its 
solution. These talents grow only from experience in dealing repeatedly with 
these matters. My view of the importance of solving a lot of problems is 
expressed further at the beginning of the problem set for Chapter 1, and the 
attitude emphasized there is echoed throughout the text. 

It is unfortunate that the subject of mechanical design analysis has suf
fered such considerable neglect in engineering curricula in this country. I shall 
not speculate on the reasons for this decay. On the contrary, it is pleasant to 
see in some schools rejuvenation of the role of mechanics and mathematics, 
and innovation of the use of the computer in mechanical design curricula. It is 
only in recent years that these ingredients have begun to restore life to this 
important and exciting area of engineering. 

But I feel that more needs to be accomplished. Various aspects of 
mechanical, electrical, and structural design, for example, should be 
introduced in certain pilot courses, and the content of these premier courses 
taken earlier must be integrated into the various design sequences. I perceive 
no reason why problems in mechanical design analysis, for instance, ought 
not to be introduced as examples in courses prerequisite for a major course in 
this subject. If this plan were followed, advanced problems and computer
aided applications could be studied in a more carefully planned design 
curriculum that draws materials from virtually every previous fundamental 
course in the student's program, namely, statics and dynamics, solid and fluid 
mechanics, thermodynamics and heat transfer, vibrations and controls, cir
cuits and fields, and so on. Consequently, I have chosen for illustration several 
examples and problems that illustrate simple introductory applications of 
kinematics and dynamics in analysis of some problems in mechanical design. 
It is my hope that this book may provide engineering students with solid 
mathematical and mechanical foundations for future advanced study of topics 
in mechanical design analysis, advanced kinematics of mechanisms and 
analytical dynamics, mechanical vibrations and controls, electomagnetics and 
acoustics, and continuum mechanics of solids and fluids. 
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The Contents of This Volume 

In any treatment of a classical subject like mechanics, it is difficult to 
know with certainty what may be new or what is simply an unfamiliar, 
rediscovered result. On the other hand, a fresh approach usually is not hard 
to spot; and I believe the reader may find many fresh developments within 
these pages. The division into kinematics and dynamics, though not unique to 
this text, is uncommon. Yet this division surely is as logical and pedagogically 
natural as the separation of statics from dynamics found in virtually every 
elementary book I have seen. 

Volume 1: Kinematics, concerns the geometry of motion from its basic 
definition for a particle through the general theory of motion of a rigid 
body and of a particle referred to a moving reference frame. Rectilinear 
motion, commonly covered in general physics and elementary mechanics, 
is reviewed only indirectly by illustrations in the text and in assignment 
problems, so the work herein begins with the spatial description of motion in 
three dimensions. The reader will find here a consistent, logical, and gradual 
building of well-known kinematical concepts, theorems, and formulas, begin
ning from the definitions of motion, velocity, and acceleration of a particle in 
Chapter 1: Kinematics of a Particle, and extending to the beautiful general 
relations for the velocity and acceleration of a material point referred to a 
moving reference frame presented in Chapter 4. And there is much in between 
that is novel. 

The use of singularity functions appears often these days in a good first 
course in the mechanics of deformable solids, and certainly the subject is 
useful in courses in mechanical vibrations and electrical circuits, for example. 
However, I know of no source that provides a thorough and elementary 
introduction to singularity functions with applications to problems in 
kinematics. These topics are presented at the close of Chapter 1. Illustrated by 
several elementary examples, this treatment provides the student with power
ful tools to treat discontinuous motions common to many mechanical 
systems. Therefore, this study shows another useful and important application 
of singularity functions at an elementary level. 

In Chapter 2: Kinematics of Rigid Body Motion, the construction begins 
with the derivation of the finite rotation of a rigid body about a line and leads 
ultimately to the fundamental equations for the velocity and acceleration of a 
rigid body point in terms of the translation and rotation of the body. This 
unusual approach, in my opinion, provides the clearest and most natural way 
to arrive at the proper description of the angular velocity and angular 
acceleration vectors for a rigid body. The chapter includes many worked 
examples and applications; and it closes with a discussion of the theory of 
instantaneous screws, including a description of the graphical method of 
instantaneous centers for a rigid body. 
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The heuristic and intuitive introduction in Chapter 2 to the elegant 
primary theorems of Euler and Chasles on finite displacements of a rigid body 
and the rule of composition of several rotations is expanded analytically in 
Chapter 3: Finite Rigid Body Displacements. The proofs of these theorems 
use elementary properties of matrices and tensors. Tensor algebra is 
introduced to simplify the description of a finite rigid body rotation in terms 
of the rotation tensor, which is the key to understanding Euler's theorem, the 
composition rule for several rotations, and Chasles' elegant screw theorem. I 
know of no other book where one may find a similar treatment of these 
theorems and their applications. The coordinate invariant construction of the 
axis and angle of the equivalent Euler rotation given by the simple 
equations (3.75) and (3.76) provides the essentially unique solution of the 
eigenvalue problem expressed by (3.88) for the Euler rotation matrix. The 
simple component equation (3.80) for the unique Euler axis of rotation is not 
usually found in mechanics texts. Some of these results are buried in the well
known work of Gibbs; but nowhere do I recall having seen the easy, coor
dinate invariant derivation of (3.146) for the location of the screw axis of a 
general finite rigid body displacement. 

In addition, the transformation laws for vector and tensor components 
are derived and illustrated in some introductory examples in Chapter 3. We 
return to these rules again in Volume 2, where some further important 
properties of symmetric tensors are studied and applied to characterize the 
rotational dynamics of a rigid body. The use of the tensor representation 
theorem to study the composition of several finite rotations and to represent 
the composition of an arbitrary rotation in terms of the classical Euler angles 
also is carefully described. Many examples, useful applications, and problems 
for further study also are provided. 

The time rate of change of a vector referred to a moving frame, the fun
damental kinematic chain and composition rules for several angular velocity 
and acceleration vectors, and the elegant basic equations for the absolute 
velocity and absolute acceleration of a particle referred to a moving reference 
frame are carefully developed in Chapter 4: Motion Referred to a Moving 
Reference Frame and Relative Motion. The composition rules for angular 
velocity and angular acceleration appropriate to multiple reference frames are 
thoroughly and carefully developed. These important results have varied and 
useful applications in the study of motion of several connected, independently 
rotating rigid bodies such as occur in the study of robotics and mechanisms. 
The notation introduced herein to describe rotational chains, in my 
estimation, is simpler and less awkward than any used elsewhere in the 
current literature. Motions referrt;d to cylindrical and spherical reference 
frames in terms of corresponding curvilinear coordinates are derived as special 
applications of the aforementioned basic relations for the absolute velocity 
and acceleration. Many examples and applications demonstrate use of all of 
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the concepts and formulas. It is emphasized that the results derived in Chap
ter 4 include as particular cases virtually all of the fundamental equations 
encountered throughout the text. 

The final section in Chapter 4 concerns special advanced topics that 
provide preparation for advanced studies in kinematics of rigid body motion 
and in continuum mechanics of solids and fluids. The time rate of change of a 
tensor referred to a moving reference frame is derived; and an elementary 
introduction to frame-indifferent transformations, especially useful in con
tinuum mechanics, is presented. The volume ends where advanced texts on 
theoretical kinematics of a rigid body and continuum mechanics often begin. 
A survey of other topics not mentioned above is provided by the table of con
tents below. 

In writing this book, I have appealed over many years to numerous sour
ces, especially for guidance in selection of appropriate problems. While I do 
not necessarily subscribe to their approach to mechanics, some of the referen
ces that I found particularly helpful are listed at the end of each chapter, 
usually with annotations to describe the substance of the work and to identify 
specific chapters that may be consulted for collateral study. It is impossible to 
be precise in citing my specific use of any source, and I apologize if I may 
have overlooked or forgotten a particular reference. There are, however, two 
books that I have always found more useful than many others for their 
excellent problems, and several of the examples and exercises in this book, 
though redesigned and cast in different language, have originated in some 
measure with these texts. These are the books by Professors James L. Meriam 
and Irving H. Shames. However, so far as I am aware, the treatment of 
problems provided herein usually is quite different and more thorough than 
found in other comparable sources known to me. Nevertheless, by consulting 
the listed references or their own favorite books, both the teacher and the 
student should be able to supplement the many examples and problems to 
meet their special needs. 
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Volume 1 

Kinematics 
The Geometry of Motion 

I cannot too strongly urge that a kinematical result is a result valid 
forever, no matter how time and fashion may change the "laws" of 
physics. 

Clifford A. Truesdell, 
The Kinematics of Vorticity 
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Kinematics of a Particle 

Mathematics deals exclusively with the relations of concepts to each 
other without consideration of their relation to experience. Physics too 
deals with mathematical concepts; however, these concepts attain physical 
content only by the clear determination of their relation to the objects of 
experience. This in particular is the case for the concepts of motion, space, 
time. 

I believe that the first step in the setting of a "real external world" is 
the formation of the concept of bodily objects and of bodily objects of 
various kinds. 

1.1. Introduction 

Albert Einstein, 
Essays in Physics 

Dynamics is the branch of analytical mechanics devoted to the study of 
the motion of bodies and the forces and torques that may produce it. 
However, since geometric considerations play a principal role in dynamics, we 
shall consider initially only the purely geometrical aspects of motion. The 
theory of motion without regard to the agents that produce it is called 
kinematics. Kinematics is the geometry of motion. Thus, in this chapter we set 
the stage for future developments by making precise the idea of motion and its 
relation to velocity and acceleration. These definitions subsequently are 
applied to describe the general motion of a material point in terms charac
terized by the geometry of the curve along which the point moves. After the 
basic kinematical ideas are explored thoroughly for a rigid body in Chapters 2 
and 3 and for moving reference systems in Chapter 4, we shall proceed to 
investigate the relation of forces and torques to the motion of bodies. Let us 
begin with a discussion of some primitive terms needed in our work. 

3 
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1.2. Primitive Terms 

It clearly is impossible to define everything. One term is defined by other 
terms, which are defined by others, and so on; but eventually we must stop at 
some still undefined, primitive term whose interpretation is left to our intuition 
or to our experience, psychological or otherwise, in relation to the real world 
and to the context in which the term is used. In classical geometry, for exam
ple, "point" is an undefined term, whereas the word "line" is defined as a con
tiguous set of points. A dictionary, on the other hand, tells us that a "point" is 
"a dimensionless geometrical object having no property but location." But 
what meanings shall we assign to the terms "dimensionless" and "location"? 
Searching the pages, we shall find that "dimensionless" means "without 
length, width, or height"; and we may add intuitively that "no property but 
location" implies that a "point" also has no smell, taste, or color. And if any 
of these terms may be unclear, we continue our march through the lexicon 
until, finally, our intuitive or psychological needs are satisfied by seemingly 
more concrete terms, and our understanding of the still primitive, abstract 
term "point" somehow is rendered more familiar. Thus, we come eventually to 
perceive the original empirical meaning of certain undefined terms. In any 
event, the meanings of the primitive terms of any subject ultimately are deter
J:!lined by the use we make of them. In fact, from birth, we learn the meanings 
of most words in our language in just this way. It is not unusual, therefore, 
that we must begin our study of mechanics by the enumeration of some 
primitive terms. 

A material object, such as an electron, a ball, a river, an aircraft, a planet, 
etc. is called a body. More abstractly, a body !11 is defined as a set of material 
points P called particles; we write !11 = { P}. Of course, any part of a body, like 
a bucket of river water, or any collection of discrete material objects, like the 
fragments of an exploded shell, is also a body. Thus, a body, like the line of 
elementary geometry, is a set of points, but it differs in that its points need not 
be connected. A set of separated particles usually is referred to as a system of 
particles, and a contiguous set of material points often is called a continuum. 
Notice, on the other hand, that a particle, like the point of Euclid's geometry, 
is a primitive, undefined term that is to be interpreted in the context of its 
application. Although we shall picture a particle as the familiar geometrical 
point object, it must be understood that they are not the same thing. A speck 
of pepper, for example, may be identified as a particle. We all know, of course, 
that it has properties other than location: it has a color, it makes you sneeze, 
and it tastes bad when consummed alone. But these additional characteristics 
are unimportant to the study of the motion of a particle of pepper; rather, 
only its material content is considered relevant. A material point has mass; a 
geometrical point does not. 

Mass is one of the primitive concepts of dynamics that distinguishes 
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classical mechanics from classical geometry. Its introduction stems from the 
fact that matter exists in varying degrees of concentration or distribution in 
the universe. Thus, mass is identified as a positive scalar measure of the 
material content of a body. The weight of an object, which will be defined 
precisely later on, is not a suitable measure of its material content, for the 
weight of a man standing on the surface of the Moon is 1/6 his weight on 
Earth, yet the material of which he is made is certainly the same and exists in 
the same bulk. Total volume of an object is not suitable either. We could pack 
different amounts of matter, like foam rubber, into the same space; but the 
mass (per unit volume) would differ. The mass of a body is a positive number 
that measures, relative to some assigned standard reference mass, its invariant 
material content. 

Length and time are primitive concepts. The concept of length as a 
positive measure of distance has its foundation in classical geometry, so we 
shall not go into it again here. But what is time? Time is Now; yet Now is no 
more. There is a before Now and an after Now. This is the way we charac
terize time. We say there is a present time, a before the present time, and an 
after the present time; there exists an earlier than Now and a later than Now. 
This is how we perceive time; but it does not tell us in mathematical terms, for 
example, what time is. We employ a clock, any repeatable sequence of events, 
to keep track of events that take place relative to a certain reference event, 
like the birth of Christ. But a clock does not tell us what time is; rather, in the 
same way that a ruler is used to measure length, the distance between two 
points, a clock is an instrument that measures and records how many events 
have been repeated since the occurrence of the assigned reference event. Time 
itself is a primitive concept; it is identified as a numerical measure of the 
duration of events-past, present, and future. 

Force is a primitive concept of mechanics. We pull on the ends of a string 
and make it taut; stretch a rubber band to several times its unstretched length; 
bend a straight rod of steel to circular shape; twist our hands; drag our feet; 
and when we fall down, it hurts. Winds topple buildings; a ball thrown 
upward returns to strike the ground; a magnet moves an iron bar toward 
itself or pushes it away without touching it. These actions are the influence of 
forces. But they do not tell us what force is. Force is an undefined term-a 
primitive concept. However, these experiences teach us that force is a vector 
quantity. A force is exerted by one body on another with a certain intensity in 
a certain direction~it is identified in mechanics as a vector measure of the 
push-pull action between pairs of bodies in the universe. 

The primitive terms introduced here will be joined together in what 
follows; and other basic concepts will be introduced as the need arises. Mass, 
force, and time are primitive terms that distinguish the analytical structure of 
classical particle mechanics from classical Euclidean geometry. The concepts 
of force and mass are essential only to dynamics, so we shall not encounter 
these specifically until much later on; on the other hand, the concepts of par-
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tide, length, and time are required presently to study the kinematics of a par
ticle. We shall see that these three basal concepts are intimately related in the 
idea of motion. 

1.3. Motion and Particle Path 

To locate an object in space, we need a reference system. The only 
reference we have is other objects. Therefore, the physical nature of what we 
shall call a reference frame is an assigned set of objects whose mutual distan
ces do not change with time-at least not very much. For example, the walls 
of a room, the rotating structure of a carrousel, the cabin framework of a 
spacecraft, or the remote stars may serve as a frame of reference. It is only 
necessary that the distance between the objects that define the frame, namely, 
the walls, the structure, the framework, or the stars and so on, do not change 
to within the accuracy that distances are being measured, during the time that 
the frame is in use. 

For analytical purposes, our definition of a frame must be more precise, 
easy to use, and correspond to the physical idea of an assigned set of objects. 
Therefore, we define a three-dimensional Euclidean reference frame cp as a set 
consisting of a point 0 of space, called the origin of the reference frame, and a 
vector basis { e;} = { e1 , e2 , e3 }. That is, cp = { 0; e; }. We shall require for con
venience that the basis is an orthonormal basis, i.e., a triple of mutually per
pendicular unit vectors. A typical reference frame is shown in Fig. 1.1. 

The spatial location of a particle P in the frame cp at time t is given by 
the position vector x"' of P from 0. Of course, as time goes on the place 
occupied by P generally will vary. The time sequence of positions of Pin cp is 
called a motion of P relative to cp, and it is defined by the equation 

x = x"'(P, t), (1.1) 

in which x is the place in frame cp occupied at time t by the particle P in its 
motion relative to cp, as shown in Fig. 1.1. The locus .!£ of places occupied by 

Figure 1.1. A motion of a particle P 
relative to the frame rp = { 0; ek}. 
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P in the motion ( 1.1 ) is called the path or trajectory of P. The place x0 that P 
occupies along its path at some instant t = t0 , say, which we may sometimes 
consider as the initial instant t 0 = 0, is determined by the motion ( 1.1 ): 

( 1.2) 

When the particular choice of q; is clear, as it is when only one frame is being 
considered, for the sake of simplicity we shall descard the subscript q; and 
write ( 1.1) and ( 1.2) as 

x = x(P, t), 

x0 = x(P, t 0 ). 

( 1.3a) 

( 1.3b) 

The generic basis { ek} used to define the reference frame q; may be any 
convenient vector basis. Frequently, though certainly not always, we shall 
identify {ek} as the familiar rectangular Cartesian basis {id = {i 1 , i2 , i3 } with 
i 1 = i, i2 = j and i3 = k, as usual. It is understood that different symbols q;, 1/J, 
f/J, J-1., etc. may be used to name the reference frame to avoid confusion with 
other quantities that one or more of these same symbols may be chosen to 
represent. However, because of frequent use of q; as a frame symbol, we shall 
reserve the symbol rjJ for use exclusively as an angular placement. Also, for 
brevity, we shall often write ek for the set { ek }. 

The foregoing ideas are illustrated in the following example.* 

Example 1.1. Let the motion of a particle P relative to an assigned Car
tesian reference frame q; = { 0; ik} be given by the following position vector 
function of time t: 

x(P, t) = R[cos wt i +sin wt j] + Atk, ( 1.4) 

where R, w, and A are constants and {id = {i,j, k}, as remarked above. 
Notice that at t = 0 we have from ( 1.4) and ( 1.3b) 

x0 = x(P, 0) = Ri. ( 1.5) 

This is the place relative to q; occupied by the particle P initially. Its place at 
time t = 2 units, say, is given by 

x 2 = x(P, 2) = R[cos 2w i +sin 2w j] + 2Ak. 

Specific measure units for t will depend on the units assigned to w and A, or 
conversely. 

• The elements of vector algebra are reviewed in Appendix A, Section A. I. 
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L-Helical Path[' 

Chapler 1 

Figure 1.2. The path of a particle 
having the motion (1.4) is a cir
cular helix. 

Of course, in frame cp the place x occupied by P always may be written in 

terms of its elementary Cartesian scalar components x, y, z: 

x = x( t) i + y( t) j + z( t) k. ( 1.6) 

Equating coefficients of base vectors in ( 1.6) and ( 1.4 ), we find that the time

parametric equations that define the path of the particle in cp are given by 

x(t) = R cos wt, 

y(t) = R sin wt, 

z(t) =At. 

( 1.7a) 

(1.7b) 

( 1.7c) 

In view of ( 1.5 ), it is now clear too that the Cartesian coordinates of P in its 

initial position are x 0 = x(O) = R, y0 = y(O) = 0, z0 = z(O) = 0. We see from 

(1.7) that x 2 + y 2 = R 2, which is the equation of a circle in the xy plane. Thus, 

the trajectory of P lies on a circular cylinder perpendicular to the xy plane. As 

shown in Fig. 1.2, the trajectory described by ( 1. 7) is a circular helix, a curve 

characteristic of the threads of a screw. We see that when the particle has 

completed one revolution about the cylinder axis, it has also advanced some 

distance p along that axis, as shown in Fig. 1.2. This unit advance per turn is 

called the pitch of the helix. We recall that a screw that has 10 threads per 

centimeter (em) of its length, for example, advances one millimeter (mm) in 

one revolution, so its pitch is 1 mm or 0.1 em. Notice also that wt = 8(t) is the 

angle through which the particle has turned about the k direction in time t, so 

the time r required to complete one turn of 2n radians about the cylinder axis 

is given by wr = 2n. Thus, ( 1.7c) shows that the pitch is given by 

p = z( r) = Ar = 2nAjw. It follows, therefore that the constant A depends on 

the pitch p of the helix and the angular frequency of rotation w. Angular fre

quency will be discussed further on. 
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1.4. Velocity and Acceleration 

The velocity relative to r.p of a particle P at time t is defined by the time 
rate of change in r.p of the position vector ( 1.1) or ( 1.3a ): 

. dx(P,t) 
v(P, t)=x= . 

dt 
( 1.8) 

The magnitude v =I vi of v is called the speed of P. We recall that 
lvl = (v · v) 112• The differentiation with respect to time often will be abbreviated 
by use of a superimposed dot, as indicated in ( 1.8 ). Of course, since we are 
following the particle in its motion relative to r.p, neither the identity of the 
particle P nor any aspect of the reference frame varies with the time. Later on, 
we shall encounter circumstances where we wish to determine the velocity of a 
particle relative to a second frame, starting from an equation for the motion 
relative to the first frame, when the two frames are moving relative to each 
other; and, in that case, the origin and base vectors of the designated moving 
frame will vary with time. 

The acceleration relative to r.p of a particle P at time t is defined by the 
time rate of change in r.p of the velocity vector ( 1.8 ): 

. dv(P, t) 
a(P, t) = v(P, t) = dt . ( 1.9) 

Substitution of (1.8) into (1.9) gives an equivalent relation in terms of the 
position vector: 

.. d2x(P, t) 
a(P, t) = x(P, t) = dt 2 (1.10) 

When the position vector is expressed in rectangular Cartesian variables 
( 1.6 ), the relations ( 1.8) and ( 1.10) relative to a Cartesian frame r.p = { 0; ik} 
have the specific forms 

v(P, t) = x(r) i + y(t) j + i(t) k, 

a(P, t) = x(t) i + ji(t) j + z(t) k. 

(1.11) 

(1.12) 

The Cartesian form of the velocity vector in ( 1.11 ) reveals that the speed of P 
is determined by 

(1.13) 

in which we observe that ds = (dx 2 + dy 2 + dz 2 ) 112 is the elemental arc length 
along the particle path. Thus, we learn that the speed is equal to the rate of 
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change of the distance s(t) that P moves along its path. The velocity vector now 
may be written as the product of its magnitude v = s times the unit vector 
t = vjv constructed from v itself; thus, 

v(P, t) =st. (1.14) 

It is seen from ( 1.8) that the velocity vector is in the direction of the 
infinitesimal particle displacement dx(P, t) along its path; hence, t is a unit 
vector tangent at each point to the particle path. It follows that because the 
magnitude of a vector is the same in every reference frame, the representation 
( 1.14) holds in every reference system. The relation ( 1.14) thus shows that the 
velocity of a particle always is tangent to its path in every motion. We shall 
return to this later on. 

A particle P is said to be fixed or at rest in q> if x( P, t) = x0 for all times. 
It is evident from ( 1.8) that a particle is fixed in q> if and only if v(P, t) = 0, i.e., 
when and only when it has zero velocity for all times. On the other hand, a 
particle P is at instantaneous rest in q> at a particular time t0 if and only if 
v( P, t 0 ) = 0 at that instant. 

The physical dimensions of v and a, expressed by [v] and [a], are 
derived from the length dimension [L] of the position vector x and the time 
dimension [ T] of the time variable t on the basis of ( 1.8 )-( 1.10 ). Thus, 
[v] = [ V] = [L/T], [a]= [ VjT] = [L/T2 ]. Of course, specific dimensional 
units will depend upon the choice of units for the fundamental dimensions of 
length and time employed in a particular problem. If the length is expressed in 
feet (ft) or meters (m) and the time in seconds (sec), for example, then the 
velocity will be expressed in ftjsec or mjsec and the acceleration in ft/sec 2 or 
mjsec 2. Use of specific measure units will arise only in numerical problems. 

Example 1.2. The velocity and acceleration of a particle having the 
motion ( 1.4) are determined by differentiation in accordance with ( 1.8) to 
( 1.10 ). Thus, relative to the frame q>, we find* 

v = X.(P, t) = wR[ -sin wt i +cos wt j] + Ak, 

a=v(P, t)= -w2R[coswti+sinwtj], 

(1.15) 

(1.16) 

in which A = pwj2n. Although these vectors vary with time, we see that both 
the speed, v = (R 2w 2 + A2 ) 112 , and the magnitude of the acceleration, 
la(P, t)l = Rw2 , are constant in the helical motion ( 1.4 ). Also, at t = 0, we 
have v0 = v(P, 0) = Rwj + Ak and a0 = a(P, 0) = -Rw2i, for example. 0 

We recall from our earlier Example 1.1 that 8(t) = wt defines the time
varying angle between the two vertical planes that contain the Oz axis and the 
radial lines of R and x0 , as shown in Fig. 1.2. By definition, the time rate of 

• The rules for differentiation of a vector function of a scalar variable are reviewed in Appen
dix A, Section A.2. Integration is outlined in Section A.3. 
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Figure 1.3. A simple mechanical system in which a 
small body P is modeled as a particle. 

11 

change O(t) of any such angular placement 8(t) is called an angular speed.* 
Hence, in the last example O(t) = w is the constant angular speed of rotation 
of the particle about the positive z axis in cp. Clearly, [w] = [1/T] = [T- 1]; 

so the dimensional units of w are expressed in measure units of radians per 
unit of time. In abbreviated notation, this would be written as radjsec or 
radjmin, for example. 

In the preceding example, we started from a given motion relation and 
derived the velocity and acceleration from it. Most of the time, however, we 
must obtain the motion relation from other data provided in the problem. Let 
us look at an illustration of a simple mechanical system in which the motion 
is obtained by construction of the position vector from geometrical con
siderations. 

Example 1.3. The hinged support H of a thin rod of length L to which a 
small ball Pis attached moves with constant angular speed d8(t)jdt = w on a 
vertical circle of radius R as shown in Fig. 1.3. We wish to determine the 
velocity and acceleration of the ball as it moves in the plane relative to frame 
t/1 = { 0; i, j} which is fixed in the plane space at 0. 

Solution. Since the size of P, though unspecified but finite, is apparently 
very small compared to the lengths L and R, it is reasonable to model P as a 
particle attached to the end point of the rod. Then, in terms of the angles 8 
and ifJ shown in Fig. 1.3, the position vector of P in the fixed Cartesian frame 
t/1 is given by 

xi/I(P, t) = x(t) i + y(t) j = [R cos 8(t) + L cos ifJ(t)] i 

+ [R sin 8(t) + L sin f/J(t)] j. 

* The angular velocity vector ro will be defined carefully in Chapter 2; its magnitude, the angular 
speed, has the same physical interpretation illustrated in this simpler intuitive setting. 
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Hence, recalling that 0 = w, we find with ( 1.8) and ( 1.9) that relative to 
frame 1./J 

v"'(P, t) = -(Rw sin 8+ L~ sin ifJ) i + (Rw cos 8+ ~cos ifJ)j, 

a"'(P, t) = - (Rw 2 cos 8 + L~2 cos ifJ + L(fi sin ifJ) i ( 1.17) 

+ (- Rw2 sin 8- L~2 sin ifJ + L(fi cos ifJ) j. 

Here ~ is an unknown angular speed; hence, (fi = d~(t)fdt, the time rate of 
change of the angular speed, also is unknown. By definition, the time rate of 
change of the angular speed is called the simple angular acceleration.* Clearly, 
its physical dimensions are [T- 2]; and its usual measure units are rad/sec2• 

Notice that the same result would be obtained were we to consider, more 
precisely, that L was the distance from the support H to the center of the ball 
at P, or to any other point in the ball. In this case it makes no difference what 
the dimensions of the ball may be. D 

Example 1.4. Determine the velocity and acceleration of the ball P 
relative to a moving reference frame J1. = { 0; e 1 , e2 } fixed in the wheel of the 
device shown in Fig. 1.3. 

Solution. To find the velocity and acceleration of P relative to a moving 
frame J1. = { 0; ek} fixed in the wheel at 0, we first write its position vector 
relative to frame J-L: 

x1_.(P, t) = R + L[cos ifJ(t) e1 +sin ifJ(t) e2 ] 

where now R is the constant vector of H from 0. Hence, with (1.8) and (1.9), 
we find relative to frame J1. 

v 1-'(P, t) = L~[ -sin ifJ(t) e 1 +cos ifJ(t) e2], 

a~-'(P, t) = -L[{fi sin ifJ(t) + ~2 cos ifJ{t)] e 1 (1.18) 

+ L[{ficosifJ{t)-~2 sinifJ(t)] e2 • 

Notice that in the moving frame J-1., both e1 and e2 are constant vectors, 
whereas in the fixed frame 1./J their directions vary with the time. Observe also 
that in this example the angle ifJ is measured relative to the line of e 1 fixed in 
J.l, whereas in the last example ifJ was measured relative to the line of i fixed in 
1./J. Hence, these distinct angles coincide only at the instant when the frames 
coincide. Clearly, the frame 11 is turning with the constant angular speed w 
relative to the frame 1./J, so the directions e 1 and e2 coincide with i and j only at 
the moment shown in the figure. Comparison of equations (1.17) and (1.18) 
shows that even at the moment of coincidence the velocity and acceleration 

* The angular acceleration vector ro will be defined later on; in general, its magnitude is not equal 

to the magnitude of the simple angular acceleration. 
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relative to the two frames differ. We shall learn in Chapter 4 how the 
velocities and accelerations relative to different frames moving in space are 
related through the rates of change of direction of their rotating basis vectors. 

D 

Example 1.5. The mechanism shown in Fig. 1.4a consists of a drive 
crank AB that rotates at a constant angular speed a= w, while the arm OBP 
oscillates about the hinge pin at 0 at a varying angular rate !3. The slider 
block at B is attached to the crank ABby a hinge pin and it drives the arm 
OBP. A pinned pair of slider blocks at P allows the assembly to slide in the 
arm 0 BP and in a horizontal guide H P. As AB rotates around the circle 
BCD, a cutting tool (not shown) attached to P moves in the cutting stroke 
from its extreme right position to its extreme left position while B moves 
along the arc DTC. During the return stroke, the tool is idle; but because B 
moves a shorter distance along the arc CGD, the tool is returned to its 
starting position in considerably less time. For this reason the device is called 
a quick return mechanism. Find the velocity and acceleration of the point P in 
c[J = { 0; ik}, and compare the time required for the return stroke to the time 
expended in the cutting stroke. 

Solution. Since P is constrained by the horizontal guide, its position vec
tor in c[J is x(P, t) =xi+ 4aj. Hence, the velocity ( 1.11) and the acceleration 
(1.12) are given by 

v(P, t)=i:i, a(P, t)=xi. (1.19) 

x(P,d 

4a a cos r 

L 
f 

2a 

_Li 
0 

Ia) (h): Problem Geomet1y 

Figure 1.4. A quick return mechanism. 
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We must now express x in terms of the angle ex whose variation is known, 
using the assigned geometry shown in Fig. 1.4b. By the property of similar 
triangles OEB and OHP, we see that 

x a sin y sin ex 
4a 2a + a cos y 2 - cos ex' 

wherein y = n- ex is used. Hence, x(t) is expressed m terms of the angular 
position ex( t ): 

4asinet:(t) 
x(t) = . 

2- cos ex(t) 
( 1.20) 

A little patience with the differentiation of ( 1.20) and use of ( 1.19) yields even
tually 

2 cos ex- 1 . 
v(P, t) = 4aw (2 )2 I, 

-cos ex (1.21a) 

( ) __ 8 2 sin ex( 1 + cos ex) • 
a P, t - aw 2 )' I, ( -cos ex · 

(1.21b) 

in which w = i denotes the known constant angular speed of the drive crank. 
We note from (1.21a) that Pis at its extreme positions when v(P, t)=O. 

This happens when cos ex= 1/2. Thus, in this design C and D are 60° from the 
vertical line AG. This is also evident from the assigned geometry in Fig. 1.4. 
Since the 1200 arc from C to D through G is one-half as far from D to C 
through T, and because w is constant, it is easy to see that the time t, required 
for the return stroke is equal to one-half the time tc expended in the cutting 
stroke: t, = tc/2. This characterizes the quick return efficiency of this 
mechanism. 

A graph of the dimensionless cutter velocity v P ..;- ( 4aw) as a function of 
the drive crank angle ex is shown in Fig. 1.5. The quick change in the velocity 

4aw 

t z =1 Return Stroke Interval 

2 I 
z r Cuttmg Stroke Interval 1 Z 1 

1 G G 

Jl 1T l!!:2Ir 
0 2 1T 2 21T (X 

Figure 1.5. Graph of the dimen
sionless cutter velocity as a 
function of the drive crank angle 
a: 

Vp 2cosa-1 
4aw = (2 -cos tx) 2 ' 
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during the return stroke CGD is evident; in fact, the tangent line to the curve 
at a= n/3 makes an angle of -37.6° with the a axis. But this rate decreases 
rather rapidly during the initial phase of the cutting tool stroke, the tangent 
line to the curve at 0! = n/2 making an angle of -14° with the 0! axis. During 
the actual tool working interval defined by 0! E [3n/4, 5n/4 ], say, it is seen that 
the curve is fairly flat so that the actual cutting operation occurs at a nearly 
constant rate. 

1.5. Some Basic Classifications of Problems 

It is impossible to exhaustively classify all varieties of problems involving 
position, velocity, and acceleration as functions of time; but there are three 
broad groups of problems that deserve special mention as follows: 

Group 1: Given x(P, t), find v(P, t), a(P, t). 

This is the basic problem that we have studied above. The solution Is 
explicitly provided by the defining equations ( 1.8 H 1.10 ): 

(p ) = dx(P, t) 
v , t dt , 

( ) _ dv(P, t) _ Jlx(P, t) 
a P, t - dt - dt2 (1.22) 

The remaining groups are varieties of this type. 

Group 2: Given v(P, t), find a(P, t), x(P, t). 

The acceleration is determined from its definition (1.9): a(P, t) = v(P, t). The 
position vector is found by integration of the differential equation 
dx(P, t)/dt = v(P, t) by separation of the variables x and t as indicated below: 

r dx(P, t)=x(P, t)-x0 = r v(P, t)dt, 
~ ~ 

wherein x0 = x(P, t 0 ) is the place occupied by Pat any given instant t 0 • Thus, 

x(P, t) = Xo + r v(P, t) dt. 
to 

( 1.23) 

Group 3: Given a(P, t), find v(P, t), x(P, t). 

To determine v(P, t), we must integrate the differential equation 
dv(P, t)/dt = a(P, t) by separation of the variables v and t as indicated below: 

J' dv(P, t) = v(P, t)- v0 = J' a(P, t) dt; 
~ ~ 
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that is, 

v(P, t) = Vo + r a(P, 1) dt, 
to 

( 1.24) 

in which v0 = v(P, 10 ) is the value of v(P, t) at any given instant t0 • Now that 
v(P, t) is known, the rest of the problem falls into group 2, and x(P, t) is 
determined by ( 1.23 ). 

Let us observe that in any problem in which the velocity is known, the 
distance traveled by the particle along its path is determined by the differen
tial equation ( 1.13) for the speed. We find by separation of the variables s 
and t 

s(t) = r v(t) dt, 
to 

( 1.25) 

in which the distance s( t) is measured along the path from the place occupied 
by the particle at the time ! 0 . 

Finally, we recall that for a time-varying angular placement O(t), the 
angular speed w and the simple angular acceleration ciJ are defined by 

w = O(t), ciJ = lf(t), ( 1.26) 

respectively. When (h(t) is given, the angular speed may be found from the 
second of ( 1.26) by use of the method of separation of variables; we obtain 

W(t) = Wo + r ciJ(t) dt, 
to 

( 1.27) 

in which w 0 = w(t0 ) denotes the angular speed at the instant t 0 . A second 
integration delivers the angular placement: 

l:i(t) = 00 + f w(t) dt, 
to 

( 1.28) 

wherein 80 = 8(t0 ) is the angular placement at time t0 . Thus, in particular, for 
a constant angular speed w=w0 , we derive from (1.28) the special relation 

O(t) = l:io + Wo(t- lo). ( 1.29) 

Let us turn to some sample applications of some of the methods 
described above. 

Example 1.6. The velocity of a particle P which initially is at the place 
x0 = -2i ft is given by v(P, t) = 6t2i + 4tk ft/sec. Find the velocity and 
acceleration of the particle initially, determine the motion of P, and find its 
path. Compute the distance traveled by the particle in one second. 
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Solution. It is observed that this problem may be solved by the method 
for group 2. The acceleration is given for all times by ( 1.9 ); therefore, 

) dv(P, t) 
a(P, t = dt 12ti + 4k ftjsec 2• ( 1.30) 

Thus a0 = a(P, 0) = 4k ft/sec 2 is the initial acceleration of P. Clearly, the initial 
velocity is v0 = v(P, 0) = 0. 

The motion of P, hence the path traversed by P, is determined by the dif
ferential equation dx(P, t)/dt=v(P, t). Application of (1.23) yields 

I' dx(P, t) = x(P, t)l~ = f.' (6t 2i + 4tk) dt = (2t 3i + 2t 2k)l~-
o ·o 

(See Appendix A, Section A.3 ). Thus, x(P, t) = x0 + 2t3i + 2t2k. With 
x0 = x(P, 0) = -2i ft, we have, finally, the motion of P: 

x(P, t) = 2(t3 - 1) i + 2t2k ft. (1.31) 

We observe that the motion of P always is in the xz plane. 
To determine the path of P, we use ( 1.6) and ( 1.31) to obtain the follow

ing time-parametric equations: 

x(t) = 2(t 3 -1 ), y(t) = 0, z(t) = 2t2 ( 1.32) 

Then elimination of the time parameter t yields the standard equation for the 
path of Pin the xz plane: 

(
X )2/3 

z=z(x)=2 ~+1 . ( 1.33) 

Its graph is shown in Fig. 1.6. 
It remains to compute the distance traveled in one second. Using the for-

Initial Pos!tiOrt--z_-/ 

Figure 1.6. Path of a particle having the motion 

x(P, 1) = 2(13 - I) i + 212k. 
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mula provided for v(P, t), we find that the speed of P is given by v(t) = 
2t( 4 + 9t2 ) '12 in accordance with ( 1.13 ). Then ( 1.25) becomes 

Hence, the distance traveled by P in the time t is 

( 1.34) 

In particular, we see from ( 1.32) and ( 1.34) that after one second the particle 
is at the place x = 0, y = 0, z =2ft shown in Fig. 1.6, and it has traveled the 
distance 

s(l) = ; 7 [13 312 - 8] = 2.88 ft. 

We notice in closing that with the help of the path equation (1.32), the dis
tance traveled in ( 1.34) also may be expressed as a function of z: 

2 [( 9 )3/2 J s=s(z)= 27 4+ 2z -8 . D 

Example 1.7. An electron E is at rest at the position x0 = 2i + 3j- k m 
initially. Subsequently, it is observed that the electron has an acceleration 
a(£, t) = 12t2i- 6tj + lOk m/sec2• What are the position, velocity, and 
acceleration of E after 2 sec? Find the speed of E after 1 sec. 

Solution. It is clear that this problem belongs to group 3; thus, 
integration of the differential equation 

dv(E, t) a(£, t) = 12t2i- 6tj + lOk mfsec2 

dt 

in the manner demonstrated in ( 1.24) yields, with t0 = 0, 

v(E, t) = v0 + 4t3i- 3t2j + 10tk mfsec. 

Since v0 = v(E, 0) = 0 initially, we have the result 

v(E, t) = 4t3i- 3t2j + 10tk m/sec. 

(1.35) 

(1.36) 
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To find x(E, t), we integrate the differential equation dx(E, t)/dt = v(E, t) 
as described in ( 1.23) noting that presently t0 = 0. Thus, 

x(E, t) = x0 + t 4i- t 3j + 5t2k m. 

Substitution of the assigned initial value for x0 delivers the result 

x(E, t) = (2 + t4 ) i + (3- t 3 ) j + (5t 2 - 1) k m. 

Finally, we find from (1.35), (1.36), and (1.37) that after 2 sec 

x(E, 2) =lSi- 5j + 19k m 

v(E, 2) = 32i -12j + 20k m/sec, 

a(E, 2) = 48i- 12j + lOk m/sec2• 

(1.37) 

The speed of E follows from (1.36): lv(E, t)l = (16t6 + 9t4 + 100t2 ) 112 mjsec; 
hence, after 1 sec, v(E, 1) = 5312 m/sec. D 

More applications of the foregoing methods may be found in the 
problems given at the end of the chapter. It is evident that the foregoing 
procedures assume that all quantities are expressed as functions of the time. 
However, this will not always be so. Later on and in some of the problem 
assignments, we shall have to develop additional methods to handle other 
situations. An important special procedure is illustrated below. 

Example 1.8. A circular disk of radius a is suspended by a slender rod 
attached to its center, as shown in Fig. 1.7. The disk is given an angular twist 
00 from its natural state in frame q1 = { 0; ik }, and released to perform tor
sional oscillations. The subsequent simple angular acceleration of a particle P 
on the rim of the disk in its rotation about the vertical axis is determined by 
the relation lJ = -KO, in which K is a known constant that depends on certain 
properties of the disk and the rod. (a) Find the velocity and acceleration of P 
expressed as functions of (] alone. (b) Determine the maximum magnitude of 

k 

Figure 1.7. Torsional vibrations of a disk. 
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the angular speed of P. (c) Use these results to show how the angular 
placement 8 may be determined as a function of the time. 

Solution. (a) The position vector of Pin tp = { 0; id is 

x(P, t) =a( cos 8i +sin 8j); ( 1.38) 

and the velocity and acceleration of P are determined by use of ( 1.8) and 
(1.9): 

v(P, t) = x(P, t) = aO(- sin 8i +cos 8j), (1.39) 

a(P, t) = v(P, t) = -a(lJ sin 8 + 02 cos 8) i + a(lJ cos 8-02 sin 8) j. (1.40) 

Since lJ = -K8 is a given function of 8, it remains only to determine 8 as 
a function of 8 alone. However, it is evident that because the right-hand side 
of this differential equation is a functio,n of 8 rather than the time, the 
variables 8 and t cannot be separated as we have done in other examples. We 
must first change from the variable t to the variable 8 by use of the chain rule; 
this yields 

Substitution of this expression into the given equation {J = -K8 yields 

. de 
8d8 =-K8. 

The variables 8 and 8 are now separable. 

(1.41) 

( 1.42) 

Bearing in mind the assigned initial conditions that at t = 0 the disk is 
released from rest at 8(0) = 80 so that 0(0) = 0, we may now integrate (1.42): 

Itl • • Je 
8d8= -K 8d8. 

o Oo 

Therefore, the angular speed is determined by 

8= ±[K(0~-82)]112. ( 1.43) 

The minus sign must be chosen to agree with the initial conditions so that 8(t) 
is decreasing in time during the initial part of the motion. Hence, 

( 1.44) 

The sign of 8 will not change until 8 = 0 again. It is seen from ( 1.43) that this 
happens when and only when 8 = ±80 . We recognize 8 = -80 physically as 
the extreme angular placement of the particle P at which the disk comes 
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momentarily to rest before it reverses its direction to swing back to its initial 
position of instantaneous rest at e = +80 . The sign ambiguity that arises from 
use of the chain rule relation ( 1.41 ) usually is easily eliminated by a simple 
physical or analytical argument of the kind used in this example. 

We are now prepared to complete the solution of (a). Substitution of 
(1.44) and the given relation for {j into (1.39) and (1.40) yields the velocity 
and acceleration of P as functions of 8 alone: 

( 1.45) 

a(P, t) = aK[8 sin 8- (86- 82 ) cos 8] i- aK[8 cos 8 + (8~- 82 ) sin 8] j. 

(b) It is seen from ( 1.44) that () has a maximum magnitude wmax at 
8=0: 

( 1.46) 

(c) To find 8 as a function of the time, we note that a second 
integration by separation of the variables 8 and t in ( 1.44) yields 

The right-hand side of this equation is easily integrated following a change of 
variable defined by 8 = 80 cos 1/t with 1/t = 0 initially. We find 

Hence, ljt = K 112t. Therefore, we conclude that the angular placement as a 
function of time t is given by 

8(t) = 80 cos(K112t). ( 1.4 7) 

Finally, let us observe with the aid of (1.46) and (1.47) that the angular 
speed also may be expressed as a function of the time: 

w(t) = O(t) = -Wmax sin (K112 t). ( 1.48) 

The results ( 1.4 7) and ( 1.48) may be used to write the velocity and 
acceleration of P as functions of the time. Notice that the sign in ( 1.48) agrees 
with ( 1.44 ). D 

This completes our study of this problem. Before leaving it behind, let us 
examine in more general terms the method used to separate the variables in 
( 1.42) above. 
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Let/( u) be a function of the variable u( t) which depends on the time t, 
and consider any second-order differential equation of the form 

ii(t) = f(u). ( 1.49) 

This equation always has a first integral for u expressed as a function of u. 
Since the right-hand side of this differential equation is a function of u, we 
must think of u( t) as a function u( u) depending on u. Then, by use of the 
chain rule, it follows that 

ii(t) = du(u) du(t) = u du 
du dt du' 

( 1.50) 

and the equation (1.49) may be rewritten as 

. du 
u du =f(u). ( 1.51) 

Thus, separation of the two variables and integration yields 

(1.52) 

wherein c0 denotes the constant of integration. 
This development reveals that the same separation of variables may be 

achieved more directly if in (1.49) one replaces ii by dujdt to obtain the first
order equation 

: = f(u), ( 1.53) 

and then multiplies through by udt = du to form 

udu = f(u) du, (1.54) 

in which the variables u and u are separated. It is seen that this is the same as 
( 1.51 ), and integration of ( 1.54) yields ( 1.52 ). Both approaches are based on 
the chain rule, but the second more direct approach avoids the awkwardness 
of our having to think. of u as a function u. This integration procedure will be 
encountered many times in the solutions of other problems. 

1.6. Uniform Motion 

The idea of a uniform motion of a particle will be presented below. The 
important fact that a motion with constant speed is not necessarily a uniform 
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motion will be discussed. Afterwards, we shall study an example of uniform 
motion produced by a cam mechanism. 

A motion of a particle for which the velocity vector is a constant vector is 
called a uniform motion. Since v(P, t) = v0 , a constant vector, it follows that a 
motion is uniform if and only if the acceleration is zero for all times: a(P, t) = 0. 
Clearly, if the particle moves with constant velocity, then 
a(P, t) = dv(P, t)/dt = 0. Conversely, if the acceleration is zero for all times, 
then dv(P, t)/dt = 0 is a differential equation to be solved for v(P, t). Its 
solution by (1.24) is v(P, t) = v0 , which is a constant vector. 

It is natural to ask: What is the path traced out in space by a particle 
whose velocity is constant? It is easy to see from (1.14) that since the velocity 
vector at each instant is tangent to the path of the particle, when v(P, t) has 
both constant magnitude and constant direction, the path must be a straight 
line. We can easily demonstrate this geometrical result. 

To demonstrate the answer, we need to find x(P, t) to determine the path 
of places traced by Pas time varies. Given that the velocity v(P, t) = v0 is con
stant, the analysis falls into group 2 above. From ( 1.23 ), we get 

x(P, t)=x0 + r v0 dt=xo+V0 r dt. 
to to 

That is, the uniform motion is described by 

x(P, t) = X 0 + v0{t- 10 ). ( 1.55) 

This is the time-parametric vector equation of the straight line path of a par
ticle whose place was x0 at the instant t0 . The result is shown graphically in 
Fig. 1.8. To see this in other familiar terms, let us recall ( 1.6 ); note that 
x0 = x0 i + y 0 j + z0 k and write v0 = ai + bj + ck. Then the vector 
equation (1.55) may be rewritten as the three scalar equations 

x=x0 +a(t-t0 ), Y = Yo+b(t- to), z =z0 + c(t- t0 ). 

----

Figure 1.8. The particle path in a uniform motion is a straight line. 
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The standard equations describing the path are obtained by elimination of the 
time parameter: 

x-x0 y- Yo z-z0 
t-!0 =--=--=--

a b c ' 

The student ought to recognize this set of equations as the intersection of 
planes defining a straight line whose spatial direction cosines are determined 
from the components (a, h, c) of the constant velocity vector v0 • 

We have shown that a particle can move with a constant velocity only if 
its trajectory is a straight line. The emphasis on velocity is important because 
the velocity vector is constant if and only if both its magnitude, the speed, and 
its direction are constant. In a uniform motion, the speed is always constant. 
But a constant speed by itself does not constitute a uniform motion because 
there are infinitely many paths along which a particle may travel with a con
stant speed. A straight line is only one of them. An example of another one 
studied earlier is the helical path ( 1. 7) for which the constant speed was found 
to be v = ( w 2 R 2 +A 2 ) 112. For the given initial data x0 and v0 , there is one and 
only one uniform motion (1.55); but for the same x 0 and v0 there are infinitely 
many motions of P for which only the speed is uniform. 

Example 1.9. Suppose that the hinge point H of the system shown in 
Fig. 1.3 moves with a constant speed v = 2 m/sec on a circle of radius 
R = 50 em. What is the magnitude of the acceleration of H? 

Solution. The position vector of H in 1/1 = { 0; i, j} is given by 

x(H, t) =50( cos 8 i +sin 8 j) em, 

where 8(t) denotes the angular placement of H measured from the fixed ver
tical line shown in Fig. 1.3. Application of (1.8) to the last equation gives 
v(H, t) = 508(- sin 8 i +cos 8 j) em/sec. Therefore, after a change of units, 
I vi= 508 = v = 200 em/sec shows that 8 = 4 rad/sec, which is the constant 
angular speed of H about point 0 in 1/J. It is now easy to show with (1.9) that 

a(H, t) = -8(cos 8 i +sin 8 j) m/sec 2, 

whence follows la(H, t)l = 8 m/sec 2 . The point H has a constant speed; but 
this result shows that its acceleration is not zero because the velocity vector is 
changing its direction asH rotates around 0. The motion of His not uniform. 

D 

Example 1.10. A cam is a mechanical device used to produce a 
prescribed motion of another body in contact with it. The cam mechanism 
illustrated in Fig. 1.9 is to be designed to control the oscillatory motion of a 
push rod so that both its forward motion on 8 E [0, n] and its return motion 
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Cam 

Figure 1.9. Uniform translational motion of a push rod produced by a constant rotary cam 
motion. 

on (} E [ n, 2n] are uniform with the same speed v in each direction over the 
entire stroke b, called the rise of the cam. The cam is to rotate with a constant 
clockwise angular speed w = O(t) about an axle at F. Let r(8) denote the 
variable radial distance from F to the cam surface at the angle (} defined in 
Fig. 1.9. Find the cam profile r(O) that can produce the desired uniform 
motion. 

Solution. We need to relate the shape of the cam defined by r(8) to the 
prescribed uniform motion condition. Since the motion of the push rod is 
determined by the shape of the cam as it turns through the variable angle 8(t) 
about the axle at F, the position vector of the point of contact of the push rod 
with the cam at P is given by x(P, t) = r(8) i. Thus, with the aid of (1.8) and 
w = 8, we have 

(p ) _ dx(P, t) _ dr(8) . 
V , t - dt - d(} WI for all (} E [0, 2n]. (1.56) 

In particular, during its uniform forward motion, the push rod has the 
constant velocity v(P, t)=vi for 8E [0, n]. Upon equating this vector to 
(1.56) we get the relation v=wdr(8)jd8, in which both v and ware assigned 
constants. Then separation of the variables r and (} yields 

fr(l!) v I.e 
dr( (}) = - d(} 

a W 0 

in which a= r(O) is the value of r(8) when (} = 0. Thus, the shape of the cam 
that will produce the desired uniform forward motion is determined by 

v 
r(8)=a+-8 

w 
for 8 E [0, n]. ( 1.57) 
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The shape function ( 1.57) also can be expressed in terms of the cam rise b by 
the condition r( n) =a+ b; we obtain 

e 
r(O) =a+ b

n 

. b v 
With - - and OE [0, n]. 

1!" (J) 
( 1.58) 

The cam profile is a linear function of 0, the rise being determined by assigned 
design conditions for the ratio vjw. 

To produce the same uniform return motion with velocity v(P, t) = -vi 
on OE [n, 2n], it is clear that the cam must be symmetric about the line 0=0 

through F Nevertheless, let the student show that for the uniform return 
motion the other half of the profile is determined by 

r(O) =a+ b ( 2 -~) on [n, 2n]. ( 1.59) 

Thus, a cam whose shape is defined by (1.58) and (1.59) converts a con
stant rotary motion of the cam into a reciprocating, uniform motion of a push 
rod that maintains contact with it. This design is used often in automatic 
machine tools where cutter blades are to be moved at constant and relatively 
slow speeds so that the sudden reversals in the velocity at the beginning and 
end of the tool stroke are unimportant in the actual cutting operation. Higher 

operating speeds also may be achieved provided that the return spring is suf
ficiently stiff to maintain the contact between the push rod and the cam. The 
sudden jumps that occur in both the velocity and the acceleration at the end 
of each stroke will be discussed later on. 

1.7. Velocity and Acceleration Referred to an Intrinsic Frame 

Thus far our relations for the motion, velocity, and acceleration of a par
ticle have been applied in situations where a rectangular Cartesian reference 

frame was adequate. However, this choice frequently proves awkward. In 
some problems it is more convenient to refer the particle motion to a special 
moving frame, called the intrinsic reference frame, which follows the particle 

along its tortuous route through space. Thus, instead of decomposing the 
velocity and acceleration into their usual Cartesian components, we are going 
to construct their decompositions into intrinsic components along directions 
associated with the path traced by the particle. 

1.7.1. Construction of the Intrinsic Velocity and Acceleration 

Equations for the velocity and acceleration that are related to certain 
natural geometrical features of the particle path often are called intrinsic 
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equations. The arc length and the unit tangent vector to the particle's path are 
obvious intrinsic geometrical quantities associated with the velocity vector in 
(1.14), for example. Therefore, (1.14) is an intrinsic equation for the velocity. 

To derive the general formulas for the intrinsic velocity and acceleration, 
it is natural that we should begin by thinking of the motion as a function of 
the distance s(t) traveled by the particle along its path. Let us consider a par
ticle P moving along an arbitrary path C in space, as shown in Fig. 1.10. At 
any instant t its distance along C from any reference point Q on C is s(t). 
Hence, relative to our Cartesian frame tP = { 0; ik} in which the usual coor
dinates of a point are {xd = (x, y, z), the position vector of the particle may 
be written as a function of the time-varying distance traveled along the path: 

x(P, t)=x(s(t))=x(s)i+ y(s)j+z(s)k. ( 1.60) 

Then with dx(s) = dx(s) i + dy(s) j + dz(s) k, it is seen that dx · dx = ds2, the 
elemental arc length of the curve. Therefore, the vector dx/ds is a unit vector. 
It may be seen in Fig. 1.10 that this unit vector is tangent to the path in the 
direction of increasing values of s. Thus, the vector t(s) defined by 

(1.61a) 

and 

t. t = 1 (1.61b) 

is called the tangent vector of C. We must insist that C be continuous without 
corners so that t(s) is defined uniquely at each point on C. Recalling that the 
scalar components of a unit vector are the direction cosines of the vector, we 
see that dxkjds are the three direction cosines of the tangent to the path at P. 
These results are easily visualized for a plane motion, and it may be helpful 
for the reader to study the equations ( 1.61) and Fig. 1.11 in relation to the 
previous remarks. 

With ( 1.60) in mind, we see by ( 1.8) and use of the chain rule that the 

X 
3 

For an infinitesimal displacement 
D.x of P along C, I 6x I = !'Is, very 
nearly; and in the limit A-+ P on C, 

dx li1 D.x ds=&'!h&=t(s) isaunit 

vector tangent to Cat P. 

Figure 1.10. Motion of a particle along a space curv(:. 
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Tangent line 
to Cat P 

It is seen from the geometry that 

dx dx• 
ds=~o:=ocose, 

dy dx 2 
ds- = d;""' sinO =cos¢; 

and in terms of its direction cosines, 
the unit tangent to Cat P is 

' dx 
t ~ costli t cos¢j ~ 1~ 1 ~~ ik 

Figure 1.11. Motion on a plane curve. 

Chapter 1 

velocity of the particle may be expressed by v(P, t) = (dx/ds)(ds/dt). Using 
(1.6la), we now obtain 

v(P, t) = .~t, ( 1.62) 

where s = dsjdt denotes the particle speed. This representation of the velocity 
vector is called the intrinsic velocity. We notice that ( 1.62) is the same result 
described earlier in ( 1.14 ). We see again that the velocity in every motion is 
tangent to the particle's path. 

The acceleration is obtained by differentiation of ( 1.62 ). Bearing in mind 
the functional dependence of t(s) on s(t ), we find 

(p t) = dv(P, t) = "t + .2 dt(s) 
a ' dt s s ds ' ( 1.63) 

where s = dSfdt. Since t(s) is a unit vector, differentiation of ( 1.61 b) yields [see 
(A.24) in Appendix A] 

dt 
t·-=0 

ds · 
( 1.64) 

Hence, C being an arbitrary curve, ( 1.64) shows that the vector dtfds is per
pendicular to t. The same result may be seen in more intuitive terms. Because 
a unit vector has a constant length, the only change it can exhibit is a change 
in its direction. Since this change can have no component along the invariant 
unit length of the vector, it must be perpendicular to it, as shown in ( 1.64 ). 
Hence, the unit vector t(s) must rotate with changes ins, and dtjds must be its 
rate of rotation. We visualize from Fig. 1.12a that dt/ds = lim,1., ~ 0 Lit/ Lis is 
perpendicular to t( s) in the direction of the concave side of the path, the direc
tion toward which t(s) rotates as s varies. 

Let n be a unit vector in the direction of dtfds whose magnitude we 
denote by K. Then, recalling (l.61a), we may write 

dt d2x 
-=-=Kn 
ds d~2 

( l.65a) 
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L 

(a) 

Figure 1.12. Geometry in the principal plane of curvature. 

with 

(1.65b) 

and 

n·n=l. ( 1.65c) 

The unit vector n is called the principal normal vector of C. Since the 
magnitude K of dt/ds is the rate at which the tangent vector rotates its direc
tion with respect to arc length as the particle moves along the curve, K is 
called the curvature of C. Substitution of ( 1.65a) in ( 1.63) yields the basic 
equation for the intrinsic acceleration vector: 

(1.66) 

This completes our derivation of the equations for the intrinsic velocity and 
acceleration. However, some additional useful geometrical details remain to 
be discussed. Our main results will be summarized afterwards. 

1.7.2. Curvature, the Radius of Curvature, and the Intrinsic Frame 

The reciprocal of the curvature, denoted by R = 1/K, has a simple and 
useful geometrical interpretation that may be readily visualized from Fig. 1.12. 
Let us consider the plane defined by the tangent vectors t and t + At at two 
points P and A on C separated by an infinitesimal distance As. This plane, or, 
more precisely, its limit as As --> 0, is called the plane of principal curvature. 
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Now let us construct in this plane lines through P and A perpendicular to C. 
The point B where these lines intersect is named the center of curvature. The 
circle of radius BP with its center at B is identified as the circle of curvature. 
This circle assumes the shape of the curve along a small arc that includes the 
point P. We are going to show that this radius is equal to R; hence, R will be 
called the radius of curvature. 

To see this, let L be a line through P fixed in the plane of principal cur
vature and making an angle 8 with the tangent at P. We see in Fig. 1.12 that 
the infinitesimal angle between the tangents at P and A is A8, so As= RA8 
and IAtl = ltl L18. These approximations become more precise as Lfs is made 
smaller. In the limit as As--+ 0, we obtain 

I d81 =_!_ 
ds R' l:l=ltl=l. (1.67) 

We now recall ( 1.65b) and use the chain rule to write 
K= ldt/dsl = !dtjd8!!d8/ds!. Then substitution of (1.67) yields the important 
result 

K= 1:1 = ~~~~ =~. ( 1.68) 

Thus, as remarked earlier, the curvature K measures the rate of change in the 
tangent angle 8 with respect to arc length along C; and it is clear that 
[R] = [K~ 1 ] = [L]. 

Because of the manner in which the plane of principal curvature contacts 
the path at P, this plane also is called, in more colorful terms, the osculating 
plane of C at P. The principal normal vector n is perpendicular to the tangent 
of C and lies in this plane. Therefore, the osculating plane is determined by 
the vectors t and n. 

Finally, it follows from the properties oft and n in (1.61), (1.65), and 
( 1.68) that the vector b defined by 

( 1.69) 

is a unit vector perpendicular to both t and n. The vector b is named the 
binormal vector; it is normal to both C and the osculating plane. The triad 
{ tk} = { t, n, b} of mutually orthogonal unit vectors forms a basis for a mov
ing reference frame 1{1 = { P; tk }, called the intrinsic frame, which follows the 
particle along its path. In terms of the intrinsic basis, the velocity and 
acceleration of a particle in a general motion relative to any Cartesian frame 
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tP = { 0; id have the simple and useful representations (1.62) and (1.66). 
These principal results together with the curvature relations ( 1.68) are sum
marized with new numbers in the next section. 

1.7.3. Velocity and Acceleration Referred to the Intrinsic Frame 

We learned in the last section that the intrinsic velocity is determined by 

V=St, ( 1.70) 

where s = ds/dt denotes the particle speed and t is a unit vector tangent to the 
trajectory. This shows that the velocity of a particle always is tangent to its 
path. 

We have also found that the intrinsic acceleration is given by 

(1.71) 

wherein s = ds/dt is called the tangential acceleration component and 1d2 is 
named the normal acceleration component. Since the normal component is 
directed toward the center of curvature, it also is known as the centripetal 
acceleration component. The result ( 1. 71) shows that the acceleration vector of 
P lies always in the osculating plane tangent to its path and containing the cen
ter of curvature. The foregoing description of the intrinsic frame t/1 = { P; tk} 
and the intrinsic velocity and acceleration vectors in the osculating plane at P 
are illustrated in Fig. 1.13. 

Figure 1.13. Description of the 
intrinsic reference frame and the 
intrinsic velocity and acceleration 
vectors in the osculating plane. 
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The curvature K, or the radius of curvature R, is given by 

K=~= 1:1 =~~~I· (1.72) 

in which (} is the angle between the tangent vector t and an arbitrary fixed line 
in the osculating plane. Two easyapplications of (1.72) deserve special men
tion. 

(i) Rectilinear Motion. A motion on a straight path is known as a rec
tilinear motion. The tangent vector on a straight path obviously is a constant 
vector; hence, by ( 1. 72 ), we have K = 1/ R = 0. That is, a straight line path has 
zero curvature, hence an infinite radius of curvature. It follows from (1.70) and 
( 1.71) that in every rectilinear motion in the direction t 

v = St and a = st. ( 1.73) 

We recall that a uniform motion is a special rectilinear motion with constant 
speed; thus, v = st = v0 , a constant, and a= 0, as described before. 

(ii) Circular Motion. It is clear that in a motion on a circle of radius r 
the tangent vector is tangent to the circle. The principal normal vector at 
every point around the circle is directed through the center of the circle, so 
this point is the natural center of curvature of the circle described earlier in 
Fig. 1.12. Thus, the radius of curvature of a circle is the radius of the circle: 
R= 1/K=r. 

Notice that the same result follows from the last of ( 1. 72) and the elemen
tary formula s = re for a circle on which e is the angular placement of an 
arbitrary radial line from a fixed line through the center. Therefore, we have 
s = rO and s = rli. Substituting these relations into ( 1.70) and ( 1. 71 ), we obtain 
the special elementary equations for the motion of a particle on a circle of 
radius r with angular speed w = 0 and angular acceleration dJ = lJ: 

v= rwt, ( 1.74) 

Finally, it is easy to verify that the tangential and normal components of 
the intrinsic acceleration of a particle and the curvature of the path can be 
computed from the relations 

a·v a,=s=-, 
v 

·2 Ia xvl 
an::Ks =--, 

v 

(1.75a) 

(1.75b) 

(1.75c) 
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in which v = s i= 0. The construction of these results is left as an exercise for 
the student. It should be observed that whereas s= lvl, in general si= lal. 
Rather, by (1.71) 

(1.76) 

We have learned that equations (1.70) and (1.71) are the representations 
of the velocity and acceleration expressed in terms of a basis that is moving 
relative to an assigned Cartesian frame l/J = { 0; ik }, as shown in Fig. 1.13. 
They must not be confused as the velocity and acceleration relative to the 
intrinsic frame, for it is clear that the particle has no motion relative to an 
observer situated at the origin of that frame. Rather, the relations (1.70) and 
( 1. 71) are representations of the velocity and acceleration of a particle relative 
to the assigned rectangular Cartesian frame l/J but referred to the moving, 
intrinsic frame 1/J. Said differently, the intrinsic velocity and acceleration com
ponents are the instantaneous projections upon the moving, intrinsic frame 1/J 
of the velocity and acceleration as seen by an observer stationed at 0 in frame 
l/J. The observer fixed at 0 first determines v and a and afterwards projects 
them instantaneously upon the axes of the intrinsic frame simply as a matter 
of convenience. As a consequence, he always finds ( 1.70) and ( 1.71 ). The 
relation between motion referred to an arbitrary moving reference frame and 
motion relative to it will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4. 

To see this more graphically, let us return to our earlier example of the 
torsional oscillations of a circular disk. The motion, velocity, and acceleration 
of a particle P on the rim of the disk are given by ( 1.38 ), ( 1.39 ), and ( 1.40) 
relative to the fixed Cartesian frame cp = { 0; ik} shown in Fig. 1.14a. Guided 
by our previous discussion of motion on a circle, we know that the intrinsic 
frame 1/J = { P; tk} has the instantaneous orientation shown in Fig. 1.14a. We 
want to show that the intrinsic velocity and acceleration components are the 

k 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1.14. Torsional oscillations around a circle referred to the intrinsic frame. 
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instantaneous projections upon the moving, intrinsic frame 1/J of the velocity 
and acceleration relative to frame r.p. The relevant problem geometry is 
illustrated in Fig. 1.14b. It is seen that the instantaneous projections of the 
unit vectors i and j upon the intrinsic directions t and n are given by 

i = sin et - cos e n, j = -cos e t - sin e n. (1.77) 

Substitution of ( 1. 77) into ( 1.38 ), ( 1.39 ), and ( 1.40 ), and use of a familiar 
trigonometric identity yields the results desired: 

x(P, t) = -an, 

v(P, t)= -aflt, 

a(P, t) = -aD't + afl 2n. 

( 1.78a) 

(1.78b) 

( 1.78c) 

These equations still describe the motion, velocity, and acceleration of P 
relative to the fixed Cartesian frame r.p = { 0; ik }, but the vectors are now 
referred to the moving, intrinsic frame 1/1 = { P; tk}. Their new simplicity is 
evident. 

Of course, the equations (1.78b) and (1.78c) may be derived directly from 
(1.74) for the circular motion of a particle. We must remember, however, that 
e in Fig. 1.14a initially is decreasing in time. Therefore, with w = -8, w = -{J, 
and r =a, it is seen that ( 1.78b) and ( 1.78c) follow easily from ( 1.74 ). 

1.7.4. Some Applications of the Intrinsic Velocity and Acceleration 

Some examples that illustrate various methods used in the analysis of 
problems involving intrinsic quantities will be studied next. The formula for 
the curvature of a plane curve will be reviewed in the solution of the first 
example, and the formula will be used in two others that follow. Finally, the 
motion of a particle on a helix will be revisited to find the intrinsic velocity 
and acceleration; and some interesting properties of this useful curve will be 
discussed. 

Example 1.11. A particle moves along a parabolic path y = kx 2 in such a 
way that the component x is a constant C in f/1 = { 0; ik }. What are the intrin
sic velocity and acceleration of the particle? Assume that k > 0. 

Solution. To obtain explicit formulas for (1.70) and (1.71 ), we need to 
find s, s, and K. Since x = C, the equation of the path yields y = 2kxx = 2Ckx. 
Then with s = (x 2 + p2) 112 we obtain 

( 1.79) 
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A second differentiation yields 

s=4k2C 2x(1 +4k2x 2)- 112. ( 1.80) 

It remains to determine the curvature. 
To derive the equation for the curvature of any smooth plane curve 

y = y(x ), we recall ( 1. 72) and introduce the angle e that the tangent to the 
curve makes with the x axis, as shown in Fig. 1.11. Then tan e = dyfdx and 
differentiation of each term with respect to s yields 

~tan e =de sec2 e =dO (ds)2 and ~ (dy) = d2y dx. 
ds ds ds dx ds dx dx2 ds 

Equating the last terms in these expressions and using the relation 
ds2 = dx 2 + dy2, we find dejds. Then by (1.72) we get, finally, 

I de I I Jlyjdx 2 I 
K= ds = [l+(dyfdx)2]312. 

This formula gives the curvature for any given smooth, plane curve y = y(x). 
The derivation of the curvature formula in the case when the plane curve is 
described by x = x( y) is left to the reader. We find that the curvature of a 
plane curve is determined by 

I d2yfdx2 I 
K = [1 + (dyfdx)2]3!2 (1.81a) 

I d2x/dy2 I 
= [1 + (dx/dy)2]312 . (1.81b) 

In particular, for the parabola y = kx2 we find dy/dx = 2kx, d2yfdx2 = 2k. 
Using these values in (1.81a) and recalling that k>O, we obtain 

( 1.82) 

Thus, collecting the results ( 1. 79 ), ( 1.80 ), and ( 1.82) in ( 1.70) and ( 1. 71 ), we 
find the intrinsic velocity and acceleration of the particle: 

Let the student consider what happens to these results if k < 0. 
Since the path is known, it is an easy geometrical problem to express t 
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and n in terms of i and j whenever this may be necessary. Unless it is specified 
that the results must be expressed in rP = {0; ik }, it is understood that the 
answers may be left in terms of If; = { P; tk} without our having to write the 
vectors tk as functions of ik. A sample case where this is required will be 
illustrated in Example 1.1 3. 0 

Example 1.12. Suppose that a particle P moves on the parabola y = kx 2 

with a constant speed s = 5 em/sec and passes the point ( 1, 1 ) in rP = { 0; i, j}. 
What is the greatest acceleration that the particle P experiences on its path? 
What is the radius of curvature at the point (1, 1 )? 

Solution. In order that P may pass the point {1, 1) on y=kx2, it is 
necessary that k = 1; hence, y = x 2 is the path of interest. Since s = 5 em/sec is 
constant, .~=0 and by (1.71) we have 

a= 25Kn. ( 1.84) 

Thus, a is greatest where K is greatest, i.e., where R is least. Of course, we 
expect intuitively that this occurs at (0, 0). The result may be established by 
use of ( 1.82 ). For the case k = 1, we obtain 

( 1.85) 

This formula shows that R is least at x = 0. Hence, Rmin = 1/2 em and 
Kmax = 2 em -I. The solution, by ( 1.84 ), is a max = SOn = 50i cmjsec2 at the 
origin (0, 0). The radius of curvature at ( 1, 1) is found from ( 1.85 ); we get 
R = 5312 ...;-2 em. 0 

Example 1.13. A small guide pin Pis attached to a telescopic arm OP of 
a bell crank mechanism which is hinged at 0. The pin must move in a 
parabolic track as shown in Fig. 1.15a. At point A it has a speed of 10 ftjsec 

Ia) (b): Problem Geometry 

Figure 1.15. Pin motion in a bell crank mechanism. 
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and a rate of change of speed of 20 ft/sec 2 along the track. What is the 
acceleration of the pin at point A in the Cartesian frame t:P = { F; ik} in 
Fig. 1.15b? 

Solution. The standard equation of the parabolic track shown in 
Fig. 1.15 is x = cy2• Since the curve contains the point ( 4, 4 ), the constant 
c = 1/4 and the actual path equation is 

( 1.86) 

The problem data being expressed in terms of intrinsic quantities suggest 
use of the intrinsic representation for the acceleration. With s =10ft/sec and 
s = 20 ft/sec 2, the acceleration given by ( 1. 71) is a= 20t + 1 00Kn at A. The cur
vature of the path (1.86) at A may be determined by (1.81b). Using (1.86), we 
evaluate 

dx y 

dy 2' 
(1.87) 

At the point A=(4,4) we have dxjdy=2,d2xjdy2 =1/2; and by (1.81b) we 
find K = Js/50. Therefore, the acceleration at A is given by 

a = 20t + 2 Js n ft/sec 2. ( 1.88) 

But ( 1.88) is referred to the intrinsic basis whereas the solution is required in 
the Cartesian basis. Therefore, a change of basis from tk into ik is needed. 

It is clear from the geometry shown in Fig. 1.15b that 

t = cos a i + sin a j, n = sin ':1. i - cos a j, ( 1.89) 

wherein a is determined by tan ':1. = dyjdx = 2/y. Evaluating this at A= ( 4, 4 ), 
we get tan a= 1/2; and from this result we determine sino:= t;Js, 
coso:= 2/Js. Now (1.89) may be written as 

t= f (2i +j), D= f (i-2j), 

Substitution of (1.90) into the acceleration (1.88) yields 

a=2[1 +4.J5J i+4[.j5-t]jft/sec2 • 

( 1.90) 

(1.91) 

This is the acceleration of the guide pin at point A in the Cartesian frame t:P. 
(See Problem 1.53.) D 

Example 1.14. The helix is a basic curve found in the design of various 
kinds of machines used to move solid or granular materials through a screw 
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feed or sorting hopper device. Helices also are used in design of impeller 
blades of certain air and water pumps, and for drills and screw drive systems. 
Therefore, it is useful to understand some of the basic geometrical properties 
of a helix. It is known, for example, that a helix has the unique characteristic 
that its tangent at each point makes a constant angle with a line parallel to its 
axis. This property is useful in problems concerning a helical motion similar 
to the rotation and translation of a nut on a threaded shaft. Establish this 
result for the helix defined by ( 1.4 ). Find the intrinsic velocity and acceleration 
in this motion. 

Solution. We wish to show that the angle y between the axial unit direc
tion k and the unit tangent vector t to the helix described by ( 1.4) is a con
stant. Let us recall equation ( 1.15) for the velocity vector in the helical motion 
(1.4). Then, according to (1.70), the tangent vector to the helix is given by 

wherein A, R, and w are constants. Hence, the speed also is constant: 

It follows from ( 1.92) that the angle between k and t is given by 

k · t =cosy= A(R2w 2 + A2 ) - 112 , 

( 1.92) 

( 1.93) 

( 1.94) 

which is a constant. Thus, the tangent at each point on a circular helix makes a 
constant angle with its axis. This result is more useful than ( 1.94) suggests. 
More generally, the tangent line property shows that when a helix is rolled on 
a plane, in one revolution its tangent traces a straight line that forms the 
hypotenuse of a right triangle of altitude p, the pitch of the helix, and base 
2nR as shown in Fig. 1.16. This triangle is called the pitch triangle. When a 
particle moves on a circular helix, it rotates through an angle wt = O(t) about 
the helix axis, as described in Fig. 1.2, and it traces in the xy plane a circular 
arc of length RO(t) as it advances a distance z(t) along that axis. We see from 
the pitch triangle that tan y = 2nR/p = RO(t)/z(t). Hence, the axial advance 
along a circular helix is proportional to the angle of rotation about its axis, 

2nz( t) = pO( t ); ( 1.95) 

Figure 1.16. Pitch triangle for a circular helix. 
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and the invariant tangent angle y of a circular helix is determined uniquely by 
the ratio of the circumference of its base circle to its pitch: 

tan y = 2nRjp. ( 1.96) 

These results will now be applied to find the intrinsic velocity and acceleration 
for the helical motion ( 1.4 ). 

We recall from (1.4) or (1.7) that z(t)=At and O=wt. Use of these 
relations in ( 1.95) yields A = wp/2n, which is the same result derived dif
ferently at the close of Section 1.3. Substitution of this equation into (1.93) 
and use of ( 1.96) gives 

[ ( p )2]1/2 
v = Rw 1 + lnR = Rw esc y. (1.97) 

Since the speed (1.97) is a constant, (1.71) reduces to a=Kv2n. But this 
must be the same as (1.16): 

a = KV 2n = - Rw2 [cos wt i + sin wt j]. ( 1.98) 

Therefore, it follows that 

(1.99a) 

and 

n = -cos wt i - sin wtj. (1.99b) 

Substitution of (1.97) and (1.99a) into (1.70) and (1.71) yields the intrinsic 
velocity and acceleration in the helical motion ( 1.4 ): 

v(P, t) = Rw esc yt, ( 1.100) 

in which t and n are given explicitly by ( 1.92) and ( 1.99b ). The principal nor
mal vector n at each point along the helix is directed perpendicular to the 
helix axis k. Hence, the osculating plane of t and n slides along the helix at the 
constant angle y defined by ( 1.96 ). 

Finally, let us observe that the curvature may be found from (1.99a): 
K = 1/p = Rw 2jv2, where p denotes the radius of curvature. This may be sim
plified further by use of ( 1.97) and the pitch triangle. We find the interesting 
result 

1 R [ ( p )
2

] p=-=--=R 1+ -
K sin2y 2nR · 

( 1.101) 

Thus, the radius of curvature of a circular helix is a constant determined by its 
pitch and the radius of its base circle. Moreover, since sin y < 1, the radius of 
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curvature is larger than the radius of its base circle. Notice that when y = n/2, 
the helix degenerates to its base circle, and then p = R. When y = 0, the helix 
degenerates to its axis, and in that case p = oo. The result ( 1.101) may be used 
to rewrite (1.100) in terms of the radius of curvature; we get 

v(P, t) = pw sin yt, a(P, t) = p(w sin y) 2 n. ( 1.102) 

Notice that these results are similar to the equations ( 1. 74) for a motion with 
constant angular speed w sin y on a circle of radius p. 

The intrinsic velocity and acceleration also may be derived by 
straightforward application of ( 1.75) to the Cartesian equations ( 1.15) and 
( 1.16 ). This exercise is left for the student. 

1.8. Summary of Particle Kinematics 

Our study of particle kinematics has evolved naturally from four primary 
definitions: reference frame, motion, velocity, acceleration. 

(i) A reference frame rp = { 0; ek} is a set consisting of a suitable origin 
point 0 in space and a suitable triple of mutually perpendicular unit vectors 

(ii) A motion of a particle P relative to rp is defined by its time-varying 
position vector in rp: 

x = x'~'(P, t) [ cf. (1.1 )]. 

This specifies the locus of places occupied by the particle as a function of time. 
(iii) The velocity of P relative to rp is the time rate of change of its 

position vector in frame rp: 

[ cf. ( 1.8)]. 

The magnitude of v is called the speed: v =I vi= (v · v) 112. 

(iv) The acceleration of P relative to frame rp is the time rate of change 
of its velocity vector in rp: 

[cf. ( 1.9 H 1.10)]. 

When the identity of rp is clear, the subscript notation may be suppressed. 
In a rectangular Cartesian reference frame rp = { 0; ik }, we have the useful 

explicit representations 

x = x(t) i + y( t) j + z(t) k 

v=x(t)i+y(t)j+i(t)k 

a= x(t) i + ji(t)j + z(t) k 

[cf. (1.6)], 

[cf. (1.11)], 

[ cf. ( 1.12 )]. 
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The speed of the particle is the time rate of change of the distance s(t) traveled 
along its path: 

[ cf. ( 1.13 )]. 

The velocity and acceleration relative to cp have an especially simple and 
useful representation when referred to the intrinsic reference frame I{!= { P; tk} 
that follows the particle: 

v = st, [ cf. ( 1. 70 )-( 1.71 )]. 

The velocity vector is in the direction t tangent to the path. The acceleration, 
if it is not zero, is in the osculating plane and directed toward the concave side 
of the path, as shown in Fig. 1.13. Among all planes at the point P on the 
path, the osculating plane lies nearest to the curve at P; it is determined by t 
and the principal normal vector n directed from P toward the center of cur
vature. The curvature K, or its reciprocal, the radius of curvature R, is a 
measure of the rate of turning of the tangent line along the path: 

K=~= ~~;~ = ~~~~ [cf. (1.72)], 

wherein e is the angle that the tangent vector makes with a fixed line in the 
osculating plane. All of these properties are independent of the coordinate 
system used in the spatial frame. See also (1.75) and (1.76). 

In a rectangular Cartesian reference frame in which the motion is con
fined to a plane, the curvature is given by 

I d2yjdx 2 I I d2xjdy2 I 
K= [l+(dy/dx) 2r 12 = [l+(dx/dy) 2] 312 

[cf. (1.81)]. 

This short list of important relations must be remembered. The rest, 
except for a few easy definitions of terms, should be seen as following 
naturally and logically from these few principal equations rather than by rote 
memorization of other special formulas. Various methods that are useful in 
the solution of a wide variety of problems have been described in the exam
ples and expanded further in the selection of problems. Future subject matter 
builds continuously upon this foundation; therefore, skills developed here will 
be sharpened further in new applications that lie ahead in the development of 
other useful kinematical formulas for rigid body motion and for motion 
relative to a moving reference frame. Some special introductory topics that 
expand upon our work in this chapter are presented in the next section. 
However, this matter may be omitted in a first reading with no significant 
interruption in continuity, if the reader prefers to move forward to Chapter 2. 
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1.9. Special Topics 

Three special topics of an introductory nature will be presented. We 
begin with the continuation of our study of the intrinsic description of particle 
motion to account for the rate of rotation of the binormal vector. We shall see 
that this characterizes the turning motion of the osculating plane as it twists 
along the path. Our second topic involves the geometrical description of the 
velocity vector as a "path writer" in the same way that the position vector is 
the "path writer" in the actual motion of the particle. This velocity vector path 
is called the hodograph. Finally, we conclude with an introduction to 
singularity functions and their application in some elementary kinematics 
problems. 

1.9.1. Some Additional Properties of the Intrinsic Basis 

We have learned in ( 1. 72) that the rate of rotation of the tangent vector 
describes the curvature of the path. Similarly, because the unit binormal vec
tor is always perpendicular to the osculating plane, its directional change 
along the trajectory characterizes the rotational motion of the osculating 
plane. Since the normal vector must stay in the osculating plane and remain 
perpendicular to both the tangent and binormal vectors, its rotation is deter
mined by theirs. These additional rotational effects will be studied below. 

We begin by recalling that the intrinsic vectors t, n, b are mutually per
pendicular unit vectors. Hence, 

t. t = 1, (1.103a) 

n · n = 1, (1.103b) 

b· b= 1, (1.103c) 

and 

t· n=O, ( 1.104a) 

n·b=O, (1.104b) 

b· t=O. ( 1.104c) 

Then differentiation of (1.103c) shows that b · db/ds = 0. Therefore, dbjds is 
perpendicular to b and lies in the plane of t and n. Consequently, we may 
write 

db 
-=at+ TO, 
ds 

where a and r are certain scalars. These are determined next. 

( 1.105) 
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To find a, we form the dot product of (1.105) with t and use (1.103a) and 
(1.104a) to get a=t·dbjds. But differentiation of (1.104c) and use of (1.65b) 
and ( 1.1 04b) reveals that 

db dt 
- · t + b ·-=a+ b · Kn =a= 0. 
ds ds 

Hence, (1.105) shows that dbjds is parallel to n: 

db 
-=TO 
ds with r= ± ~~~~· ( 1.106) 

We see that the scalar r, which may be positive, negative, or zero, is a 
measure of the rate of rotation of the binormal vector as the particle moves on 
its path. Since the change (1.106) in the unit vector b is parallel to n, and b is 
always perpendicular to both t and n, we see that T measures the twisting 
rotation of the osculating plane in either direction about the tangent line. In 
particular, if T < 0, dbjds has the direction - n; and, in this case, b revolves 
around t in the right-hand sense of a screw advancing along t as the particle 
advances on its path. Therefore, r is called the torsion of the curve. Clearly, 
[ r] = [ L - 1 ] follows from ( 1.106 ). When the path is a plane curve, b is a con
stant vector and (1.106) shows that every plane curve has zero torsion. 

Now let us consider the rotation of the normal vector. Since t, n, b form 
an orthonormal basis, we have n = b x t. Therefore, with (1.65a) and (1.106), 
we get dnjds = b x Kn + m x t [see (A.25) in Appendix A]; that is, 

dnjds = -Kt- Tb ( 1.107) 

This is the scalar rate at which n rotates with respect to s. Of course, since n is 
constrained to follow the rotations oft and b, its rate of rotation, as shown in 
(1.107), is determined by KandT. For a plane curve, r=O and (1.107) con
firms that n rotates at the same rate K at which t turns with respect to s. 

Collecting our results (1.65a), (1.106), and (1.107), we have the following 
set of intrinsic rotation equations: 

dtjds = KD, 

dbjds = rn, 

dn/ds = -Kt- rb. 

( 1.108a) 

(1.108b) 

( l.l08c) 

In other books these basic equations often are called the Serret-Frenet for-
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mulas. It can be shown by aid of (1.108) that the curvature and torsion of any 
smooth path are given by (cf. Problem 1.81) 

- (dzx . ~x) 1/2 

K- dsz ds2 ' ( 1.109) 

We shall discover some interesting additional results from the following easy 
applications of ( 1.108 ). 

Example 1.15. A particle P moves on a path for which the ratio of its 
curvature to its torsion at every point is a constant J.l.. Describe the path and 
find the torsion. 

Solution. Information about the nature of the path may be obtained from 
the differential equations (1.108) which describe its bending and twisting. We 
want to characterize the paths for which J1. = K/r is a constant. To accomplish 
this, we notice that elimination of n between the first two equations in (1.108) 
yields the general relation 

dt db 
-=JJ.
ds ds 

with J.l.=K/r. 

Thus, for constant J.l., (1.110) yields the simpler equation 

d 
ds (t -11b) =0, 

whose general solution is 

t-jJ.b=d, 

( 1.110) 

(1.111) 

wherein d is a constant vector. It follows from ( 1.111) that d has the 
magnitude 

(1.112) 

In addition, it is seen that the dot product of (1.111) by t and use of (1.103a) 
and ( 1.104c) yield the condition t · d = d cosy= 1, where y = ( t, d) denotes 
the angle between t and d. That is, with (1.112), 

(1.113) 

which is a constant. Since d has a constant direction in the plane of t and b, 
this result shows that the tangent to the path at each point makes a constant 
angle with the fixed direction d. However, as explained in Example 1.14, this 
property is unique to a helix. We thus learn that the only twisted paths for 
which the ratio 11 = Kjr is a constant are helices. 
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Although the radius R and pitch p of the helix are unknown, we can find 
an expression for the torsion of a circular helix in terms of these quantities. 
The pitch triangle described by ( 1.113) and ( 1.96) yields 

2nR 
tany=f.l=--. 

p 
(1.114) 

Since K = f.lT, (1.101) and the second half of (1.114) show that the torsion of a 
circular helix is a constant determined by its pitch and the radius of its base cir
cle: 

(1.115) D 

Example 1.16. If the path of a particle is traced on a fixed surface S, the 
tangent vector to the path also is tangent to S; but the normal vector o is not 
necessarily perpendicular to S. This is evident for the circular path 1 on the 
surface of the sphere shown in Fig. 1.17, for example. If o is perpendicular to S 
at every point of the trajectory, the path is called a geodesic on S. In par
ticular, the great circle along path 2 shown in Fig. 1.17 is a geodesic on the 
sphere. Indeed, it is clear that these are the only curves for which n can be 
parallel to the normal vector e along every radial line to the curve from the 
center of the sphere. Thus, the only geodesics on the sphere are great circles. 
Other examples are less obvious. Find the geodesics on a right circular cylin
der. 

Solution. The normal vector en say, at each point on the surface of a 
right circular cylinder is directed along a radial line perpendicular to the cylin
der axis k. Therefore, along a geodesic on the cylinder surface the principal 
normal vector n = -en so it also is perpendicular to k: n · k = 0. It follows 
from ( 1.1 08a) that k · dt/ ds = d(k · t )/ ds = 0; hence, k · t = cos ( t, k) = con st. 

Figure 1.17. Intrinsic motion and the geodesics 
on the surface of a sphere. 
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But the only curves whose tangent at each point makes a constant angle with 
a fixed direction are helices. Thus, the only geodesic paths on the surface of a 
cylinder are helices. Notice that when k · t = 0, the geodesic on the cylinder is 
the plane circle normal to k; and when k · t = 1, the geodesics are axial lines 
on the cylinder. These are degenerate helices having zero and infinite pitch, 
respectively. 

Finally, it must be mentioned that it is shown in books on differential 
geometry that among all curves joining two neighboring points on a smooth 
surface, a geodesic curve is the shortest path connecting them. Thus, the shor
test distance between two points on the surface of a sphere is along the arc of 
a great circle, while on the surface of a cylinder the shortest path is an arc of a 
helix, its base circle, or a line parallel to its axis. 

1.9.2. The Hodograph 

The intrinsic equations have revealed interesting geometrical qualities of 
the velocity and acceleration that are independent of the coordinate system 
used in the spatial frame. The velocity vector is tangent to the path traced by 
the position vector, and the acceleration is directed in the osculating plane 
toward the concave side of the path. In this section, we introduce a simpler 
kind of geometrical description for the velocity and acceleration that uses the 
velocity vector as the path writer. 

Imagine a fictitious particle PH whose "position vector" xH relative to an 
origin 0' is equal to the velocity vector of the particle P in the actual motion; 
and let us write v H = xH for the "velocity" of PH· Then 

VH=a. 

(1.116a) 

(1.116b) 

The "motion" xH is called the hodograph motion; and the path !l'H traced by 
xH=v, as shown in Fig. 1.18b, is called the hodograph. In these terms, (1.116) 

Hodograph £H 

x, 

(a) Part1cle Mot1on (b) Hodograph Motion 

Figure 1.18. Comparison of the hodograph motion and the particle motion. 
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shows that the "velocity" v H in the hodograph motion, called the hodograph 
velocity, is equal to the acceleration in the actual motion. Hence, the 
acceleration in the particle motion always is tangent to the hodograph. This is to 
be compared with the intrinsic description of the actual motion in Fig. 1.18a. 
Some examples follow. 

Example 1.17. The velocity vector in a uniform motion of a particle is a 
constant vector v = v0 • Therefore, the hodograph is a point xH = v0 , constant. 
Notice from ( 1.116b) that the hodograph velocity is zero: v H =a = 0. D 

Example 1.18. If a particle has constant acceleration a # 0, the 
hodograph is a path described with constant velocity v H =a. The equation of 
the hodograph is obtained by integrating a= XH; We get XH = V =at+ C, 

where c is a constant vector. Hence, the hodograph is a straight line. 0 

Example 1.19. Suppose that the velocity in the hodograph is always per
pendicular to the hodograph position vector. Describe the hodograph. What 
can be said about the actual motion of the particle? 

Solution. Since 

it follows that xH · xH =constant. Therefore, the hodograph is a curve on the 
surface of a sphere; and because xH = v, the particle has a constant speed. 
Hence, in the actual motion a= rcs 2n, v = st and s = const. Nothing more can 
be said about the actual motion. 

1.9.3. Singularity Functions in Particle Kinematics 

We have thus far assumed that the motion, velocity, and acceleration are 
continuous functions of time. But there are numerous applications where this 
condition is not satisfied by all, or possibly any, of these functions. Our study 
in Example 1.10 of the reciprocating uniform motion of the push rod showed 
specifically that the velocity changed abruptly at the end of each stroke but 
remained constant everywhere else. Behavior of this sort, in which a function 
is continuous except for a finite number of jump discontinuities at each of 
which the function has definable limits from both the right and the left, is 
called piecewise continuous. 

Problems characterized by piecewise continuous behavior can be solved 
by ordinary methods applied to the separate continuous parts, and the 
solutions for adjacent parts eventually can be patched together somehow. In 
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fact, this approach is so common that it was used without special mention in 
our earlier derivation of ( 1.58) and ( 1.59) for the cam shape. This procedure, 
though straightforward, often proves laborious and cumbersome to do except 
in simple cases like the symmetric cam operation. In this section, we shall 
study a more powerful method by which piecewise continuous functions may 
be treated as if they were continuous functions. To accomplish this trick, two 
special tools will be needed: the unit step function and the delta function. 
These functions and their calculus will be described next. Afterwards, the 
results will be applied in a review of our earlier cam design problem and in 
the solutions of some other simple kinematics problems. 

1.9.3.1. The Unit Step Function 

In problems where the position, velocity, or acceleration may change 
abruptly, it is convenient to introduce special functions to handle these cases. 
Each of these functions will behave much like a switch that gets turned on or 
turned off only when the independent variable x, say, takes on certain values. 
An important example is the unit step function u(x)= (x-a) 0 shown in 
Fig. 1.19. It is seen that this piecewise continuous function has the value zero 
for all x <a and the value I for all x >a; that is, as x just exceeds the value a, 
the switch u(x)= (x-a) 0 = 1 is turned on. The limit value of u(x) as x 
approaches a from the left is zero, while the limit from the right is equal to 
one. Because the value of u(x) at x =a is undecided, we say that u(x) is 
undefined at x =a. Thus, the unit step function shown in Fig. 1.19 may be 
defined by 

1
0 if x<a 

u(x)= (x-a)0 = I if x>a 

undefined at x = a. 

(1.117) 

The special angle bracket notation for < x- a) 0 is used for future con
venience. We shall see that the unit step function is a major building block 
used in construction of other piecewise continuous functions. 

This mathematical idea models, among other things, the physical act of 
turning on a light. In this case x is identified as the time variable t. Prior to 

u(xl 

- Figure 1.19. Graph of the unit step 
function u(x)= (x-a) 0 . 
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Figure 1.20. Use of the unit step function 
to turn on a smooth function h(x) at 
x =a and turn it off at x =h. 

Hlxl 
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0 +~ 

some instant t 0 =a, the light is off; then the switch is thrown and the light is 
instantaneously turned on-at least it appears so. To see how the unit step 
function can be used as a similar kind of mathematical switch, let us consider 
a continuously differentiable function h(x) defined on a~ x ~b. To save 
words, any such function h(x) will be called a smooth function. Then the 
function H(x) defined by 

H(x) = ( (x- a) 0 - (x- b ) 0 ) h(x) (1.118) 

reveals how the unit step function is used to turn on the function h(x) at x =a 
and, with use of the minus sign, turn it off again at x =b. Indeed, we see from 
(1.117) that (1.118) implies that 

H(x)= 

0 
h(x) 

0 

if x<a 

if a<x<b 
if x>b 

undefined at x =a and x =b. 

This switching effect is pictured in Fig. 1.20. A more specific example is given 
by the function 

(1.119) 

shown in Fig. 1.21. The parabolic function h(x) = (x- 2) 2 is turned on at 
x = 1, and it remains on indefinitely. If we wish to discontinue its use at x = 3, 
say, we simply subtract the term (x- 2 )2 (x- 3) 0 from the function in 
( 1.119 ). 

Figure 1.21. Graph of the function H(x) = 

(x-2) 2(x- I ) 0 • 

Hlxl 

0 
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1.9.3.2. The Delta Function 

It is seen from ( 1.119) that to compute the derivative of the function 
H(x ), we shall need to know the derivative of the unit step function 
u(x)= (x-a) 0 . It is evident from Fig. 1.19 that the slope of the unit step 
function is zero everywhere except at the discontinuity at x =a where the 
slope of the step is infinite. This leads us to "define" another special function 

if x =/=a 

if x=a, 
(1.120) 

so that du(x)fdx=b(x); that is, using the angle bracket notation in (1.117) 
and (1.120), we have 

d 0 
dx (x-a) =(x-a)_ 1 • ( 1.121) 

The function described by (1.120) is called the delta function. The sub
script "- 1" is used as a mnemonic device to remind us that the differentiation 
rule for the unit step function is similar to the usual rule for the derivative of 
an ordinary power function. Additional motivation for this usage and further 
interpretation of ( 1.120) will appear later on. The b-function is especially 
useful in the description of concentrated or suddenly applied loads that occur 
in impact problems, so b(x) also is known as the unit impulse function. This 
application will be discussed in Chapter 6. 

1.9.3.3. Calculus of Singularity Functions 

In view of the jump behavior of the unit step function at x =a and the 
consequent singular behavior of the delta function at x =a, these functions 
and all others associated with them through products with smooth functions, 
derivatives and integrals are called singularity functions. It is essential that we 
consider a few rules governing their differentiation and integration. Our first 
rule ( 1.121) enables us to compute the derivative of the singularity function 
( 1.119) by use of the usual product rule, for example. More generally, with the 
help of (1.121 ), we consider 

( 1.122) 

in which h(x) is any smooth function. In view of the definition (1.120), 
however, the product of the b-function and the smooth function h(x), con
tinuous at x = a, is defined by 

h(x) b(x) = h(x)(x- a) _ 1 = h(a)(x- a) _ 1 , (1.123) 
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which vanishes whenever h(a) = 0. Use of this result in (1.122) yields the 
general rule for the derivative of the product of a smooth function h(x) and the 
unit step function ( x - a) 0 : 

d dh(x) 
dx [h(x)(x-a)0 ] =~ (x-a) 0 +h(a)(x- a)_ 1, (1.124) 

in which the last term vanishes whenever h(a) = 0. 
Let us now recall (1.119) in which h(x)=(x-2)2 is a smooth function 

whose value at x = 1 is h(l) = 1. Application of ( 1.124) gives the derivative of 
(1.119): 

dH(x) o 
~=2(x-2)(x-1) +(x-1)_ 1 • 

More generally, let h(x)=:(x-bt. Then h(a)=(a·-b)n and (1.124) 
yields 

+ (a-bt(x-a) _,. (1.125) 

In particular, when n ~ 1 and b =a, the last term in ( 1.125) vanishes; and we 
thereby obtain the special rule for the derivative of the power function 
(x-a)n: 

d 
- (x-aY=n(x-a)n-t 
dx 

in which, by definition, 

(x-aY= (x-at(x-a) 0 

{
0 if x :;;;a 

= (x-a)n if x>a 

for n ~ 1, (1.126) 

for n ~ 1. (1.127) 

The rule (1.121) may be considered as the extension of (1.126) to the case 
n = 0. This lends motivation to our earlier use of the subscript notation. 

Notice that in (1.127) the value zero is admitted at x=a because the 
function (x- a )n for n ~ 1 is continuous and vanishes at x =a. In particular, 
the graph of the function u1(x)= (x-a) 1, which is called the unit slope 
function, is shown in Fig. 1.22. It is seen that u1(x) is equal to zero for x:;;;a 
and equal to (x- a) for x >a. This function is continuous with value zero at 
x =a, but its derivative u~ (x) is not. The graph shows that u~ (x) = 0 when 
x < a, and u'1 ( x) = 1 for x > a; but u~ ( x) is not defined at x = a. Therefore, we 
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Figure 1.22. Graph of the unit slope 
functions u1(x) = (x- a) 1• 

are able to see graphically that the derivative of u 1 (x) is equal to the unit step 
function. Indeed, from ( 1.126) 

(1.128) 

Higher derivatives of the various singularity functions may be computed 
similarly. For instance, application of (1.121) in (1.128) yields 

d2 I d 0 • 
dx 2 (x-a) = dx (x-a) =(x-a)_ 1 =i5(x). ( 1.129) 

The motivation for introduction of the subscript notation in ( 1.121) is again 
evident here. Of course, the next derivative of (1.129) will create still another 
kind of singularity function, namely, db(x)jdx= (x-a)_ 2 . This 
mathematical creature, called the doublet, will not be studied here. 

To invert the differentiation process, we shall need a few easy rules for 
integration of singularity functions. Let us consider the integral of the product 
of a smooth function h(x) and the unit step function expressed by 

F(x)= r h(0(!;-a) 0 di;= l Io" 
-co h(O d!; 

a 

if x<a 

if x>a ( 1.130) 

for all values of!; in the interval - oo <!; ~ x. The quantity !; is the dummy 
variable of integration, x denotes the problem variable, and a is the fixed 
position of the step, as usual. When x <a, F(x) = 0 because the integration 
runs only to the point !; = x <a where the switch (!;-a ) 0 remains off. But if 
x exceeds a, the unit step switch is turned on, and (!;-a) 0 = 1 as before. This 
leads to the bracketed expression in ( 1.130 ). Thus, the integral of the product 
of a smooth function and the unit step function is given by 

f h(?;)(?;-a)0 d?;=<x-a) 0 f h(Od?;. 
~- oc' a 

(1.131) 

In particular, consider h(!;) = (!; - at with n = 0, 1, 2, ... , and recall 
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( 1.127). It is seen that ( 1.131) yields the following special rule for the integral 
of the power june tion (X - a ) n: 

fx (x-a)n+l 
< ~ - a Y d~ = -'-----'-:---

-oo n + 1 
for n=O, 1, 2, .... (1.132) 

Notice that the graph of the unit step function in Fig. 1.19 shows that the 
area under the curve is zero if x <a and equal to (x- a) when x >a. This 
agrees with the familiar area interpretation of (1.132) when n=O. And, 
similarly, it is easily seen that for n = 1 the integral (1.132) is equal to the area 
of the triangular region shown in Fig. 1.22. 

Finally, in view of the rule (1.121 ), the integral of the {}-function is defined 
by r {J(~)d~=r <~-a)_ld~=<x-a)0• 

-oo -oo 
(1.133) 

With the use of (1.123) and (1.133), we may also derive the rule for integration 
of the product of the delta function and a smooth function which is continuous at 
x=a: r h(~){J(~)d~=r h(~)<~-a)_ld~=h(a)(x-a)0. (1.134) 

-oo -oo 

The behavior of the c5-function certainly is unusual. According to (1.120), 
b(x) vanishes everywhere except at x =a where it becomes indefinite; yet 
(1.133) shows that the area under its graph for x>a equals one. We 
appreciate that no ordinary function can have these unusual properties. This 
behavior can be seen more clearly by review of the derivative concept used in 
(1.121 ); namely, the limit definition 

{J(x)= lim [<x+.dx-a)o-<x-a)o]· (1.135) 
Llx~o .dx 

The expression in square brackets may be interpreted graphically in Fig. 1.23 
as a function 1/.dx which is turned on at x =a- .dx and shut off at x =a. For 
a fixed value of .dx, the base of the shaded rectangular region has length .dx 
and height 1/ .dx; hence, the enclosed area is equal to 1. As Ax is made smaller, 
the height grows larger; but the enclosed area remains the same. This is shown 
by the dotted rectangles in Fig. 1.23. Thus, as .dx--+ 0, the value of c5(x) grows 
indefinitely at x =a, as described by ( 1.120 ); but the dimensionless area under 
its graph always is equal to one, a property described by (1.133). Clearly, the 
physical dimension of {J(x) must be the reciprocal of that of 
x: [{J(x)] = [x- 1]. We thus see graphically that the properties of the c5-
function are not so strange after all. 

This completes our introductory study of singularity functions and some 
of their important properties. In summary, we recall the definitions of the unit 
step and t5-functions given in (1.117) and (1.120), respectively. These functions 
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X 

Figure 1.23. Graph of the limit rectangles for the b-function defined in (1.135). 

are related through the first derivative of the unit step function in (1.121 ). Dif
ferentiation and integration of the product of a smooth function and the unit 
step function are given by ( 1.124) and ( 1.131 ). Some special power rules for 
differentiation and integration of singularity functions are provided by (1.126) 
and (1.132), in which the defining relation (1.127) must be remembered. The 
integral of the £5-function is defined by ( 1.133 ), and ( 1.134) provides its 
integral with a smooth function. It is emphasized that, in general, products of 
singularity functions of the same variable are not defined. (However, see 
Problem 1.99.) In the next part, we shall appeal to these results in their 
application to some examples. 

1.9.3.4. Some Applications of Singularity Functions in Kinematics 

It has been emphasized along the way that singularity functions have 
many useful applications in mechanics and in other areas of engineering that 
include electrical circuit theory, electromagnetic theory, and heat transfer, for 
example. Therefore, it is natural that the student may expect to encounter 
these functions in other work. The elementary analysis of the shear and 
bending moment functions for beams under various loading situations are 
noteworthy applications studied in mechanics of deformable solids, for exam
ple. In this application, the unit step function turns the load distributions on 
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and off as needed; and the b-function is used to model a point load on a 
beam. In other physical applications the b-function may be used to model the 
impact of a hammer blow, an instantaneous surge in a shorted circuit, and a 
lightning bolt striking a tree. 

In our present work, the utility of singularity functions in some simple 
applications to kinematics of a particle will now be illustrated. Our first exam
ple of the motion of a mass supported by a spring mounted on a movable 
support involves the application of the unit step function ( 1.117) and the rule 
( 1.124) for differentiation of its product with a smooth function that vanishes 
at the point of discontinuity. 

Example 1.20. A particle of mass M is supported vertically by a spring 
which is fastened to a movable horizontal support. The system initially is at 
rest when the support experiences a sudden upward displacement of constant 
amplitude A. The particle is vibrating as a consequence of this disturbance 
when the spring support experiences at the instant t 0 a sudden downward dis
placement of the same amplitude. Because of these disturbances, the 
oscillatory motion of the mass a function of time t is described by 

x(M, t)=A{(t -coswt)<t-0)0 - [1-cosw(t-t0 )J<t-t0 ) 0 }, (1.136) 

where A = Aj, w is a constant and the definition ( 1.117) is to be recalled. Find 
the velocity and acceleration of M, and show that the motion satisfies the 
following differential equation: 

(1.137) 

Solution. The velocity is determined by ( 1.8 ), as usual; but its application 
to the motion ( 1.136) requires use of the rule ( 1.124) to deal with the 
singularity functions. First, we identify in ( 1.136) two smooth vector functions 

h1(t) = A(1-cos wt) and b2(t) = A[l- cos w(t- t0 )] 

for which h1(0) = 0 at t = 0 and b2(t0 ) = 0 at t = t0 . As a consequence of these 
initial conditions, the b-function terms in the rule ( 1.124) will vanish in its 
application to the present case. Thus, with this identification in mind, differen
tiation of ( 1.136) in accordance with ( 1.124) yields the velocity 

(1.138) 

Of course, the acceleration is obtained by ( 1.9 ); but in view of the 
singularity functions in ( 1.138 ), we must appeal again to the rule ( 1.124 ). By 
repeating the previous procedure, the reader will find that the acceleration is 
given by 

(1.139) 
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The differential equation of motion (1.137) is easily derived by mul
tiplication of (1.136) by w2 and addition of the result to (1.139). Use of 
(1.117) in (1.137) shows that the motion is governed by two differential 
equations: 

for 0 < t < t 0 and x + w2x = 0 for t 0 < t. (1.140) 

In the same way, the solutions of these equations may be revealed by expan
sion of ( 1.136 ). As an exercise, the student may derive the equations for the 
velocity and acceleration from these separate solutions and compare the 
results with those obtained by expansion of the equations (1.138) and (1.139). 
Equations of the kind ( 1.140) will be studied in greater detail in Chapter 6. 

D 

Let us consider another example. This time the c5-function ( 1.120) and the 
derivative rule ( 1.124) for the product of the unit step and a smooth function 
that does not vanish at the point of discontinuity will be applied to study the 
assembly line motion of a part having a discontinuous velocity. In addition, 
the impulsive character of the delta function will be observed. 

Example 1.21. A small component part P is moved along a straight 
track in an assembly line operation. The part, previously at rest, begins its 
journey at t = 0 by being placed instantaneously upon a conveyor belt that 
transports it with a constant speed v. At the instant t =a, the speed of P is 
changed suddenly to s = v sin(2nt/r) when the piece is whisked away by a 
robot to reach its terminal assembly point at the instant t = r. There, the 
robot deposits the part to rest and returns to its starting position for another. 
What is the jump in the speed of P at t =a? Find the acceleration of P as a 
function of t. 

Solution. In general terms, the jump in the quantity Q(x) at x =a. is 
defined as the difference LIQ = Q( a.+ ) - Q( a.-) in the values of a quantity Q(x) 
at the value x =a. as a. is approached from the right, where x >a. and 
Q(a. +) = limx _, Q(x), and from the left, where x <a. and 
Q(a.-)=lim,_, Q(x). Of course, the quantity Q(x) is continuous at x=a. if 
and only if LIQ = 0. In the present example, however, the velocity vector of P 
is a discontinuous function of the travel time t along the straight track. Dur
ing the first phase of its motion, the part has a constant speed .S(t) = v that 
gets turned on at t = 0, so obviously the jump in the speed at t = 0 is v. 
Thereafter, at t =a, the speed is changed suddenly to s = v sin(2nt/r ). Thus, 
the jump Ll v = s( a+)- s( a-) in the speed at t = a is given by 

Ll V = v[sin(2na/r)- 1]. (1.141) 

The part eventually is brought smoothly to rest at t = r. 
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The foregoing description shows that the velocity of P along the entire 
track may be conveniently expressed in terms of the unit step function ( 1.117 ): 

v(P, t) = iv( (t- 0)0 - (t- a) 0 ) + iv sin c:t) 
x [(t-a)0 - (t-r) 0 ]. 

But the last term may be discarded because t never exceeds r and the speed 
vanishes there. We now have 

(1.142) 

The acceleration is obtained by differentiation of (1.142) by use of the 
rule ( 1.124 ). This time we identify two smooth vector functions 

a constant and hit)= iv l sin e:t)- 1 J 
with values h1(0)=vi at t=O and, with (1.141), h2(a)=iAV at t=a. 
Therefore, differentiating (1.142) in accordance with (1.124), we derive the 
acceleration vector 

2n (2nt) a(P, t)=v(t-0)_ 1 +~vcos --:;- (t-a) 0 -AV(t-a)_ 1 , ( 1.143) 

Wherein v = vi and AV = A Vi. 
This formula shows that for a< t ~ r the acceleration is given by 

2n (2nt) a(P, t) = ~ v cos --:;- . 

Also, in agreement with the uniform motion condition on 0 < t <a, ( 1.143) 
confirms that the acceleration is equal to zero there. The presence of the J
functions in ( 1.143) reveals the interesting result that the acceleration has an 
impulsive character whose strength or intensity may be defined by the coef
ficients of the J-functions. Thus, ( 1.143) shows that these impulsive strengths 
are proportional to the jumps in the speed at t = 0 and t =a. To fix the proper 
physical dimensions, we observe in (1.143) that the J-function must have 
dimension equal to the reciprocal dimension of t; hence, [ J] = [ r- 1]. Since r 
defines a natural time parameter over the whole interval of interest, it may be 
used to nondimensionalize the J-functions in ( 1.143) by multiplying each coef
ficient by r/r. Now, with the proper physical dimensions, we see, for example, 
that the acceleration discontinuities at t = 0 and t =a have shocklike inten
sities proportional to vfr and to A V/r, respectively. D 
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The same phenomenon occurs in our earlier cam design problem, which 
is the subject of our third example. The special rule (1.132) for integration of a 
power function (1.127) and the derivative rule (1.121) for the unit step 
function will be applied. The strength of the impulsive acceleration at the end 
of each stroke will be described and the results exhibited graphically. 

Example 1.22. Let us reconsider the cam design problem studied in 
Example 1.10. We recall that two equations (1.58) and (1.59) were needed to 
describe the entire reciprocating, uniform motion of the push rod as the cam 
turned with the constant angular speed w through the angle 0, as shown in 
Fig. 1.9. This occurs because the velocity is discontinuous at the end of each 
stroke at (J = 0 (or 2n) and (J = n. We wish to show that the entire motion can 
be easily determined with the aid of singularity functions, and we shall also 
study the acceleration behavior. 

Solution. During the forward stroke when (J E [0, n ], the push rod has 
the uniform forward velocity Vf= vi. This gets turned on at (J = 0 and turned 
off at (J = n. For the return stroke, defined by (J E [ n, 2n ], the uniform return 
velocity is v, = -vi. This gets turned on at (J = n, and it stays on for the rest of 
the interval. Therefore, recalling ( 1.117 ), we see that the velocity on the entire 
interval [0, 2n] may be conveniently expressed by 

( 1.144) 

Since v,= -v1 , (1.144) may be rewritten as 

v(P, t)=v1 [(0-0)0 -2(0-n)0 + (0-2n)0 ] (1.145) 

Our objective is to derive the cam shape from this expression. 
The relation ( 1.56 ), in the same way as before, allows us to separate the 

variables rand 8 in (1.145) to obtain 

rO) dri=~[f: (8-0) 0 d{J-2 r (8-n) 0 d(J+ I: ({J-2n) 0 d8], 

wherein r(O) =a, as shown in Fig. 1.9. Application of the integration rule 
( 1.132) to the last equation and use of v 1 =vi yields the cam shape function 

(1.146) 

for all (J E [0, 2n]. But the rule ( 1.127) shows that the last term vanishes for all 
8 ~ 2n, so we may discard it. We recall also that r(n) =a+ b, as shown in 
Fig. 1.9, whereas ( 1.146) together with (1.127) gives r(n) =a+ (v/w) n; hence, 
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b = nv/w, as before. Therefore, the cam profile ( 1.146) is determined for all 
8 E [0, 2n] by the single equation 

. h b v 
Wit -=-. 

n w 
( 1.147) 

Our earlier equations may now be retrieved by use of (1.127) in (1.147); 
its expansion yields 

for 0~ e~n. 

for 7t ~ e ~ 2n. (1.148) 

These are the same as ( 1.58) and ( 1.59) given before. 
The acceleration may be derived from (1.145). With the aid of (1.121), we 

get 

(1.149) 

This result, together with (1.120), shows that the acceleration at the end of 
each stroke changes abruptly with strength vw = bw 2 jn at e = 0 and 2n, and 
- 2vw = -2bw2/n at e = n. Note that [c5(8)] = [1]. Thus, the use of 
singularity functions in this study enables us to obtain a measure of the 
shocklike, impulsive accelerations that occur instantaneously at the end of 
each stroke. 

Graphs of the motion (1.148) and the components of the velocity (1.145) 
and the acceleration ( 1.149) are shown in Fig. 1.24. The unit step character of 
the speed v(O), which is described by (1.145), and the unit slope nature of the 
push rod motion x=r(O), described by (1.147), are evident. The c5-function 
character of the acceleration a(O) found in (1.149) is indicated in Fig. 1.24 by 
the small open circles at the points of discontinuity, and the corresponding 
strengths of the impulsive accelerations at these points are indicated by the 
arrows. We have seen that the latter depend upon the cam rise b and the 
square of the angular speed w. 0 

The next example uses the unit step function to model the oscillograph 
record of the deceleration of a jet aircraft in its landing on the deck of an air
craft carrier. The velocity and the motion are found by application of the 
power rule ( 1.132 ), and the results are described graphically. 

Example 1.23. A jet plane makes a rectilinear landing approach toward 
an aircraft carrier with a constant velocity v0 = v0 i. When the arresting hook 
engages the arresting cable, the plane experiences a sudden deceleration 
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Figure 1.24. Graphs of the motion, speed, 
and acceleration of the push rod. 

a(t) = -a(t) i, which is described by the oscillograph record shown in 
Fig. 1.25. Find the speed and the distance traveled by the plane during its 
arrestment expressed as functions of the time, determine their values at the 
instant t = 2t0 , and plot their graphs for t,;::;; 2t0 • 

Solution. The oscillograph record in Fig. 1.25 indicates properly the zero 
acceleration of the plane as it approaches the arresting cable with a constant 
velocity v0 prior to engagement of its arresting hook at t = 0. At the moment 
of impact, the plane suddenly decelerates at an average constant value a0 for a 
time t = t 0 ; then the acceleration returns suddenly to an essentially zero 
average value up to the time t=2t0 • Therefore, by use of (1.117), the 
oscillograph record of the deceleration may be sensibly modeled by the 
function 

a(tl 

(1.150) 

Figure 1.25. Oscillograph record of 
the deceleration of a carrier jet 
aircraft during its landing arrest
ment. 
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in which a0 = -a0 i, a constant. The speed of the plane during its arrestment 
will now be derived from the first integral of ( 1.150 ). 

Bearing in mind the condition v(t) = v0 for t:::;;: 0, we find from (1.150) 

fv(t) [f.' f.' 1 dv(t)=a0 (t-0) 0 dt- (t-t0 ) 0 dt. 
"O 0 0 

Application of ( 1.132) in this equation yields the velocity 

V( f) = S( t) j = Vo + ao( ( f- 0) I - ( f- fo) I), (1.151) 

which gives the speed s(t) during the plane's arrestment. 
The distance s(t) traveled during the landing may be found by integration 

of ( 1.151 ). Recalling the initial condition x(O) = s(O) i = 0 and applying ( 1.132) 
to integrate (1.151), we derive 

(1.152) 

To graph the results, the equations (1.150), (1.151), and (1.152) have to 
be expanded to reveal the separated functions. This yields 

a(t) = -a(t) i (1.153a) 

~ ~;,~-a,; 
for t:::;;: 0, 

for 0 < t< t0 , 

for ! 0 < t:::;;2t0 , (1.153b) 

v(t)=s(t)i ( 1.154a) 

I.,~,,; for t:::;;: 0, 

= (v0 -a0 t)i. for 0:::;;: t:::;;: t0 , 

(v0 - a0 t0 ) 1 for t0 :::;;: t:::;;: 210 , (1.154b) 

x(t)=s(t)i (1.155a) I ,,,; for t:::;;: 0, 

= (v0 t- !a0 t 2 ) i for 0:::;;: t:::;;: !0 , 

[(v0 - a0 t 0 ) t + !a0 t~] i for t0 :::;;t:::;;2t0 • (1.155b) 

We see that the first equations in (1.153b), (1.154b) and (1.155b) describe the 
flight conditions before impact; and we notice that the equations ( 1.154) and 
( 1.155) show that although the acceleration ( 1.153) is discontinuous at t = 0 
and t = t0 , the motion and velocity are continuous there. It follows from the 
last of ( 1.154b) and ( 1.155b) that the speed of the plane on the flight deck at 
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the time t = 2t0 and the corresponding distance from the impact point are 
given by 

(1.156) 

No additional information on further braking is provided beyond t = 2t0 . The 
model results given in (1.153), (1.154), and (1.155) are shown graphically in 
Fig. 1.26. The unit step character of the acceleration ( 1.150) and the unit slope 
nature of the velocity ( 1.151) are visually evident. The results ( 1.156) also may 
be seen there. D 

Our final example concerns the motion of a mass supported by a shock 
absorber. The general rules ( 1.124) and ( 1.131) for differentiation and 
integration of the product of a smooth function with the unit step function are 
applied. 

Example 1.24. A shock absorber is held in a vertical position by a clamp 
bolted to its lower end. A load M, initially at rest at the top end of the shock 
absorber in its fully extended position, is moved by a compressive force with a 
speed v(t) that increases linearly with the time so that v(r)=v* at t=r. At 
this instant, the applied force is removed and the load continues its downward 
compression with the speed v = v* exp( 1 - t/r) until the shock absorber is in 

a(tl 

----o~~LL~.------,.---
0 t0 2t0 

v"'S (t) Deceleration vs. Time 

Figure 1.26. Graphs of the results (1.153), 
(1.154 ), and (1.155) for the jet aircraft 
arrestment problem. 
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its fully compressed position where the load comes to rest. Use singularity 
functions to derive the displacement and acceleration of the load as functions 
of the time for 0 ~ t < oo, and graph the results. What is the fully extended 
length of the shock absorber? 

Solution. During the period 0 ~ t ~ r, the load moves from its initial rest 
state with linearly increasing speed v(t) = kt. The constant k is determined by 
the condition v(r) = v* = kr at t = r; therefore, v(t) = v*tjr for 0 ~ t ~ r. The 
force that produces this motion is removed at the instant r, and the load con
tinues its downward motion with the new speed v( t) = v* exp( 1 - tjr) for r ~ t. 
It is seen that the speed is continuous with value v( r) = v* at t = r. Hence, 
with use of ( 1.117 ), the speed v( t) for all times 0 ~ t < oo may be expressed by 

( 1.157) 

The acceleration is obtained by differentiation of ( 1.157) by use of the 
rule ( 1.124 ). We get 

{ 1.158) 

The rectilinear motion x(t) is obtained by integration of {1.157), as usual. 
Using the initial condition x(O)=O and the integration rule {1.131), we obtain 

f. x(t) v* [ f.' J' J' J dx=- (t-0)0 tdt-(t-r)0 tdt+r(t-r)0 e<t-rMdt. 
0 f 0 T T 

Then, finally, integration of these elementary functions yields the displacement 
of the load from the initial fully extended state of the shock absorber, namely, 

(1.159) 

Graphs of the results may now be obtained by expansion of (1.159), 
(1.157), and (1.158). These yield I ,. -12 for 0~ t~r, ( 1.160a) 

x(t) = 2r 
v*rn- e(l- tf<l] for r ~ t < oo, (1.160b) 

l v*t/r for 0~ t~r, (1.16la) 
v(t) = * o- t/<l for r~t< oo, (1.161b) v e ! ,•;, for 0~ t~r, (1.162a) 

a(t) = - v,* eO- tf<) for r ~ t< oo. ( 1.162b) 
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It is seen from ( 1.160b) that the fully extended length of the shock absorber, 
denoted by A, is obtained as the limit value of x(t) as t-+ oo. Hence, 
A= 3v*r:/2. This is also evident in the graph of the displacement (1.160) shown 
in Fig. 1.27. The graphs of (1.161) and (1.162) also are sketched there. Notice 
that the removal of the applied load at t = r: results in an abrupt drop of 
magnitude 2v*/r: in the acceleration, but the displacement and velocity are 
continuous there. D 

This concludes our introductory study of applications of singularity 
functions to problems in particle kinematics. Although many problems of this 
kind may be solved by ordinary methods applied to the separate continuous 
parts of piecewise continuous functions, and sometimes results may be 
obtained easily by simple geometrical considerations of areas and slopes of 
linear graphs, these procedures, particularly the latter, prove tedious or 
impracticable when complicated functions or advanced applications are 

a(tl 

fe~1- tiT) 

Acceleration vs. Time 

v(t) 

Speed vs. Time 
x(t) 

Displacement vs. Time 

Figure 1.27. Graphical description of (1.59), (1.60), and (1.61) for the motion of a load suppor

ted by a viscous shock absorber. 
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involved. Of course, elementary methods reveal nothing about the strength of 
an impulsive discontinuity, a concept that proves especially useful in the study 
of beams bearing concentrated loads and in the study of motion due to impact 
of two bodies, for example. The latter application will be met in Chapter 6. 
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Problems 

It is essential that throughout the study of this text the student should work a 
variety of problems in order to grow familiar with use of the notation, concepts, and 
definitions; to cultivate, test, and expand his understanding of the subject matter; to 
learn the general methods of mechanics; and to master various techniques of problem 
solving. Moreover, in preparation for future work, it also i~ important that these 
problems be approached in a spirit and manner similar to that expressed in the sample 
exercises, namely, by the use of vector methods so far as may be reasonable and, in 
large measure, without the use of a computing device. Cases where use of a computer 
is desirable to promote practice with some numerical calculations will be evident, and 
in a few instances use of a computer will be suggested explicitly. In general, however, 
numerical values usually will serve only to simplify an analysis and to lay bare the 
relevant aspects of the example. Therefore, the majority of the problems in this book 
have been constructed to avoid senseless use of a computer so that the student's skills 
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with direct calculations and with manipulations of algebraic and trigonometric 
relations may be reinforced and sharpened to develop his ability to handle fundamen
tal aspects of analytical geometry, trigonometry, and calculus, all essential to the 
modern demands of engineering practice. 

1.1. The motion of a grain of sand S for a certain time interval during a wind 
storm is described by x(S, t) = 2t2u(S, t), where u(S, t) is a time-dependent vector 
function that varies with the wind direction. (a) Derive an equation for the velocity of 
S. (b) Let u( S, t) = 5t2i + 3j - 2tk in frame lfJ = { 0; id. Find in lfJ the position and the 
velocity of S initially and at two units later. Appropriate measure units are understood. 

1.2. The motion of a particle X in a frame lfJ = { 0; ik} is given by 
x(X, t) = t(at 2 + 2bt +c) i 1 +a cos(pt + q) i2 + ce-P'i3, where a, b, c, p, and q are con
stants. Find as functions of the time t the velocity and acceleration of X in lfJ. 

1.3. A particle Q is moving along the x axis with speed s = 
( 4x2 + 2x + 5) 1/ 2 em/sec relative to a frame 1/J = { 0; id. Find the velocity and 
acceleration of Q at the place (2, 0, 0) em in 1/J. 

1.4. Each particle of a fluid may be identified by its unique position vector in an 
assigned reference state in a frame lfJ = { 0; ik} at an instant t0 , say. This place, whose 
coordinates are called Lagrangian coordinates, may serve as an identification label for 
a particle during its subsequent motion in a flow. Let the motion of an arbitrary par
ticle P in a certain flow in frame lfJ be given by 

x(P, t) = Ae"'i + Be;_'j + ( C + Dt) k, 

where A, B, C, D, fl, and A. are constants. (a) Determine the place occupied by P 
initially, identify its Lagrangian coordinates, and find the velocity and acceleration of 
Pin lfJ. (b) What are the Lagrangian coordinates and the current position, velocity, 
and acceleration of the particle Q which in the same flow is at the place 
X( Q, 0) = 2i - 4j initially? (c) What physical interpretation may be assigned to the 
constant D? Appropriate measure units are understood. 

1.5. The motion of a particle P in frame 1/J = { F; ik} is given by 

x(P, t) = 2(sin 2t i +cos 2t j) + 3t k. 

(a) Find the speed of the particle and determine the distance it travels as a function of 
time. (b) Show that the acceleration of P in the given motion is perpendicular to its 
velocity vector. (c) More generally, suppose that a particle P has an arbitrary motion 
with a constant speed in frame 1/J. Prove that the acceleration of P in 1/1 is perpen
dicular to its velocity vector. Does this general result apply to the foregoing special 
motion of P? 

1.6. The guide pin P of a certain machine moves in a groove that is milled in a 
flat, steel plate. The groove is designed so that the pin motion in frame lfJ = { 0; ik} is 
given by 

x(P, t) =a cos wt i 1 + b sin wt i2 

in which a, b, and w are constants. (a) Derive the standard equation for the 
geometrical shape of the groove. (b) Show that the acceleration of the pin is directed 
always toward the origin 0, and determine the points along the path of motion at 
which the acceleration will be greatest. 

1.7. The straight path motion of a particle P in the direction e in a frame 1/1 is 
described by x(P, t) = (t3 - 2t2 +c) eft, in which cis a constant. Find (a) the time at 
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which the particle has attained a speed of 4 ftjsec; (b) the acceleration at this instant; 
(c) the displacement of the particle during the fifth second; and ( d I the value of c if the 
particle is at the place x0 = 4e ft after 2 sec. Sketch the component graphs of the 
position x(t), the velocity v(t), and the acceleration a(t) as functions of the time t. 

1.8. A point C in an aircraft during a period of its flight moves in a plane rec
tangular Cartesian frame cp = { 0; ek} with a motion 

x(C, t) =a cosh qt e1 + b sinh qt e2 , 

where a, b, q are constants. Find the velocity and acceleration of C, and determine the 
standard equation of its path. Sketch the path. Recall that cosh2(qt)- sinh2(qt) = 1. 

1.9. Two particles P 1 of mass m 1 = m and P 2 of mass m2 = 3m have motions 
x(Pk, t) = xk(t) given by 

x1(t)=(4t3 +6)j-4tk, x 2(t)= -3i+6t2k 

in cp = { 0; i, j, k }. Measure units may be ignored. The center of mass C of the system 
of two particles in cp is defined by the position vector x(C, t) = x*(t), where 

(m 1 +m2)x*(t)=m1x 1(t)+m2 x2(t). 

(a) Find the velocity and acceleration of the center of mass of the system. (b) Find the 
time rate of change of the speed of each particle. How do these compare with the 
corresponding magnitudes of their accelerations in cp? 

1.10. In a frame cp = { 0; ik }, the moment about point 0 of the momentum of a 
particle P of mass m is defined by the vector h0 (P, t) = x(P, t) x mv(P, t). (a) Find the 
time rate of change of the moment of momentum of the particles P1 and P 2 described 
in the previous problem. (b) How would you define the moment of momentum of this 
system of two particles? Find it and determine its time rate of change in cp. 

1.11. A Scotch crank is a mechanism used to convert a rotary motion into a 
reciprocating motion or vice versa. If the crank is driven at a constant angular speed 
~ = w as shown in the figure, find the velocity and acceleration of the point P on the 
piston. Identify your reference frame. 

Problem 1.11. 

1.12. A small mass M is attached to a rigid rod HM of length 2a. The rod is 
hinged at H to a horizontal push rod BH which is driven by a Scotch crank OA of 
length a. The crank turns with a constant angular speed ~ = w as shown in the figure, 
and the system moves in the plane frame cP = { 0; i, j} fixed in the engine foundation. 
Find the velocity and acceleration of Min cP. What is the speed of Min cP? 

1.13. A device used to damp vibrations in the crankshaft of an engine is modeled 
in the figure as a small ball B that slides freely in a plane motion on the circumference 
of a cylindrical cavity within the crankshaft. The cavity has a radius r with center Pat 
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Problem 1.12. 

a distance R from the crank axis at 0. The shaft rotates relative to the frame 
f/J = { 0; lk} with a constant counterclockwise angular speed 0 = w. Find the velocity 
and acceleration of the ball B in frame f/J expressed as functions of the assigned quan
tities and the angular measures 0 and {1. 

Problem 1.13. 

1.14. Two blocks are hinged at the two end A and B of a rod of length L. The 
blocks slide in slots shown in the figure so that the distance x(B, t) =a sin wt, where a 
and w denote the constant amplitude and frequency of the oscillations of B, respec
tively. Find the velocity of the point A as a function of time in frame cp = {F; ek}· 

Problem 1.14. 

1.15. The Scotch crank shown in the figure has a 60° slanted link driven by a 
crank of radius a that turns counterclockwise with a constant angular speed B(t) = w. 
Find in frame f/J = { F; i, j} the motion, velocity, and acceleration of the point Q on the 
piston expressed as functions of the time t so that initially 8(0) = 0. What are the crank 
positions at which the velocity of Q is greatest and least? Find the maximum velocity 
of Q. 
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Problem 1.15. 

1.16. A pin Pis designed to slide in a parabolic slot in a fixed plate shown in the 
figure. The pin also is designed to move in a vertical slot of a sliding link A which has 
a constant speed of 2/3 in.jsec during a period of its motion toward the right in frame 
1/J = { F; i, j}. Find the velocity and acceleration of the pin at the position x = 3 in. 

Problem 1.16. 

1.17. A cam mechanism shown in the figure is shaped so that the center of the 
roller R traces a limacon defined by the plane polar equation r = 20 cos rjJ + 30 em. The 
roller center, initially at x 0 = 50i 1 em, moves around the fixed cam surface with con
stant angular speed ¢ = n/4 radjsec. Find the velocity and acceleration of the roller 
center in f/J = { 0; ik} after 2 sec. Frame cfJ is fixed in the cam. 

Problem 1.17. 

1.18. At each point along the cam contour of the device described in the previous 
problem, e, is a unit vector directed along the radius r from 0 to R and e., is a unit 
vector perpendicular to e, in the direction of increasing values of the angle ¢. Find the 
velocity and acceleration of the center of the cam roller referred to the moving frame 
1/1 = { 0; e,, e.,}. A general method of handling problems of this kind will be described 
in Chapter 4. 

1.19. Two identical Scotch cranks shown in the figure are rotating clockwise 
about fixed axes with angular speeds (lJ 1 and w 2 • One crank is hinged at A to a link 
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AB; the other has a pin P that moves in a slot in AB. (a) Show that the angular speed 
w of the link is given by 

3(ro2 COS 1/J- W 1 COS 0) 
w = 9 +(sin 1/J- sin 0)2 ' 

(b) Find the simple angular acceleration of the link when the angular speeds of the 
drive cranks are constant. 

Problem 1.19. 

1.20. A trammel mechanism shown in the figure consists of a rod AP of length 
6 em hinged at A and B to blocks that slide in the cross slots. The constant distance 
between A and B is 4 em, and the rod rotates counterclockwise with a constant 
angular speed w = 2 radfsec. Find the motion, velocity, and acceleration of the tram
mel point P expressed as functions of the angle 0 in frame lP = { F; I, J }, and derive 
and identify the equation of the path traced by P. 

Problem 1.20. 

1.21. Suppose that the trammel described in the last problem turns with a con
stant angular speed w = (rr./8) radfsec. Find the position and the speed of the trammel 
point P in frame lP = { F; I, J} after 2 sec, and again 2 sec later. 

1.22. Part of an exit ramp for a highway shown in the figure is to be designed as a 
plane spiral curve DAB whose radius r varies linearly with the angle 0. The design con
ditions assume that a vehicle P enters the spiral road tangentially at point A with a 

Problem 1.22. 
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speed v. Afterwards, it maintains a nearly constant but unknown angular speed 
IJ(t) = w as it moves toward the exit B where its acceleration is assumed to have 
magnitude ex. Use the reference frame q> = { 0; i, j }, and determine the radius parameter 
r0 at A required for the design expressed in terms of the assigned quantities v and ex 
alone. What is the velocity of P in q> expressed as a function of 8 alone? 

1.23 Pins A and B are restricted to move in elliptical slots milled in a flat plate as 
shown in the figure. Their movement is controlled by the motion of the slotted link C, 
which during a period of its motion moves to the right at a constant speed of 3 in/sec. 
Find the speed and the acceleration of the pin A when the slot is at x = 3 in. Determine 
the motion x(A, t) of the pin A expressed as a function of time t such that x = 0 
initially. 

Problem 1.23. 

c 
!!!!!:~~---· 

3 in/sec 

1.24. Find the velocity and acceleration of the center of the piston pin S of the 
reciprocating engine shown in the figure. Assume that the crank rotates counter
clockwise with a constant angular speed e = W, and that the length I of the connecting 
rod is much larger than the length a of the crank so that terms of order larger than a/! 
may be neglected in the derivation. 

Problem 1.24. 

1.25. The quick return mechanism of a milling machine shown in the figure con
sists of a crank C, a drive arm A, a connecting rod L, and a slider block S that holds 
the cutting tool. The crank rotates counterclockwise at a constant angular speed 0 = w. 
(a) Find the crank angles 8 for which Sis at its ~xtreme positions, and determine the 
ratio of the time during which S moves to the left in its cutting stroke to the time dur
ing which S travels to the right in its return stroke. (b) If the design efficiency E is the 

Problem 1.25. 
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ratio of the cutting stroke time to the full cycle machine stroke time, what is the design 
efficiency for this machine? (c) Show analytically how the velocity of S as a function of 
the crank angle () may be found. Then develop a computer program to evaluate the 
normalized (nondimensional) motion X=xfa and the normalized velocity V=xfaw of 
S in terms _of the crank angle 8 using a 15° step. Run the program to graph these 
functions, and construct the so-called phase plane graph of V vs. X. Identify any 
important features of the graphs. (d) Determine analytically the velocity of Sin in./sec 
when () = 90° in a machine for which a= 6 in. and w = 240 radjmin. Does your 
program check with this result? 

1.26. An insect I initially at the place x0 = lOj em has at time I a velocity 
v(/, t) = 6i + 5j + 12tk cmjsec in frame 1{1 = { F; id. Find the motion and acceleration of 
the insect in 1{1. How far has it traveled after 3sec? 

1.27. A particle Q initially at the origin in frame ({) = { Q; ik} has an acceleration 

a(Q, t) = 6ti- 4j + ~2 
cos ( ¥) k m/sec 2. 

If the initial velocity is v 0 = i - 4j m/sec, find the acceleration, the velocity and the 
place occupied by Q after 2 sec. 

1.28. A dust particle D at the position x0 = i + 2j + 3k at the instant t 0 = 1 sec is 
blown in a storm to a constant acceleration a= 3i + j cmjsec 2 during an interval of its 
motion in t/J = {F; id. If the velocity of D at t 0 is v0 = 4i + 5j- k em/sec, what are its 
position and velocity 10 sec later? 

1.29. A bullet traveling horizontally pierces three sheets of paper spaced at equal 
distance d apart, as shown in the figure. If the bullet decelerates at a constant rate with 
magnitude a so that the measured travel time from the first sheet to the second is I 1 

and from the second to the third is 12 , determine the deceleration of the bullet and 
show that the ratio of its magnitude a to its speed v at the middle sheet is given by 
ajv = 2(12 - I 1 )/(IT+ t~). 

f-' r--
t=O 

-d---r 

-----t 
Problem 1.29. 

1.30. A proton P initially at 0 in ({) = { 0; id is in motion with an acceleration 
a(P, 1) = At2i + Blj + Ck m/sec 2, where A, B, Care constants. At the instants t 1 = l sec 
and t 2 = 3 sec it is observed that the velocity of Pin ({)has the values 

v(P, 11 ) =4i+ l2j + lOk m/sec, v(P, t 2 ) = 108i- 48j + 30k m(sec. 

What is the position vector of the proton at these times? 

1.31. The motion of a charged particle P is controlled by an electromagnetic field 
so that it moves, as shown in the figure, along a circular cylindrical helix of radius b 
and pitch p equal to the circumference of the cylinder base. The particle, initially at 
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Problem 1.31. 

Helical 
Path 

73 

x0 = bi, turns about the cylinder axis with a constant angular speed O(t) = w as it 
advances in the direction of the axis at a constant rate i(t) =A in the frame 
<p = { 0; ik }. Find the motion, the speed, and the acceleration of Pin <p as functions of 
the time t and in terms of the constants b and w only. 

1.32. A small pin P moves in a straight slot milled in a flat plate of a certain 
machine in which the pin's motion is programmed to control the motion of a slotted, 
horizontal link A. In one instance, P is required to move the link from its position at 
y = 1 em with a velocity v A= 3yj, as shown in the figure. Determine the motion, 
velocity, and acceleration of P in the frame <p = { 0; ik }, all programmed as functions 
of the variable y alone. Show how the results may be expressed as functions of the time 
t alone. Time units are seconds. 

Problem 1.32. 

1.33. A material point S initially at rest at the place x0 = -625i + 35j + 50k m in 
1/t = { 0; ik} is given an acceleration a(S, t) = 36t2i + 42tj- 4k mjsec2. Find in 1/t the 
position, velocity, and acceleration of S after 5 sec. 

1.34. A particle has the initial velocity v0 = 4i + j em/sec at x0 = lk em in 
<p = { H; ik }. The acceleration is given by a(P, t) = (1- 6t2 ) i + 8t3j + 4k cmjsec2. Find 
the velocity and the motion of P in <p. 

1.35. A bullet travels through a gun barrel of length I with a constant acceleration 
from breech to muzzle where it leaves the gun with a speed fJ. How long does it take 
the bullet to travel through the barrel? What is the constant acceleration of the bullet 
relative to the gun? 

1.36. An electron E initially at rest at H in <p = { H; ek} moves on a straight line 
with constant acceleration a so that it attains the velocity v0 at a distance s0 from H. 
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Find the velocity of E as a function of s, the distance traveled, and determine the 
magnitude of the acceleration of E. 

1.37. A tiny spherical bubble of gas ascending through water has a speed that is 
proportional to the square of its diameter d. The diameter is related to the depth y 
below the surface by the rule yd3 = c, a constant. Find the time required for the bubble 
to reach the surface if initially its diameter is d0 at the depth h where its speed is v0 • 

1.38. A shift mechanism of a typewriter consists of a square, steel block B of side 
2R that slides freely on a fixed vertical rod which passes through the shift lever A. If 
the block is triggered from its rest position at y = 0 with acceleration a = c( h - y)- 2 j, 
where c is a constant, find the velocity with which the block strikes A. 

Problem 1.38. 

1.39. The slotted link A shown in the figure controls the motion of a small pin P 

to move in a parabolic groove 3x = y 2 - 9, which is milled in a flat plate. The link A, 
initially at rest at y = 3 em, has a controlled acceleration a( A, t) = -4yj cm/sec2. Find 
the velocity and acceleration of the pin P in the Cartesian frame lfJ = { 0; ik} at the 
instant when y = 2 em. 

Problem 1.39. 

1.40. A jet seaplane has a touchdown speed of 100 mph when making contact 
with the water. The hull structure of the aircraft fuselage is to be designed so that the 
landing speed is reduced to 25 mph in a distance of 1/4 mile in time r. Assume that the 
deceleration of the seaplane is proportional to the square of its speed through the 
water: s= -Cs2, where the design parameter C depends on the shape of the hull, the 
weight of the aircraft, and average water wave conditions. Determine the value of C, 
and find the time r during which the speed is reduced as described. 

1.41. A rope ACB is attached to a box B, passes over a pulley of negligible size at 
C, and slides over a circular surface of radius 15ft as shown in the figure. The free end 
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Problem 1.41. 

of the rope is at A when the box rests on the ground. If the end A has a constant 
acceleration of magnitude 10 ftjsec 2, determine the time required for the box to reach 
c. 

1.42. A particle P initially at x0 = bj in q> = { 0; ik} has a velocity 
v(P, t) = w sec O(a sec Oi + b tan Oj), where a, b are constants and 8 = w is a certain 
constant angular speed. Find the acceleration of P in q> and determine the path along 
which the particle moves such that v(P, 0) = awi. Sketch the trajectory of P. 

1.43. Two particles P 1 and P 2 are in uniform motion with velocities v 1 and v 2 in 
space. At a certain instant the vector of P 1 from P 2 is D and their relative velocity is 
v = v2 - v1 . If v1 and v2 are the respective components of v parallel and perpendicular 
to D, show that when P 1 and P 2 are closest together their distance of separation is 
Dvzlv and that they arrive in this position after an interval of time Dvdv 2, where 
v= lvl. 

1.44. A cam shown in the figure is to be designed with a 3-cm rise to produce two 
continuous oscillations of a spring-loaded push rod for each revolution of the cam. The 
cam turns about its axis at F with a constant, clockwise angular speed w = 4 rad/sec. 
Construct the equation for the cam profile r(O) that will produce a sinusoidal motion 
of the push rod such that r(O) = 2 em and v(O) = 0 at 0 = 0 initially. Determine the 
maximum velocity and acceleration in frame ifJ = { F; i, j} of the contact point P on the 
push rod. How would you design the cam to produce three oscillations of the push rod 
for each revolution of the cam? And for n oscillations? Sketch the cam profile for n = 3. 

Problem 1.44. 

O~y 
Motion 

1.45. The tip of a cutting tool has a straight line motion in which the cutter starts 
from rest and increases its speed from 0 to v* with a constant acceleration a*; it retains 
this constant cutting speed for a time p, as shown in the figure, and ultimately comes 
to rest at the end of its stroke by a constant deceleration a. The total length of the tool 
stroke is /. Show that the total time r required for the full machine stroke is given by 

I v*(a+a*) 
r= v* + 2aa* · 
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viti 

Problem 1.45. 

Determine the length A of the cutting stroke and the time p required to execute it. 
What is the design efficiency relation (see Problem 1.25) for the case when 
a= a*= 15v*2/l? Assume that the full cycle machine stroke time is 2<. 

1.46. A cam mechanism similar to that described in Fig. 1.9 is to be designed to 
control the motion of the spring-loaded push rod to have a constant acceleration a 
during its forward motion for 0 E (0, n] and a constant deceleration of the same 
magnitude during its return motion for 0 E r n, 2n]. Of course, as a consequence, the 
acceleration will not be well defined at the stroke extremes. The cam must rotate with 
constant, clockwise angular speed B = w; and the push rod must be at instantaneous 
rest at 0 = 0, where x(P, 0) = ai, and at 0 = 2n. (a) Determine the cam rise bat 0 = n; 
and find the required continuous cam profile r( 0) expressed in terms of the geometrical 
cam design parameters. {b) Sketch the graphs of the motion, velocity, and acceleration 
of the push rod for 8 E (0, 2n]. (c) Sketch the shape of the cam, and discuss briefly any 
problems you may foresee with this design. 

1.47. Suppose that the design specifications for the cam described in Example 1.10 
are altered to require that the return motion of the push rod be uniform but only half 
as rapid as its forward motion, while the radius a and the angular speed w remain the 
same as before. (a) What is the ratio of the stroke travel time of the push rod in its 
forward motion to the travel time in its return motion? How are these times related to 
the angular rotation of the cam"l (b) Find the continuous cam profile r(IJ) that can 
produce the motion, and determine the rise b. (c) Sketch the cam geometry, and graph 
the motion, velocity, and acceleration of the push rod as functions of 0 E [0, 2n]. Do 
you foresee any potential problems with this design? 

1.48. A smooth cam that rotates with a constant, clockwise angular speed w is to 
be used as a quick return device to produce in one revolution a uniform forward 
motion of a control rod and a uniform return motion which is three times faster. (a) 
What is the ratio of the angle of rotation of the cam during the forward motion of the 
control rod to the angle of rotation during its return motion? (b) Find as a function of 
the rotation angle 0 the continuous cam shape r(O) that can produce the motion with 
rise band r(O) =a. (c) Graph the motion, velocity, and acceleration of the control rod 
for 8 E [0, 2n ], and sketch the cam profile. 

1.49. A drop cam is used in an automatic hole punch operation for cardboard. 
The cam turns with a constant, clockwise angular speed w, and it drives a follower rod 
which is attached to a spring-loaded punch head having stroke length b. In the clearing 
interval 0 ~ 0 ~ n, the spring is compressed further as the punch is raised with a 
uniform rectilinear motion to the height b at 0 = n, and the punched work piece is 
removed from the machine. During the loading interval n ~ 8 ~ 2n, a new work piece is 
set for punching as the punch head is lowered to the face of the fresh piece with a 
uniform motion which is half as rapid as before. At this point, the punch head is at a 
height h from its initial position at a from the axis of rotation. The hole punch is 
actuated suddenly by the spring-driven drop action induced at 0 = 2n by the continu-
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ing cam motion, and the cycle is repeated. (a) Find the height h, the rise b, and the 
shape r(tl) of the drop cam, continuous ate= n, which can produce the punch motion. 
(b) Determine the ratio of the operation time expended in the clearing interval to the 
time expended in the loading interval. (c) Sketch the cam profile. (d) Graph the 
motion, velocity, and acceleration of the punch for 0 ~ 0 ~ 3n. ( e l Discuss potential 
problems that may arise from use of this device. 

1.50. In another drop cam design for a hole punch operation similar to that 
described in the previous problem, the punch is raised into contact with the work piece 
at a height h during the forward stroke in which the continuing, constant rotational 
motion w of the cam in the interval 0 ~ 0 ~ n drives the punch through the cardboard. 
At the end of this punching stroke, which has total length b at 0 = n, a strong 
retracting spring is suddenly actuated at 0 = n by the drop in the cam shape. Con
sequently, the punch is cleared instantaneously from the work piece to the height h at 
e = n, and the spring motion returns the punch control rod to its initial safe starting 
position at 0 = 2n where the cam surface is continuous with radius a. The punching 
motion is to be uniform but twice as rapid as the uniform return motion following its 
instantaneous retraction from the hole. (a) Find the height hand the stroke length b. 
(b) What is the ratio of the time expended in the forward stroke to the time expended 
in the return stroke? (c) Determine the motion, velocity, and acceleration of the punch 
head, and sketch their graphs and the cam shape. 

1.51. The helical motion of a particle P in 11 = { 0; ik} is given by 

x(P, t) = 2(sin 2t i +cos 2t j) + 3tk em. 

(a) Determine the acceleration of P at t = n/3 sec. (b) What is the speed of P after 37 
days? (c) Find the intrinsic acceleration of P in 1J, and determine the radius of cur
vature of the path. 

1.52. Consider a particle P in motion along an arbitrary simple curve in the plane 
Cartesian frame cP = { 0; i, j }. Show that the velocity v =xi+ yj and the acceleration 
a= xi+ jij of P when projected upon the intrinsic basis directions yield equations 
(1.70) and (1.71), respectively. Thus, (1.70) and (1.71) are the velocity and acceleration 
of P in frame f/J, but referred to the plane intrinsic frame 1/J = { P; t, n} following the 
particle. Hint: Write i and j in terms oft and n. 

1.53. (a) Apply (1.70) and (1.71) to derive the formulas in (1.75) for the tangential 
and normal components of the intrinsic acceleration vector and for the curvature of 
the path. (b) Suppose that in a plane Cartesian frame f/J = { 0; i, j} the particle has the 
following velocity and acceleration at a certain point A on its path: 

v = 2 .j5(2i + j) ft/sec, a = 2( 1 + 4 .j5) i + 4( .j5- 1) j ft/sec 2• 

Find the intrinsic velocity and acceleration at A, and determine the curvature of the 
path at A. The student may check his solution by comparison with Example 1.13. 

1.54. The motion of a particle P along a plane curve is given by 
x(P, t)=x(t) i+ y(t)j in a plane Cartesian frame f/J= {O;i,j}. Use equation (1.75c) to 
derive the following relation for the curvature of a plane curve: 

K =I (;.x+-)~3;21· 
Let the plane curve be expressed as y = y(x) and identify x = t. Show that the above 
formula reduces to the first part of (1.81 ). Derive the second part of equation (1.81). 
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1.55. At a certain instant t0 , the velocity and acceleration of a particle P in 
~ = { F; ik} are given by 

Y(P, 10 ) = 3i + 4j + 12k ftjsec, a(P, t 0 ) = 3i + 5j + 3k ft/sec 2. 

Find at the instant t0 the intrinsic velocity and acceleration of P in ~. and determine 
the radius of curvature of the path at the place occupied by P at the instant t0 . 

1.56. A P.article P moves with a constant speed of 27m/sec along a parabolic tra
jectory y = Js x 2. What is the acceleration of P as it passes the point at x =2m? 

1.57. Find the intrinsic velocity and acceleration of the pin P in the device 
described in Problem 1.16 when the pin is at x = 3 in. What is the curvature at this 
place? 

1.58. The guide pin P of the bell crank device described in Fig. 1.15 has a speed of 
10 ftjsec and a rate of change of speed of 20 ft/sec 2 at the point A. What is the angular 
speed w of the arm OP when Preaches point A? 

1.59. The slotted link A of the device in the figure for Problem 1.39 controls the 
motion of the pin P to move with a constant speed of 25 em/sec in the parabolic 
groove 3x = y 2 - 9. Find as functions of y the intrinsic velocity and acceleration of P. 
Determine the velocity and acceleration of the link A in the Cartesian frame 
rp = { 0; ik} at the instant when y = 2 em. 

1.60. A small projectile S is fired in the direction e = 5/13e 1 + 12/13e2 with an 
initial muzzle speed of 130 ft/sec. If the projectile has a constant acceleration 
a(S, t) = -5e1 - 30e2 ftjsec 2 in the rectangular Cartesian frame rp = { F; ek}, find the 
radius of curvature of the trajectory after 4 sec. What are the intrinsic velocity and 
acceleration at this instant? 

1.61. A fluid particle which moves along a simple curved path in a certain flow 
experiment passes the point A with a speed of 18 mjsec; and at 27m along the curve 
from A, it decelerates to a speed of 9 mjsec at the point B. The experiment reveals that 
the deceleration of the particle measured along the path is very nearly proportional to 
the distance traveled from point A; and measurements show also that the acceleration 
of the fluid at point B has a magnitude of 90 mjsec2. Find the radius of curvature of 
the path at B. 

1.62. A crank device shown in the figure moves a small pin P in an elliptical slot 
milled in a flat plate fixed in the Cartesian frame ~ = { F; I d. At the point A, the pin 
has a speed of 15 em/sec and a rate of change of speed of 10 cmjsec2 along the track. 
Find the acceleration of P referred to ~ at the instant described. 

Problem 1.62. 

1.63. Suppose that the pin P of the crank device of the previous problem has a 
constant speed of 15 em/sec along the track. (a) Where along the slot is the 
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acceleration greatest and least, and what are these extreme values? (b) Find the 
angular velocity of the crank at these points. 

1.64. A particle travels with a constant speed of 4ft/sec along the path shown in 
the figure. (a) Find the acceleration at the points 1, 2, 3, and 4 in frame cp. (b) Draw a 
graph of the magnitude of the acceleration as a function of the distance traveled from 
the point A to the point B along the path. What can be said about the acceleration at 
points along a path where the curvature changes abruptly? 

Problem 1.64. 

1.65. A particle has a motion given by 12x(P, t) = t4i + 72j + 2(4t3 - 9t2 ) k in 
cp = { B; ik }. Find the velocity and acceleration of P in cp at the instant t = 3. How is 
the velocity vector related to the acceleration vector at this instant? What does this 
relationship imply about the curvature of the path? Find K(t), and thereby confirm 
your conclusion. 

1.66. A particle P moves on a twisted cubic trajectory so that 

x(P, t) = 6ti + 3t2j + t3k 

in the usual Cartesian frame. Find the velocity and acceleration of P referred to the 
intrinsic frame. 

1.67. An electron emitted from the cathode of a television tube has a helical 
motion x(E,t)=R(cos¢i+sin¢j)+P¢k, where Pis a constant proportional to the 
pitch, R is the constant radius of the helix, and ¢( t) is the variable angle of rotation 
about the helix axis. Find the curvature of the helix and the intrinsic velocity and 
acceleration of E. 

1.68. The motion of a fluid particle Pis given as x(P, t) = 212i + 3j- 2tk. Find the 
radius of curvature of the trajectory of P as a function of time I, and determine the 
intrinsic velocity and acceleration of P. 

1.69. A particle has a velocity v(P, 1) = (2bc) 112 t 2i- btj + ct3k. What are the 
velocity and the acceleration referred to the intrinsic frame? 

1.70. An atomic particle P, initially at rest, has an acceleration 

in cp = { 0; ik }. Find the intrinsic velocity and acceleration of Pin cp. 

1.71. The center of mass point P of an amusement park vehicle moves on a space 
curve defined by Cartesian variables x(t) = 21, y(l) = 12, z(l) = 13/3. (a) Find the intrin
sic velocity and acceleration of P, and determine the radius of curvature of its path. (b) 
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What is the distance traveled by the vehicle in timet? (c) Calculate x(P, 1), v(P, 1), 
a( P, 1 ), R( 1) and s( 1 ), after one second. 

1.72. A pin P of a mechanism shown in the figure moves with a constant tangen
tial accelt;ration r1 along a circular groove of radius r. (a) Determine as functions of 
time t the angular speed w( t) = 0( t) and the angular position 1.1( t) of P such that 
initially w(O)=w0 and 1.1(0)=00 . (b) Show that for 80 =0 and fJ=a constant, 
w2 = w5 + pe relates the angular speed to the angle 1.1. Identify {3. (c) Find the intrinsic 
velocity and acceleration of P as functions of 1.1 alone. 

Problem I. 72. 

1.73. A trammel valve mechanism shown in the figure consists of a control rod 
AP of length 8 em hinged at A and B to blocks that slide in the cross slots. The con
stant distance between A and B is 2 em, and the control rod rotates counterclockwise 
with a constant angular speed 0 = w = 2 radjsec. Find the velocity and the acceleration 
of the trammel point P referred to the intrinsic frame if; = { P; t, n} when the rod is in 
the position at 8 = 45c. Derive for this position the expressions for t and n in terms of 
<P = { F; I,J } . 

Problem 1.73. 

1.74. An electron E emitted from the cathode C of an oscilloscope has a motion 
x(E, t) =a( cos wti +sin wtj) + awtk in frame rp = { C; ik }. Here a and ware constants. 
Find the velocity and acceleration of E referred to the intrinsic frame if;= { E; tk}; 
determine the intrinsic basis { tk}; find the radius of curvature of the trajectory at Eat 
time t; and describe the path. 

k 

Problem 1.74. 

1.75. A particle P, initially at F, has the velocity v( P, t) = 3t2i + 6tj + 6k em/sec in 
<P = { F; id. (a) Find the velocity and acceleration of P referred to the intrinsic frame 
if;= { P; tk} at time t. (b) What is the location of Pin <P after 2 sec? What is the radius 
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of curvature of the path at this location? Describe the nature of the path after an 
infinitely long time. 

1.76. A ship S shown in the figure is sailing on a circular arc of radius r with a 
tangential component of acceleration proportional to its speed, which initially was v0 . 

Find the intrinsic velocity and acceleration of the ship as functions of the time t. Deter
mine the distance traveled in time t. 

Problem 1.76. 

1.77. Find the intrinsic velocity and acceleration of the ship described in the last 
problem expressed as functions of the distance s traveled along the arc. Determine the 
time t required to move this distance. 

1.78. The center of mass point Q of an object moves parallel to a surface whose 
profile may be approximated by the curve y =a sin wx shown in the figure. (a) Find 
the constants a and w. (b) If Q has a speed of 9ft/sec and a tangential acceleration of 
24 ft/sec 2 at the point A, what is its intrinsic acceleration at A? (c) What is its 
acceleration at A referred to the fixed frame qJ = { F; i, j}? (d) Derive expressions for 
the velocity and acceleration of Q at point B. 

Problem l. 78. 

1.79. An electron moves in a plane in such a manner that at each point of its path 
the intrinsic components of the acceleration vector are constant. Prove that the elec
tron moves on an equiangular spiral R = rxefi0 in which rx, {1 are constants, R is the 
radius of curvature, and (} is the angle that the tangent line to the path makes with the 
i direction, namely, t · i =cos(} in qJ = { 0; i, j }. 

1.80. (a) Show that the motion x(P, t)=Acospt+Bsinpt with constant vectors 
A and B is the solution of the vector differential equation x + p 2x == 0. (b) Consider the 
special case when A= ai and B = aj. Show that the motion x(P, t) may be written as a 
similar function x(s(t)) of the arc length parameter s(t); hence, x(s) is a solution of the 
differential equation x" + xja 2 = 0, where '= djds. Determine the curvature and torsion 
of the path by inspection of the results, and then by differentiation based upon (1.109). 

1.81. Use the intrinsic rotation equations (1.108) to show that the torsion of a 
space curve is given by the formula 

v xa ·a 
T=---

lv x al 2 
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in terms of the physical quantities v, a, and a. Express this relation and ( 1.75c) in terms 
of time rates of change of the position vector; then, bearing in mind the intrinsic 
relation x(P, t) = x(s(t)), use these formulas to derive (1.109). 

1.82. A particle P has a motion x(P, 1) = 13/3i + 12j + 2tk in C/J = { F; ik }. (a) Find 
the intrinsic velocity and acceleration of P. (b) Use the result of the previous problem 
to find the torsion of the path, and determine the curvature. (c) Express the intrinsic 
basis vectors ( t, n, b) in terms of the basis vectors ( i, j, k) of C/J. 

1.83. The fluid particles in a plane corner flow move in frame 1/1 = { 0; ik} along 
the paths xy = c, a constant. (a) Find as a function of x the hodograph motion of the 
fluid paticle P that passes the point (1, 1) with a constant speed of 4ft/sec and having 
a positive component i in 1/J. (b) Derive the standard equation for the hodograph, and 
sketch graphs of the trajectory of P and its hodograph. (c) Find the intrinsic velocity 
and acceleration of P. (d) What is the hodograph velocity of P? 

1.84. A particle P has a motion x(P, 1) =I+ mt", where I, m are constant vectors 
and n is a positive integer. (a) Describe the path of P. (b) Find the hodograph motion 
and velocity, and describe the hodograph. 

1.85. An electron E, initially at rest at 0 in frame f1 = {0; ik }, has an acceleration 
a(E, t) = (k + wy) i- w.\-j, in which k and w are constants. (a) Find the velocity and 
the motion of E as functions of time in fl· Describe the trajectory of the electron in fl. 
(b) What is the hodograph motion? Describe the hodograph. (c) Write a computer 
program to graph the particle path and the hodograph for the four combinations of 
the values k = 0.4, I and w = 5, 10. 

1.86. A particle moves on the path y =a sin wx with a constant horizontal 
velocity component. Here a and w are constants. Find the hodograph motion and its 
velocity. Describe the hodograph. 

1.87. (a) The smooth function h(x) = x 2 is to be turned on at x = 1. Show that 
H(x)=x2 (x-l ) 0 may be written as a polynomial H(x) =L:~~oak(x-1 /of degree 
2, where akare constants. (b) More generally, show that for constants a and b and for 
positive integers n the singularity function 

H(x)=(x-b)"(x-a) 0 = I ak(x-a)k 
k~O 

is a polynomial of degree n in the singularity functions (x- a )k: 

) < n n 1 n(n- 1) b)2 )" 2 H(x = x-a) +n(a-b)(x-a)- +-1-.-2-(a- (x-a -

n(n-1)···(n-r+1)( b)'( )"-' +···+ a- x-a +··· 
1 · 2 · · · · · r 

+ n(a-b)"- 1(x-a) 1 +(a-b)"(x-a) 0 • 

Use this rule to check the special case in (a). (c) Write the polynomial expression for 
the parabolic function shown in Fig. 1.21. 

1.88. Find by two methods the derivatives of the several functions identified as 
H(x) in the last problem. Show that the results are the same. 

1.89. Find by two methods the integrals F(x)=f"-cxJI(x)dx for the several 
functions identified as H(x) in Problem 1.87. Show that the results are the same. 
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1.90. The rectilinear speed of a particle P in two situations is expressed as a 
smooth function s = v sin(2ns//) in which s( t) denotes the distance traveled by P, and v 
and I are constants. In the first case, the motion begins instantaneously at the origin 
s = 0; and in the second instance, it starts suddenly at s =a. Express these statements 
in terms of singularity functions, and find for each case the acceleration of P. 

1.91. The acceleration a(P, t) = a(t) i of a particle P, initially at rest at 
x0 =lSi+ 6j + 25k ft, is described by the graph shown in the figure. Use singularity 
functions to find the motion and velocity of P as functions of time. 

a(t) 

Problem 1.91. 

1.92. Starting from rest at the origin, a particle P has a rectilinear motion x(t) 
with speed given by v = -2x + g(t), wherein the function g(t) is defined by 

g(t)= ~~OS t 
~ e(n/2)-r 

for t~O 

for 0 < t < n/2 

for t > n/2. 

Find the motion of P and determine its speed and acceleration as functions of time 
alone. Hint: Multip,ly the first-order differential equation dxfdt + 2x = g(t) by the 
integrating factor e ', and integrate the result. Of course, other methods are possible. 

1.93. A spring-loaded push rod of a certain automatic hammer mechanism is 
driven by a drop cam that turns with a constant, clockwise angular speed 0 = w. The 
hammer is at rest instantaneously at (} = 0 and at 2n where the hammer motion occurs 
suddenly due to the spring action at the cam drop. The cam profile function r(O) 
satisfies the conditions r(O)=a, r(n)=a+b, where a and bare constants; and the 
cam-driven hammer is designed so that it has the acceleration graph a= a(6) with con
stant magnitude IX as shown in the figure. (a) Find with the aid of singularity functions 
the motion and the velocity of the hammer as functions of 6 E [0, 2n ], draw their 
graphs, and sketch the shape of the cam needed. (b) Investigate the solution without 
the use of singularity functions. (c) Discuss the discontinuities in the velocity and 
acceleration at () = 2n. 

a(O) 

0 

Problem 1.93. 

1.94. Use singularity functions to solve Problem 1.46. Begin with the equation for 
the acceleration accounting for the unknown strengths of the discontinuities at the end 
points in the motion. Find these strengths and graph the acceleration on 0 ~ (} ~ 2n. 
What is the jump in the velocity at (} = n? 
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1.95. Solve Problem 1.47 with the aid of singularity functions. Show that the 
results include those obtained before. Find the acceleration in terms of singularity 
functions and graph the result showing the strengths of the discontinuities. 

1.96. Derive the profile of the cam described in Problem 1.48. Use singularity 
functions. 

1.97. Employ singularity functions to investigate Problem 1.49. Discuss the dis
continuities that arise at 0 = 2n, and determine their strengths. What can be said about 
the acceleration? 

1.98. Find with the aid of singularity functions the cam profile required in 
Problem 1.50. Express the result in terms of the geometrical parameters, and discuss 
the behavior of the discontinuities at IJ = n. Describe the acceleration response. 

1.99. Consider the functionf(x)<x-a) 0 = {0 if x<a;f(x) if x>a}. Now sup
pose thatf(x)= <x-a)0 itself. Then for x>a,f(x)= 1. Hence, 

f(x)<x-a) 0 = <x-a) 0 <x-a) 0 = {0 if x<a; 1 if x>a}. 

That is, the square of the unit step function is equal to itself: 

<x-a)0 <x-a)0 = <x-a)0 

(a) Show that for integers n, m > 0 

<x- a)"<x -a)"'= <x -a)" t "'. 

(b) A particle P is moving with constant speed v along a smooth path having a con
stant curvature, when a tangential braking force is applied suddenly at time ' to 
decelerate the motion at a constant rate IX along the path. Find in terms of singularity 
functions the intrinsic velocity and acceleration of P. Determine the time after braking 
needed to bring P to rest, and find the total distance traveled. 

1.100. The oscillograph record of the rectilinear acceleration of a slider block of a 
certain mechanism during 10 sec of its operation is shown in the figure as a function of 
time. The block starts from rest at t = 0. (a) Express the acceleration in terms of 
singularity power functions, and find the motion and the velocity. (b) Determine the 
distance traveled by the block after 10 sec. (c) What is its speed after 10 sec? Check 
this result by relating it to the area under a( t) graph. 

a(t) 

cm/sec2 

0.60 ----------·--

Problem 1.100. 
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Kinematics of Rigid Body 
Motion 

2.1. Introduction 

We recall that a body &I is a collection of material points P: &I= {P}. In 
general, all of the particles of a body may change their relative positions in &1, 
and in this case the body is said to be deformable. At the other extreme, a 
rigid body is a body with the property that the straight line distance between 
every pair of its particles is constant in time. This idealization of a body that 
cannot be deformed, however great may be the forces and torques that act 
upon it, is so intuitively natural that it is often used without mention. The 
reader surely will recognize that our basic definition of a reference frame 
embodied the concept of rigidity. In fact, there were sev,eral occasions in 
Chapter 1 where the concept was quietly invoked. In particular, it was tacitly 
supposed for the mechanical device shown in Fig. 1.3 that the radius R of the 
wheel and the length L of the hinged rod did not vary with time. These are 
typical examples of rigid bodies whose motions will be investigated in this 
chapter. The kinematics of a rigid body in general motion in space will be 
studied. The main objective will be to learn how the velocity and acceleration 
of the particles of a rigid body are related to the translational and rotational 
parts of its motion. 

The theory of the motion of a rigid body rests upo111 a fundamental 
theorem due to Euler (1775). He proved that when a rigid body is rotated 
about a fixed point, all particles situated upon some line through that point 
return to their initial positions upon completion of the displacement. Thus, 
the infinite variety of displacements by which a rigid body may be brought 
from one configuration into another consists always of a translation accom
panied by a rotation about a line. Chasles (1843) used this result to prove that 
among these general displacements there exists one of unparalleled simplicity. 

85 
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He showed that the most general displacement of a rigid body may be 
represented uniquely by a rotation about a line together with a translation 
along that line. Study of these important theorems and some other advanced 
topics concerning finite rigid body motions will be reserved for the next chap
ter. Our immediate objective in this chapter will be to derive from the exact 
finite displacement vector equation special representations for the velocity and 
acceleration of the particles of a rigid body that separate and exhibit clearly 
the translational and rotational parts of the body's motion. Afterwards, 
several sample applications of these results will be presented. We shall con
clude our study with discussion of some useful theorems related to instan
taneous screw motions. Let us begin with a few definitions of terms needed in 
our study. 

2.2. Displacements of a Rigid Body 

Let a rigid body :11 undergo an arbitrary displacement in space relative to 
an assigned Cartesian frame cfJ = { 0; ek }, as shown in Fig. 2.1; and let X and 
X denote the respective position vectors of a particle P in its initial and final 
positions from 0. Then, regardless of the actual motion of P between these 
positions, the vector d(P) =X- X defines the finite displacement of P in cfJ. 
Hence, d(P) is named the displacement of P relative to cfJ. 

A motion of :11 in which every material point sustains the same dis
placement d is called a parallel translation, or briefly, a translation. In this 
case, d(P) = d is the same vector for every particle P in :11. Therefore, any 
arbitrary motion that the body may have suffered in reaching its terminal 
state is the same as a motion in which its particles traverse parallel, straight 
line paths, as shown in Fig. 2.1, though the body need not move on that line 
at each instant. (See Problem 2.1.) 

Whenever the initial and final spatial position vectors of at most one 
point P are the same, then d(P) = 0 only for that one point. The arbitrary 
motion that the body may have experienced in achieving its end state is 
indistinguishable from any other having the same end state and for which P is 

Configuration 

Figure 2.1. Displacement of a particle 
and parallel translation of a rigid 
body. 
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assumed to be fixed in </>; hence, the displacement of !11 is described as a 
rotation about a fixed point. When P is indeed fixed in </>, the trajectory of any 
particle of the body is a curved line on the surface of a sphere whose radius is 
the particle's distance from P. 

Similarly, an arbitrary motion in which the spatial position in </> of every 
point on some line L is unaltered is the same as a motion in which L is 
assumed to be fixed in </>; and the displacement is called a rotation about a 
fixed line. The line L is titled the axis of rotation. Our first objective is to 
describe the displacement d(P) of a particle P of a rigid body due to a 
rotation about a fixed line. 

2.3. Rotation about a Fixed Line 

The vector equation for the displacement of a particle P in a rotation of a 
rigid body around a fixed line will be derived in terms of three specified quan
tities: x, the initial position vector of P; a, a unit vector that defines the axis of 
rotation; and (}, the angle of the rotation. Let the body be turned through an 
angle(} about a fixed line OA in a right-hand sense with respect to a unit axial 
vector a directed from 0 to A, as shown in Fig. 2.2; and consider a particle P 
initially in a plane K which is perpendicular to the axis at A. Since the body is 
rigid and OA is fixed, the trajectory of Pin the plane K is a drcle centered on 
the axis of rotation. The displacement of P is described by 

d(P) =X -X= p- p, (2.1) 

where x{x} denotes the initial {final} spatial position vector of P from 0, 
and p{p} is the initial {final} radius vector of P from A in <I>= {O;ek}. The 
first equality in (2.1) is just the definition of the displacement of P in any 
motion whatever; it is the second equality that distinguishes the displacement 

Figure 2.2. Geometry for the description of 
a finite rotation about a line. 
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as a rotation about the vector a. To exhibit the rotational aspects of the dis
placement, the last term in (2.1) must be expressed in terms of the specified 
quantities x, a, 0 mentioned before. 

Since I pi = I pi = p, the radius of the circular path of P, it is clear from the 
geometry in Fig. 2.2 that 

p=p~ (2.2a) 

and 

j) = p(cos 0~ +sin 01), (2.2b) 

where ~ is the unit vector from A to P and the unit vector 1 is defined by 

1=a x ~· (2.3) 

It is plain from their definitions that p, ~. and 1 are independent of 0. Thus, 
upon putting (2.2) into (2.1 ), we reach a formula that exhibits exactly the 
dependence on the angle of rotation: 

d(P) = x- x = p sin 01- p(1-cos 0)~. (2.4) 

It remains to express p~ and P1 in terms of the assigned quantities x and a. 
Let r = lrl a denote the vector from 0 to the center of the circle at A in 

Fig. 2.2. Since lrl = lxl cos 1/1 = x ·a, where 1/1 is the angle between x and a, we 
may write r = (x · a)a. It follows that 

p = x- r = x- (x · a)a. (2.5) 

Using (2.5) in (2.2a) and (2.3), noting that a·a= 1, and recalling the expan
sion rule for the vector triple product (see (A.14) in Appendix A), we obtain 

p~ =ax (x x a), P1 =ax x. (2.6) 

Finally, substitution of (2.6) into (2.4) yields the desired relation for the dis
placement d(P) of a particle P of a rigid body in its right-handed rotation 
through an angle 0 about an axis a fixed in the body: 

d(P) = x- x =ax x sin 0 + ( 1- cos O)a x (ax x), (2.7) 

wherein x = x(P) and x = x(P) are the initial and final position vectors of P 
from 0 in cf>= {O;ek}· 

The result (2.7) may be visualized graphically. It is seen in Fig. 2.3a, and 
it is also evident from (2.6 ), that the vector ax x is tangent to the circular 
path of Pat x, and the vector ax (ax x) is directed from Pat x to the center 
of the circle at A. We thus see in Fig. 2.3b that the rotational displacement dis 
the vector sum of a tangential displacement a x x sin 0 and a normal dis
placement (1- cos O)a x (ax x). 
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• (1-cos81crxlcrxxl 

P o:xxsin8 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.3. Tangential and normal displacement vectors associated with the displacement due to 
a rotation about an axis. 

For future use and simplicity, it ts convenient to rewrite (2.7) in the 
abbreviated form 

d=x-x =Tx, (2.8) 

where T, which ts named the rotator, is presently identified as the vector 
operator 

T =: a X [ ] sin 8 + ( 1 - COS 8 )a X (a X [ ] ). (2.9) 

Equation (2.8) shows that the rotator transforms the initial position vector of 
a particle into its displacement vector due to a finite ri,gid rotation about a 
fixed line. 

If a = aa is the position vector of a particle on the axis of rotation, then 

Ta=O (2.10) 

follows from (2.9). This merely confirms the physical constraint that points on 
the axis of rotation experience no displacement. 

Let us observe that T is a linear operator, namely, it has the basic 
property that 

T(Jcx + py) = ATx + pTy, (2.11) 

in which Jc, ll are scalars and x, y are vectors. This fact together with (2.10) 
may be used in an easy demonstration that the displacement of a point P due 
to a rotation about a fixed line is independent of the choice of reference point 0 
on the axis. We let ii = Tx denote the displacement due to the same rotation of 
P but with position vector x from any other point 0 on the axis, as shown in 
Fig. 2.4. Then, with the aid of the rule (2.11) and by use of (2.8) and (2.10), 
we see that d- ii = Ta = 0 because the vector a= x- x is parallel to a. 
Therefore, the previous statement follows. In fact, the same thing is seen more 
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Chapter 2 

Figure 2.4. Rotational displacements of 
P for two points on the axis. 

directly from (2.1) because p- p is independent of the location of 0 on the 
aXIS. 

More important and less obvious applications of the rotator as a linear 
operator will be encountered in the next chapter. A typical calculation of a 
displacement vector is illustrated next. 

Example 2.1. A satellite tracking antenna fixes on a target by rotating 
through an angle 8 = tan -I 3/4 about an axis a in the horizontal plane in 
frame (/J = { F; Ik}. The antenna horn H initially is in the configuration shown 
in Fig. 2.5. Find the displacement of H and determine its final location in (/J. 

Solution. The problem ,_geometry is shown Fig. 2.5a. We see that 
a= cos 45o I+ sin 45o J = (y"2/2)(1 + J) and x(H, t) = 3a + 6K m. Thus, bear
ing in mind (2.7), we compute 

a X X= a X 6K = 3 J2 (I- J) m, 

Ia I 

I 

~6m 
I 
I 
I 

Figure 2.5. Finite rotation of a satellite tracking antenna. 
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Moreover, tan 0 = 3/4 implies that sin 0 = 3/5, cos 0 = 4/5. Substitution of 
these data into (2.7) yields the displacement of the antenna horn: 

A 9.}2 6 
d(H)=x-x=-- (I -J)--K m. 

5 5 

The final position of H in f/J is now given by X.( H)= d(H) + x(H); we find 

3.}2 24 
X.( H) =""10 (111 -J) + 5 K m. 

2.4. The Imbedded Reference Frame 

Because the distances between the particles of a rigid body are unaltered 
when the body moves, lines of particles remain lines and angles between all 
pairs of such lines are preserved. In particular, a triad of perpendicular 
material lines remains orthogonal; so these imbedded Jines may serve as a 
Cartesian reference frame that moves with the body. More generally, any 
reference frame whose coordinate lines are fixed relative to a rigid body is 
known as an imbedded or body reference frame. The origin of the imbedded 
frame is named the base point. 

Although the imbedded frame moves with the body, no part of the 
imbedded frame actually need be within the body or contain any material part 
of it. The base point, in particular, belongs to the body only in the sense that 
it moves with it. A base point fixed at the apex of the frustum of a cone- or 
pyramid-shaped body, or one chosen at the center of the void of a doughnut
shaped rigid body, are examples of base points that are not material points; 
but they certainly move with the body. 

Obviously, the three coordinates of a particle of the body remain the 
same when referred to the imbedded frame, whereas the three spatial coor
dinates of the same particle will vary as the body moves about. It is important 
to know the number of independent coordinates required to specify the 
location and orientation of a freely moving rigid body in the spatial frame f/J. 
This number, which is called the degrees of freedom of the body, can be easily 
determined. We begin by considering an imbedded triangle. Each vertex par
ticle may be located by its three Cartesian coordinates in f/J; but because the 
sides of the triangle are of fixed length, which we may measure initially, we 
have also three distance equations of rigid constraint that relate the nine ver
tex coordinates. Thus, the number of independent coordinates for the three 
particles is six. Of course, any other particle also is identified by three coor
dinates. But none of these is free, because there are three additional indepen
dent rigid constraint equations that specify its fixed distances from the initial 
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vertex particles. Thus, no more than six independent coordinates are required 
to specify completely the configuration of a rigid body in f/J. Therefore, a rigid 
body has no more than six degrees of freedom. Naturally, additional con
straints on the motion of a body will reduce its degrees of freedom. Suppose, 
for example, that one point of the body is fixed in f/J; then the degrees of 
freedom are reduced to three. (How many degrees of freedom are there when 
two points are fixed?) And, similarly, a rigid disk which is constrained to 
move in a plane also has at most three degrees of freedom. (How many would 
it have if its center is also constrained to move on a specified plane curve?) 

The six independent coordinates of an unconstrained body may be 
chosen in a variety of ways. For example, the three coordinates of any par
ticle, or any base point, and any three independent angles that specify the 
orientation of the body frame relative to the spatial frame f/J may be selected. 
This natural choice is basic to the following description of the most general 
displacement of a rigid body. 

2.5. The General Displacement of a Rigid Body 

The mathematical description of the decomposition of the general dis
placement of a rigid body into its translational and rotational parts will be 
outlined here. Let us imagine that the body shown in Fig. 2.6 undergoes an 
arbitrary motion in space that carries it from a given initial configuration into 
another configuration relative to an assigned spatial frame f/J = { F; Ik }. Con
sider an imbedded frame q/ = { 0; i~} which is parallel to f/J when the body is 
in its initial configuration. The corresponding position vectors of a particle P 

ln1tial 

I, 

Figure 2.6. Finite displacement of a rigid body. 
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are denoted by x in q/ and X in l/J. After the displacement of the body, P has 
a new spatial position X in l/J but it retains the same position with respect to 
the imbedded, body frame. The point 0 initially at B in frame l/J is displaced 
to 0' at B, as diagrammed in Fig. 2.6. Finally, let us consider in the terminal 
configuration another auxiliary frame cp = { 0'; ik} which is parallel to l/J, 
hence also to the imbedded frame cp' in the initial configuration. If x denotes 
the position vector of P from 0', relative to cp, then the displacement vector of 
the particle P is given by 

d(P) =X- X= b +X- X, (2.12) 

where b = d( 0) = B- B is the displacement of the base point 0. 
The foregoing description illustrates our discussion of reference frames in 

the previous section. Indeed, the angles between the ik and ilc vectors in the 
final configuration may be used to characterize the orientation of the body in 
its final state in l/J. In addition, the auxiliary frames will prove particularly 
useful in the proof of Euler's theorem and in its applications reserved for 
advanced study later. However, for our immediate needs, WI~ may ignore their 
presence and assume that all vectors are referred to the spatial frame l/J alone. 
We continue with our description of the general displacement of a rigid body. 

We note that b is independent of x; hence, d(P) = b for all points P if and 
only if x = x. In this case, the displacement, by definition, is a parallel trans
lation. On the other hand, if b = 0 for every configuration of the body, the dis
placement (2.12) is due to a rotation about a fixed point 0, and d(P) = x- x. 
Therefore, we may draw the following conclusion from (2.12): 

(i) The most general displacement of the points of a rigid body consists of 
a parallel translation of the base point, hence the body, together with a rotation 
about the base point. 

It is a remarkable fact that when a rigid body is rotated about a fixed 
point, all particles on some line through that point return to their original 
positions upon completion of the displacement. Therefore, the same dis
placement may be produced by a rotation about a line. We may thus con
clude the following: 

(ii) A rotation about a point is equivalent to a rotation about a line 
through that point. 

This important result is due to Euler (1775). It shows that the equivalent 
rotation about a line through 0 is given by (2.8 ); hence, we now have 
x-x=Tx in (2.12). Collecting our thoughts in (i) and (ii) into (2.12), we 
have the following: 

(iii) The most general displacement of a rigid body is equivalent to a 
parallel translation accompanied by a rotation about a line: 

d(P) =X- X= b+ Tx. (2.13) 

Herein, b is the displacement of the base point 0, Tx is the rotational dis-
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placement for which the rotator T is defined in (2.9 ), and x is the initial position 
vector of P from 0. 

This is Chasles' corollary ( 1830 ). It states, in effect, that the six degrees of 
freedom of a rigid body consist of three translational degrees of freedom, 
represented by b, together with three rotational degrees of freedom, charac
terized by Tx. The latter may be taken as the two independent direction 
cosines of a fixed axis of rotation and the angle of rotation about it, for exam
ple. 

It is easy to visualize the physical content of these major theorems, so the 
proof of Euler's theorem, which is not trivial, may be omitted in a first 
reading. However, the interested reader may wish to skip ahead to the follow
ing chapter where the proof of Euler's theorem and other results on finite rigid 
body rotations are presented. Otherwise, with no significant loss of continuity, 
we may now continue toward our main goal to develop equations for the 
velocity and acceleration of the points of a rigid body in terms of their trans
lational and rotational parts. 

2.6. Infinitesimal Displacement of a Rigid Body 

The vector equation describing the infinitesimal displacement of the par
ticles of a rigid body will be derived in this section from the finite dis
placement relation (2.13 ). The infinitesimal rotation vector and the instan
taneous axis of rotation will be defined. The main result is summarized at the 
end. 

Let a rigid body experience an arbitrary displacement in a time interval 
Lf t so that, relative to the spatial frame C/J, the position vector of any particle 
P, which was at the place X(t) at time t, is given by X= X(t + Lft) at the 
instant t + Lft. Then d(P) = X(t + Lft) ~ X(t) = LfX is the displacement of P in 
the interval At. Similarly, since B(t) is the place in cfJ at timet of any assigned 
base point 0 and B=B(t+Lft) is its place at t+Lft, then b=B(t+Lft)~ 
B(t) =.dB describes the displacement of 0 during Lft. Of course, the body also 
experiences during Lft a rotation through an angle Lf8 = O(t +At)~ O(t) about 
an axis whose direction at time t is a(t), where O(t) is the angular placement 
of Pat t. Thus, recalling (2.9), we see that the rotation about the axis a during 
the time Lf t is described by 

Tx = sin Lf e a X X + (1 ~ cos Lf e )a X (a X X), (2.14) 

wherein x = x(t) is the position vector of P from 0 in frame cfJ at the instant t. 
Using these terms in (2.13), we may write 

LfX =LIB+ Tx; (2.15) 
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that is, with ( 2.14 ), 

AX= LIB+ sin L18 ax x + (1- cos L18)a x (a>< x). (2.16) 

The foregoing description of the displacement of the particles of a rigid 
body actually is valid for a finite displacement that may occur in a possibly 
finite time interval At. However, when the angle of rotation is infinitesimal, 
the rotational displacement (2.14), hence the total displacement (2.16), may 
be simplified by use of the series functions 

sin u = u - u3 /3! + · · ·, cos u = 1- u2/2! + (2.17) 

First, we put u = L18 and retain in (2.17) only terms of first order in the 
infinitesimal angle AIJ to approximate 

sin AIJ = L18, cos AIJ = 1. 

Then substitution of these into (2.14) yields the infinitesimal rotational dis
placement 

Tx = AOx x with AO = AIJ a. (2.18) 

The vector AO is called infinitesimal rotation vector. Because the vector 
a= a(t) is fixed in 1/J only momentarily at time t, a is named the instantaneous 
axis of rotation. Thus, when the displacement of the base point is infinitesimal 
and terms of only the first order in L18 are retained, the total infinitesimal dis
placement (2.15), or (2.16), may be written in the form 

AX= LIB+ AO X X with AO = L18 a. (2.19) 

In words: Relative to a spatial frame 1/J = { F; Ik }, the total infinitesimal rigid 
body displacement AX of a particle P, initially at the place x from an assigned 
base point 0, is equivalent to an infinitesimal displacement LIB of the base point 
together with an infinitesimal rotational displacement AO x x about an instan
taneous axis through 0. 

2.7. Composition of Infinitesimal Rotations 

Successive finite rotations of a rigid body about concurrent axes cannot 
be compounded by addition, for consecutive rotators generally are neither 
additive nor commutative. This means that the displacement of a rigid body 
due to successive finite rotations generally will depend upon the order in 
which the rotations are performed. On the other hand, consecutive 
infinitesimal rotations obey the commutative law of vector addition; hence, 
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these are independent of the order of their execution. To visualize this fun
damental difference in the properties of finite and infinitesimal rotations, let us 
begin by considering consecutive finite rotations of a rectangular plate with an 
edge OP on the x 2 axis and initially oriented in the vertical plane of a spatial 
frame 1/>, as shown in the diagrams of Fig. 2.7. If the plate shown in Fig. 2.7a 
is rotated first through a right angle about the x 1 axis and then through a 
right angle about the x 3 axis, while the same plate shown in Fig. 2.7b suffers 
the same rotations but in reverse order, we see at once that the final position 
of 0 P, indeed the orientation of the plate, is not the same. This confirms that 
the composition of successive finite rotations of a rigid body about concurrent 
axes is not commutative. The composition of finite rigid body rotations and 
other related theorems will be studied in the next chapter. Hereafter, we shall 
focus on the composition of infinitesimal rotations only. 

In the derivation of (2.19), we have naturally and correctly represented 
the infinitesimal rotation by a vector symbol L19 =A(} a, without regard for 
the noncommutative nature of finite rotations. Nevertheless, these may qualify 
as vectors only if the commutative law of vector addition is satisfied. 
Therefore, in light of the character of finite rotations, it is of interest to verify 
that successive infinitesimal rotations of a rigid body about concurrent axes, 
independently of their order of execution, may be added vectorially to form a 
single equivalent infinitesimal rotation about another concurrent line. 

To establish this result, let d 1 and d2 denote two displacements due to 
consecutive infinitesimal rotations through angles A(} 1 and .182 about the 
respective concurrent axes a 1 and a2 through a point fixed at 0, as shown in 
Fig. 2.8a. Then, in view of (2. 18 ), the corresponding infinitesimal dis
placements given by (2.13) may be written as 

CD 

X 1 

d 1 =A9 1 xx, 

d2 = L19 2 X X1 = .192 X X+ L19 2 X (,19 1 X X), 

Ia) 
Rotatton of 90" about x 1 

followed by 90° about x1 

X 1 
lbl 

Rotation of 90° about x 3 

followed by 90° about x 1 

(2.20a) 

(2.20b) 

Figure 2.7. Consecutive finite rotations are not commutative, so they cannot be compounded by 
vector addition. 
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(a) 

Infinitesimal rotation ~8 1 

followed by Nl 2 

(b) 

Infinitesimal rotation blJ 2 

followed by Nl 1 

97 

Figure 2.8. Composition of successive infinitesimal rotations about concurrent axes. 

where x 1 = x + d1 is the position vector of a particle P after the first rotation 
from its initial place at x. The total displacement is d = d1 + d2 • 

Now, starting from the same initial position x and using identical 
rotations but performed with AIJ2 followed by AIJ 1 , as shown in Fig. 2.8b, we 
see with (2.18) and (2.13) that the corresponding infinitesimal displacement 
vectors are given by 

a!= L192 X X, 

a2 = AOI X XI= AOI X X+ AOI X (L192 X x), 

(2.21a) 

(2.21b) 

wherein X I = X + a I is the position vector of p after the first rotation, and now 
a= a 1 + a2 defines the total displacement. 

Upon discarding terms of order larger than the first in AIJ 1 and AIJ2 in 
(2.20b) and (2.21b), which is consistent with our earlier approximation m 
(2.18), we find 

and 

Therefore, regardless of the order of the rotations, the total displacement, a= 
a 1 + a2 = d2 + d 1 = d, is the same; and, With the aid Of the foregoing relations, it 
may be written as 

Consequently, there exists independently of the order of the rotations an 
equivalent infinitesimal rotation 

(2.22) 

about another axis at 0 so that the total displacement d = AO x x is the same. 
We recognize that (2.22) shows that consecutive infinitesimal rotations 

about concurrent lines are indeed compounded by vector addition. The 
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familiar decomposition of AO into its vector components in a frame C/J = 
{ F; ek} is an important application of this result; for, 

(2.23) 

is the sum of three infinitesimal and conceivably simultaneous rotations about 
the concurrent coordinate lines. We recall that this property does not hold for 
finite rigid body rotations whose composition is neither additive nor com
mutative. But we shall reserve discussion of this advanced topic for later and 
continue toward our primary objective to learn how the velocity and 
acceleration of the particles of a rigid body are related to the translational and 
rotational parts of its motion. 

2.8. Velocity and Acceleration of Points of a Rigid Body 

We are now prepared to focus on our principal objective to derive from 
the exact finite displacement vector equation (2.16) special representations for 
the velocity and acceleration that exhibit the instantaneous translational and 
rotational parts of the motion in space of the points of a rigid body. The 
angular velocity and angular acceleration of the body about an instantaneous 
axis at the base point will enter the results in a natural way; and the 
relationship of these vectors to certain velocity and acceleration terms having 
simple geometrical interpretations will be described. The main formulas will 
show that the usual differentiation operations defined in ( 1.8) and ( 1.9) for the 
velocity and acceleration of any material point whatever, in their application 
to a rigid body may be replaced almost entirely by simple vector algebraic 
operations that often are easy to visualize. We begin with the derivation of the 
velocity equation. 

2.8.1. Velocity of a Particle of a Rigid Body 

The velocity of a point of a rigid body in motion relative to an assigned 
frame C/J = { F; ek} can be easily derived from either the exact finite dis
placement vector equation (2.16) or the infinitesimal displacement relation 
(2.19). We shall use (2.16), leaving the easier application of the latter as an 
exercise for the reader. We start by rewriting (2.16) in the familiar form of a 
difference quotient that will allow us to apply the definition of the derivative 
of a vector function of the scalar variable t: 

LlX LlB AO (sin AO) AO ( 1 -cos AO) -=-+-axx -- +-ax(axx) . 
Llt At At L18 At AO 

(2.24) 
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Next, we form the limit of (2.24) as LIX, LIB, and L18 approach zero with Lit. 
Then recalling that 

writing 

and introducing 

. Ll8 I. sm 1 tm--= 
Llt-o L18 

and 
. 1-cos L18 

hm LIB 
LJt-+ 0 

0, 

dB . LIB 
v0 =-= hm --, 

dt Llt-o Lit 

. Ll8 d8 . 
ro= hm -a=-a=8a, 

Llt-0 Lit dt 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

we obtain in frame ,P = { F; ek} the following important equation for the 
velocity v P = v(P, t) of a point P of the rigid body: 

V p = V 0 + (I) X X, (2.27) 

wherein v 0 = v(O, t) is the velocity of the base point 0 and x is the position 
vector of P from 0. The velocity v P in (2.27) sometimes is called the total or 
absolute velocity of P in frame ,P. 

The new vector ro defined by (2.26) is named the angular velocity of the 
body about point 0 relative to frame ,P. Notice that the angular velocity vec
tor is parallel to the instantaneous axis of rotation defined by a(t) at the base 
point 0; therefore, ro has the same right-hand sense assigned earlier to a. The 
magnitude w = lrol of the angular velocity vector is known as the angular 
speed. We see that this coincides with our earlier elementary description of the 
angular speed as the time rate of change of the increasing angular placement: 
w = 0. Moreover, it is seen from (2.23) that the limLl,_ 0(LI9/Lit) yields 

(2.28) 

for the angular velocity vector in a frame(/)= {F; ed. Thus, the three scalar 
components wk = d8kfdt of ro are identified as the instantaneous rates of 
rotation of the body about the three coordinate directions e~ in ,P. Clearly, the 
angular velocity has the physical dimensions [ ro] = [ r- 1 ]. When the angular 
measure is expressed in radians and time is in seconds, the units of ro are 
radjsec (radians per second). Unless otherwise stated, use of these units is 
preferred. On the other hand, in engineering practice the common measure of 
angular motion often is reported in revolutions and time is in minutes, so in 
this case the units of ro are written as rpm (revolutions per minute). The con
version from one set of units to the other is accomplished by recalling that 
one revolution is equivalent to 2n rad; thus, 1 rpm = 2n/60 rad/sec. 
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The vectors introduced in (2.27) are shown in the schematic Fig. 2.9. 
Additional physical relevance may be assigned to the separate terms in (2.27) 
by examination of the time derivative in l/1 of the position vector X= B + x of 
the point P. With the aid of (2.25 ), this yields v p = Vo + x; then it follows from 
(2.27) that 

X = v p - v 0 = 0) X X. (2.29) 

Because x describes the velocity of the point P relative to the base point 0, 
the quantity ro x x is named the relative rigid body velocity; it is the velocity 
that the point P would have if the base point were fixed in l/J. If, in fact, the 
base point is fixed in r/J, then v 0 = 0; and we have v P = ro x x for the velocity of 
P. Therefore, the term ro x x is the contribution to the total velocity of P due 
to a rotation of P about the base point 0. 

It is also seen in (2.27) that ro = 0 is a necessary and sufficient condition 
for which v P = v 0 holds for all x. This describes a translation in which v 0 is 
the instantaneous translational velocity of all points of the body. In this case, 
the displacement of every particle of the body from an initial configuration to 
its current configuration is at each instant equivalent to a parallel translation; 
but the body, as illustrated in Problem 2.1, need not move on a straight line 
path at each moment. 

With these physical descriptions in mind, the result (2.27) may be sum
marized in more graphic terms: The velocity of any point P of a rigid body is 
equal to the velocity of a base point 0 plus the relative rigid body velocity, the 
velocity of P due to its rotation about the base point 0: 

[cf. (2.27)]. 

Figure 2.9. Schematic of the vectors associated with the equation v P = v0 + ro x x. 
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2.8.2. Acceleration of a Particle of a Rigid Body 

The acceleration ap = a(P, t) = v P relative to r/J of any point P of a rigid 
body is obtained by differentiation of (2.27) and use of (2.29). This yields the 
following important equation for the acceleration of P: 

ap = ao + 0) X (ro X x) + ID X X. (2.30) 

Herein a 0 =a(O, t)=v 0 is the acceleration in r/J of the base point 0 and ro= 
dro/dt, the time rate of change in r/J of the angular velocity of the body, is titled 
the angular acceleration of the body about 0 relative to frame r/J. The 
acceleration ap in (2.30) sometimes is called the total or absolute acceleration 
of Pin frame r/J. 

It is important to recognize that ro and ro generally are not parallel vec
tors. Indeed, differentiation of (2.26) shows that the angular acceleration vec
tor is determined by 

ro(t) = ii(t) a(t) + O(t) a(t). (2.31) 

However, a(t) being a unit vector, it follows that a· ci = 0 must hold for all 
times in the spatial frame r/J = { F; ed; hence, ci always is perpendicular to a. 
Consequently, ro(t) is situated in the plane of a and a and cannot be parallel 
to ro(t) = O(t) a(t) unless a= 0. But this happens if and only if a is a constant 
vector in r/J; and in this case, we have the simple relations 

ro(t) = O(t)a and ro(t) = iJ(t)a. (2.32) 

In addition, it is also clear that the magnitude of the angular acceleration vec
tor is related to the simple angular acceleration introduced in Chapter 1, 
namely, 10>1 =Iii/, but only for this simple case. 

The angular acceleration has the physical dimensions [ro] = [T- 2 ]. In 
particular, when the angular speed is expressed in rad/sec, the measure units 
of the angular acceleration are radjsec2 (radians per second, per second). Use 
of these units is preferred unless explicitly remarked otherwise. In engineering 
usage, however, the units of angular acceleration often are given as rpm 2 

(revolutions per minute, per minute). In any case, the conversion of all units is 
straightforward. 

It is useful to note that the cross-product terms in (2.29) and (2.30) have 
simple geometrical descriptions. The relative rigid body velocity vector ro x x, 
which at each instant is perpendicular to the plane of m and x, instan
taneously is tangent to a circle in a plane perpendicular to the axis of rotation. 
Therefore, the vector ro x ( ro x x) lies in the plane of 0> and x and is directed 
toward the instantaneous axis of rotation. This vector is known as the cen
tripetal acceleration. Similarly, the vector ro x x, perpendicular to the plane of 
ro and x at each moment, is instantaneously tangent to another circle in a 
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Figure 2.10. Geometrical description of the cen· 
tripetal and tangential acceleration terms shown 
for the special case of rotation about a fixed axis. 

plane normal to ro; hence, this vector is named the tangential acceleration. It is 
easy to picture these terms in the special case when ro and ro are parallel, as 
shown in Fig. 2.10. 

Finally, differentiation of (2.29) and use of (2.30) shows that the 
acceleration of the point P of the rigid body relative to the base point 0 is 
given by 

(2.33) 

Hence, this collection of acceleration terms is called the relative rigid body 
acceleration; it is the acceleration that the particle P would have if the base 
point were fixed in (/J. Therefore, (2.33) is the contribution to the total 
acceleration of P due to a rotation about the base point 0. Moreover, ro = 0 is 
a necessary and sufficient condition for which ap = a 0 holds for all x, so a 0 

represents the instantaneous translational acceleration of all points of the 
body. 

Our main result (2.30) may now be summarized in terms of the foregoing 
physical descriptions: The acceleration of any point P of a rigid body is equal 
to the acceleration of a base point 0 plus the relative rigid body acceleration, 
the acceleration of P due to its rotation about the base point 0; the latter is the 
sum of the centripetal acceleration and the tangential acceleration: 

ap = ao + (0 X (ro X X)+ ffi X X [cf. (2.30)]. 

2.9. Some Applications of the Basic Equations 

The fundamental rules (2.27) and (2.30) are the principal equations we 
set out to derive for the velocity and acceleration of the points of a rigid body. 
We have seen that these relations separate and exhibit the translational and 
rotational parts of the body's motion. In this format, they have wide utility in 
applications and in further development of other important theoretical results 
that will be presented later. Presently, however, we shall consider three 
introductory examples that will illustrate applications of the basic equations. 
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The first example demonstrates the vector calculations frequently encountered 
in plane motion applications, and our earlier geometrical interpretation of the 
various vector product terms is described. The second problem shows how the 
vector equations may be used in conjunction with previous work to find 
various unknown, instantaneous quantities in a system that involves the 
motion of several connected rigid bodies. Our third illustration is an 
application of (2.27) and (2.30) to an easy mechanical design problem. Some 
additional examples on the important topic of rolling without slip are reserved 
for the next section, and analysis of a spatial mechanism will be studied 
afterwards. We shall conclude with an example concerning the velocity of a 
rigid body particle referred to an imbedded frame. 

Example 2.2. The center 0 of a circular blade of radius a moves with a 
constant speed v along the line Y = 2a in the machine frame C/J = { F; ik }. Dur
ing its return stroke, the blade has an angular velocity ro and an angular 
acceleration c:O, as shown in Fig. 2.11. Find in C/J the absolute velocity and the 
total acceleration of a point P on the edge of the blade. 

Solution. The total velocity and the absolute acceleration of P in C/J are 
determined by use of (2.27) and (2.30), respectively. We begin construction of 
the solution by observing that the base point 0 has the constant velocity 

v0 =vi, therefore, a 0 = 0. (2.34) 

The vector of p from 0 in Fig. 2.11 is given by X =a( cos e i + sin e j) in C/J; 
hence, with ro = wk and c:O = wk, we find 

0) X X = aw( COS (;I j - sin (;I i ), cO X X= aW(COS (;I j- sin (;I i), (2.35) 

and 

0) X (ro X X)= -aw2(COS (;I i +Sin (;I j). (2.36) 

Figure 2.11. Motion of a circular blade dur
ing its return stroke. 

y 

~x,wxx 

'\;-, 
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Collecting the results (2.34)--(2.36) in (2.27) and (2.30), we obtain in frame C/J 
the absolute velocity 

v p = ( v - aw sin e )i + aw cos e j, (2.37) 

and the total acceleration 

ap = ( -aw2 cos e- am sin B)i +(am cos e- aw2 sin B)j. (2.38) 

It is useful to notice in these calculations that because ro is parallel to ro, the 
product ro X X may be obtained immediately from the product Ol X X by 
replacement of w with dJ, as illustrated in (2.35). 

The geometrical character of the relative rigid body velocity and 
acceleration terms described earlier may be visualized in this example by our 
introducing at Pan intrinsic frame 1/J = { P; e,, en, eh }, as shown in Fig. 2.11. It 
is seen that the vector products ro x x =awe, and ro x x =awe, are parallel vec
tors tangent to the blade at P; and ro x (ro x x) = -aw2en is normal to the 
blade and directed toward its center 0. Use of these expressions and (2.34) in 
(2.27) and (2.30) yields a simpler representation of the solution: 

v P = vi + awe" (2.39) 

wherein the tangent and normal vectors are defined by 

e, = -sin 0 i +cos e j, en= -x/a = -(cos e i +sine j) (2.40) 

in frame C/J. Indeed, when these unit vectors are used in (2.39), we recover the 
results (2.37) and (2.38 ). The geometrical constructions illustrated above often 
are valuable aids in the calculation of the cross product terms in (2.27) and 
(2.30). 

Finally, let us recall from Chapter 1 that the velocity of the particle P on 
the edge of the blade may be obtained in the usual way by differentiation of 
its position vector in C/J, namely, 

X(P, t) =Xi+ 2aj +a( cos e i +sine j), (2.41) 

wherein X is the horizontal distance of 0 from F. Thus, with Xi= v 0 = vi and 
w = e, we obtain the velocity of pin C/J: 

v p = x = vi + aw( -sin e i + cos e j ). (2.42) 

Then, clearly, the acceleration of Pin C/J is given by 

a p = v p = am( -sin e i + cos e j) - aw2 ( cos e i + sin e j ). (2.43) 

Of course, these results are seen to be the same as (2.37) and (2.38) computed 
algebraically above. In more complex problems in which the geometry is more 
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difficult to perceive, the direct calculations based on the vector algebraic for
mulas (2.27) and (2.30) will prove especially valuable. D 

The relations (2.27) and (2.30) can be applied in circumstances where it 
may be extremely tedious to produce a solution were one to rely on only the 
use of the usual differentiation procedure sketched above in (2.41 )-(2.43 ). 
Situations may arise where only the values of some vector quantities at a par
ticular instant of interest, rather than their functional dependence for all 
times, are assigned; and, in such cases, it may be possible to obtain additional 
data desired only for that special moment of concern. This situation is 
illustrated in the next example involving the motion of several connected rigid 
bodies. 

Example 2.3. A slider block A of an engine mechanism moves in a plane, 
circular slot of radius 2 ft. At the instant when the links AB and BC are in the 
perpendicular position shown in Fig. 2.12, the block has a speed of 10ft/sec in 
the direction indicated, and a rate of change of speed of 20 ft/sec 2• Find in 
frame cp = { F; ik} the absolute velocity and acceleration of the hinge pin B, 
and determine the angular velocities and angular accelerations of the links AB 
and BC at the instant of interest. 

Solution. The point B belongs to both the link AB and the link BC, so 
the velocity of Bas determined by (2.27) may be written as 

(2.44) 

wherein co 1 =co 1 k and co 2 = -co2 k denote the angular velocities of the links 
shown in Fig. 2.12. We observe also that x 1 = 5j ft and x 2 = -2 sin 45° i = 
-.J2i ft are the position vectors of B from the points A and C whose velocity 
vectors are 

v A= st = IO(cos 45° i +sin 45° j) 

=5fl(i+j)ft/sec and Vc=O. 

Figure 2.12. Instantaneous motion of several connected 
rigid parts of an engine mechanism. 

(2.45) 
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We see immediately from the geometry that 

ro 1 x x 1 = - 5w 1 i ftjscc and ro 2 x x2 = w2 Jlj ftjsec. 

Substitution of (2.45) and (2.46) into (2.44) yields 

v 0 = 5(j2- w 1 )i + 5 Jlj ftjsec = w2 Jlj ftjsec. 

Therefore, the corresponding scalar components must satisfy 

5 ( J2- w 1 ) = 0 and 5 J2 = w 2 J2, 

Chapter 2 

(2.46) 

(2.47) 

(2.48) 

which yield w 1 = J2 radjsec and w2 = 5 radjsec. Finally, with the aid of 
(2.47), we obtain at the instant of interest 

v 0 = 5 Jlj ftjsec, ro 1 = J2 k radjsec, ro 2 = -5k radjsec, (2.49) 

for the absolute velocity of B and the angular velocities of the links AB 
and BC. 

The acceleration of Bas determined by (2.30) may be similary written in 
two ways: 

3a =a A+ <01 X (<01 X XJ} + Ol1 X XI 

= ac+ <Oz X (<02 X X2) + Ol2 X X2, (2.50) 

in which ro 1 = w 1 k and ro 2 = -w2 k denote the angular accelerations of the 
links. The acceleration of the point A is found from a A = st + s2 j Rn, where s = 
20 ftjsec 2, R =2ft, and n =cos 45c i- sin 45o j = Jl/2(i- j). We now have 

aA = 35 Jli-15 Jlj ftjsec 2 and ac=O. (2.51) 

Again, with the aid of (2.46 ), it is easily seen geometrically that 

ro 1 x (ro 1 x xd = -5wij = -lOj ftjsec 2, 

<0 2 x (ro 2 x x2 ) = w~ Jli = 25 Jli ft/sec 2, 

ro 1 x x 1 = -5w 1i, (2.52) 

ro2 X x2 = Wz Jlj, (2.53) 

wherein we recall (2.49 ). Gathering the relations (2.51 )-(2.53) in (2.50), we 
obtain 

aB = 5(7 J2- w1 )i- 5(3 J2 + 2)j = 25 Jli + w2 Jlj. (2.54) 

Therefore, the corresponding scalar components provide the relations 

5(7 J2- w1 ) = 25 J'2 and -5(3 J2 + 2) = ciJ 2 J2, (2.55) 

which yield the values w1 = 2 J2 radjsec 2 and w2 = -5(3 + j2) radjsec2 • The 
negative sign in the last term indicates that the direction of the vector ro 2 is 
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opposite to the direction assumed previously. The algebra typically determines 
both the magnitude and direction of an unknown vector quantity, as shown 
here for the vector <i.> 2 . Use of either of the angular acceleration values in 
(2.54) completes the solution. At the moment of interest, the angular 
accelerations of the links AB and BC are 

(2.56) 

and 

as= 25 Jli- 5(3 J2 + 2)j ft/sec 2 (2.57) 

is the absolute acceleration of the pin B. 0 

Industrial design problems usually involve integration of several design 
concepts, technical analyses, and a variety of manufacturing procedures 
assembled to create some product or system; and it is customary that several 
parts of a product or a manufacturing system must be analyzed and designed 
at the same time to accommodate certain specified criteria. The simple 
mechanical design problem iiiustrated in the next example integrates an easy 
cam design analysis with the design of a link mechanism so that both parts 
satisfy specified design conditions for a particular set of system parameters. 

Example 2.4. The shuttle mechanism of a certain sewing machine 
described in Fig. 2.13 is driven by a cam that rotates with a constant angular 
velocity ro = wk, while a linkage arrangement moves the shuttle, slider block 
B, in a fixed vertical slot in the machine. The cam must be designed for the 
geometry shown in Fig. 2.13 so that the shuttle drive block A has a sinusoidal 
velocity v A = 6 sin 8 i cmjsec, and the length I of the link AB must be chosen 
so that the link has no angular acceleration at the instant ! 0 when the device is 
in the configuration where ,P = 30° when 8 = 60°. Find the shape of the cam 
and the angular speed at which it must operate, and determine the link length 

-; 

Figure 2.13. A cam-driven linkage mechanism design. 
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l needed for the design specifications. Determine the velocity and the 
acceleration of B at the instant t0 . Assume that 8 = 0 initially. 

Solution. We know from previous experience that the cam shape may be 
found by integration of the differential equation for the velocity of the contact 
point P on the push rod. Since the rigid rod P A suffers no rotation, the rule 
(2.27) reveals the intuitive relation v P = v A used in Chapter 1. Thus, by aid of 
the same procedure used in ( 1.56) and with v A = 6 sin 8 i, we obtain 

fr 6 fe 
dr =- sin 8 dO 

a W 0 
(2.58) 

in which r(O) =a= 1/2 em is obtained from the given cam geometry, and 
w = 8 is the unknown constant angular speed of the cam. Integration of this 
equation yields 

1 6 
r( e) = - +- (1 - cos e) em. 

2 w 
(2.59) 

Since r(n) = d= 1.5 em, (2.59) determines the constant angular speed and the 
shape of the cam needed to produce the designated design velocity of A; we 
obtain 

w = e = 12 radjsec, 

r(O) = 1-0.5 cos 0 em. 

This completes the cam design analysis. 

(2.60a) 

(2.60b) 

The motion of the link AB involves four unknown quantities: the velocity 
v B of the slider B; the angular velocity ro 1 and the angular acceleration 0> 1 of 
the link AB; and the vector I of point B from A. These vectors may be related 
by (2.27) and (2.30) expressed in the form 

(2.61) 

The velocity of the base point A is given as v A = 6 sin e i em/sec; hence, 
using the result (2.60a) derived in the cam analysis, we find the acceleration 
a A= 72 cos e i cmjsec2 . In particular, at the instant of interest to when e = 60°, 
we have 

v A= 3 fii cmjsec, (2.62) 

At the same time, we have also t/J = 30°; hence, the vector of B from A in 
frame q> = { F; ik} is given by I= l/2( fi i + j) em. Then, writing ro 1 = w 1 k, we 
may compute the products 

(l) 1 X I= ( w 11/2 )( fi j - i ), 

ro 1 x (ro 1 xI)= ( -wif/2)(fii + j). 

(2.63) 

(2.64) 
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Finally, recalling that the design constraint at the instant t 0 demands that 
0> 1 =0, observing that Vn=Vnj, an=anj, and substituting (2.62), (2.63), and 
(2.64) into (2.61 ), we derive the relations 

Vn = vnj = (3 J3- w1l/2)i + w 11 J3/2j em/sec, 

an= ani= (36- wfl J3/2)i- wi l/2j cmjsec2. 

The corresponding scalar components in these identities reveal the results 

w1l = 6 J3 and v n = w1 / J312j = 9j em/sec; 

wif = 24 J3 and an= -wflj2j = -12 J3 j cmjsec 2. 

(2.65) 

(2.66) 

These equations provide the velocity and acceleration of B required at t 0 ; and 
we also may conclude from these equations that 

w 1 = 4 radjsec, l= 3 J312 em, (2.67) 

which is the link length needed for the design specifications. This completes 
the design analysis for the given set of system parameters. A more general 
analysis is left as an exercise for the student in Problem 2.33. 

2.9.1. Rolling without Slip 

An important special application of (2.27) and (2.30) to mechanical 
design analysis concerns the motion transmitted by bodies through rolling 
contact. Rotary motion which is transferred between two shafts by disks or 
gears that roll on one another without slipping is a typical example. 
Sometimes, however, relative sliding between contacting surfaces in a direc
tion tangent to a contacting line is permissible provided no slipping normal to 
the line of contact can occur in the direction of the rotational motion. This is 
a characteristic of helical gear design in which the gear teeth prevent slipping 
normal to the sliding helicoidal contact surfaces and thus provide the means 
of transmitting power between the shafts. 

The idea of rolling without slip is introduced in the first example below. 
Afterwards, the criterion for rolling without slip is formulated in general 
terms, and the equations are illustrated in the study of two further examples 
of rolling wheels and bevel gears. A final application to helical gear motion 
provides an example for which the no-slip criterion is invalid. 

Example 2.5. A wheel of radius a rolls without slipping on a fixed 
horizontal surface so that its center moves uniformly with velocity v 0 , as 
shown in Fig. 2.14. (a) Find the angular velocity ro of the wheel. (b) Let C 
denote the point on the wheel which instantaneously is in contact with the 
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Figure 2.14. Rolling without slip on a 
fixed, horizontal surface. 

fixed surface. Show that its velocity v c is zero. (c) Determine the acceleration 
of a point P on the rim of the wheel. (d) Find the acceleration of the contact 
point C. (e) Determine the path of P in frame tP = { G; ik }. 

Solution. (a) The angular velocity of the wheel is related to the condition 
that the wheel roll without slipping on the fixed surface. This rolling con
straint may be characterized in a couple of ways. One definition is that the 
curves on the surfaces in rolling contact be tangent to each other at each 
point of contact, and the lengths of the arcs traced on the two curves between 
successive points of contact be equal. Thus, if a wheel of radius a advances a 
horizontal distance ds as it turns through an angle d8 about the direction k at 
0, the no-slip rolling condition is expressed by 

ds=a d8. (2.68) 

Then with v0 = lv 0 1 = ds/dt and w = lml = d8jdt, we find from (2.68) that 
v0 = aw. Therefore, the angular velocity of the wheel about 0 is given by 

m = wk = (v 0 /a)k. (2.69) 

(b) The velocity of the point of contact C at r = aj from 0 is determined 
by v c = v0 + m x r. Thus, with v0 = v0 i and use of (2.69), we find 

(2.70) 

This confirms that the velocity of the rim point C instantaneously in contact 
with the fixed surface is zero. 

(c) The acceleration of an arbitrary point P on the rim of the wheel at x 
from 0 is detenriined by (2.30). Since v0 is constant a 0 = 0. Also, (2.69) shows 
that m is constant; hence, til= 0. Noting that x =a( cos 0 j- sin 8 i) and obser
ving that m x (m x x) is directed along -x and has the magnitude aw2, we 
now recall (2.30) and compute easily 

ap = -aw2xja = -(v~/a)(cos 8 j- sin 8 i). (2.71) 

(d) The point P is in contact with the surface when 8 = 0 or 2rr; and in 
this case, ( 2. 71) yields 

ac = -(v~/a)j (2.72) 
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for the instantaneous acceleration of the contact point C. We thus learn that 
although the instantaneous velocity of P at C is zero, its acceleration is not. 
Indeed, (2.72) shows that ac=O if and only if the wheel is at rest in f/J. It 
should be observed that the acceleration is directed from C toward 0. 

(e) The equation of the path traced by P in the frame f/J = { G; ik} is 
determined by integration of (2.27) in which 

v p = dX(P, t)/dt, v0 =awi, and roxx= -aw(cos.8i+sin8j) 

are used to express the right-hand side of (2.27) in terms of e and w; namely, 

dX(P, t)/dt = aw(l- cos O)i- aw sine j. (2.73) 

Assigning X= 0 at e = 0 and writing w = d8jdt, we determine the motion 

X(P, t) =Xi- Yj =a(O- sin O)i +a( cos 8-l)j (2.74) 

whose locus, shown in Fig. 2.15, is a cycloid with parametric equations 

X= a(O- sin 8), Y=a(l-cos8). (2.75) 

The reader may find it helpful to demonstrate that the motion (2.74) or (2.75) 
also may be obtained by geometrical construction based on Fig. 2.15. 0 

2.9.1.1. Driving Contact and Rolling without Slip 

Two moving rigid bodies that come into contact obviously cannot 
penetrate one another. In fact, they can maintain their contact with each other 
only so long as they have the same component of velocity in the direction 
normal to their surfaces at their instantaneous points of contact; otherwise, 
the bodies would separate. If their mutual normal velocity component is not 

Figure 2.15. The locus generated by the motion of a point P on the circumference of a circle that 
rolls without slipping along a straight line is a cycloid. 
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zero, then one body pushes to drive the other in their common normal direc
tion. This driving contact, however, may involve slipping in the tangential 
plane between the two surfaces, so that the tangential velocity components of 
their instantaneous contact points will not be equal. In this case, the bodies 
slide on one another. Thus, in general, two bodies roll on one another without 
slipping when and only when their instantaneous points of contact have the 
same velocity vector so that both their corresponding normal and tangential 
velocity components are equal. In particular, when their mutual normal 
velocity component vanishes, the rolling contact is called pure rolling without 
slip, or more simply, rolling without slip. Otherwise, the contact is identified 
as driving contact, with or without slip. Indeed, the previous example of pure 
rolling without slip, introduced somewhat differently, showed that the velocity 
of the rim point instantaneously in contact with the fixed surface is zero. Some 
additional applications of pure rolling without slip will be studied below. An 
example of driving contact with partial slip in a specified direction will follow; 
and other examples may be found in the Problems. (See Problem 2.51, for 
example.) 

Before we turn to the next example, however, let us ask, What 
acceleration condition must be satisfied at points of instantaneous contact for 
rolling without slipping? Since the curvatures of the two surfaces of rolling 
contact generally are different, it is clear that the intrinsic acceleration of their 
points of instantaneous contact cannot be the same. Indeed, we have seen in 
the foregoing example that the point on the wheel in contact instantaneously 
with the fixed, horizontal surface has the acceleration (2.72); but the 
corresponding point on the .fixed surface has, of course, no acceleration at all. 
On the other hand, because the arc lengths traced out by successive points of 
rolling contact on any two surfaces must be the same in time, in addition to 
the speed in the direction of their common tangent, the rate of change of 
speed of the coincident contact points also must be the same. This leads to the 
following criterion. 

Criterion for Rolllng without Slip. The points P and Q of instantaneous 
contact between any two bodies rolling without slipping on one another must 
have the same velocity and the same tangential component of acceleration: 

(2.76) 

in which t is the intrinsic vector tangent to the contacting curves at their coin
cident contact points P and Q. 

In particular, for a fixed surface, both the speed s and the tangential 
acceleration component s are zero, so the contact point on the fixed surface 
naturally has no acceleration at all, while the point of contact on the wheel 
has only a normal component of acceleration, as we have seen before. Since 
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the velocity of the contact point must be zero, we may use the no-slip 
criterion to determine the angular speed of the wheel in our previous example. 
Recalling Fig. 2.14, we write 

v c = v 0 + ro x r = v 0 i - awi = 0, 

from which w = v0 /a follows, as before. We shall apply the general conditions 
(2.76) in the next example. 

Example 2.6. A rubber drive wheel of radius r2 rolls without slipping on 
the inside surface of a turntable of radius r 1 • The turntable has an angular 
speed w 1 which is increasing at the rate w1 about a fixed axis at F, as shown 
in Fig. 2.16. Find the corresponding angular rates of the drive wheel about its 
fixed bearing at 0. 

Solution. The velocities and accelerations of the instantaneous contact 
points D on the rim of the drive wheel and C on the inside surface of the 
turntable are determined by 

wherein we have 

r 1 =FC= -r1n, 

r 2 =0D= -r2 n, 

ac = aF+ ro 1 x (ro1 x r1) + ro 1 x r1, 

av = a 0 + ro 2 x (ro2 x r 2 ) + riJ, 2 x r 2 , 

(!)I= Wt b, 

ro2 = w2b, 

ro 1 =w1 b, 

ro2=w2b, 

(2.77) 

(2.78) 

referred to the intrinsic frame 1/1 = { C; t, n, b} shown in Fig. 2.16. Since 0 and 

Figure 2.16. A turntable driven without 
slipping by a rubber wheel. 
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Fare fixed points, v 0 = v F = a 0 =a r = 0; and it is easy to see that the remain
ing terms are given by 

0> I X f I = -(!)I b X f I 0 = r I WIt, 

ro 2 x r 2 = -w2 b x r2 n = r2 w 2 t, (2. 79) 

Substitution of these data into (2.77) yields relations for the velocities and 
accelerations of the points C and D at the moment of contact: 

ac = r1 w1 t + r 1 win, 

a 0 = r2 w2 t + r 2 w~n. 
(2.80) 

The criterion (2.76) for rolling without slip may now be applied to these 
results; we get 

Vc=V 0 yields r 1w1 =r2 w2 , 

ac·t=a 0 ·t yields r1w1 =r2 (h 2 . 

(2.81) 

And it follows that the angular rates of rotation of the drive wheel are given 
by 

(2.82) 

Notice that the first of (2.81) states that the instantaneous speed s of the 
points of contact are the same, and the second of (2.81) means that their 
instantaneous rates of change of speed .~ are the same. Of course, as shown by 
(2.80), the accelerations of the contact points C and D are not equal. 0 

Example 2.7. Bevel gears are used to transmit rotary motion between 
intersecting axles; and their meshed gear teeth assure that this motion will be 
transmitted without slip. A typical bevel gear arrangement is shown in 
Fig. 2.17. The bevel angles (} and 1/J are called pitch angles; their sum is the 

(a): Problem Geometry 

Figure 2.17. Application to bevel gear design. 
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angle between the gear shafts. If the drive gear with a pitch angle 8 has an 
angular speed wd, determine the angular speed w1 of the driven, follower gear 
with a pitch angle ¢. Assume that the shafts are fixed in the machine. 

Solution. Because the gears turn about fixed axles and roll on one 
another without slipping, each pair of points of contact of the gears along 
their instantaneous contact line AB must have the same velocity. Let r d and r1 
be the radii of the mutual rolling contact point A from points on the fixed 
axles, as shown in Fig. 2.17. Then, in obvious notation, 

(2.83) 

Introducing into (2.83) the pitch angle geometry from Fig. 2.17, we obtain the 
angular speed of the follower gear: 

w1= wd sin 8/sin ¢. (2.84) 

We see from this result that the angular speeds are independent of the gear 
sizes, so the same rule holds for both large gears and small gears. Also, (2.84) 
shows that WI~ wd fore~¢, with Wt= wd when and only when e =¢.In par
ticular, when the shafts intersect in a right angle, 8 + ¢ = n/2 and (2.84) 
becomes 

0 < 8<n/2. (2.85) 

In this case, the angular speed of the follower gear is larger or smaller than 
the angular speed of the drive gear according as the pitch angle of the drive 
gear is greater or less than 45°. D 

Example 2.8. Helical gears may be used to transmit rotary motion 
between nonintersecting and nonparallel axles. Their helicoidal shaped teeth 
allow relative sliding of the gear teeth along their common contact line, but 
the teeth prevent slipping normal to that line. The sliding motion provides a 
smooth, quiet operation with less shock than is common with other gears 
having straight teeth. A typical crossed helical gear arrangement is shown in 
Fig. 2.18. The angles l/1 d and l/1 1 are the constant helix angles of the driver and 
follower gear teeth, respectively; and their sum is the angle between the gear 
shafts. Determine the angular speed w1 of the follower gear when the drive 
gear has an angular speed wd, and the shafts are fixed in the machine. 

Solution. Let r d and r1 denote the radii of a mutual contact point A from 
points on the fixed axles, as shown in Fig. 2.18. Then we may write 

(2.86) 
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in a plane parallel 
to both shafts 

Figure 2.18. Crossed helical gears and their velocity components. 

for the respective velocities of the contact point A on the driver and on the 
follower. The tangent line of the helical teeth at A, denoted by t, forms the 
helix angles t/1 d and t/11 with the gear axles. Each gear has a sliding component 
of velocity in the tangential direction t, so the criterion for rolling without slip 
cannot be applied to the velocities (2.86 ). Rather, only the components of 
these vectors perpendicular to the teeth are equal: 

(2.87) 

wherein n is the normal vector to t as shown in Fig. 2.18. It is seen that the 
velocity vectors (2.86) make the same angles with n that the shafts make with 
t; these are the helix angles. Hence, their components in the direction of the 
normal n satisfy (2.87) when 

wdr d cos t/1 d = w1 r1 cos t/1 1 . (2.88) 

Therefore, the angular speed of the follower gear is 

r d cos t/1 d 
wf= wd. 

rrcos t/11 
(2.89) 

Since (2.89) depends on both the helix angles and the gear radii, a variety 
of angular speed relations is possible. For gears of equal radii, for example, 
the angular speed of the follower will be greater than that of the driver 
provided that the helix angle of the follower is the larger. In the special case 
when the shafts are perpendicular, t/1 1 + t/1 d = n/2 and cos t/1 Jcos t/1 1 =cot t/1 d; 
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then, for gears of equal radii, the angular speed of the follower is larger than 
that of the driver provided that the helix angle of the dntve gear is smaller 
than 45°. Of course, the helix angle of crossed gears may be equal, in which 
case (2.89) yields the angular speed ratio wf/wd=rirf, which is independent 
of the angle between the gear shafts. Alternatively, recalling the pitch triangle 
in Fig.l.15, we see that tan 1/Jf=tan 1/Jd if and only if pfj(2nrf)= pj(2nrd). 
Therefore, the angular speed ratio of crossed helical gears having equal helix 
angles also is equal to the reciprocal ratio of the pitches pf and pd of the 
helices: wf/wd= PiPf· Evidently, the pitch triangle may be used to cast (2.89) 
in terms of ratios of the pitches and the radii of the gears; but we shall omit 
this relation. 

Use of (2.88) in (2.86) provides the velocities of the contact point A on 
the driver and on the follower: 

v Ad= wdr dcos 1/Jd(n +tan 1/Jd t), 

vAf=wdrdcos 1/f)n-tan 1/fft). 
(2.90) 

Therefore, the velocities may be equal if and only if 1/J f = -~r d· This is possible 
only when the angle between the shafts is zero, that is, when and only when 
the shafts are parallel. The negative sign means that the helices of parallel 
helical gears must have opposite hand so that they slope in opposite direc
tions away from the viewer. Crossed helical gears, contrariwise, usually have 
the same hand so that the helices slope in the same direction away from the 
viewer, as assumed in Fig. 2.18, which shows right-handed helical gears. 

2.9.2. Analysis of a Spatial Mechanism 

The problems studied so far have involved only plane motions for which 
the angular velocity and the angular acceleration are parallel vectors, and for 
which use of the geometrical interpretations of the vector products often is 
especially helpful in their calculation. The analysis of spatial motions, because 
of the increased complexity and the difficulty of visualizing the geometrical 
aspects of a problem, inherently is more difficult; but the use of vector 
methods in these applications often simplifies their analysis and eliminates our 
need to perceive all of the geometrical details. The application of vector 
methods to the solution of spatial problems demonstrates strikingly the power 
and utility of this invaluable analytical tool. This is illustrated clearly in the 
following example of a simple spatial mechanism. Numerous additional exam
ples will be encountered in Chapter 4. 

Example 2.9. Two slider blocks A and B are connected by ball joints to 
a rigid rod, as shown in Fig. 2.19. The motion of A in cP = { F; ik} is controlled 
so that its translational velocity is constant during an interval of interest. Find 
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Figure 2.19. A simple spatial mechanism. 

in cP the translational velocity and acceleration of B, and determine the 
angular velocity and the angular acceleration of the rod in the interval of con
cern. Assume for simplicity that the ball joints are centered on the axes of the 
slider guide shafts, and suppose that the joints are ideally smooth so that the 
rod suffers no angular velocity about its own longitudinal axis. What will be 
the effect on the rotation of the rod if the ball joint at B is replaced by a hinge 
pin and yoke assembly? 

Solution. The translational velocity of B is given by (2.27). We write 

v B = ik = v Bk = v A +(I) X I, (2.91) 

wherein the constant translational velocity of A is 

VA= yj = VAj (2.92a) 

and 

I= -ai - yj + zk, (2.92b) 

the vector of B from A, is obtained from the geometry shown in Fig. 2.19 for 
points on the axes of the guide shafts. Of course, 

(2.93) 

relates z and y. Differentiation of (2.93) yields 2zi + 2yy = 0, and use in this 
expression of the component relation from (2.92a) gives the translational 
velocity of B in cP. I.e., in (2.91 ), we now have 

(2.94) 
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Moreover, because this equation is valid for all times in the interval of 
interest, the translational acceleration of B in r:f> may be obtained most easily 
by differentiation of (2.94 ). With the aid of (2.92) and (2.93 ), we derive 

(2.95) 

Furthermore, since y = v A is a constant, we have by integration y( t) = 
Yo+ vAt, where y 0 is the initial value of y. Therefore, z is determined by (2.93 ), 
and the solution for the velocity and acceleration of B in r:f> is now complete. 

It remains to determine the angular velocity and the angular acceleration 
of the rod. The angular velocity may be found from (2.91 ): 

(2.96) 

in which we recall (2.92) and (2.94). We form the cross product of (2.96) with 
I and expand the vector triple product to obtain 

( ro x I) x I= ( ro · 1)1- (I· l)ro. (2.97) 

Then we appeal to the ideal ball joint constraint, which requires that the rod 
shall have no angular velocity about its longitudinal axis, that is, 

ro ·I= 0. (2.98) 

Substitution of (2.98) into (2.97) and use of (2.96), as described, yields 

ro = v Aj + y/zk) x 1/P. (2.99) 

With the aid of (2.92b ), we may compute the remaining cross product to 
derive the angular velocity of the rod in r:f>: 

(2.100) 

And, finally, differentiation of this result leads to the angular acceleration of 
the rod in r:f>; we get 

2 

cil = ; 3; 2 UZ- a2 )(yi- aj). (2.101) 

In the same manner described before, z and y may be expressed as functions 
of the time alone, and in this way we shall have the complete solution. 

The angular velocity and acceleration of the rod depend upon the con
straints introduced to fasten the rod to the slider blocks. An ideally smooth 
ball joint is a simple useful model, but hinged joints often are used too. To see 
the effect that different types of joint models may have on the angular rates of 
the rod, let us suppose that the ball joint at B is replaced by a hinge pin and 
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yoke assembly shown in Fig. 2.20. In this case, we see that the rod can rotate 
about the k axis along the guide shaft and about the axis ~ parallel to the 
hinge pin; but it cannot turn about the axis y = k x ~. which is perpendicular 
to these directions. Therefore, 

ro ·y=O (2.102) 

defines the hinge constraint relation imposed at B on the rotations of the rod. 
The vectors y = k x ~ and ~ = k xI, which generally are not unit vectors, 

may be used to define the directions ~ and y in terms of k and /, which are 
more easily expressed in 1/>. Thus, upon expanding the vector triple product 
that defines y and recalling (2.92b ), we find 

y = k x (k x /) = (k ·/)k -/ = zk -I= ai + yj. (2.103) 

Of course, the angular velocity of the rod is still determined by (2.96). 
Forming its vector product with y, expanding the result and introducing the 
hinge constraint (2.102), we have 

y x ( ro xl) = ( y ·/)ro- ( y · ro )/ = (y ·/)ro = y x (v B- v A). (2.104) 

Use of (2.103) and (2.92b) yields y·l= -(a2 + y 2 ), and substitution of (2.96) 
into the right-hand side of (2.104) delivers the angular velocity of the rod 
inC/>: 

VA ( 2• • k) ro= 2 2 ) y l-ayJ+az . 
z(a + y 

(2.105) 

We thus find that the angular velocity with the hinge constraint is indeed con
siderably different from the solution for the ideal ball joint case in (2.100); and 
we notice that 

(2.106) 

shows that the hinged joint at B causes the rod to suffer an angular velocity 
about its own longitudinal axis. Construction of the angular acceleration vec
tor for this case is left for the reader. 

Figure 2.20. Slider block, hinge pin, and yoke assembly. 
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2.9.3. Velocity Referred to a Moving Reference Frame 

We shall learn in future studies that often it is useful to express a vector 
quantity given in a frame r/J = { F; Id in terms of the basis vectors ik of 
another reference frame qJ = { 0; id. When this is done, we shall say briefly 
that the vector quantity is referred to frame qJ. In preparation for subsequent 
development of the use of such auxiliary reference frames, let us consider the 
following illustration, in which it is helpful to refer the velocity vector of a 
particle of a rigid body to an imbedded reference frame. 

Example 2.10. A thin rigid rod is supported in the vertical plane by the 
edge of a wall and a horizontal surface along which its end point 0 is moved 
with a velocity v0 in frame r/J = { F; Ik }, as shown in Fig. 2.21. Prove that the 
velocity in r/J of a particle B of the rod is directed toward 0 if and only if B is 
the particle R instantaneously in contact with the edge C over which the rod 
slides continuously, and find in frame r/J the sliding velocity of R. 

Solution. The end-point velocity v 0 = v0 I= XI is given in frame r/J = 

{F; Id; but it will prove useful to refer v0 to another frame rp = { 0; id imbed
ded in the rod, as shown in Fig. 2.21. To accomplish this, we need to express 
the basis vectors of r/J in terms of those of frame qJ. The geometry in Fig. 2.21 
yields 

I = cos 1/1 i - sin 1/1 j, J = sin 1/1 i + cos 1/1 j, K=k. (2.107) 

In the present case, only the first of (2.107) is needed to write v0 in terms of 
the vectors of frame qJ; we have 

V0 = v0 (cos 1/1 i- sin 1/1 j), 

and in this form we say that v 0 is referred to qJ. 

Figure 2.21. Application of an auxiliary, 
moving reference frame. 

y~ 

(2.108) 

X 

/ 
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The position vector of an arbitrary point B along the thin rod is x = yj, 
and the rod has angular velocity ro = ~K = ~k about point 0, both vectors 
being referred to cp. Therefore, with ro x x = -~yi and use of (2.108 ), the 
velocity of B in frame t:P, but referred to frame cp for our convenience, is given 
by 

VB = V o + ffi X X = ( V o COS 1/J - ~ y )i - V o sin 1/J j. (2.109) 

The geometry in Fig. 2.21 shows that X= h tan 1/J. Therefore, v0 =X= 
h~ sec 2 1/J; and with h =I cos 1/1, we find 

V 0 COSI/J=~f, (2.110) 

where I is the distance from 0 the edge point C. Thus, use of (2.110) in (2.109) 
gives 

(2.111) 

for all positions of the rod. We observe that /- y is the distance from an 
arbitrary particle B to the particle R which instantaneously is in sliding con
tact with the edge C. Therefore, (2.111) shows that for ~ i' 0 the velocity of B 
will be directed along the rod toward 0 when and only when y = !. But this 
means that B must be the unique edge point particle R; hence, (2.111) reveals 
that the sliding velocity in t:P of the particle R instantaneously in contact with 
the edge of the wall is given by 

(2.112) 

It is intuitively clear, of course, that the rod can have no velocity com
ponent normal to itself at its point of contact with the edge C; otherwise, the 
contact constraint would not be maintained. Consequently, it is easy to 
understand physically why the velocity of the particle R must be directed 
along the rod; but here we have learned also that R is the only particle having 
this property. It is instructive to note that the angular speed of the rod and 
the sliding velocity of R actually may be obtained more directly by 
application of the sliding contact constraint equation v R · n = v c · n, where n = i 
is the mutual normal vector to the contacting surfaces at the contact points. 
With Vc=O and vR=v0 +mxl=v01-~/i, we find at once that vR·i= 
v0 cos 1/J- ~I= 0, which states that contact will prevail provided that the rod 
has the angular speed (2.110). Then the sliding velocity at R is the tangential 
component v R · j = -v0 sin 1/J in the direction of j at R, which agrees with 
(2.112) obtained before. 

The velocity vectors of 0 in ( 2.108 ), B in ( 2.111 ), and R in ( 2.112) are the 
velocities of these particles in frame l/J, but they are referred to the moving, 
imbedded frame cp for convenience. Clearly, these points have no motion 
relative to cp; rather, as described in our earlier study of the intrinsic velocity 
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and acceleration, (2.108), (2.111), and (2.112) are the projections onto c:p of 
the velocities of 0, B and R relative to frame C/J. Let the reader conclude this 
example by showing that the velocity (2.112) referred to frame C/J itself is given 
by 

We shall encounter many situations of this kind in Chapter 4. 

2.10. A Basic Invariant Property of the Angular 
Velocity Vector 

(2.113) 

It has been emphasized in the derivation and applications of (2.27) and 
(2.30) that relative to a given reference frame C/J, say, the vector co is the 
angular velocity of a rigid body fJI about an instantaneous axis through a 
specified base point. The body may experience several simultaneous rotations 
about concurrent axes through the base point, but (2.28) shows that their vec
tor sum is equivalent to a single angular velocity vector about a single instan
taneous axis through the same base point. On the other hand, we may ask: 
What change, if any, occurs in co if the base point is shifted arbitrarily to 
another place in fJI? To answer this question, we let P be any point of fJI; and, 
for the same motion of fJI, we assume that at the same instant co and co* are 
distinct angular velocities of fJI about lines through distinct base points at 0 
and 0*, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2.22. Since the velocity of any particle 
P, by its definition ( 1.8 ), is the same for every base point used in application 
of (2.27), using the vectors defined in Fig. 2.22, we may write for both 0 
and 0* 

=v 0 .+co*xx* 

=(v 0 +coxr)+coxx*, 

(2.114a) 

(2.114b) 

(2.114c) 

wherein x = r + x*. However, with 0 as base point, it is clear that the term in 

Figure 2.22. A change of base point in a general 
motion of a rigid body. 
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parentheses in (2.114c) is equal to v a•. Consequently, we have 
( ro* - ro) x x * = 0. Since P is an arbitrary particle, this relation must hold for 
all x*; therefore, ro* = ro follows. In sum: The angular velocity vector is the 
same for every choice of base point associated with a rigid body. 

Let us recall, for example, the description in Fig. 2.14 of a wheel rolling 
without slipping on a fixed surface. The wheel was naturally assumed to be 
rotating about its center 0. However, since the angular velocity does not 
change with the choice of base point, we may consider that the same rotation 
occurs about a parallel line through the point of contact C, for which it is 
now known that v c = 0. Then, with C as the base point, we may use (2.27) to 
write v 0 = v c + ro x ( - r) = -ro x r, which yields the result ( 2.69) found before. 
A similar relation may be written for any other base point. The foregoing 
basic property of the angular velocity vector shows that the instantaneous 
axes of rotation corresponding to all base points are parallel and the rates of 
rotation about them are equal. 

Thus, the angular velocity vector is a function of time alone; and, without 
reference to the base point used, we may correctly refer to it as the angular 
velocity of the body. As a consequence of this invariant property of ro, (2.114) 
becomes 

=v 0 .+roxx*. 

(2.115a) 

(2.115b) 

The result shows that a motion of a rigid body due to a translation v 0 and a 
rotation ro about a base point 0 is equivalent to a rotation ro about any other 
base point 0* together with a new translation v0 • given by 

v0 • = v0 +ro x r, (2.116) 

where r = x- x* is the vector of 0* from 0. Thus, a change of base point cer
tainly results in a change of velocity for the new base point, but the angular 
velocity of the body remains the same. (See Fig. 2.22.) 

Two additional easy theorems follow readily from (2.115). Their proof is 
left for the reader in Problem 2.70. 

(i) Invariant Projection Theorem. The projections upon the instantaneous 
axis of rotation of the velocities of all points of a rigid body are the same; that 
is, for all points P 

v P • a = v 0 • a, or v P • ro = v 0 • ro, (2.117) 

where a= ro/lrol is the instantaneous axis of rotation and 0 is any assigned base 
point. 

(ii) Parallel Axis Theorem. The velocity of a particle P due to a pure 
rotation with angular velocity ro about on axis a is equivalent to a rotation with 
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the same angular velocity about" a parallel axis together with a translational 
velocity perpendicular to that line, and conversely. 

A motion of a rigid body rJI in which every particle of rJI moves parallel 
to a fixed plane in frame 1/J is called a plane motion of rJI in 1/J. It follows that 
both m and m must be perpendicular to the plane of the motion. If m = 0, the 
plane motion is a pure translation with v P = v 0 for all particles P. If there 
exists a base point 0 with v 0 = 0, perhaps only instantaneously, the plane 
motion is a pure rotation about an axis at 0. It is not difficult to prove that in 
an unconstrained motion of a rigid body in space, there is, in general, no point 
having zero velocity. On the other hand, it can be shown that for a plane 
motion of a rigid body, at any moment, there always exists one and only one 
base point whose velocity is zero. (See Problems 2.71, 2.81 and 3.9.) 

Notice that (2.117) shows that v P ·a= 0 if and only if either 0 is a fixed 
base point or it has at each instant a velocity perpendicular to the axis of 
rotation. In the latter case, each particle P must move at each instant in a 
plane motion perpendicular to the axis of rotation; therefore, the velocity of P 
is equivalent to a pure rotation about an axis parallel to a through another 
base point 0*, say, situated in the fixed plane of the motion. The point 0* 
whose instantaneous velocity is zero is known as the instantaneous center of 
rotation. (See Problem 2.71.) In general, this unique base point, which often 
will not be within the body, changes from place to place in the plane as the 
body moves, unless, of course, the point is a fixed point about which the body 
is rotating normal to the plane. The locus of instantaneous centers mapped 
onto the plane is known as the space centrode. In particular, when one curved 
body rolls without slipping on another fixed curved body, the instantaneous 
center of the moving body is the point of contact, and the space controde is 
the contact curve of the fixed body. The locus in the plane of corresponding 
points referred to an imbedded body reference frame is called the body cen
trode. Thus, we may envisage that the body centrode, the curve of instan
taneous centers in the body frame, rolls without slipping on the space cen
trode, the curve of instantaneous centers in the space frame. (See 
Problems 2.77-2.79.) 

We have seen, for example, that the point of contact of a wheel rolling 
without slipping on a fixed, horizontal surface is the instantaneous center of 
rotation of the wheel. Therefore, the space centrode is the straight line of the 
fixed surface, and the body centrode is the moving circumference of the wheel. 
Every particle of the wheel has at each instant a velocity equivalent to a pure 
rotation about an axis at the point of contact C, namely, v P = m x x *, where 
x* is the position vector of P from C. When the center 0 of the wheel is used 
as the base point, the velocity of the same particle P is determined by the 
same rotation about the wheel axle together with a translational velocity of 0 
which is perpendicular to it: v P = v 0 + m x x, where x is the vector of P 
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from 0. The parallel axis theorem and existence of an instantaneous center in 
a plane motion lead to some useful graphical applications included in the 
exercises at the end of the chapter. (See Problems 2.72-2.80.) Some additional 
theoretical results are studied in the next section. 

2.11. Chasles' Theorem on Screw Motions 

The choice of base point to be used in (2.27) and (2.30) is arbitrary, so 
generally any convenient choice is admissible. In fact, we recall that the base 
point need not be a material point of the body; so every conceivable point of 
space is a potential candidate for use as a base point. Because of this 
arbitrariness in the selection of a base point, the velocity of a rigid body par
ticle may be characterized in an infinite variety of ways. Therefore, we are led 
to question: Are there any particularly special choices of base point for which 
the velocity of a rigid body particle may be most simply and uniquely 
described? The answer is provided by the following remarkable theorem due 
to Chasles (1830): 

Theorem on Screw Motions. The velocity of any point of a rigid body is 
equivalent to a screw velocity consisting of a rotation about an axis and a trans
lation along that axis. 

Proof. Let the velocity of a base point 0 and the angular velocity of the 
body be assigned so that the velocity of any particle P of a rigid body is deter
mined by (2.115a ). We wish to show that there exists a base point 0*, say, 
whose velocity at each moment is parallel to the instantaneous axis of 
rotation so that by (2.116) 

v0 • =pro= v0 + ro x r, (2.118) 

where r is the unknown position vector of the new base point 0* from the 
assigned base point 0 and p is an unknown scalar. If this may be done, then 
with O* as the base point the theorem follows. Therefore, we shall need to 
determine p and r to satisfy ( 2.118 ). 

The scalar p is determined immediately by the invariant projection 
theorem ( 2.117): 

(2.119) 

Then r is to be found from 

ro x r = pro- v 0 = ( v 0 · a )a- v 0 =ax (a x v 0 ). (2.120) 
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However, this equation does not determine r uniquely; for, if r is a solution of 
(2.120), so is x = r + kro for all values of the constant k. This is simply the vec
tor equation of the new parallel axis through 0*; hence, 0* may be any point 
on this line and still satisfy (2.120). Therefore, we may choose 0* to be at the 
shortest distance from 0 between the parallel lines so that 

r·ro=O (2.121) 

must hold. Then we form the vector product of (2.120) with ro, expand the 
result, and use (2.121) to obtain in terms of the originally assigned base point 
data the unique location r of the point 0* on the new parallel axis: 

(2.122) 

Thus, shifting the base point to 0* by using (2.118) in (2.1115) yields 

v P =pro+ ro x x*, (2.123) 

in which x* = x- r is the position vector of P from 0* on the new parallel 
axis. (See Fig. 2.22.) 

The equation (2.123) is the content of Chasles' theorem. It shows that the 
velocity of any particle P of a rigid body may be simply and uniquely charac
terized by a rotation with angular velocity ro about a parallel line through a 
base point O* at the unique place r from 0 given by (2.122) together with a 
translational velocity (2.118) along that line. This is the motion typical of a 
nut moved along a threaded screw; it is reminiscent of the helical motion of a 
particle studied in Chapter 1. In fact, such a motion is known as an instan
taneous screw motion; and the axis of rotation is named the screw axis. The 
scalar invariant p defined in (2.119) is called the pitch of the screw; it is the 
ratio of the screw translation speed to the angular speed. Hence, the speed of 
translation along the screw is proportional to the angular speed about the 
screw axis. (See Problems 2.83 and 2.84.) 

Chasles' method of reducing the velocity vector of a particle of a rigid 
body into a screw motion is unique. To prove this important fact, let us 
assume that there are two screw motions corresponding to noncollinear base 
points 0' and 0*, respectively. lnvariance of the angular velocity vector with 
respect to the base point shows that ro' = ro* = ro, say; and in variance of the 
pitch admits p' = p* = p, say. Thus, for the pair of screw motions with respect 
to distinct base points, we have by (2.123) 

v P =pro+ ro x x'(P) =pro+ ro x x*(P), 

in which x'(P) and x*(P) are the respective position vectors of P from 0' 
and 0*. We thus find ro x (x'- x*) = 0. Since in general ro to 0, then for dis
tinct base points, this implies that r = x'- x*, the position vector of 0* from 
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0', contrary to the hypothesis, is parallel to the screw axis. Therefore, r = 0, 
and we may conclude the following uniqueness theorem: There is at most one 
screw motion by which a given motion of a rigid body may be produced. 

Thus, it is now established that among all conceivable motions of a rigid 
body there exists one of unrivaled simplicity, namely, Chasles' unique screw 
motion consisting of a rotation about an axis and a translation along that 
axis. We shall learn in the next chapter that similar results can be proved for 
finite rigid body displacements. However, study of finite rigid body motions 
may be omitted from a first course. The reader who may wish to move on to 
further applications involving relative motions and moving reference frames in 
Chapter 4 will suffer no serious interruption in the continuity. 
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Problems 

2.1. Prove that if there is no rocking disturbance by its occupants, the dis
placement of the cabin of a rotating ferris wheel is a parallel translation. Describe the 
path followed by a typical particle of the cabin. 

2.2. (a) Show that the scalar product Tx ·a= 0 holds for all particles of a rigid 
body whose finite displacement is a rotation about a fixed line. What is the physical 
meaning of this result? (b) Prove that for a nonzero vector c, Tc == 0 if and only if c is 
parallel to the axis of rotation of the body; otherwise, T = 0. 

2.3. Two particles of a rigid body initially are located at 

X1 = 2i + 3j- k m and Y 1 = -3i + 2j + 6k m 

in if>= { F; ik }. After a finite displacement of the body, these particles are, respectively, 
positioned at 

X2 =4i- 3j +k m and Y 2 = -i -4j +8k m 

in if>. Prove that the displacement is not a rotation about a fixed line in if>. See 
Problem 2.2. 

2.4. Show that equation (2.7) for the displacement of a particle of a rigid body 
due to a finite rotation about a fixed line may be written as 

d(P) =~ [a X X COS~+ a X (a X X) sin ~J 
wherein d= ldl, p = IPI and the other terms are the same as before. 

2.5. Let x(P, t) be the position vector of a rigid body particle P from a point 0 on 
a fixed axis with direction a; and consider the differential equation x' =ax x subject to 
the initial condition x(P, 0) = x0 . The prime denotes djd8 and the angle 8(t), with 
8(0) = 0, is the rotation about a. Prove that x ·a is a constant, and derive the relation 

x"+x=(a·x0 )a. 

Show that the solution of this vector differential equation is 

x(P, t) =A cos 8(t) + B sin 8(t) +(a· x0 )a, 

in which A and B are constant vectors. Find these vectors, and thus show that the 
solution may be written in the form of (2.7). Hint: Notice that x' is perpendicular to a. 
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2.6. The figure shows a spatial control device cons1stmg of a drive shaft OA 

positioned on the line x 1 =x 2 =x3 and connected rigidly to a curved link OB whose 
end B is constrained by a pin P to slide in a curved door panel of an aircraft. To 
operate the mechanism, the shaft OA is rotated from its initial position through an 
angle 8 = 60°, as indicated. Find the displacement of P when its initial position from 0 
is x = -i + 2j ft in cf> = { 0; ik }. What is the final location of P inC/>? 

,,, 

Problem 2.6. 

2.7. How many independent coordinates are required to specify the locations of N 
particles free to move in space? How many degrees of freedom does this system have if 
one of the particles must remain at the origin of the reference frame? 

2.8. Assign independent coordinates adequate to specify the position of a system 
of four rigid rods hinged together to form a quadrilateral that may move arbitrarily in 
a plane. (a) How many degrees of freedom does this system have? (b) How many 
degrees of freedom does the system have when one hinge point is fixed in the plane? 
(c) If one hinge pin is removed, how many additional degrees of freedom does the 
system possess? 

2.9. Assign independent coordinates that adequately describe plane configurations 
of the systems shown in the figure, and determine the number of degrees of freedom for 
each case. 

~ 
Small Blocks 

m 

(a): Scissors (b)· Simple and Double Pendulums (c): Spr1ngSvstem Problem 2.9. 

2.10. A rectangular container initially positioned with its center C at the place 
( 4, 6, 8) in a fixed frame cf> is transported to a new configuration so that C is at the 
place (6, 8, 10) and the container, in its new location, has been rotated 45o about a 
fixed line through C and the origin of cf>. A point T at the top of the container initially 
is at the place (4, 6, 9) inC/>. What is the displacement and the final location of Tin cf>? 

2.11. (a) A unit cube undergoes an infinitesimal rotation LIB about its diagonal. 
The displacement of the particle at A= ( 1, 1, 1) in frame cf> = { F; Ik} is plainly zero. 
What is the infinitesimal displacement of the particle at B = ( 1, 0, 1) in C/>? (b) Suppose 
that this rotation is viewed as the composition of the corresponding three equal 
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infinitesimal, component rotations of the cube about its three edges through 0. What 
are the resultant displacements of the particles at A and Bin C/J? (c) If the rotation in 
(a) is considered as the composition of three equal infinitesimal rotations about the 
face diagonals through 0 and the points (1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 0), and (0, 1, 1), are the dis
placements of the particles at A and B the same as before? (d) Discuss the results of 
these three cases. 

2.12. If a body is rigid, the velocity of each of its particles P is determined by 
(2.27). Conversely, suppose that a body moves so that in every motion the velocity of 
each of its particles is given by (2.27). Prove that the body is rigid. 

2.13. Use (1.70), (1.71), and the relation s=pO to derive the equations (2.27) and 
(2.30) for the rigid body velocity and acceleration of a particle P rotating on a circle of 
radius p with angular speed (J about a fixed axis a= b. 

2.14. Use the geometrical interpretations of the terms in (2.27) and (2.30) to 
determine the velocity and acceleration of the rim particle P in Fig. 1.14. Check your 
solutions against (1.78). See Example 1.8. 

2.15. Apply equations (2.27) and (2.30) to determine for the conditions specified 
in Problem 1.12 the velocity and acceleration of the mass M. Note the geometrical 
nature of the terms computed. 

2.16. Employ (2.27) and (2.30) to find the velocity and acceleration of the ball P 
in Fig. 1.3. Use the conditions described in Example 1.3, and compare your results with 
those in ( 1.17 ). Observe the geometrical character of the terms computed. 

2.17. The slider block of a machine oscillates along a straight line; and at the 
instant illustrated, it has a speed of 30ft/sec and is accelerating at 10 ftjsec 2 toward the 
right. The connecting rod AB has an angular speed of 4 rad/sec and an angular 
acceleration of 8 rad/sec2 clockwise about its hinge at A, and the rod is in a vertical 
position. Determine for this instant the velocity and acceleration of the connecting pin 
B relative to the slider and relative to the machine foundation. 

Problem 2.17. Pivot Slider 

2.18. A hydraulically actuated piston B is connected by a link BC to a gear G that 
rolls on a fixed ring gear R of radius b, as shown. Show that the ratio of the speed v* 
of the slider to the speed v of the center C of the gear is given by 

v* sin(8-t,6) 
v cos 8 

2.19. The crank device of a metal forming press shown in the figure is used to 
drive the ram head for the forming dies. The die design requires knowledge of the ram 
velocity as a function of its distance h above the bottom of the ram stroke. Assume 
that the crank OA turns with a constant angular velocity co and that r/1 ~ 1, where r is 
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R 

Problem 2.18. 

the crank radius and I denotes the length of the connecting rod. Determine the velocity 
of the ram as a function of h. Find the angular velocity of the connecting rod AB. 
What is the maximum velocity of the ram head? 

Problem 2.19. 

2.20. A rigid of length 2/ slides in the plane, but its ends maintain contact with the 
wall at A and ground at B, as shown. If B moves to the right with a constant velocity 
v, what are the accelerations of the end A and the midpoint C? Determine the trajec
tory of C. 

A~' 
F B Problem 2.20. 

2.21. The ends of a rigid bar AB of length J2 ft are constrained to move in guide 
slots. At the instant t0 shown in the figure, the end B has a velocity of 2 ftjsec and an 
acceleration of 4 ft/sec 2 toward the right. Find the velocity and acceleration of the end 
A, and determine the angular velocity and acceleration of the bar at the moment t0 • 
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Problem 2.21. 

2.22. During an interval of its motion, the slider block S has a constant vertical 
velocity v s· Determine the angular acceleration of the link 0 A when the mechanism is 
in the position shown. 

c 

Problem 2.22. D 

2.23. A slider block B is connected by a hinged link BC to the piston rod HC of a 
hydraulic actuator A. During an interval of its plane motion, the piston rod has a con
stant velocity v c = 40j em/sec in f/J = { C; id. Find the absolute velocity and 
acceleration of B in f/J when C is at the position shown; and determine at this instant 
the angular velocity and acceleration of the link. 

Prolllem 2.23. 

2.24. The control wheel of a crank device is turning clockwise at a rate of 
ro0 = 4 radfsec, which is growing at the rate of 2 radjsec2 at the instant t0 when the 
device is in the configuration shown. Find the total velocity and the total acceleration 
of the connecting link pin B; and determine at the moment t0 the angular velocities 
and the angular accelerations of the crank links AB about A and BC about C. 

Problem 2.24. 
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2.25. An equilateral triangular frame that moves freely at A controls the motion 
of a slider B through a hydraulic actuator D. The piston rod, which is hinged to the 
frame at C, moves with a constant velocity Vc = 30i em/sec during a time interval in 
which C passes the location shown. Determine at this instant the velocity and 
acceleration of the slider B, and find the angular velocity and angular acceleration of 
the triangular frame. 

Problem 2.25. 

2.26. The trammel shown in the figure consists of a rigid rod AP of length l 
hinged at A and B to blocks that slide in the cross slots. The distance between A and B 
is d. (a) Use (2.27) to determine the velocities of particles A, B, and P. Integrate v P to 
derive the equation of the path traced by P. (b) Apply (2.27) to find the velocity of the 
midpoint C. Integrate the result to find the path of C. 

Problem 2.26. 

2.27. In the last problem, let l = 14 em and d = 8 em. Suppose that the trammel 
rod rotates as shown with a constant angular speed of 4 radfsec. Employ equation 
(2.30) to compute the accelerations of P and C when (J = 30°. Check your solutions by 
differentiation of the results obtained in the last problem. Write the equations of the 
paths traced by P and C. 

2.28. The slider A of a mechanism moves in a straight track. In the position 
shown, the hinge pin B has a speed v 8 = 36 in.jsec and the link BC has an angular 
speed w 2 that is decreasing at the rate of 12 rad/sec each second in frame rp = { F; id. 
Find for this instant in rp the acceleration of the slider and the angular acceleration of 
the link A B. 

Problem 2.28. 
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2.29. The link AB of a slider mechanism has an angular velocity ro 1 = 0.5k radjsec 
and an angular acceleration ro 1 = 1.5k rad/sec2 relative to a fixed frame q> = {A; ik} at 
the moment t0 shown in the figure. What is the angular acceleration of the rod BC 
relative to q> at the time t0 ? 

Problem 2.29. 

2.30. A mechanism has a slider that moves in a parabolic track with a speed of 
10 em/sec which is changing at the rate of 20 em/sec each second at the instant when 
the links AB and BC are in the position illustrated. Find the velocity and acceleration 
of the hinge pin B in its plane motion at this instant, and determine the angular 
acceleration of each link in frame(/)= {F;ik}. 

<I• 

Problem 2.30. 

2.31. A four-bar linkage consists of a drive crank AB of length a that rotates with 
a known angular speed w, a connecting link BC of length b, a follower link CD of 
length c, and a fixed link AD that often is part of the foundation of the machine. Find 
the velocity of joint C as a function of the parameters shown. Evaluate the result for 
w = 25 radjsec, () = 60°, rp = 45°, 2a = c = 508 mm, b = 548 mm. What is the length of 
the link AD? 

Problem 2.31. 

2.32. Two cylinders A and B turn about their respective axes C and D within a 
rigid housing H. A rod R is hinged at P to the cylinder A, which has a clockwise 
angular velocity ro A, and it slides in a block D welded to B so that its center line coin-

Problem 2.32. 
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cides with a diameter of B. Find the angular velocity ID 8 of B expressed as a function of 
the angle 8. Write a program to compute the ratio ro ofro A of the angular speeds as a 
function of 8 with a fixed ratio bfa of the dimensions shown. Graph the result for 
bfa = 2, 5, 10 and 0 ~ 8 ~ 2n. Determine the angles 8 for which OJ 8 = 0. 

2.33. The boss has decided that a general analysis of the design problem described 
in Example 2.4 is desirable. The cam is to have rise band produce a sinusoidal velocity 
of the shuttle drive block A given by v A= v cos 8 i, where v is a constant and 8(0) = 0 
initially. The cam dimensions a and d are constants. The length I of the link AB must 
be chosen so that c.0 1 = 0 at the instant t0 for which 8(t0 ) = 80 and t/J(t0 ) = t/J0 are 
assigned. (a) Determine the shape r(8) of the cam and the required angular operating 
speed ro. (b) Find the velocity and acceleration of the link pin B at t0 , and determine 
the required link length/, all expressed in terms of the assigned data. Check the results 
for the conditions specified in Example 2.4. 

2.34. A wheel of radius 30 em rolls without slipping down an inclined plane at the 
controlled rate of 15 mjsec. What are the velocity and acceleration of a point P on the 
wheel rim at the position shown? What is the angular velocity of the wheel? What is 
the influence of the inclination of the plane? 

Problem 2.34. 

2.35. The drive mechanism for a phonograph turntable of radius R is shown in 
the figure. The motor shaft turns the gear A with a counterclockwise angular speed ro 1 , 

and A engages an idler gear B which drives the turntable at an angular speed ro 2 , as 
indicated. (a) Find the radius of the drive gear A. What function does the idler gear 
perform? (b) Compute the drive gear diameter required to move a 9-in.-diam turntable 
at 33! rpm with a motor rated at 400 rpm. 

Problem 2.35. 

2.36. Guided by a flange of radius b, a train wheel of radius a rolls without slipp
ing on a horizontal track. The wheel has angular velocity ID and angular acceleration 
c.O, as shown. Determine as functions of the angle 1/J the velocity and acceleration of a 
point P on the rim of the flange. 

Problem 2.36. 
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2.37. A flexible, inextensible string is wrapped around a spool core of radius a. 
The spool, with outer radius b, rolls without slipping along a fixed, horizontal surface 
as the string is pulled with a constant horizontal velocity v, as indicated. (a) Show that 
the velocity of the spool center 0 is in the direction of the pull. (b) Determine the 
velocity of the points 0, P, and Q for the case b = 2a. Find the trajectory of the point 
Q, and describe the curve. 

Problem 2.37. 

2.38. The segment of a circular cylinder of radius R, initially at rest on a horizon
tal plane, as illustrated, is slightly disturbed to perform rocking oscillations without 
slipping so that 0 = 00 sin pt, the constants 00 and p denoting the small amplitude and 
circular frequency of the angular motion, respectively. Find the velocity and 
acceleration of the point C on the axis of symmetry at the distanc-e h from 0 in cp = 
{0; i,j}. 

Problem 2.38. 

2.39. The face angle ,P of the bevel gear assembly shown in the figure is chosen so 
that the gears properly roll on each other at all points of contact along the line AO'. 
Prove that this arrangement is impossible unless P and 0' coincide. 

Problem 2.39. 

~
¢~·w, 

0 A . ·p 

L .. ~ 
w,~ 

2.40. Two gears A and B are held in rolling contact by a link of length I between 
their centers, as shown. The gear A of radius R rotates clockwise with angular velocity 
IDA about 0 in f/l = { 0; ik}, while the gear B of radius r rolls on the periphery of A 
with counterclockwise angular velocity ro 8 relative to f/l. Find the angular velocity of 
the link in f/l. 

2.41. Planetary gears are used in transmission systems that require gears that can 
be shifted while remaining interlocked. In the shifting process, power transmission is 
altered by stopping one or more gears. A typical planetary gear train consists of a sun 
gear E of radius a and three planet gears P of radius b set in a ring gear housing R, as 
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Problem 2.40. 

illustrated. The planet gear bearings are mounted in a tripod frame S called the spider. 
Suppose that the sun gear turns counterclockwise with an angular velocity ro while the 
ring gear is fixed in frame rfJ. Find the angular velocities in rfJ of the planet gears and 
the spider. How are these related to ro when r = 3a? 

Problem 2.41. 

2.42. Determine the angular velocities in cP of the planet gears and the spider 
described above for the case when the sun gear is stopped and the system is driven by 
the ring gear, which has a counterclockwise angular velocity n. How are these rates 
related to n when r = 3a; and, additionally, when n = ro, how do these rates compare 
with those found in the previous problem? 

2.43. The sun gear of the planetary gear train described in Problem 2.41 rotates 
with angular velocity ro while the ring gear turns with angular velocity n, relative to 
frame cP. Find the angular velocities of the spider and planet gears in rfJ. Check your 
results for the conditions set in the previous two problems. Discuss conditions 
necessary and sufficient for ( i) the spider to remain at rest while the planets turn, and 
(ii) the planets to stop while the spider turns. Is it possible for the spider and planet 
gears to rotate at the same rate? Can they rotate at the same rate about opposite direc
tions? 

2.44. The planet gear B rolls on the fixed sun gear A such that the drive link OB 
turns counterclockwise at 90 rpm, as shown. When the gears are shifted, the ring gear 

Problem 2.44. 
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R is held fixed and the sun gear rotates about 0, while the rotation of OB is 
unchanged. Determine the angular velocity of gear B for each case. What is the ratio of 
the corresponding angular speeds of the sun and ring gears for these two cases? 

2.45. Two shafts are mounted in bearings and geared together as shown. A 
flexible, inextensible cable wound on the drum D, which is attached rigidly to the gear 
B, supports a crate C. The gear A turns clockwise with angular velocity ro and angular 
acceleration cil. Determine the velocity and acceleration of the crate. 

Problem 2.45. 

2.46. During an interval of its motion, a gear B of radius a rolls on a horizontal 
gear rack CD with a constant angular speed Q = 4 radjsec. At the moment t 0 shown in 
the figure, the link OA is parallel to the rack CD. Determine the angular acceleration 
cil of the link OA at t 0 • 

Problem 2.46. 

2.47. An inextensible cable is wound on a drum of radius R shown in the figure. 
The axle 0 of the drum assembly is guided by a vertical slot so that the pulley of 
radius r winds up the suspension cable ST, as the end point P descends with speed v 
and acceleration a. Determine the velocity and acceleration of 0; and find the angular 
velocity and acceleration of the pulley. 

Problem 2.47. L 
2.48. One end of a rod of length I is pinned at A to a gear G that rolls on its 

horizontal rack with angular velocity ro and angular acceleration c~. The other end of 
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the rod is pinned to a slider B which is constrained to move in a horizontal slot. Deter
mine the velocity and acceleration of B when A is in the position shown. 

Problem 2.48. 

2.49. The large G rotates counterclockwise with a constant angular speed of 
4 radjsec in cfJ = { 0; ik }. The right-angled frame AOB is free to turn independently 
about 0, and two planet gears that mesh with G are held in bearings at A and B. At 
the instant t0 , the frame has a clockwise angular speed of 5 rad/sec, which is decreasing 
at the rate of 15 rad/sec each second, relative to f/J. Determine relative to cfJ the angular 
velocity ro and the angular acceleration ro of the planet gears at the moment t0 . 

Problem 2.49. 

2.50. Elliptic gears sometimes are used in variable speed drives, such as quick 
return mechanisms. To maintain driving contact without slip, the gears must be iden
tical and each must turn about one of its foci, as shown in the figure. If the gear A 

rotates counterclockwise with a constant angular speed w A, show that the maximum 
angular speed of the gear B is given by w 8 = w A(D/C- 1 ). What is its minimum 
angular speed? 

Problem 2.50. 

2.51. Two plane, curved rigid bodies have angular speeds w A and w 8 about fixed 
centers at A and B in their plane. Let x A and x 8 denote the corresponding position 
vectors from A and B to the instantaneous point of contact C between the bodies. 
(a) Show that in driving contact with slip the ratio of the angular speeds is equal to the 
inverse ratio of the projections of the corresponding position vectors upon the tangent 
line to the contacting surfaces at C. (b) If the driving contact between the bodies is 
maintained without slip, show that, in addition to the previous result, the ratio of the 
angular speeds is equal to the inverse ratio of the projections of the position vectors 
upon the normal line to the contacting surfaces at C. 
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2.52. The connecting rod AB of the mechanism shown in the figure is pinned at A 
to a gear G of radius 8 em and at B to a slider block that drives the device so that the 
gear rolls on its horizontal rack. During the interval of interest, the slider block, 
initially at rest at C, moves with acceleration a( B, t) = 18ti cm/sec2 in (/J = { 0; ik}. Find 
the angular velocities m1 and m2 of the rod and the gear, respectively, after 2 sec. What 
are their angular accelerations at that time? 

Problem 2.52. 

2.53. A rigid rod of length 25 em, pinned at 0 and B, controls the motion of a 
slider B through a rack and pinion arrangement shown in the figure. During an inter
val of interest, the center 0 of the pinion gear G of radius 5 em is moved with a con
stant velocity v0 = 40i em/sec in the fixed frame (/J = { F; ik }. At the instant shown, the 
rack gear has a speed of 20 em/sec which is increasing toward the left at the rate of 
15 em/sec each second. (a) Find the angular velocity and acceleration of G. (b) What is 
the absolute acceleration of the contact point C on G? (c) Determine the absolute 
velocity of the slider. (d) Find the angular velocity n. of the rod OB. 

Problem 2.53. 

2.54. The slider block B drives the device shown in the figure so that the gear G of 
radius 6 em rolls on its horizontal rack. In 2 sec, B moves from its initial rest position 
at C to the position shown; and during this time, it has the acceleration a(B, t) = 

Problem 2.54. 
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12t2e cmjsec 2 in f/J = { 0; id. The design specifications for the machine require that the 
angular speeds of the rod A B and the gear G be the same at the time shown. Find as 
functions of(} the angular velocities ro 1 and ro 2 of the rod and the gear, respectively, at 
the time of interest; and determine the values of (} and l needed to meet the design con
dition. Show how the value of 0 may be estimated graphically, and use this trial result 
to compute its value more precisely. 

2.55. The drive wheel D of a mechanism shown in the figure turns at a constant 
angular rate w 1 = 6 radjsec in the ground frame f/J = { F; nk}. The gear G rolls on the 
fixed ring gear R. Determine the velocity and acceleration in f/J of the center of G. 
What are the angular velocity and angular acceleration of G in f/J? 

Problem 2.55. 

2.56. Two points A and B of a rigid body are 20 em apart on a line parallel to the 
vector u = 3i + 4j in f/J = { 0; id. At the instant 10 , 

v A= 16i- 8j + 5k cmjsec, v 8 = -16i + 16j + 30k em/sec, 

4aA = 75i + 24k cmjsec2, and ro = 2i + 4j radjsec 2• 

If the component of ro in the direction of the line is zero, find the acceleration of B 
at t0 . 

u 

<I> 

Problem 2.56. 

2.57. A rigid body is spinning with an angular speed of 20 radjsec in the right
hand side of increasing values of points along the line 2x- 4 = 2y- 6 = hz in f/J = 
{ F; ik }. The body is given an additional angular velocity ro = 4i- 2j- 5 flk radjsec 
about an intersecting line through Q =)2, 3, 0) in f/J. The velocity of the particle at 
X= lOi + 3j ft from F is v P = 25(i + -J2j)- 12k ftjsec. Find the velocity of Q, and 
derive the equation of the new axis of rotation in f/J. 
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2.58. An inextensible belt CD is used to transmit nonslip rotary motion between 
two nonintersecting, perpendicular axles of a pulley system shown in the figure. During 
the start-up period, the pulley A has a constant angular acceleration ro A, and after 
10 sec it attains the angular velocity roA = (1800/n)k rpm in flJ ={A; ik}· (a) Determine 
for this instant the velocity and acceleration in flJ of the point D of the belt, and the 
acceleration in flJ of the rim particle P on the pulley B, as shown, in measure units of 
mjsec2• (b) More generally, let r A and r 8 denote the respective radii of the pulleys, and 
derive expressions relating the angular speeds and accelerations of the pulleys for 
transmission of the motion without slip. 

Problem 2.58. 

2.59. Two points P and Q of a rigid body at the instant t0 are located at 

X(P, t 0 ) = 2i + 3j + 4k m, X(Q, t 0 ) = 3i + 4j + k m 

in flJ = { F; ik }, and their corresponding velocities are given by v(P, t0) = i + 4j + 
2k mjsec, v( Q, t0 ) = 2i + 3j + vk mjsec. (a) Determine the unknown component v. 
(b) The angular velocity of the body has a component in the direction from P to Q 
equal to Jll radjsec at t0 • Compute the angular velocity of the body at this instant. 

2.60. The figure describes a space mechanism having a rigid, triangular crankshaft 
OAC fixed in vertical bearings at 0 and C, and rotating with a constant angular 
velocity ro 1 = lOj rad/sec. The connecting rod BD is held at Bin a smooth ball socket 
set in a sleeve bearing that is free to turn on AC, while the end D may rotate in a 
sleeve bearing on the piston pin. The piston oscillates in its cylinder without rotation 
of its connecting rod about its axis. At the end of its compression stroke, the piston 
and its drive linkage are in the configuration shown. (a) Determine at this moment the 

Problem 2.60. 
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velocities and accelerations of the center points A, B, and D, the angular velocity and 
acceleration of the connecting rod, and the angular velocity of the crankshaft referred 
to the imbedded frame cp = {A; ed indicated. (b) Repeat the analysis for the con
ditions when the crankshaft has advanced 90° more. 

2.61. The crank OA of a four-bar space linkage mechanism has a constant 
angular speed w = 50 radjsec, as illustrated. Find the velocity of the center of the ball 
joint B, and compute the angular speed Q of the follower crank CB at the moment 
shown. Assume that the coupler link AB has no component of angular velocity about 
its own axis. 

Problem 2.61. 

2.62. The crank AB turns about the horizontal axis with a time-varying angular 
speed w 1 ( t) in tP = { F; I k}. The connecting link BC is held in smooth ball joints at its 
ends, and its motion drives the crank CD to rotate about the vertical axis. Find in tP 
the angular velocities and accelerations of the connecting link BC and the crank CD 
for the configuration shown. 

Problem 2.62. 
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2.63. A gear G of radius r rolls on a fixed circular gear track of radius R, as 
indicated. Find the velocity and acceleration of the center A of gear G, referred to ({! = 
{O;t,n}. 

Problem 2.63. 

2.64. A thin rigid rod of length I slides in the plane so that its end B has a con
stant speed v = 100 cmjsec along the ground, toward the right. What is the velocity of 
the point of the rod in contact with the edge A of the supporting wall for the con
figuration shown? 

Problem 2.64. 

2.65. During a period of its motion, the slider block B has a constant speed of 
20 ftjsec directed as shown. A slotted drive link is hinged at B and constrained to slide 
on a fixed guide pin A. (a) Determine the angular velocity of the drive link AB as a 
function of the angle 0. (b) Find the velocity and acceleration of the point on the cen
ter line of the link instantaneously coincident with the center of the pin when () = 45°. 

Problem 2.65. 

2.66. The end A of a thin rigid bar moves in the plane with a constant speed v 
along a semicircular wall of radius r, as shown. Find as a function of() the velocity of 
the point B of the rod coincident with the edge of the wall, and determine the angular 
velocity of the rod. 

Problem 2.66. 
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2.67. The figure shows a gear G at the instant t 0 rolling on its horizontal rack so 
that its center has the velocity v 6 = 32i cmjsec; the connecting link AB has an angular 
acceleration w1 = O.Sk rad/sec2; and the slider block B has acceleration a 8 = 

48i cmfsec2 in frame (/) = { 0; ik}. Determine the intrinsic velocity and acceleration of 
the pin center A, and find the radius of curvature of its path at the time t0 . What is the 
angular acceleration of G at 10 ? 

Problem 2.67. 

2.68. A gear mechanism consists of a rack R and pinion P of radius a= 2.5 em. 
The rack is hinged to a slider A that moves in a horizontal slot with constant speed 
v A = 0.25 mfsec toward the right. Determine for the instant shown the angular velocity 
and acceleration of the pinion. 

Problem 2.68. 

2.69. A vehicle A moves with a constant speed of 40 ft/sec up a plane inclined at 
30°. A rigid shaft AB is attached to A and to a drive gear B which turns with a con· 
stant angular velocity m = 20k rad/sec. Find at the moment shown in the figure the 
intrinsic velocity and acceleration of the rim point P on the gear, and determine the 
radius of curvature of its path. 

k 

Problem 2.69. 
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2.70. Prove the invariant projection and parallel axis theorems for rigid body 
motions. (See Section 2.10.) 

2.71. Prove that in a general plane motion of a rigid body there always exist one 
and only one base point which momentarily is at rest. Therefore, this point, which 
need not be within the body, is the instantaneous center of rotation for the plane 
motion. Find its location from an assigned base point. What happens to the instan
taneous center of rotation as m approaches zero? 

2.72. In an arbitrary plane motion of a rigid body, let the velocities of two par
ticles 0 and Pin the plane be given at an instant t0 • Show that the intersection point 
C of lines drawn in the plane perpendicular to v 0 and v P at 0 and P is the instan
taneous center of rotation. Describe how you would use this information to find 
graphically the speed vQ of any other point Q at r from Cat the moment t0 shown in 
the figure. What is the angular velocity of the body at t0 ? 

c 
Problem 2.72. 

2.73. Apply the results of the last problem to find in terms of assigned quantities 
the location of the instantaneous center of rotation for each of the following cases: 

a. the connecting rod shown in Problem 2.19. 
b. the train wheel illustated in Problem 2.36. 
c. the coupler BC described in Problem 2.29. Find the angular velocity of BC at 

to. 
d. the rod AB in the figure of Problem 2.22. What are the angular velocity of AB 

and the velocity of A at the position shown? 

2.74. Apply the method of instantaneous centers to solve Problem 2.48. Find the 
instantaneous center both graphically and analytically. 

2.75. Construct graphically the instantaneous center of rotation of the coupler bar 
BC of the four-bar linkage described in Problem 2.31. How many instantaneous cen
ters does a four-bar linkage have? Where are those for Problem 2.31 located? Show 
that the connecting rod in Problem 2.19 may be viewed as a special case of a four-bar 
linkage. How many instantaneous centers does it possess? Use the method of instan
taneous centers to find the angular speeds of the links BC and CD, and the speed of 
joint C of the four-bar linkage. 

2.76. Locate in terms of assigned quantities the instantaneous center of rotation of 
the rack shown in Problem 2.68. Determine the angular velocity of the rack at the 
moment of interest. What is the corresponding angular velocity of the pinion? 

2.77. Determine in terms of the assigned quantities the location of the instan
taneous center of rotation for the rod described in Problem 2.20. (a) Use the instan
taneous center to determine the angular velocity, and find the angular acceleration of 
the rod as a function of 1/J. What is the velocity of point A as a function of 1/J? (b) Let 
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f/> = { F; I, J} be a frame fixed in space at the corner of the wall with J directed ver
tically; and let ifJ = { B; i, j} be another frame fixed in the rod with j directed from B 
toward A. Derive the standard equations of the locus of instantaneous centers referred 
to f/> and to if'· These curves are the space centrode and the body centrode for the 
motion of the rod, respectively. Sketch and label these curves. What is the angular 
velocity with which the body centrode rolls upon the space centrode for this motion? 

2.78. Solve the last problem for the case when the angle (] = L AFB between the 
wall and the ground may be greater than a right angle. Assume that the rod moves 
with its ends constrained to the lines FA and FB, and B has the constant velocity 
v =vi, as before. What can be said about the case when (] is less than 90°? 

2.79. Apply the method of instantaneous centers to determine for the conditions 
in Problem 2.66 the angular velocity of the rod and its sliding velocity at the sup
porting edge of the cylindrical wall. Derive the standard equations of the space and 
body centrodes, and identify them in a sketch for a typical position of the rod. What is 
the angular speed of the body centrode as it rolls upon the space centrode? (See 
Problem 2.77.) 

2.80. The figure shows the free foci C and D of identical elliptical wheels connec
ted by a link of length /. The gear teeth at the extremities of the major axis suffice to 
carry the wheels past the dead motion points that occur when the link axis coincides 
with the line between the fixed axles at A and B. The rotation of wheel A, which has a 
constant angular velocity ro A, is transmitted by driving contact without slip to wheel 
B, which acquires a variable angular velocity ro 8 . (a) Use the method of instantaneous 
centers to find ro 8 as a function of the angle (] and the assigned parameters. Check 
your result by comparison with the solution to Problem 2.50. (b) What is the angular 
velocity ro L of the link as a function of 8? (c) Determine the angular speed ratios 
w8 jwA and wdwA in terms of the eccentricity defined by e=d/1. Hint: It may be 
helpful to recall the basic property of an ellipse that IAQI + IQCI = !. 

Problem 2.80. 

2.81. Prove that in a plane motion of a rigid body there is just one point having 
zero instantaneous acceleration, its location from the base point 0 in the plane of 
motion being given by 

2.82. A wheel of radius r rolls without slipping along a straight horizontal track, 
its center 0 having a constant acceleration a 0 = ai parallel to the track. Find the 
position relative to 0 of the point of the wheel that has zero instantaneous 
acceleration. What is the locus relative to 0 of all such points? (See Problem 2.81.) 
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2.83. Let the velocity of a base point 0 and the angular velocity of the body be 
assigned so that the velocity of any particle P of a rigid body is determined by 
(2.115a). And let vn and va denote the component vectors of the velocity v0 normal 
and parallel, respectively, to the instantaneous axis of rotation defined by ro. Use this 
decomposition and apply the parallel axis theorem to construct an alternative proof of 
Chasles' theorem on screw motions. What interpretations may be assigned to screw 
motions having zero or infinite pitch? 

2.84. The angular velocity of the body in the motion described in Problem 2.56 is 
ro = i- 0.75j + 2k rad/sec. Find at the moment of interest the instantaneous screw 
motion of the body, i.e., determine the pitch of the screw and the location of the screw 
axis from point A. 
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Finite Rigid Body 
Displacements 

3.1. Introduction 

Our study of rigid body motion thus far has focused mainly on equations 
(2.27) and (2.30) for the velocity and acceleration of a body particle. Although 
they actually represent nothing more than the application of the defining 
equations (1.8) and (1.9) to the special class of rigid body motions, these 
rudimentary equations were found to be especially useful because they 
separate and exhibit clearly the translational and rotational parts of the 
body's motion in space, and the terms have simple geometrical and physical 
interpretations. We have seen in several examples that a major advantage of 
these relations is that the usual differentiation operations have been replaced 
almost entirely by simple vector algebraic operations. Moreover, as shown in 
Examples 2.3 and 2.4, equations (2.27) and (2.30) also may be used to obtain 
information when only the values of the vectors at a particular instant of time 
and not the vector functions themselves are given in a problem. We shall see 
in the next chapter that these basic equations play a particularly important 
role in the description of motion referred to a moving reference frame. 

Presently, however, we wish to recall that their derivation evolved from 
the basic relation (2.7) for the displacement of a rigid body due to a finite 
rotation about a fixed line, and from the application of primary theorems due 
to Euler and Chasles for finite rigid body displacements. The proof of Euler's 
fundamental theorem, Chasles' theorem on screw displacements, and some 
other results concerning the composition of finite rigid body displacements 
will be presented in this chapter. 

The study of finite rigid body displacements is simplified considerably by 
application of the elementary properties of matrices and of certain linear 
transformations called tensors. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with 

lSI 
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the topics on matrices reviewed in Appendix B. The fundamental properties of 
(Cartesian) tensors will be introduced following a brief description of the use 
of index notation and the summation rule. It will be shown later that the 
rotator is, in fact, a tensor; and we shall learn how the angle and axis of the 
rotation may be easily found when the components of the rotator are known. 
The rotator will be linked to another important tensor, called the rotation 
tensor, that eventually will enable us to relate the rotation of a rigid body 
about a point to its rotation about a line in the proof of Euler's remarkable 
theorem. These developments will play a central role in the investigation of 
the proof of Chasles' notable screw theorem and in the study of the com
position of several rotations of a rigid body. 

Some of the topics that follow concern subject matter that has grown 
increasingly important because of intense industrial interest in the design and 
precise control of finite robot motions and their relation to the study of 
human body motions, for example. Therefore, the reader may find that 
understanding the major theorems and learning how to solve some simple 
problems involving several finite rigid body displacements will prove useful in 
his future study of topics in other areas, such as biomechanics, robotics, 
mechanical design analysis, the mechanics of solids and fluids, and applied 
mathematics. Several examples and applications of the theory will be presen
ted in the text, and numerous additional illustrations are provided for the 
student in the Problems at the end. We shall begin with some notational mat
ters. 

3.2. Index Notation 

Index notation will be used in future applications to abbreviate vector 
components, to identify the elements of matrices, and to represent the com
ponents of certain operators called tensors, which will be introduced later. In 
every case, a principal advantage of the index notation is that it facilitates the 
writing of repetitious equations in a way that enables one to see at a glance 
the overall structure of these equations. The three equations 

for example, may be abbreviated by index notation to read 

wherein the range of the index j = 1, 2, 3. The index j has no special significan
ce-it is only a label that denotes collectively any one of the numbers in its 
range. Thus, the expression ak + bk = ck for k = 1, 2, 3 represents the same set 
of equations above. On the other hand, without further specification of how 
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the indices are to be chosen from their range, an equation of the sort 
ak + b; = cj conveys no meaning whatsoever. The same applies to quantities 
with two or more indices. For instance, 

represent the same set of nine equations, while A!i + Bkp = CP;' without further 
explicit instructions, is meaningless. 

3.2.1. The Delta and Permutation Symbols and the Summation Rule 

Let us recall that an orthonormal triple of basis vectors ek has the follow
ing properties [cf. Appendix A, equations (A.4) and (A.lO}]: 

e1 ·e1 =1, 

e 1 x e1 =0, 

(3.1a) 

(3.1 b) 

These products may be conveniently summarized with the use of the 
Kronecker delta and permutation symbols, respectively, delined by 

{> .. = {1 
I} 0 

if i = j (no sum), 
if i =1- }, 

if ijk = 123, 312, or 231, 
if ijk = 321, 132, or 213, 

otherwise. 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

Expressed in these terms, all 18 relations in (3.1a) and (3.1b) may be written 
briefly as follows: 

(3.4a) 

(3.4b) 

in which each index i, }, k may have any value in the rangt: 1-3, and in (3.4b) 
we have introduced the following useful rule. 

Summation Rule. An index that appears twice and on~y twice in any term 
is to be summed over its range from 1 to 3, unless explicitly directed otherwise. 

Let us verify equations (3.4). Upon setting i= 1 andj=2 in (3.4a) and 
using ( 3.2 ), we see that e1 · e2 = b 12 = 0. And, similarly, e2 • e 1 = b21 = 0. With 
i = j = 1, we find e 1 • e 1 = <5 11 = l. These results agree with (3.1a), as required. 
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Further, putting i = 1 and j = 2 in ( 3.4b ), summing over the range of the 
repeated index k, and using (3.3 ), we obtain, for example, 

Similarly, 

It is seen that these relations agree with (3.lb). It is evident from (3.2), (3.3), 
and the applications in (3.4) that the delta and permutation symbols have the 
following properties regarding the transposition of their adjacent indices: 

f.iJk = ~ciik = eJkt = ~ekit = · · · · 

(3.5a) 

(3.5b) 

These rules are very useful in the manipulation of expressions involving index 
notation. Their application will be met below. 

3.2.2. Some Additional Applications of Index Notation 

Any symbol may be used as an index; and, unless explicitly mentioned 
otherwise, it is understood that the range of all indices is 3. It is especially 
important to recognize that the particular repeated index used to emphasize 
summation is unimportant so long as the summation rule is not invalidated. 
Since the summation index may be replaced by any symbol without altering 
its meaning, the summation index is called a dummy index; it always says: 
"Sum on me!" An unrepeated index is known as a free index; it may be 
assigned any value in its range. 

The application of the index rules is easily demonstrated in the derivation 
of the well-known formula for the squared magnitude of the vector v. To 
derive this relation by index notation, we shall first recall that any vector v 
may be written as 

in which 
for k = 1, 2, 3 

(3.6a) 

(3.6b) 

(3.7) 

are the three scalar components of v relative to the basis ek. [Cf. Appendix A, 
equations (A.l) and (A.5).] Then, we form the scalar product as usual but use 
the index notation in (3.6a) and recall (3.4a) and (3.2) to deduce 
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Plainly, v1 v1 =v 1 v 1 +v2 v2 +v 3 v 3 =vf+v~+v~. It is clear too that vkvk has 
precisely the same meaning. And so does vPvP. Similarly, v == vqeq is equivalent 
to (3.6a). 

Also with (3.2), we have b"v1=0nv 1 +0;2v2+0;3v3.; hence, for i=2, 
o21 v1 = v2 • Indeed, it is evident that in the sum on the index j nothing is 
obtained until the number jon v1 is the same as the number ion b". That is, 
in general, 

(3.9) 

This result was used in (3.8) to write ojkvk=vj. Alternatively, ojkvj=Vk also 
may be used in (3.8). We thus see from these few easy examples that another 
major advantage of index notation is that it simplifies considerably 
manipulations of terms in equations. 

Finally, it is easy to show with the use of (3.4b) and (3.6a) that the vector 
product of two vectors u and v may be written in the compact index form 

(3.10) 

When this formula, with the aid of (3.3), is expanded by the sums indicated, 
the reader will obtain the familiar result ( A.ll) given in Appendix A. Notice 
that in (3.10) and in the first expression in (3.8) care was exercised to avoid 
repeating the same index more than twice, as this would invalidate the sum 
rule and create confusion. 

Additional applications of the index notation will be encountered below, 
and others may be found throughout Appendix B. It is expected that the 
reader is familiar with the elementary matrix operations reviewed there. 

3.3. Introduction to Tensors 

A tensor may be thought of as a special mathematical machine whose 
inputs are vectors and whose outputs are other vectors. We may recall, for 
example, that the rotator T defined in (2.9) transforms the initial position vec
tors of particles of a rigid body into their finite displacement vectors by the 
rule (2.8 ), namely, Tx = d; so, on the surface, it appears that the rotator may 
be a tensor. However, like any machine, our tensor machine functions only in 
accordance with certain operating instructions that distinguish it from other 
kinds of mathematical machines. More precisely,* a tensor T is a linear 

*In other books, the tensor defined by (3.11) usually is identified as a 2-tensor or a tensor of 
rank 2 in order to distinguish it from other kinds of multilinear transf01mations leading to ten
sors of higher rank. In this ranking of tensors, a scalar is regarded as a tensor of rank 0 and a 
vector is a tensor of rank 1. However, since there will be no need in this book for tensors of 
rank greater than 2, the brief though less accurate term "tensor" will be used. 
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operator that transforms a given vector u into another vector Tu = w such 
that the following rules hold: 

T(u + v) = Tu +Tv, T(Au) = X(Tu) (3.11) 

where u and v are any vectors and A is any scalar. As indicated above, tensors 
will be represented by capital letters and printed in bold face type, like vec
tors. We may recall that the rotator in (2.9) obeys the rule (2.11 ), which is the 
combination of the rules (3.11); therefore, we see that the rotator really is a 
tensor. But more about that later on. For the present, let us focus attention on 
some simple operating rules that tensors must satisfy and discover some other 
properties shared by all tensor quantities. 

The zero tensor, denoted by 0, and the identity tensor, written as 1, are 
defined by the rules 

Ov=O, 

lv = v, 

(3.12a) 

(3.12b) 

which hold for all vectors v. In other words, the zero tensor transforms every 
vector into the zero vector; and the identity tensor leaves every vector 
unchanged. 

There are other kinds of tensors that may transform special vectors into 
the zero vector. Consider, for example, the special tensor S for which 

Sv=ilxv, ( 3.13) 

wherein n is a given vector. This rule plainly satisfies the requirements (3.11 ), 
so this special transformation S really is a tensor. Then, in particular, we may 
have Sv = 0 for every vector v parallel to n, and no others. So, unlike the rule 
(3.12), S#O because this special operator does not transform every vector v 
into the zero vector. 

The sum of two tensors and the scalar multiples of a tensor are defined by 
the relations 

(S + T)v = Sv +Tv, (XT)v = Jc(Tv). (3.14) 

The reader may show that the transformations S + T and JeT satisfy the rules 
(3.11) that qualify them as tensors. 

3.3.1. Components of a Tensor 

The scalar components of a tensor and the matrix of a tensor will be 
defined next. Afterwards, some examples that demonstrate the computation of 
tensor components and the description of their related matrices will be presen
ted. 
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Index notation is particularly useful in representing the components of 
tensor quantities. Let e; be an orthonormal basis. The set of nine numbers 
defined by the rule 

(3.15) 

are called the (Cartesian) components of the tensor T with respect to the basis 
e;. These components may be written in a square matrix 

(3.16) 

which is called the matrix of the tensor T with respect to the basis e;. 
Let us apply (3.15) in a few preliminary examples to derive the com

ponents of some tensors. For our first example, we may consider the zero ten
sor in (3.12). Putting v =e1 in (3.12a) and using the definition (3.15), we see 
that e; · Oe1 = e; · 0 = 0 for every pair of directions e;; that is, all nine of the 
components of the zero tensor are zero in every basis, which is to be expected. 

The rule (3.12b) yields a more interesting result. In a similar manner, we 
find with the use of (3.4a) 

(3.17) 

Thus, the nine components of the identity tensor are the same with respect to 
every orthonormal basis e;; and they are identified by the Kronecker delta 
symbol (3.2) whose corresponding matrix is the usual identity matrix/: 

(3.18) 

For a final introductory example, let us determine the components of the 
tensorS in (3.13 ). Writing v = e1 and using (3.15), (3.4b ), and (3.7), we derive 

that is, with (3.3), 

(3.19) 
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Thus, more explicitly, the matrix of the tensor S with respect to the basis e; is 

(3.20) 

The components of other tensors and their matrices may be found in a similar 
manner. 

3.3.2. The Tensor Product 

Let us recall the representation (3.6) for vectors and the manner in which 
the scalar components with respect to the basis e; are defined in (3.7). In view 
of (3.15), it seems natural that we should seek a similar kind of representation 
for a tensor in terms of its components and the basis vectors used to define 
them. As a first step toward accomplishing this, we shall introduce in this sec
tion the tensor product of a pair of vectors. In addition, the tensor product 
will provide another easy operational tool to use with our tensor machine. 

If a and b are given vectors, their tensor product a® b may be defined by 
the requirement that 

(a®b)c=a(b·c) (3.21) 

hold for all vectors c. It is easy to verify that T =a® b obeys ( 3.11 ), which 
qualifies it as a tensor. (See Problem 3.10.) The tensor product is not com
mutative, because a(b ·c) i= b(a ·c); hence, 

a®bi= b®a. (3.22) 

Moreover, (3.21) implies that the tensor product is associative with 
respect to multiplication by a scalar A and distributive with respect to addition 
of vectors band d: 

l(a® b)= (la)® b=a® (lb), 

a® (b+d) =a®b+a®d, (b+d)®a = b®a +d®a. 
(3.23) 

Thus, with respect to the basis ek> these properties reveal that in terms of the 
vector components, the tensor product may be written 

(3.24) 

wherein (3.6a) has been recalled. Moreover, it is easy to see by the application 
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of (3.15) in (3.24) and use of (3.7) that aibk are the components of the tensor 
a®b; for, 

ei· (a@ b) ek =ei · a(b · ek) = ajbk 

For the orthonormal basis ek> (3.21) and (3.4a) yield 

(3.25) 

This rule often is useful in derivations involving tensor components. We 
notice, for example, that it yields the relation 

eP · (e;@ e) ek = (ep · e;)(ei · ek) = bpi{)jk· 

Example 3.1. The rule (3.21) may be used to express the vector triple 
product in a tensorial form that is useful in applications. The result is derived 
from the expansion rule for the triple product of vectors u, v, and w given in 
the Appendix A: 

u x (v x w) = (u · w)v- (u · v)w [ cf. ( A.14)]. 

With the use of (3.12b) and (3.21 ), it is easily seen that this identity may 
be expressed in the tensorial form 

ux(vxw)= [(u·w)l-w®u]v. (3.26) 

Hence, the triple product may be viewed as the transformation of a vector v in 
accordance with the rule 

Tv= -u x (w x v) with T=(u·w)l-w@u. (3.27) 

3.3.3. The Tensor Representation Theorem 

The tensor product a® b of two vectors in (3.24) is represented in terms 
of its nine components aibk and nine tensor products ei@ek of the 
corresponding basis vectors. This relation suggests that every tensor T may 
have a similar representation. We shall prove this conjecture in the tensor 
representation theorem below. Also, it will be shown how this representation 
may be used in manipulation of tensor equations and to express such 
equations in their component forms with respect to some chosen basis. 

Since e; is a basis, (3.25) implies that the tensor products e;@ei form a 
set of nine linearly independent tensor products such that 

(3.28) 

may hold if and only if all nine scalars mij = 0. Now, let us consider the set of 
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ten tensors T and ei@ e1 . Then there exist ten scalars .A. and ..iii' not all zero, 
such that 

In particular, .A. f= 0; otherwise, since all of the ..iii are not zero, the foregoing 
equation would contradict ( 3.28) for the linear independence of the nine ten
sor products. Hence, upon writing Tij=- -..iii/A, we find the important result 

(3.29) 

in which, by definition, 

(3.30) 

The set of nine quantities eii is called a tensor basis associated with the 
orthonormal basis ei. It is easy to show that T ij are the components ofT with 
respect to ei. Moreover, the representation (3.29) is unique. For, if wt: suppose 
that there may be two such representations with respect to the same tensor 
basis, then their difference would have the form of (3.28 ). But the linear 
independence of the tensor basis would then imply that the two sets of com
ponents are, in fact, identical. We thus obtain the 

Tensor Representation Theorem. With respect to the orthonormal basis ei, 
every tensor T has the unique representation ( 3.29) in terms of its components 
and the linearly independent set of basis tensors (3.30) associated with ei. 

The representation rule (3.29) may now be used to express any tensor in 
terms of its components in a manner that is similar to that we have grown 
accustomed to using for vectors. The identity tensor, for example, with com
ponents (3.17) in every orthonormal basis, may now be written as 

( 3.31) 

Similarly, the tensor whose components are given in (3.19) may be expressed 
as 

(3.32) 

With the aid of these representations, expansion of tensor relations or 
other manipulations may be carried out in a straightforward manner. For 
example, the products of these tensors with a given vector v may be readily 
derived: 
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wherein (3.21), (3.7), the permutation rule (3.3), and (3.10) have been 
recalled. We recognize, of course, that these are the same as (3.12b) and 
(3.13). 

More importantly, it is readily seen from (3.25) and (3.29) that for any 
tensor T, 

(3.33) 

Aud further, it is useful to note that for any vector u, we may write 

(3.34) 

Hence, the components of the transformed vector are given by 

(3.35) 

which may be written as the matrix product w = Tu. An easy example is 
provided by (3.9), from which it is seen that v = Iv is the matrix form of 
(3.12b ). 

3.3.4. Other Tensor Operations and Rules 

Some additional tensor operations will be assembled here, and some 
principles governing their applications will be derived. Many of the rules are 
similar to those for matrices, and this will be pointed out along the way. The 
following topics will discuss the product of tensors, the trace and transpose 
operations, symmetric and skew tensors, the determinant and the inverse of a 
tensor, and orthogonal tensors. We shall start with the multiplication of ten
sors. 

3.3.4.1. The Product of Tensors 

The product P = ST of two tensors S and T is defined by the condition 
that 

(ST)v = S(Tv) (3.36) 

hold for all vectors v. It is easily seen that (3.36) satisfies the primary rules 
(3.11 ), and that the components of the product tensor with respect to an 
orthonormal basis ek are given by the product of the matrices of S and T: 

[P] = [S][T] or P=ST. (3.37) 

Therefore, the usual rules for matrix multiplication apply to tensors. It is clear 
that the product of two tensors generally is not commutative: ST =1- TS. (See 
Problem 3.11.) 
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3.3.4.2. The Trace Operation 

The trace of a tensor is an operation defined by the rules 

tr(S + T) = tr S + tr T, 

tr(A.S) =A. tr S, 

tr( a® b)= a· b, 

(3.38a) 

(3.38b) 

(3.38c) 

in which A. is a scalar, T and S are tensors, and a and b are vectors. It follows 
easily from (3.38c) that 

tr(A.a ®b)= tr(a ® A.b) =A. tr(a ®b). (3.39) 

Introducing the representation ofT in terms of its Cartesian components 
in (3.29), and applying the rules (3.38) and (3.4a), we obtain 

That is, 

(3.40) 

which is the same as the trace of the matrix ofT. We recall specifically for the 
identity tensor (3.31) that tr 1 = {Jkk = 3; and it is evident that the usual rules 
for the trace of a square matrix hold for tensors. For example, the trace of the 
product of two tensors satisfies the commutative rule 

tr(ST) = tr(TS). (3.41) 

3.3.4.3. The Transpose of a Tensor 

The transformation TT defined by the requirement that 

(3.42) 

hold for every pair of vectors u, v is readily seen to obey the rules (3.11) 
qualifying it as a tensor. (See Problem 3.12.) This tensor TT is called the trans
pose of the tensor T. The transposition operation satisfies the rules 

(S+T) 7 =S 7 +T 7 , (A.S)T =AST, 

(a ® b) 7 = b ® a. 
(3.43) 

To confirm the later, let T =a® b in (3.42) and apply (3.21) to deduce 

(a ® b) T u · v = u · (a ® b )v = ( u · a)( b · v) = ( b ® a )u · v. 
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Since this identity must hold for every pair of vectors u, l, we conclude the 
last relation in (3.43 ). 

The components of TT are easily obtained from (3.42). Let u = ej and 
v=e;, and recall (3.15) to get 

(3.44) 

This means that the element in the ith row and jth column of the matrix of 
the tensor Tr is equal to the element in the jth row and ith column of the 
matrix T of the tensor T. Hence, TT denotes the usual transpose of the matrix 
T, and we write its components as TJ; = ( TT)p. In fact, all of the familiar rules 
of transposition of matrices apply to tensors. Specifically, 

tr TT = tr T; (3.45) 

and the transpose of the product of two tensors SandT is equal to the rever
sed product of their transposed tensors: 

(3.46) 

3.3.4.4. Symmetric and Antisymmetric Tensors 

A tensor is said to be symmetric if Tr = T. This implies that the com
ponents of T satisfy T ij = Tji. Also, a tensor is said to be skew or antisym
metric if Tr = - T. This means that the components of T must satisfy 
T ij = - Tji• and hence all the diagonal elements of its matrix T are zero. 

The identity tensor in (3.18), or (3.31), is an obvious ~~xample of a sym
metric tensor; we recall that its components obey the rule (3.5a). The matrix 
in (3.20) shows at once that the tensor in (3.19), or (3.32), is an antisymmetric 
tensor. It may be seen with the aid of (3.5b) that Sij = -Sji· It should be clear 
that the rules appropriate to symmetric and skew matrices hold for tensors. 

Notice that the tensors defined by 

(3.47) 

are symmetric and antisymmetric, respectively; they are known as the sym
metric and antisymmetric parts of T. Hence, every tensor may be decomposed 
uniquely into the sum of its symmetric and skew parts; for, 

(3.48) 

(See Problem B.7.) The component equations corresponding to (3.47) are 
written as 

(3.49) 
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wherein, by definition, 

Tukl = -!(Tik + Tkj), 

TLikJ = ~( Tjk- Tkj). 

Chapter 3 

(3.50a) 

(3.50b) 

This decomposition is often useful in physical applications because the 
symmetric and antisymmetric parts of tensors have important and distinct 
interpretations. In linear elasticity theory, for example, the deformation of a 
body is described by a symmetric tensor called the strain tensor, but this is 
accompanied by a local rigid body rotation which is described by an antisym
metric tensor named the rotation tensor. The sum of these tensors is the 
gradient of the relative displacement vector of neighboring material points, 
and it characterizes the kinematics of the entire local motion of a deformable 
solid body. We shall prove later in this chapter that the symmetric and skew 
parts of the rotator determine the angle and the axis of rotation, respectively, 
of a rigid body rotation. 

The decomposition ( 3.48) is useful also because symmetric and antisym
metric tensors have special algebraic properties that may be separated in this 
way. It is easily shown with the use of (3.33) that any tensor satisfies the 
relations 

( 3.51) 

[See (3.42) also.] Hence, it follows readily from (3.47) that 

(3.52) 

We note that the latter is simply the trivial identity tr T A= 0. Moreover, it 
may be seen from the foregoing equations and (3.48) that (3.51) is equivalent 
to 

(3.53) 

and 

(3.54) 

Another useful application will be illustrated next. 

Example 3.2. Use of (3.47) and (3.42) yields the following symmetric and 
skew parts of the tensor T in (3.27): 

Ts = ( u · w) I - ~( u 0 w + w 0 u ), 

T A = ~( u 0 w - w 0 u ). 

(3.55a) 

(3.55b) 
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It is seen from these relations that tr T A = 0, which always is the case for a 
skew tensor. Thus, with the use of (3.48) and (3.38), we find 

tr T = tr Ts= 3(u · w) -u · w = 2(u · w). 

In the special case when u = w is a unit vector, it is seen that T A= 0 and 

T=Ts= 1-u@u, tr(u@u)=u·u=l, tr Ts= 2. (3.56) 

Hence, when u is a unit vector, (3.27) yields the special formula 

Tv= -ux(uxv)=(l-u@u)v. 0 (3.57) 

The Vector of a Skew Tensor. The relation (3.19) shows that only skew 
tensors may have the property (3.13). In fact, since a skew tensor has three 
nontrivial independent components in three-dimensional space, (3.13) shows 
that it is always possible to relate to each skew tensor S a vector 0 whose 
scalar components are related to those of Sin accordance with (3.20), namely, 

(3.58) 

Indeed, it is easy to show that (3.13) always may be solved uniquely for 
0 in terms of S. We set v = ej in (3.13 ). Then, we form the sum of vector 
products as indicated below, use the expansion rule ( A.l4) for the triple 
product, and recall (3.4a), (3.6), and (3.7) to derive 

The component form of the left-hand side of this equation is derived by 
application of (3.33) and (3.4b): 

We thus obtain the unique vector associated with the given skew tensor S: 

0 =~jx Sej 

= -!epjkspjek. 

This important vector is known as the vector of the skew tensor. 

(3.59a) 

(3.59b) 

Bearing in mind that Sis skew so that Sij = -Sji• when (3.59) is written 
out we shall obtain (3.58). Hence, to each skew tensorS there corresponds a 
unique vector 0 given by (3.58) or (3.59) such that for every vector v, we have 

Sv=O x v. (3.60) 

Thus, a skew tensor transforms every vector v into another vector Sv which is 
perpendicular to v and to the vector 0 of the skew tensor. And, conversely, 
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for each vector product n x v of a given vector n with an arbitrary vector v 
there exists a unique tensor 

(3.61) 

such that (3.60) holds. The equations (3.13) and (3.32) recalled above have 
been rewritten as (3.60) and (3.61) for future convenience. 

Example 3.3. Find the vector n of the antisymmetric tensor defined in 
(3.55b ). 

Solution. The use of (3.24 ), (3.25), and (3.29) shows tnat the components 
ofTA in (3.55) are given by 

Hence, substitution of this relation into (3.59) and use of (3.5b) yields 

that is, with (3.10), we find that 

!!= -!uxw 

is the vector of the skew tensor T A = ( u ® w - w ® u )/2. 
As further illustration, let us observe that for an arbitrary vector v, 

application of (3.60) and (A.14) yields 

T A V = fi X V = - !( U X W) X V = ! [ ( W · V )u - ( U · V )w]; 

and we recover the original relation in (3.55b ): 

3.3.4.5. The Determinant and the Inverse of a Tensor 

The determinant det T of a tensor T is defined as the determinant of its 
Cartesian component matrix: 

det T = det[T] = det T. (3.62) 

The elementary rules for determinants are reviewed in Appendix B. In par
ticular, the rule (B.l7) holds for tensors: 

det(ST) = (det S)(det T). (3.63) 

If det T #- 0, the tensor is said to be nonsingular, hence invertible; 
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otherwise, it is called singular. When T is invertible, there exists a unique ten
sor T _,, called the inverse of T, for which 

(3.64) 

holds. The components of T _, are the corresponding elements of the inverse 
of the matrix ofT, namely, T- 1 = [T] _,_ 

Similarly, other rules appropriate to invertible matrices apply also to ten
sors. For example, if S and T are invertible tensors, their product is invertible 
also, and 

(3.65) 

In addition, the transpose of a nonsingular tensor is invertible, hence 

(3.66) 

3.3.4.6. Orthogonal Tensors 

Finally, an orthogonal tensor Q ts a nonsingular tensor having the 
property 

(3.67) 

Hence, by (3.64) and (3.67), Q is an orthogonal tensor if and only if 

(3.68) 

Of course, det Q = ±1. When det Q = + 1, Q is called proper orthogonal; 
otherwise, it is called improper orthogonal. Evidently, the rules for orthogonal 
matrices apply immediately to orthogonal tensors. 

This concludes the introduction to tensors. Transformation rules that 
relate the components of a tensor with respect to different bases will be 
introduced further on; and other tensor properties will be discussed in connec
tion with the moment of inertia tensor, which will play a fundamental role in 
our future study of the dynamics of rigid body motions. It may be noted, in 
addition, that stress, strain, and rate of strain are other examples of tensor 
quantities that the reader may expect to encounter in the study of solid and 
fluid mechanics, or more generally, in continuum mechanics. We shall find the 
foregoing rules useful in the description of finite rigid body rotations, which 
we shall begin to study next. 
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3.4. The Rotator 

We have learned that the rotator (2.9) is a tensor that transforms the 
initial position vector x of a particle P of a rigid body into its finite dis
placement vector d(P) due to a rotation through an angle 8 in a right-hand 
sense about a fixed unit direction a: 

d(P)=Tx =sin 8a X X+ (1-cos 8)a X (a X x) [cf. (2.7)]. 

We are going to show that the vector operator (2.9) may now be replaced by 
a more useful tensor operator. 

Let S be the skew tensor whose vector n =a; and, in (3.57), in write the 
unit vector u =a. Then application of (3.57) and (3.60) in (2.7) yields 

d = Tx = [S sin 8- ( 1- cos 8)(1- a® a)]x. (3.69) 

This identity must hold for all vectors x. It thus follows that the rotator has 
the unique representation 

T = S sin 8 + ( 1 - cos 8 )(a ® a - 1 ) 

in terms of its symmetric and anti symmetric parts given by (3.47 ): 

and wherein, by (3.61 ), 

T s = ( 1 - cos 8 )(a® a - 1 ), 

TA = S sin 0, 

(3.70) 

(3.71a) 

(3.71b) 

(3.72) 

Let the reader show that (3.69) also may be expressed in terms of 8 and S by 
the relation 

in which S2 = SS =a® a- 1. Thus notice that the square of a skew tensor is 
symmetric. 

If values are assigned to 8 and a, the rotator may be found from (3.70) 
and expressed in terms of its components with respect to any assigned 
reference frame t/J = {0; ed. It is easily shown that (3.15) and (3.70) yield the 
components 

( 3. 73) 

with respect to frame t/J. The end result may be written as the matrix (3.16) 
and the matrix product d = Tx may then be used to find in t/J the displacement 
vector (2.7). The converse problem is more interesting. 
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Suppose that the rotator is known with respect to a frame t/1. Then (3.70) 
may be used to find both the angle and the axis of rotation in the terms of the 
components ofT in t/J. Since tr S = 0, (3.70) or (3.71a) yields 

tr T = tr T s = 2( cos 8- 1 ). (3.74) 

[See (3.54) also.] Hence, the angle of rotation is given by 

cos 8 = 1 + ! tr T. (3.75) 

The angle of rotation of the body clearly is independent of the reference frame 
that eventually may be used to determine tr T in a particular case. Therefore, 
tr T must have the same value in every reference frame. This important fact 
will be proved in another way in our later study of the transformation proper
ties of tensors. 

In view of (3.53 ), it is seen that the axial vector of the skew tensor may be 
found by application of (3.59a) and (3.71b). First, we have 

ei x Tei = ei x T A ei = sin 8 ei x Sei = 2a sin 8. 

We may ignore a trivial rotation through an angle 8 = 2mr., n = 0, 1, 2, ... ; and 
we may assume momentarily that 8 =I= ±n. It then follows that the axis of 
rotation is determined by 

(3.76) 

The case 8= ±n must be treated separately. We use (3.70) or (3.71) to 
write 

T = T s = 2( a (8) a- 1 ); (3.77a) 

hence, 

a®a=l+!T. (3.77b) 

The diagonal elements of the corresponding matrices of ( 3. 77b) determine the 
squares of each of the components of a, which also must satisfy a· a= 1; and 
the nondiagonal elements may then be used to fix the signs of the components 
of a. Of course, either ±a may be used as the solution. In any event, a may 
be found easily for the special case when 8 = ±n. 

The reader may show that the component forms of (3.75) and (3.76) are 
given by 

cos 8 = 1 + !Tkk (3.78a) 
and 

(3.78b) 

and ( 3. 77b) yields 

for 8= ±n. (3.79) 
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It is useful to observe that when (3.78b) is expanded, the component form of 
(3.76) may be written as 

(3.80) 

wherein we recall (3.50b). For example, T[231 =(T23 -Td/2. 
Equations (3.75) and (3.76), or (3.80), determine 0 and a to within their 

signs. However, a right-hand rotation through an angle (J = -0, or equivalen
tly, 2n- 0, about an axis a= -a clearly is equivalent to a right-hand rotation 
through an angle 0 about the axis a. In the former case, we visualize in 
Fig. 3.1 that the rotation through a negative angle about a negative direction 
is just the mirror reflection of the latter; hence, the pair { - 0, -a} is called 
the image rotation of the pair { 0, a}. Since these describe equivalent rotations, 
it is clear that (3.75) and (3.76), hence (3.80), determine the angle and axis of 
rotation uniquely. Moreover, it is plain that every rotational displacement 
may be accomplished by a rotation through an angle which is not greater 
than a straight angle; so, no generality is sacrificed by our requiring hen
ceforward that 0 ~ 0 ~ n. 

Example 3.4. Find the matrix of the rotator for the rotation of the 
satellite tracking antenna described in Example 2.1. 

Solution. The angle and axis of rotation in C/J = { F; Ik} are given by 

cos 0= 4/5, 

sin 0 = 3/5, 

(3.81a) 

(3.81b) 

(3.8lc) 

Hence, the matrix of the components of T may be obtained by substitution of 
these values into (3.73). This exercise is left for the reader. We shall consider 

By (3.70), T"'TIO.&) = T(-8,-o:) ~, Tl2n- O,o:) = T(8,<>). 

Figure 3.1. An equivalent image rotation. 
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an alternative solution that illustrates some of the tensor relations studied 
earlier. 

Substitution of (3.81a) and (3.81b) into (3.70) provides 

T = ~ + !(a® a - 1 ). (3.82) 

We note that { ed = {Id so that e;; =I;;= 11® lj. Thus, recalling (3.24 ), we 
find with (3.81c) 

( 3.31) becomes 

and (3.72) yields 

Then assembling these three expressions in (3.82) yields the result needed. We 
thus obtain 

3J2 1 
T = Tktlkt = ----w- (In- 131 + 132- I23)- 10 (lu + 122 + 2I33- 112- 12d· 

Hence, the matrix ofT in frame fP may be read from this equation as follows: 

-1 

3J2 
3J2J -3J2 . 
-2 

(3.83) 

Conversely, let us suppose that T is given by ( 3.83 ); and let us verify the 
original data by application of (3.75) and (3.80). With tr T =' -4/10, we have 

cos 8 = 1 + ! tr T = 1 - ! = ~. 

Of course, sin 8 = 3/5; and with (3.83) in (3.80), we find 

a=-~·~~ [1 1( -3 J2- 3 j2) + 12( -3 J2- 3 j2)] == f (I +J). 

It is seen that the angle and axis of rotation agree with the original conditions 
in (3.81). 0 

Example 3.5. An alternative design of the aircraft door panel mechanism 
illustrated in Problem 2.6 requires that the curved link must execute a finite 
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rotation about a fixed line so that the rotator in frame 1:/J = { 0; ik} is given by 
the matrix 

T= r-~ -~ -~1 
-1 0 -d (3.84) 

The initial positiOn of the guide pin P in the revised design is x = 3i-
5j + 4k ft from 0. Find the angle and axis of the rotation, and determine the 
displacement of P. What is the terminal location of P in 1:/J? 

Solution. The angle of rotation is obtained by (3.75). With (3.84), we find 

tr T= -3; hence, cos 0 = -1/2, and 8 = 120° or 240°. However, as mentioned 
above, nothing is lost by our always choosing the smaller angle; so we shall 
fix 8 = 120°. Then use of (3.84) and sin 8 = }3;2 in (3.80) yields the axis of 
rotation: 

a = fl (i + j - k ). (3.85) 

Let the reader show that for {J = 2n- 8 = 240", sin (J = -.}312 and the sign of 
a is reversed, as described earlier. 

The displacement of P may be easily computed from the matrix of (2.8): 
d= Tx. For Pat x=3i-5j+4k, we have 

r -1 

d= [T][x] = 0 

-1 

Thus, d(P) = -8i + j- 7k ft in frame 1:/J. 
The terminal position of P in 1:/J is given by x. We recall d = x- x, and 

thereby find 

x(P)=d+x= -5i-4j-3kft. D 

In these examples the rotator has been assigned without concern for how 
it may have been obtained without first having the angle and the axis of 
rotation. So it is natural to wonder, how may the rotator be derived from 
other information provided in a problem of the kind illustrated above? If two 
configurations of the body are known in an assigned frame, we need to learn 
how we may find a suitable rotator T that will take the body from one into 
the other. Afterwards, we may determine the equivalent angle and axis of 
rotation required to produce the displacement. Of course, in general, a trans
lation of the body also may be necessary. We shall begin to unravel the 
answer to this question in the next section. 
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3.5. The Rotation Tensor 

The rotator will now be linked in a simple way to another tensor called 
the rotation tensor, which is more useful in certain applications, particularly 
those involving the composition of several rotations about a point, for exam
ple. Equations similar to (3.75) and (3.76) will be derived for the rotation ten
sor; these will determine the angle and the axis of rotation when the rotation 
tensor is known. And it will be proved that the rotation tensor is an 
orthogonal tensor. As consequence of this fact, we shall learn eventually that 
the rotation tensor has a simple geometrical interpretation that will enable us 
to determine the form of the rotator when only the initial and final orien
tations of the body are assigned. 

To begin, we observe from (2.8) that the terminal position vector of a 
particle of a rigid body in a rotation about a fixed line may be written as 

x=Rx, (3.86) 

wherein, by definition, 

R=T+l. (3.87) 

The tensor R is named the rotation tensor. 
The properties of R are related to those ofT by (3.87). We recall from 

equation (2.10) that Ta = 0 means that points on the axis of rotation suffer no 
displacement. Application of this result in (3.87) shows that the rotation tensor 
preserves the axis of rotation; that is, 

Ra=a. (3.88) 

Moreover, (3.87) also yields trR=trT+3; hence, with (3.74), we obtain 

tr R = 1 + 2 cos 8. (3.89) 

Thus, the properties (3.88) and (3.89) together with the constraint a· a= 1 
determine the axis a and the angle (J of the rotation when R is prescribed. As 
before, we may limit (J E [0, n] with no loss of generality. However, since 
R( -a)= -a holds also, (3.88) determines a only to within its sign. This 
annoying ambiguity may be easily eliminated by application of (3.80). First, 
we note that R8 = Ts + 1 and RA = T A follow from (3.47) and (3.87). Then 
( 3.80) yields 

(3.90) 

Thus, (3.89) and (3.90) determine (Janda uniquely in terms of the symmetric 
and skew parts of R. The exceptional case e = n must be treated separately as 
described in connection with (3.77b) upon substitution of (3.87). 
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The rotation tensor has important additional properties that are not 
shared by the rotator. These are revealed by use of ( 3.86 ). Because each of the 
particles of a rigid body, before and after its rotation, is at its same distance 
from the point 0 on the axis of rotation, (3.86) and use of (3.42) show that 

x · x = x · x = Rx · Rx = x · R rRx, 

that is, 

x · (R ~ - I )x = 0. 

This equation must hold of all particles of the body, i.e., for all x; hence, 
({{ r- I )x = 0 must hold for all x. But the only tensor that transforms every 
vector into the zero vector is the zero tensor; therefore, R must satisfy 
R ~=I. It follows by (3.68) that R is an orthogonal tensor with det R = ± 1. 

Because a trivial rotation R = 1 must be admissible for every rigid body, 
only det R = + 1 is allowed. Otherwise, we could choose R = -I, which is an 
improper orthogonal tensor. However, in this instance, (3.88) fails to hold, 
and (3.89) implies that cos 8 = -2, which is impossible. Hence, improper 
orthogonal tensors do not characterize rigid body rotations. Consequently, 
every rigid body rotation tensor R is a proper orthogonal tensor that obeys 
the rules 

det R = 1. ( 3.91) 

Example 3.6. Show that the tensor R = Rijeij having the matrix 

R = r ~ co~ 8 - ~n J 
0 sin 8 cos 8 J 

(3.92) 

with respect to the orthonormal basis ek is a proper orthogonal tensor. Deter
mine the axis of the rotation it represents. 

Solution. It is seen at once that det R = cos 2 8 + sin 2 8 = 1; and it is easily 
shown that 

0 0 ] 
cos 8 sin 8 = R r. 

-sin 8 cos 8 

Therefore, R is a proper orthogonal tensor. Notice further that tr R = 

1 + 2 cos 8, which agrees with (3.89). 
The axis of rotation is found by (3.90); we obtain a= e 1 • Thus, (3.92) 
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describes a right-hand rotation through the angle(] about the e 1 direction. Let 
the reader show that the matrix in Example B.3 in Appendix B is a proper 
rotation around the e3 axis; use (3.87) to derive the matrix R for a rotation 
about the e2 direction; and compare the forms of the three matrices men
tioned. In addition, apply (3.88) to find the axis of the rotation (3.92). 

3.6. Change of Basis and Transformation Laws 

A vector v will have different scalar components when referred to dif
ferent bases. But the vector itself is unchanged; it remains the same 
geometrical object regardless of the basis used to represent it. Thus, for the 
bases ej and e~ relative to which v has the respective components vj and v~, we 
may write 

(3.93) 

The same thing applies to tensors. A tensor will have different com
ponents when referred to different bases, but the tensor itself is unchanged. A 
tensor is an invariant entity. Thus, a tensor T having components T ij and T~1 
with respect to the corresponding bases eij and e~1 may be written as 

(3.94) 

The fundamental rules that relate the different components of vectors and 
tensors are called transformation laws. We shall see in later chapters that these 
laws play an important role in rigid body dynamics. To derive the transfor
mation laws, we shall need to introduce relations connecting the different 
bases. 

3.6.1. A Change of Basis 

Let { e P} and { e~} be two sets of orthonormal basis vectors so that 

(3.95a) 

and 

(3.95b) 

We recall that each of these six sets of conditions specifies the unit magnitudes 
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and mutual orthogonality of the basis vectors in each set. In addition, we may 
form the dot product 

(3.96) 

in which ( e;, e1) denotes the angle between the unit vector e; and the unit 
vector e1. Hence, the A!i in (3.96) define the nine direction cosines of the three 
vectors { e;} relative to the basis set { eJ. It is important to notice that their 
definition requires that we write the first index of A!i as the prime label. Of 
course, it is certainly true that 

(3.97) 

however, we caution that A!i # Aji. For example, it is clear that cos(e), e2 ) = 
cos( e2 , e; ); but A 12 # A21 , for plainly, 

Thus, we shall agree in (3.96) that A!i always is read as the cosine of the angle 
between e; and e1. Moreover, let us agree to extend the index rules to terms 
enclosed in the cuneiform brackets. 

We recall from (3.6) and (3.7) that every vector v may be written in the 
form 

(3.98) 

with respect to the basis eP. In particular, we may identify v = e; and e1 = e1, 

and apply (3.96) to obtain 

(3.99) 

And similarly, reversing the roles of the primed and unprimed sets and using 
(3.97) while retaining the definition (3.96), we have also 

(3.100) 

Either of the transformation rules (3.99) and (3.100) is called a change of 

basis. 
The same thing may be seen in more geometrical terms by our recalling 

that any unit vector n, say, may be expressed in terms of the three cosines of 
the direction angles 11.1 that it makes with the familiar orthonormal basis direc
tions i1 at a point Q, as shown in Fig. 3.2a. Namely, n =cos 11.1 i1 . If we write 
cos(n, i1 ) for the cosine of the angle 11.1 between n and the i1 direction and 
agree, as mentioned above, to extend the summation rule to terms in the 
cuneiform brackets, then n may be written more conveniently as n = 
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Ia I (b) 

Figure 3.2. Direction angles of a unit vector n, and a change of basis. 

cos<n, i1) i1. Now let {i~} be another orthonormal basis, as shown in 
Fig.3.2b. Then, for example, with n=i~, we shall have' i;=cos<i;,i1)i1. 

Similar equations may be written fori; and i;. Thus, in general, we shall have 
i;=cos<i;, i1) i1 =Ayi1, which, with (3.96), is the same as (3.99) applied to the 
usual Cartesian bases. 

Naturally, the change of basis (3.99) induces a chang{: of tensor product 
basis so that, for example, 

A similar relation is induced by use of (3.100). We thus obtain for a change of 
tensor product basis 

(3.101) 

3.6.1.1. The Basis Transformation Matrix 

The matrix A= [Apq] = [cos<e~, eq)] of direction cosines for the change 
of basis (3.99) or (3.100) is named the basis transformation matrix. To dis
cover its fundamental properties, we use the change of bases in (3.99) and 
(3.100) to form the scalar products in (3.95). For example, with (3.99) and 
(3.95), we derive 

that is, 

(3.102a) 

And, similarly, with (3.100), we find 

(3.102b) 

The properties (3.102) show that A is an orthogonal matrix. Of course, 
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det A= ±1. If the bases e; and ei are of the same hand, their mutual direc
tions can be made to coincide so that A =I; hence, det A = + 1. If the bases 
have opposite hand so that one is right-handed, the other left-handed, then 
one direction e1 , say, will be oppositely directed to its partner e; when the 
other two pairs of vectors are mutually aligned, hence det A= -1. We have 
assumed in this text that all frames are right-handed; therefore, for every 
change of basis, we shall have det A = + 1. Hence, the transformation matrix 
A is a proper orthogonal matrix. 

Another interesting result may be obtained by forming from (3.99) the 
tensor product 

(3.103a) 

or from (3.100) 

(3.103b) 

Hence, Q is an orthogonal tensor whose matrix with respect to either basis is 
the transpose of A: Q = Q' =AT. Indeed, the orthogonality property of Q may 
be demonstrated independently of the foregoing properties of A. It is easily 
shown from the product rule (3.36) that the tensor product obeys the rule 

(a 0 b)(c®d) = (b · c)(a ®d). (3.104) 

The proof is left for the student in Problem 3.1 3. Thus, with the help of 
(3.104), and recalling (3.43), (3.95a), and (3.31), we derive from (3.103) 

The reader may show similarly that Q TQ = 1. Therefore, in accordance with 
(3.68), the tensor Q defined by (3.103a), with respect to the two sets of 
orthonormal bases indicated, is an orthogonal tensor. 

Final, let us consider the product 

We thus learn that the tensor Q defined by (3.103) is the orthogonal tensor 
that transforms the basis vector ek into the corresponding basis vector e~; and 
hence the change of basis (3.99) and (3.100) may be written as 

e~ = Qek = Ak1e1, 

e1= Q 7e; = Ak,e~. 

(3.105a) 

(3. t05b) 

The tensor Q is named the basis transformation tensor. Its matrix with respect 
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to either of the orthonormal bases in (3.103) is the transpose of the basis 
transformation matrix defined in (3.96), hence 

(3.106) 

may be read as the array of nine direction cosines of the triple eJ relative to 
the basis e~, the first index of QJk being the unprimed label. 

3.6.2. Transformation Laws for Vectors and Tensors 

The rules that relate the different components of vectors and tensors may 
now be readily derived by application of the change of basis to the represen
tation equations (3.93) and (3.94). We shall begin with the vector equation 
(3.93) and by substitution of (3.100) obtain 

Since e~ is a basis, this equality implies that 

(3.107a) 

where the second expression is the matrix form of the fi1rst and (3.106) is 
recalled. Similarly, the inverse of this formula may be found by use of (3.99) in 
(3.93); or it may be gotten directly from (3.107a) by use of (3.102). In any 
event, we find 

(3.107b) 

The rule in either of the alternative forms of (3.107) is known as the (Car
tesian) vector component transformation law. 

A similar procedure that uses (3. t 01) in (3.94) yi<!lds the following 
variants of the (Cartesian) tensor component transformation law expressed in 
both index and matrix form: 

T;J=A;kAjiTk1 or T'=ATAT=QTTQ; 

Tk,=A;kAJITij or T=ATT'A=QTQT. 

(3.108a) 

(3.108b) 

Herein we remember (3.106). Notice that (3.108b) also may be derived from 
(3.108a) by use of the orthogonality rules (3.102) for A. 

A change of basis in the plane is easy to visualize. An example that 
illustrates a plane change of basis and the use of the vector transformation law 
will be given next. An application of the tensor transformation law will be 
demonstrated in the following subsection. 

Example 3.7. Let v = 3i 1 + 4i 2 in the familiar ik basis. Find the com
ponents of v referred to a basis i~ obtained by a counterclockwise rotation of 
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the first set through 45" about their mutual axis i3 = i~ perpendicular to the 
plane, as shown in Fig. 3.3. 

Solution. Since this problem is so easily visualized, let us gather some 
confidence by first deriving the result geometrically, and afterwards confirm 
the result by application of the tools introduced above. It is seen from Fig. 3.3 
that the projections of the vector v upon the i~ directions in the plane are 
given by 

v~ = 3 cos 45'' + 4 sin 45'' = 7 f, v'2 = 4 cos 45 o - 3 sin 45 o = ,J2 · 
2 ' 

hence, referred to i~, our original vector becomes 

(3.109a) V=3i1+4i2 

~ 

= ~ 2 (7i'1 + i;). (3.109b) 

This is to be compared with ( 3.93 ). The given components in ( 3.1 09a) and the 
transformed components in (3.109b) correspond to the vk and the v~ com
ponents of v in ( 3.93 ). 

Now let us repeat the work by use of the vector transformation law 
(3.107a ). We start with the easy construction of the basis transformation 
matrix defined by (3.96 ): 

cos(i~, i2) 

cos(i;, i2 ) 

cos(i;,i2) 

The nine direction cosines are obtained by aid of Fig. 3.3; we find easily for 
the prescribed rotation 

r cos45° cos45° 

A= l-si~ 45° cos
0
45° 

45° 
\ 

··\, 

-'------.,21""--"----''F--"'-- ___j__ 

(3.110) 

0 

Figure 3.3. Geometrical construction of a 
particular change of basis. 
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Thus, with the given column matrix v = (vd = (3, 4, 0) and (3.110), the vector 
transformation law (3.107a) yields 

(3.111) 

which is the column matrix of components v~ in i~. This delivers the result 
(3.109b) derived before. The new method appears longer, whereas actually, 
after one masters understanding of the ingredients needed to do the 
calculation, the entire story is presented in only one line by (3.111). Moreover, 
it often is easier than having to perceive the geometry associated with the 
individual component construction. To see this more graphically, let us work 
the converse problem. 

Suppose that we are given (3.109b), and we wish to find vk for the same 
conditions. With A given in (3.110), we find by (3.107b) 

(3.112) 

and this yields the desired result (3.109a). 

3.6.2.1. Invariant Properties of Tensors 

We know from their definitions in (3.12) that the zero and the identity 
tensors have the same components with respect to every Cartesian reference 
system. Nevertheless, these facts also are evident from 1[3.108 ). Indeed, if 
T=O, (3.108a) shows that T'=O also; and for T=I, (3.108a) together with 
(3.102a) confirms that T' =I too. Otherwise, in general, th·~ components of a 
tensor will change under a change of basis, and ( 3.108) serves to determine 
the transformed tensor components from the assigned set when the basis 
transformation matrix is given. On the other hand, however, the tensor trans
formation law (3.108) also implies certain invariant properties that all tensors 
possess. 

The angle of rotation of a rigid body, we recall, is a physically invariant 
quantity that has nothing to do with the choice of reference frame that we 
may use in the description of the rotator or the rotation tensor. Hence, it was 
concluded earlier on the basis of (3.74) and (3.89) that this physical invariance 
implied that tr T and tr R also had to be the same for every reference system. 
In fact, this converse result may now be proved for every tensor. 
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We recall the rule (3.41) for matrices of tensors; and we show by (3.108a) 
and (3.102b) that 

tr T' = tr(ATAT)=tr(ATAT) = tr(IT) = tr T. 

Hence, the trace of a tensor is invariant under a change of basis. And, 
similarly, the determinant rule (3.63) and the orthogonality property of A 
yields the invariant property 

det T' = det(ATAT) = (det A)(det T)(det AT)= det T. 

Thus, the trace and the determinant of a tensor are invariant under a change of 
basis. The three invariants 

/ 1 = tr T, / 3 = det T, (3.113) 

are known as the principal invariants of the tensor T. These invariants play a 
central role in the mechanics of materials. 

The rotator and the rotation tensor are examples of physical tensor 
quantities whose components must obey the transformation law (3.108) under 
a change of basis. Thus, if either T or R is assigned, its components in any 
other basis may be determined. Since tr T, hence tr R, has the same value in 
every reference system, the angle of rotation is unchanged; only the descrip
tion of the axis of rotation is affected by the change of basis. The transformed 
axis of rotation may be found from the vector transformation law (3.107); and 
the transformed components of T, hence also those of R, may be computed 
from (3.70), or (3.87), in the usual way. However, this approach usually is 
somewhat more tedious than the application of the tensor transformation law 
and the subsequent calculation of the axis from (3.80) or (3.90). But this is 
more a matter of judgement or personal preference, and either method will 
yield the desired result. A typical calculation is illustrated below. 

Example 3.8. The rotator for the aircraft door panel mechanism 
described in Example 3.5 is given by (3.84) in frame c[J = { 0; ik }. Find the 
rotator referred to a frame c[J' = {0; i~} resulting from the change of basis 
provided by (3.110). Determine the angle and axis of rotation in cfJ'. 

Solution. The components of T in c[J' may be found from the tensor 
transformation law. Substitution of (3.110) and (3.84) into (3.108a) and fac
torization of common elements to simplify the matrices yields 

1 
T'=ATAT=-

2 [ - ~ 1 ~ ] [- ~ - 1 - ~] [ : -: ~ ] . 

0 0 .j2 -1 0 -1 0 0 .j2 
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Hence, the matrix of T in ctJ' is 

-.J2l -.J2 . 
-2 

(3.114) 

We observe that tr T' = -3 is the same as tr Tin Example 3.5. Hence, 
the angle of rotation is the same; namely, 8 = 120°. The axis of rotation in ctJ' 
is provided by (3.80). With sin8=J312 and (3.114), we get 

(3.115) 

To check this answer, let us apply the vector transformation law to a 
in ctJ. With (3.110) and (3.85) in (3.107a), we have, with factorization, 

rx' = Arx = ~ r- ~ 1 ~ l r ~ l = ~ [v; l, 
2 v 3 0 0 .j2 -1 v 3 -1 

which agrees with (3.115). These values together with 8= 120o may be used in 
(3.70) to find T referred to ctJ'. This calculation, which returns us to (3.114), is 
left for the student. 

3. 7. Rotation about a Fixed Point 

The general finite displacement of the particles of a rigid body is 
described by (2.12). Let us assume that the base point 0 is fixed so that b = 0. 
Then the displacement of any other point Pis given by 

d(P)=x-x, (3.116) 

in which we recall that x and x are the final and the initial position vectors of 
P from 0 referred to an assigned spatial frame qJ, say. Suppose there exists 
another point Q # 0 for which d(Q) = 0 also. Then becausf: the body is rigid, 
no particle on the line OQ can be farther from 0 and Q after the displacement 
than it was initially; hence d = 0 for every point on the lin<: OQ. In this case, 
the displacement may be effected by a rotation (2.7) about the fixed line OQ. 
In general, however, (3.116) describes a rotation about a fixed point, and we 
do not yet know for this case if such a line OQ exists. Therefore, let us assume 
for the moment that there are no points P besides the base point 0 for which 
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(3.116) vanishes. Then, as defined before, (3.116) is a rotation about the fixed 
point 0. 

Now let us recall that a change of basis by a proper orthogonal transfor
mation is a rigid body rotation about a fixed point, namely, the origin of the 
reference frame used initially. Moreover, we known that a rigid body rotation 
about a fixed line also may be described by a proper orthogonal tensor. Our 
future objective is to determine how these two ideas may be related to one 
another. A relation that describes an arbitrary rigid body rotation about a 
fixed base point in terms of the nine direction cosines relating the orientation 
of the body reference frame in its initial and its final configurations will be 
derived next. The connection of the result with a rotation about a fixed line 
will be studied in the following section. 

To start with, we recall that x is the displaced position vector of P in the 
spatial frame cp = { 0; ik}, and x is the position vector of P in the body frame 
cp' = { 0; i~ }, which was coincident with cp initially, as described in Fig. 2.6. 
Thus, when viewed in cp alone, we envision the same particle P identified by 
two vectors x = xkik and x = .Xkik separated by an angle 1/J, as shown in 
Fig. 3.4. This is the usual representation considered in (3.116) and in all of our 
earlier equations for the displacement vector in an assigned spatial frame cp. 
Hence, as usual, (3.116) may be written in the following familiar component 
form in cp: 

(3.117) 

However, the same situation may be viewed differently. In the body frame 
cp' in Fig. 2.6, the point P has always the same position vector p, say. 
Therefore, it appears always to an observer in cp' that P has the coordinate 
components {p/J={xd=(x1 ,x2,x3 ) so that p=pkik=xkik referred to 
frame cp'. Of course, these also are the initial coordinates of P in the spatial 
frame q>, because the frames coincides initially. But the same vector p after the 

Final Position 
of Pin'/! 
(Xt, X:2, X3) 

Spatial Frame I{J 

(x 1 ,x2,x3) 
Initial Position 
of P in Frame '{) 

Figure 3.4. Displacement of a particle P 
viewed in the spatial frame <p. 
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displacement, though unchanged in the body frame cp', is identified differently 
by another observer in the spatial frame cp as the vector i having coordinate 
components {pd = {fd = (f1 , f 2 , f 3 ). Hence, referred to cp, the vector p= 
pkik = xkik. Notice that the numbers fk and xk are the same as those in 
( 3.117 ). A plane example in Fig. 3.5 shows the relative rotation of the body 
frame cp' through an angle (} about the i 1 = i; axis in the spatial frame cp and 
the single position vector of the point P from 0 identified as x by the observer 
in cp' and as i by the observer in cp. We may ignore the observers, and note 
that in any case we may write 

(3.118) 

because the same vector always may be referred to any two bases in just this 
way in accordance with (3.93 ). This arrangement is special, because, by con
struction, the component numbers in (3.118) are the same as those in (3.117). 
Therefore, any relation connecting these components that derives from (3.118) 
holds also for the components in (3.117). Thus, in this sense, the two points of 
view are equivalent. 

In the present viewpoint, the two sets of components for the same vector 
pin (3.118) may be related through the orientation angles between the two 
frames by a change of basis applied to cp'. Since i = fkik = p and x = xkik 
referred to the spatial frame cp, substitution of the change of basis (3.105a) 
into the last term in (3.118) yields 

i = fkik = xkQik = Q(xkik) = Qx, 

or alternatively, 

;, 

Spatial Frame '() 
(Initial Orientation of '()•) 

Figure 3.5. The position vector p representing both x and i, which are viewed in separate frames. 
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Therefore, the terminal location in cp of a particle of a rigid body due to a 
finite rotation about a fixed point is given by 

x=Qx (3.119a) 

or 

(3.119b) 

in terms of the nine direction cosines relating the orientation of the body 
reference frame in its initial and final configurations in cp. This is the result 
that we set out to obtain here. The corresponding displacement (3.117) may 
be written as 

(3.120) 

in cp. We recall from (3.106) that Q is the orthogonal basis transformation 
tensor whose matrix is A r = [cos ( ik, i1)] r. 

3.8. Euler's Theorem 

It was assumed in the last section that there were no points P besides the 
base point 0 for which (3.116) vanishes. This led to the displacement equation 
(3.120) for a rotation about the fixed point 0. We are going to prove that, in 
fact, this assumption is false. Hence, when a rigid body is turned about a fixed 
point, there is always a material line through this point whose particles suffer 
no total displacement, hence the same displacement may be produced by a 
rotation around this line. This is the substance of Euler's theorem. 

Euler's Theorem. An arbitrary displacement of a rigid body with a fixed 
point 0 is equivalent to a rotation about a line through 0. 

Proof. If there exists through 0 an imbedded line that suffers no 
resultant displacement, then (3.120) shows that 

(Q-l)x=O (3.121) 

must hold for all places x on that line. This is a system of three homogeneous 
linear equations in the components of x; with (3.106), its matrix form is 
(AT- I)x = 0. The trivial solution x = 0 corresponds to the fixed base point 
at 0. For nontrivial solutions of (3.121 ), we must have 

det(Q-l)=det(Ar -1)=0. (3.122) 
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Since A is a proper orthogonal matrix, application of (3.102) and the 
elementary rules for determinants yield 

det(AT- /) = det(AT- J)T = det[A(J- AT)]= (det A) det(J- AT). 

However, this determinant being of third order, it follows that 

det(AT- I)= det(J- AT)= -det(AT- /), 

which clearly satisfies the criterion (3.122) for existence of an equivalent fixed 
axis of rotation; and the theorem is proved. 

Therefore, besides x = 0, other solutions of (3.121) exist. Indeed, if the 
vector x * is such a solution, so also is x = kx* for - oo < k < oo. We 
recognize this as the vector equation of a straight line through 0. This line is 
the axis of rotation. This remarkable result shows that no matter how the 
body may have been brought from its initial configuration into its final con
figuration, there always is a unique axis about which the body may be turned 
to move every particle of the body from its initial place to its final place in ([). 
Let the reader show that for nontrivial rotations the axis of rotation is indeed 
unique. 

Comparison of (3.86) with (3.119) reveals the identity 

R=Q, (3.123a) 

hence, 

(3.123b) 

by which the rotation about a fixed point may be reduced to a rotation about 
a fixed line, in accordance with Euler's theorem. The angle (} of the rotation is 
determined by (3.89), in which tr R = tr AT. And the unique axis of rotation in 

the spatial frame ({) is found by aid of ( 3.90 ), in which R A = A~ = -A A. Of 
course, the case e = n must be treated separately as described in (3.77), or it 
may be found by use of (3.88). The equivalent rotation about a fixed line 
characterized by (3.89) and (3.90) is called the (equivalent) Euler rotation. 

The result (3.123) also may be cast in terms of the rotator. We find with 
(3.87), (3.122), and (3.123) the relations 

T=Q-1, 

det T=O. 

(3.124a) 

(3.124b) 

(3.124c) 

Therefore, as remarked in Chapter 2, it follows from Euler's theorem and 
(2.12) that the general displacement of a rigid body is equivalent to a parallel 
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translation b of the base point 0 together with a displacement Tx due to a 
rotation about a line through 0: 

d(P) = b+Tx [cf. (2.13)]. 

Another useful form of (2.13) may be obtained by aid of (3.87). Recalling 
the description of the vectors defined in Fig. 2.6, the reader may show that 
( 2.13 ) yields 

X(P) = B(O) + Rx(P}, (3.125) 

wherein X(P) and B( 0) are the terminal position vectors of P and 0 in the 
spatial frame cfJ = { F; Id. 

Euler's theorem has shown that the components of the rotation tensor, 
hence also those of the rotator, may be found by construction of the basis 
transformation matrix A in (3.123b ). Thus, the angle and the axis of the 
equivalent Euler rotation may be obtained from (3.89) and (3.90) when the 
initial and final orientations of the body reference frame are known. This will 
be illustrated next. 

Example 3.9. A certain mechanism is to be designed to rotate an 
antenna panel of a spacecraft about a point 0 so that the side facing the i 1 

direction in the initial configuration ultimately must face the initial i 3 direc
tion in the terminal configuration shown in Fig. 3.6. Determine the equivalent 
Euler rotation required for the design. 

Solution. The spatial frame <p = { 0; ij} is chosen to coincide with the 
body frame q/ = { 0; i~} in its initial orientation. The orientation of the body 
frame in the terminal configuration of the panel is shown in Fig. 3.6. The 
diagram is used with (3.123b) to construct the rotation matrix 

0 1 J -1 0 . 

0 0 
(3.126) 

Thus, trR= -1 and (3.89) yields cos8= -1. Hence, 8=n is the equivalent 
angle of rotation. 

The axis of rotation cannot be determined by (3.90) for this exceptional 
case; rather (3.77b) or (3.88) must be applied directly. Use of (3.87) in (3.77) 
yields 

a0a=MR+ 1). (3.127) 

With (3.126), the diagonal components in (3.127) yield the three equations 

IX~= 0, IX~= 1/2; (3.128) 
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Figure 3.6. Finite rotation of an 
antenna panel. 
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Initial Configuration 

and the single nonzero, nondiagonal element cc 1 cc 3 = 1/2 shows that cc 1 and cc 3 

have the same sign. We thus conclude with (3.128) that the equivalent Euler 
rotation consists of a right-hand rotation of()= 180° about either of the direc
tions given by 

(3.129) 

in the spatial frame <p. This axis lies in the plane of i 1 and i 3 at 45o from the i 1 

aXIS. 

It may be helpful to show that the results flow also from (3.88). Use of 
(3.126) gives 

Therefore, tx 1 = tx 3 and tx 2 = 0. Since o. is a unit vector, we have also cci + cc~ + 
tx~ = 2txi = 1; that is, tx 1 = cc 3 = ±Jl/2. Hence, the axis of the Euler rotation is 
given by (3.129), as before. D 

Example 3.10. In another rotational maneuver of the panel mechanism 
from its initial configuration shown in Fig. 3.6, the rotation matrix about the 
point 0 is given by 

[ 
1/2 0 

R= 0 1 

y'3;2 0 

-y'J/2] 
0 . 

1/2 

(3.130) 
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Find the equivalent Euler angle and axis of the rotation through 0. Sketch 
the final orientation of the panel, and use the diagram to confirm the basis 
transformation matrix associated with (3.130). 

Solution. With tr R = 2, (3.89) yields 8 =cos - 1(1/2) = 60° for the rotation 
angle. The axis of rotation is determined by (3.90). Thus, with sin 8 = ./312 
and use of (3.130), we find easily o = -i2 • Of course, a rotation of 300° about 
the axis i2 is the same; but, recognizing this trivial equivalence, we have 
agreed earlier to restrict 8 E [0, n]. It must be born in mind, however, that in 
the design of the mechanism to move the panel to the terminal state found 
above, the actual rotation may be done in an infinite variety of ways. There 
are infinitely many combinations of rotations whose resultant leads to the 
same rotation matrix (3.130); but there is only one Euler rotation to which all 
are equivalent. 

The Euler rotation consists of turning the body through 60° about the 
axis o = -i2 in the conventional right-hand sense. Therefore, the antenna 
panel has the final orientation sketched in Fig. 3.7. Thus, referring to the 
figure and recalling (3.123b ), we find the transposed basis transformation 
matrix 

[
cos 60° 0 cos 150°] [ 1/2 

AT= 0 1 0 = 0 1 

cos 30° 0 cos 60° ./312 0 

0 -./3/2] 
0 ' 

1/2 

which is seen to be the same as R in (3.130). D 

It is important to realize that there are infinitely many lines through the 
fixed base point 0 about which the body may be turned so as to move any 
single given particle P from its initial place to its final position that resulted 
from a previous arbitrary rotation about 0. Euler's rotation is remarkable 
because, among these infinity of rotations, only Euler's rotation will move 
every particle of a rigid body, that is the entire body, from its initial con-

;, 

Rotated 

Initial Configuration 

Figure 3.7. Sketch of the panel orien
tation in cp after a 60° rotation about 
a= -i2 • 
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figuration in q> into its final configuration in q>, however that terminal state 
actually may have been achieved. This distinction may be readily visualized in 
Fig. 3.4. Therein, we recall that the rotation about the fixed point 0 carried 
the particle P at x in q> into the place x in q>, the angle between these vectors 
being 1/J, say. We thus visualize that the same displacement of the single par
ticle P may be effected by a rotation through the angle 1/J about a fixed axis 

a= (X X X)/tx X xt, (3.131) 

which is perpendicular to the plane of x and x. We note that this may be 
rewritten as 

xxx=txl 2 sinlj!a. (3.132) 

But this simple rotation generally is not the equivalent Euler rotation, because 
it does not move every particle of the body into its terminal state resulting 
from the given rotation about the fixed point 0. This will be illustrated in a 
numerical example below. The reader may show that (3.132) actually is 
equivalent to (2.7) and, in fact, may be used to derive it. 

Example 3.11. The initial and final position vectors of the antenna horn 
described in Example 2.1 in a rotation about the fixed point Fare given as 

3J2 
x(H)=-2- (I+J)+6K m, 

A 3 J2 24 
x(H) =--w- (111 -J) +SK m 

in the spatial frame if>= { F; lk }. Find the angle and axis of the simple rotation 
described in (3.132) which transforms x into x by a rotation in their plane, 
and thereby show that this rotation is not the unique Euler rotation. 

Solution. It is seen from the data that txt= txt= 3 Js m, and we com-
pute 

Hence, lx X xt = 162/5 m2• The angle of the plane rotation is given by 

. tx xxt 
SID 1/J =Txf2= 18/25; 

and gathering these values in (3.131 ), we find the axis of the simple rotation 
that moves x into x, as assigned: 

a= fs(9 j21 + 7 j2J- 8K). 

It is evident that the axis and angle of rotation found here are not the 
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same as those assigned in Example 2.1, wherein the fixed axis of rotation 
clearly is the Euler axis about which the entire body is turned. Hence, the dis
placement (2.7) for a rigid body rotation about a fixed line is not 
automatically equivalent to a rotation about the fixed point shown in Fig. 3.4. 
For any given change of basis, i.e., for any pair of orientations of the body 
reference frame in a pure rotation about a fixed point, the angle and the axis 
of the equivalent rotation about a fixed line generally cannot be found in this 
way. Indeed, this illustration shows clearly the importance of Euler's mar
velous theorem. 

3.9. Fundamental Invariant Property of the Rotator 

The order of the motions of translation and rotation in the general dis
placement (2.13) obviously may be reversed, and they may occur 
simultaneously. It is also clear that the choice of base point being arbitrary, a 
given displacement may be constructed in an infinite variety of ways. 
Therefore, this raises the question of whether or not the rotator may be affec
ted when the base point is shifted arbitrarily to another point in the body. The 
question is settled by the following theorem. 

Rotator Invariance Theorem. For a given displacement of a rigid body, the 
rotator is independent of the choice of base point; consequently, the axes of 
rotation corresponding to all base points are parallel and the angles of rotation 
about them are equal. 

Proof. Let P be any particle of the rigid body .IJ4; and, for the same dis
placement of f1i, let us assume that T and T* are distinct rotators of f1i about 
lines through two base points 0 and 0* whose displacements are b and b*, 
respectively, as diagrammed in Fig. 3.8. Since the displacement of any particle 
of the rigid body, by definition, is the same for every choice of base point used 

d 

Figure 3.8. A change of base point in a general dis
placement of a rigid body. 
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in the decomposition described by (2.13), with the vectors defined in Fig. 3.8, 
we may write for both 0 and 0* 

d(P) = b + Tx = b* + T*x* 

= (b + Tr) + Tx *, (3.133) 

wherein x = r + x* has been used. But with 0 as the base point, it is seen that 
the term in parentheses is equal to b*. Therefore, (T*- T) x* = 0. Because P 
is an arbitrary particle, this equation must hold for all x*; hence, (T*- T) 
must be the zero tensor. It follows that the rotator is invariant with respect to 
the choice of base point: T* =T(O*, u*)=T(O, u). 

Moreover, it is now evident from (3.74) and either (3.76) or (3.80) that 
the rotation angles 0* and 0 about the axes u* and u, respectively, may differ 
by at most a trivial rotation or an image rotation, neither of which is of 
special consequence. Therefore, u* = u and 0* = 0. Thus, in a given rigid body 
displacement, the axes of rotation corresponding to all base points are parallel 
and the angles of rotation about them are the same. This completes the proof 
of the invariance theorem. In sum, it shows that the Euler rotation in a given 
rigid body displacement is invariant with respect to the choice of base point. 

Use of the rotator invariance theorem in (3.133) yields 

d(P) = b + Tx 

=b*+Tx*. 

(3.134a) 

(3.134b) 

That is to say, the finite displacement of a particle of a rigid body due to a 
translation b and a rotation T about a base point 0 is equivalent to an identical 
rotation T about any other base point 0* together with a new translation b* 
given by 

b* = b+Tr, (3.135) 

in which r = x- x * is the position vector of 0* from 0. (See Fig. 3.9.) 
A change of base point, therefore, plainly results in a different trans-

Figure 3.9. The Euler rotation for a given displacement is 
the same for every choice of base point. 

d 
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lational displacement given by (3.135) for the new base point. Consequently, 
for each choice of base point the translational displacement of a rigid body 
will vary, but the Euler rotation will not. 

3.10. The Parallel Axis Theorem 

The foregoing results enable one to find both the translational and 
rotational parts of a rigid body displacement corresponding to any proposed 
base point when these displacements are known for an assigned base point. 
An easy result that derives from (3.134) and the fact that Tx ·a= 0 for all par
ticles is summarized by the Invariant Projection Theorem. 

Invariant Projection Theorem. The projections on the Euler axis of 
rotation of the displacements of all points of a rigid body are equal; that is, for 
all particles P 

d(P) ·a= b ·a. (3.136) 

In particular, for a rotation about a fixed point (or line), we have b = 0; 
and, trivially, (3.136) verifies that the displacement of every material point is 
perpendicular to the Euler axis of rotation. In this case, (3.134) and (3.135) 
show that the displacement of the particle P is given by 

d(P) = Tx = b* + Tx* (3.137a) 

with 

b* =Tr (3.137b) 

and 

b*·a=O, (3.137c) 

where x and x* are the position vectors of P from 0 and 0*, respectively, and 
r = x- x * is the position vector of 0* from 0. (See Fig. 3.9 with b = 0.) The 
result (3.137) thus yields the following theorem. 

Parallel Axis Theorem. The displacement of a particle of a rigid body due 
to a pure rotation about any line is equivalent to a displacement due to an equal 
rotation about a parallel line together with a translation perpendicular to that 
line, and conversely. 

A simple application that demonstrates the parallel axis theorem will be 
studied next. 
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Figure 3.10. Rigid body displacement in a pure 90° rotation about 0. 
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Example 3.12. A particle P of a rectangular plate is located initially at 
x(P) = 1i ft from the base point 0 in the spatial frame cp. The plate is turned 
90° counterclockwise about the axis a= k so that the final position vector of 
Preferred to cp is x(P) = lj ft, as shown in Fig. 3.10. Thus, the displacement of 
P referred to cp due to the pure rotation about 0 is given easily by 

d(P) = x(P)- x(P) = ( -i + j) ft. (3.138) 

Of course, the same thing may be computed from (3.137a) for a pure rotation 
about the point 0. With d = Tx = (R -1 )x, we have 

which agrees with (3.138). 
Now let us consider the same plate to be rotated 90° about a parallel axis 

at the new base point 0* initially at r = -i ft from 0 in cp, as shown in 
Fig. 3.10. The initial position vector of P from 0* is x*(P) = x(P)- r = 2i ft. 
The parallel axis theorem states that the same displacement given in (3.138) 
for a pure rotation about 0 can be accomplished by a translation b* perpen
dicular to the axis a= k together with the same rotation about a parallel axis 
through 0*. Since T is the same as before, the rotational part of the dis
placement of P about 0* is given as 

(3.139) 
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Figure 3.11. The displacement due to a pure rotation about an axis at 0 is equal to the dis
placement due to the same rotation about a parallel axis at 0* and a translation b* perpen
dicular to the axis of rotation. 

Thus, use of (3.138) and (3.139) in (3.137) yields b* =d(P)-Tx*(P)= 
( -i + j)- ( -2i + 2j) = (i- j) ft, which is certainly perpendicular to a. This is 
the required translational displacement of 0* in qJ. The reader may confirm 
that the translation b* obtained from (3.137b) yields the same result. The dis
placement is illustrated in Fig. 3.11. Notice that b* is simply the chord dis
placement of 0* on the circle of radius 00* due to a pure rotation about 0. 

3.10.1. The Center of Rotation 

A displacement of a rigid body .19 each of whose particles is displaced 
parallel to a given plane is called a plane displacement of !JI. Any plane cross 
section of !JI parallel to the assigned plane, which is named the displacement 
plane, may be chosen as the plane for discussion; it requires no special dis
tinction. It follows that the axis of rotation must be perpendicular to the dis
placement plane. If T = 0, the plane displacement is a pure translation with 
d(P) = b for all particles P. If there exists a base point 0 for which b = 0, the 
plane displacement is a pure rotation about an axis at 0. 

It is not difficult to prove that in an unconstrained displacement of a rigid 
body in space, there is, in general, no point whose displacement is zero. (See 
Problem 3.36.) On the other hand, it can be shown that for a plane dis
placement of a rigid body, there always exists one and only one point whose dis
placement is zero. This is a consequence of the parallel axis theorem applied to 
the case in which every particle suffers a plane displacement consisting of a 
parallel translation and a rotation about an axis normal to the plane. Hence, 
the entire motion, by the parallel axis theorem, is equivalent to a pure 
rotation about a parallel axis at a point 0*, say, situated in the displacement 
plane. The point 0* whose displacement is zero is known as the center of 
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rotation. In general, this unique base point will not be within the body, unless, 
of course, it happens to be a fixed material point about which the body is 
rotating normal to the displacement plane. 

It is easy to see geometrically that because a particle P in the dis
placement plane must be equidistant from the center of rotation, the point 0* 
must lie on the perpendicular bisector of the displacement vector d(P) of the 
particle. But the same thing is true for every particle situated in the dis
placement plane; hence, the center of rotation may be constructed graphically 
by locating the point of intersection of the normal bisectors of the dis
placement vectors of two particles in the displacement plane. Of course, it 
may happen in some problems that the center of rotation can not be 
accurately located in this way. Therefore, we are led to question how the cen
ter of rotation may be computed. For the plane displacement, this is an easy 
problem in vector geometry, which is left as an exercise for the reader. (See 
Problem 3.37.) The parallel axis theorem and existence of a center of rotation 
in a plane displacement lead to some useful graphical applications which may 
be found in most standard texts on kinematics of machines. A few example are 
included in the exercises at the end of the chapter. (See Problems 3.38-3.40.) 
Some additional theoretical results will be presented next. 

3.11. Chasles' Screw Displacement Theorem 

The choice of base point to be used in (2.13) is totally arbitrary, so any 
convenient choice is admissible. In fact, we recall again that the base point 
need not be a material point of the body; so every conceivable point of space 
is a potential candidate for use as a base point. Because of this arbitrariness in 
the selection of a base point, the displacement of a rigid body particle may be 
described in an infinite variety of ways. Therefore, we are led to question if 
there may be any particularly special choices of base point for which the dis
placement of the particles of a rigid body may be most simply, perhaps uni
quely, described. We are going to show with the aid of the parallel axis 
theorem that the answer is provided by the following remarkable theorem due 
to Chasles: 

The Screw Displacement Theorem. Any displacement of a rigid body is 
reducible to a unique screw displacement consisting of the Euler rotation about 
an axis and a translation along that axis. 

Proof. Let the displacement of a base point 0 and the Euler rotation of 
the rigid body be assigned; then the general displacement of any particle P at 
x from 0 is provided by (3.134a). We wish to prove that there exists a base 
point 0*, say, whose displacement b* is parallel to the axis of the Euler 
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rotation; hence, with 0* as the base point, the result follows. Therefore, we 
shall need to determine the new parallel translation b* and the location r of 
0* from 0. 

We may always write b = b" + ba in terms of the component vectors b" 
and ba normal and parallel, respectively, to the axis of rotation, as shown in 
Fig. 3.12. Hence, (3.134a) may be written 

d(P) = ba + [b" + Tx(P) ]. (3.140) 

However, in accordance with the parallel axis theorem, the displacement 
terms consisting of a rotation about a line and a translation perpendicular to 
the line is equivalent to a pure rotation about a parallel axis through a base 
point at 0*, say. Thus, the term in the brackets in (3.140) may be replaced by 
the pure Euler rotation Tx*(P) to yield 

d(P) = b, + Tx*(P) ( 3.141 a) 

with 
bn= -Tr, (3.14lb) 

where r = x- x* is the position vector of 0* from 0, as shown in Fig. 3.12. 
But (3.141a) states that the assigned displacement d(P) is equal to the same 
Euler rotation about an axis at 0* and a new translation b* = b, parallel to 
that axis, and Chasles' theorem follows. 

This displacement (3.141) is recognized as a typical screw displacement, 
from which the theorem derives its name. The axis of the Euler rotation at 0* 
is called the screw axis.* The pitch of the screw, defined by p = (b ·a )/8, is 
identified as the ratio of the screw translational displacement to the angle of 
rotation. Thus, in terms of the familiar screw displacement of a nut, the rec
tilinear distance along the screw axis through which the nut advances when 
turned through a given angle is simply the product of the pitch of the screw 
and the circular measure of its angle of rotation. Finally, we see from (3.136) 
that the pitch of the screw is invariant with respect to the choice of base point. It 
is apparent that zero pitch means pure rotation, while infinite pitch is a pure 
translation. 

The system of three algebraic equations (3.141b ), in which the normal 
component of the assigned base point translation is given by 

(3.142a) 

with 
b,=(b·a)a=p8a, (3.142b) 

• In older works, the screw axis sometimes is called the central axis, and Chasles' theorem is 
known as the central axis theorem. The screw theorem forms the foundation upon which the 
classical kinematical theory of screws was built. See the treatise by Ball referenced at the end of 
Chapter 2. 
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d 

Figure 3.12. Schematic for Chasles' screw displacement theorem. 

determines the position vector r of the new base point 0*. However, since 
det T = 0 in (3.124c ), the system (3.141b) does not determine r uniquely; for, if 
r is a solution of ( 3.141 b), so is x' = r + ka for all values of the constant k. We 
recognize this relation as the vector equation of the screw axis through 0*; it 
implies that no special point on the new axis of rotation is distinguished. Since 
any point on the new axis may be used, without loss of generality, we may 
choose 0* so that r is the shortest vector from 0 to the new parallel axis. 
Then, in addition to (3.141 b), we have the condition 

r·a=O. (3.143) 

The point 0* located in this way will be called the center of rotation. Of 
course, since r will vary with the choice of base point, the location of the cen
ter of rotation with respect to the base point used will vary along the axis of 
rotation. Thus, for an assigned base point and with (3.141b) and (3.143), the 
location of the center of rotation 0* yielding the screw displacement (3.141a) 
may be uniquely determined, as will be shown next. 

With the aid of (3.70) and (3.143), it is seen that (3.141b) may be written 
as 

Tr = Sr sin 8- (1-cos O)r = -bn. (3.144) 

We recall next that a is the vector of the skew tensorS so that Sr =ax r. And, 
with (3.143 ), it may be seen that ax Sr = -r. Upon forming the cross product 
of (3.144) with a, we find 

r sin 8 + (1- cos 8) Sr =ax bn. (3.145) 

Thus, for nontrivial values of 8, (3.144) may be solved for the vector Sr; and 
when the result is substituted into (3.145) and reduced by use of a 
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trigonometric identity, we obtain the unique position vector of the base point 
0 * on the screw axis: 

(3.146) 

in which e and a are the angle and axis of the Euler rotation and bn in 
( 3.142a) is the displacement of the base point 0 perpendicular to the Euler 
axis determined for the assigned displacement of the body. This completes the 
technical details in Chasles' screw theorem. 

If the displacement is a plane displacement, then b* = b, = 0, and bn = b 
lies in the displacement plane. Therefore, in a plane displacement, the center 
of rotation 0* coincides with the plane center of rotation described earlier in 
Section 3.10.1, and (3.146) has the easy geometrical description shown in 
Problem 3.37. Thus, the interpretation of the center of rotation in the general 
case is similar, but an additional translation along the screw axis is superim
posed on the rotation. And, as in the plane case, it is evident that in general 
the screw axis will not be within the body. 

The foregoing method of reduction of any given displacement of a rigid 
body to a screw displacement is unique. It is clearly impossible to have dis
tinct screw axes through separate base points. For any nontrivial rotation 
about either axis, the particles situated upon the other line will not be 
restored to their original line after the rotation. This observation may be 
proved analytically as follows. 

Suppose that there are two screw axes a' and a* through noncoaxial 
points 0' and 0* such that (3.141a) holds for the given displacement d(P). 
Invariance of the rotator with respect to the choice of base point implies at 
once that the axes must be parallel; hence, a'= a*= a, say. Therefore, for dis
tinct screw dtsplacements with respect to the noncoaxial base points, 

d(P) = b~ + Tx'(P) = b: + Tx*(P), 

wherein x'(P) and x*(P) denote the position vectors of P from 0' and 0*, 
respectively. Also, b~ and b: are the corresponding screw translations along 
the separate screw axes at 0' and 0*. But invariance of the pitch implies that 
b: = b~; and it follows from the previous equation that Tr = 0, where r = 

x'- x*. Since T #- 0, this means that r must be parallel to a; hence, contrary to 
the hypothesis, 0' and 0* lie on the same axis. Therefore, we may conclude 
the following uniqueness theorem: There is at most one screw displacement by 
which a given displacement of a rigid body may be accomplished. Thus, among 
all possible displacements of a rigid body, Chasles' unique screw displacement 
has unparalleled simplicity. 

In the next section, it will be shown that successive displacements of a 
body may be represented by successive screws whose composition is an 
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equivalent unique screw displacement. The following example will illustrate 
the essential aspects of Chasles' notable screw theorem. 

Example 3.13. A rigid body suffers a displacement described by a 
rotation 

R=f -1+J3 l+J3 0 r 1+J3 1-.fi 0 ] 

0 0 2j2 

about a point at (3, -2, -4) em in the fixed frame C/J = { F; It}, together with 
a certain translation. Another particle P, initially at X= I- 2J- 5 K em in rf>, 
has been moved to the place X= 4I + 6J- K em. Find the equivalent screw 
displacement of the body. What is the axial advance of the body in one 
revolution about the screw axis? 

Solution. Any base point whose displacement is known may be used to 
determine the screw translation and the location of the screw axis in C/J. Since 
the rotation is independent of the choice of base point, the point P = 0 is a 
convenient choice for which the displacement is given by 

b=X-X= 3I+8J +4K em. 

It is easily seen from (3.90) that the Euler axis of the rotation is a= K. 
Hence, with b above, (3.142b) yields the screw translation 

b~ = 4a = 4K em, 

which is the same for all points of the body; and (3.142a) yields the normal 
translation of the base point 0: 

b,. = 3I + 8J em. 

The angle of the equivalent rotation is found by (3.89). Thereby, we 
obtain from R above 

9 =cos -I [j2(1 + .j3)/4] = 15° = n/12 rad. 

The screw axis passes through the base point o• located at r from the 
base point 0, in accordance with (3.146). Use of the foregoing angle and nor
mal translation vector yields 

9 sin 9 2(2- J3) 112 

cot-= = , 
2 1-cos 9 4-J2-.J6 
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and 

ax bn = -81 + 3J em. 

Substitution of these calculations into (3.146) gives 

[ 3 8(2- .)3 )1/2 J [ 3(2- .)3 )1/2 J 
r= -- I+ 4+ Jcm 

2 4-.fi-J6 4-.fi-J6 
= -28.8841 + 15.394J em. 

Therefore, the screw axis passes through the center of rotation 0* whose 
position vector B* from the origin in ([> is given by 

B* = r +X= -27.8831 + 13.394J- SK em. 

We thus find that the given displacement may be reduced to a unique 
screw displacement consisting of a rotation of 15° about an axis a= K 
through the point at B* together with a pure translation of the body through 
4 em along the axis. The pitch of the screw, defined in (3.142), is p = 
48/n cmjrad. Thus, in one revolution about the screw axis, the body will 
advance a distance of 2np = 96 em along the axis. (See Problems 3.41 
and 3.42.) 

3.12. Composition of Finite Rotations 

It was shown in Section 2.7 that successive finite rotations of a rigid body 
about concurrent axes are neither additive nor commutative. Therefore, as 
illustrated in Fig. 2.7, the displacement of a rigid body generally will depend 
upon the order in which the rotations are performed. We saw in a few earlier 
examples that when the successive rotations are easy to visualize, their com
position may be readily written down by use of the direction cosines between 
the body imbedded axes in their terminal state and those of the spatial set 
with which they were coincident initially. Needless to say, it is not always easy 
to perceive the successive and the resultant effects of several complex 
rotations, so it will be useful to derive the rule for their composition. 

Let us begin by recalling (3.119a) and (3.123a) for a rotation about a 
fixed point 0. After a rotation R in the spatial frame cp = { 0; ik }, the position 
vector x of the particle P which initially was at the place x will be given by 
(3.86): 

x=Rx [ cf. ( 3.86)]. 

The specific form of the matrix of R in cp may be found as described earlier in 
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terms of the direction angles of the imbedded body axes; or, for a rotation 
about any axis a in cp, the matrix R may be determined from its relation to 
the rotator in (3.87), whichever method may be the more appropriate. 

Let us consider N successive finite rotations R1, R2 , ••• , RN about N con
current axes through 0, all referred to cp; and let x:=x0 ,x 1,x 2 , ••• , 

iN _ 1 , iN= x* denote the corresponding successive position vectors of the par
ticle P which initially is at x from 0, all referred to cp. Then, by (3.86), we 
haveN equations XI= RtXo, x2 = R2xl, ... ; or, more briefly, xk = Rkxk-1• k = 
1, 2, ... , N (no sum on k). Hence, successive elimination of xk-t from these 
equations yields the final position vector x* of Pin terms of its initial place x; 
namely, 

x*(P) = R*x(P) (3.147a) 

with 

(3.147b) 

It is easy to show that R* satisfies (3.91) and thus represents the 
equivalent Euler rotation about 0. The resultant angle of rotation 8* and the 
resultant axis a* may now be found in the usual way from (3.89) and (3.90) 
applied to R*. The resultant axis of rotation generally will depend on the 
order of the rotations in (3.147b ), but it follows from the rule (3.41) that 8* is 
independent of that order. That is, for rotations R 1 and R2 , in general 
R2 R 1 # R 1R 2 ; but it is true always that 

(3.148) 

Of course, when the base point 0 has the displacement b in 1/J = { F; Ik }, 
which is parallel to cp, the resultant displacement of P in 1/J may be written in 
terms of the resultant rotator as follows: 

d*(P) = b + T*x(P) with T* = R * - 1. (3.149) 

It is important to recall that tensors have different components with 
respect to different bases; therefore, it is essential to bear in mind in (3.147b) 
the reference bases to which the rotation tensors are referred. If all of the 
rotations are referred to the same frame 1{1 = { 0; ed, say, then the resultant 
rotation matrix R* of (3.147b) is obtained from the product of the matrices of 
the tensors formed in the order indicated in (3.147b ), and R* also will be 
referred to the frame 1{1. In general, however, if different frames are used to 
follow the successive rotations, (3.147b) does not always reduce simply to the 
product of matrices of the tensors in the order indicated there. To see the dif
ference, we shall illustrate each case in its turn. 

Let us consider first two rigid body rotations R 1: ek-+ e]; and R2 : ek-+ ek 
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with respect to the same basis ek. Then (3.103) and (3.123) yield the represen
tations 

R 1 =efc®ek=R~kep®ek and R2 =e~®eq=R;qe,®eq, 

in which R;k = A~P = cos(e~. eP) for n = 1, 2 (that is, Rn =A~') are assumed to 
be known. The resultant rotation is formed by the product of these tensors in 
accordance with (3.147b). Recalling (3.104) and the orthogonality relations 
(3.95), we find 

which yields the following matrix equation for the resultant rotation: 

We thus find that the resultant rotation is the product of the matrices of the 
rotation tensors, with respect to the basis ek> formed in the order indicated in 
(3.147b); and R* is referred to the same basis. 

Now let us suppose that to find the components of the second rotation it 
proves more convenient to use a different basis such that R2 : efc-+ e~, say. This 
is a rotation with respect to the basis efc that was reached after the first 
rotation considered before. Thus, (3.103) and (3.123) yield the representations 

Rt=efc®ek=R~keP®ek and R2 =e~®e!=R~qe:®e!, 

in which R;k=AiP=cos(ez,e~) so that R2 =Af, and R~k is the same as 
previously. These arrays are assumed to be known from the geometry. The 
resultant rotation is formed by the product of these tensors in accordance 
with (3.147b ). Substituting the change of basis efc = R~kep into the last term 
above and recalling (3.104) and the orthogonality property (3.91) applied to 
R t> we obtain 

This yields the following matrix equation for the resultant rotation: 

Thus, when the resultant rotation is referred to the initial or the terminal 
basis, but the successive rotations are performed with respect to different 
bases for computational convenience, say, we see that the order of the product 
of the matrices may not be the same as the order of the product of their ten
sors in the fundamental equation (3.147b ). In fact, in this example, the order 
is reversed. (See Problem 3.49 also.) 

Although the construction of the basis transformation matrices for suc
cessive rotations is straightforward, the last example shows that the method 
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sometimes may become awkward when the axes of rotation are not the axes 
of one of the primary reference frames being used. In such cases, it is often 
simpler to apply the formula (3.87) for the rotation tensor in terms of the 
angle and axis of the assigned rotation in an appropriate frame 1/J = { 0; ek }. 
We combine (3.70) and (3.87) to obtain 

R = 1 + S sin 8 + ( 1 - cos 8)( a® a - 1 ), (3.150) 

wherein, for the reader's convenience, we recall (3.72) and (3.24): 

(3.151a) 

and 

(3.151b) 

referred to 1/J. For each assigned axis and angle of rotation, R may be com
puted from (3.150); and the resultant rotation may be found by the matrix 
product of the successive rotation matrices in the form provided in (3.147b ). 
The angle and the axis of the resultant Euler rotation may then be computed 
in the frame 1/J by aid of (3.89) and (3.90), as usual. It is useful to observe in 
calculations that the matrix of S is skew and that of a® a is symmetric. 

Example 3.14. The solar panel of a spacecraft receives three rotations 
about axes ak in the spatial frame 1/J = { 0; ek }, as shown in Fig. 3.13. The first 
rotation is 90° about the panel axis a 1 ; the second is 90° about the satellite 
body axis a 2 ; and the last is a 180° turn of the satellite about the line a 3 • Find 
the angle and axis of the equivalent Euler rotation. What is the final orien
tation in 1/J of the satellite body axis? 

., 
Figure 3.13. Finite rotations of the solar panel of a spacecraft. 
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Solution. The equation for the kth rotation Rk through the angle 8k 
about the axis ak may be obtained from (3.150): 

(3.152) 

without sum on k. Thus, with 81 = n/2, the first rotation is given by R 1 = S 1 + 
a 1 ®a1 , wherein the axis is obtained from the geometry in Fig. 3.13: 

J3 1 
a1=-e2+-e3 

2 2 

in t/J. Then use of this result in (3.151) yields the matrices 

-1/2 J312] 
0 0 ' 
0 0 

0 

3/4 

J314 
;/4]· 
1/4 

referred to t/J. It follows from the formula given earlier that the matrix in t/1 of 
the rotation tensor R 1 = R!qepq is given by 

[ 
0 -1/2 J312] 

R 1 = 1/2 3/4 j3/4 . 
- J312 J314 1/4 

The second rotation is easily obtained by construction of a basis transfor
mation array, as described in Example 3.6, or by use of the same formula 
given above with 82 = n/2 and a 2 = e3 • The reader will find the tensor R2 = 
R~eij whose matrix in t/1 is 

[0 -1 0] 
R 2 = 1 0 0 . 

0 0 1 

The final rotation is gotten by use of (3.152), in which 

We shall need to compute R3 = 2a3 ®a3 -1. Thus, with (3.151b), we find the 
following matrix of the tensor R3 = R~,e,, in t/f: 
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Since all three rotation tensors are referred to the same frame, the 
resultant Euler rotation in frame if! is obtained from the matrix product R* = 
R3 R2 R 1 in accordance with (3.147b). Execution of the products yields 

[ 
1 0 

R* = 0 1/2 

0 }3;2 

The angle of rotation is given by (3.89) in which tr R* = 2; we find 
8* = 60°. Finally, use of 8* and R* in (3.90) yields a*= e1 for the axis of the 
resultant rotation of the solar panel in if!. 

The satellite body axis is rotated in if! due to the rotation R 3 alone. Its 
final orientation a; may be found from (3.105a) or (3.86), namely, a;= 
R 3a 2 = R3e3 • Thus, 

-{!/2] [~] = [-f/2]' 
1/2 1 1/2 

that is, a;= -J3/2e1 + 1/2e3 in 1/J. 

3.12.1. Euler Angles and Rotations 

A rigid body having one point fixed has three degrees of freedom that 
may be described by three independent rotation angles. There is, of course, no 
unique choice for these angles, so the reader may expect to encounter different 
descriptions in the literature. The most widely used description is the set 
known as the Euler angles. There is, nonetheless, no standard sequence for 
execution of the corresponding rotations, hence different formulas for the 
composition of rotations described by the same set of Euler angles also occur 
in the literature. In addition, the definition of the transformation matrix A 
used in other texts sometimes is the transpose of the definition employed here. 
Therefore, the reader is cautioned to check the definition of the Euler angles, 
the sequence of the Euler rotations, and the description of the basis transfor
mation array, when consulting other works. Herein, we shall adopt a sequence 
that seems to have wide appeal. 

The Euler angles are a set of three independent parameters that specify 
the orientation of a rigid body in the spatial frame rp; they relate the orien
tation of the body frame ql to rp. The set of Euler angles will be introduced 
below. Three corresponding consecutive rotation matrices will be expressed in 
terms of these angles, and their composition representing the equivalent Euler 
rotation of the body in rp will be derived. 
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We shall begin the sequence with the body frame cp' = { 0; i~} coincident 
with the spatial frame cp = { 0; ik}, as usual; and let the body receive three 
successive proper rotations about certain body axes as described next and 
illustrated in F 1g. 3.14. The first rotation is through an angle rjJ about the axis 

k' = k in cp so that R 1: ik--> i~, which identifies the body frame in its first dis
placed position. The next rotation is through an angle e about the body axis 

i' = i: in cp so that R 2 : il--> ii, the body frame in its second displaced position. 
Finally, the body is turned through an angle 1/J about the body axis k' = i~ so 
that R 3: i2 --> i~, the body frame in its terminal position in cp. The three angles 
{ r/J, e, 1/J} define the set of Euler angles. 

We apply (3.123) to obtain for the first rotation the matrix R 1 =A { = 
[cos<i), ik)Y We thus find 

-sin r/J ol 
cos r/J 0 . 

0 1 

(3.153) 

Similarly, the second and third rotation matrices are given by R2 = Af = 
[cos<i~, if) ]T and R 3 =A[= [cos<i;,, i~) Y Hence, 

r 
1 0 

R2 = o cos e 
0 sin e 

-s~n e] , 
cos e l -sin 1/J 0 

cos 1/1 0 . ( 3.154) 

0 1 

Since all three rotations are with respect to different bases following the 
successive positions of the body frame, in accordance with the discussion of 
this case in the last section, the composition rule (3.147b) yields the resultant 
rotation formula R* = R 1 R 2 R 3 • Executing the indicated matrix products of 

(3.153) and (3.154), we derive the resultant Euler rotation 

[ 
cr/J ci/J - sr/J ce si/J - cr/J sljl - sr/J ce ci/J 

R*= srjJ·cljJ+cr/JcOsi/J -sr/Jsl/f+cr/JcOci/J 

se sljJ se ci/J 

sr/J se] 
-cr/J se , 

ce 

(3.155) 

wherein, for brevity, c and s denote cos and sin. The corresponding transfor
mation matrix is A* = [cos< ij, ik)] = R* T; hence, (3.155) are the components 
of the resultant rotation tensor R * with respect to either basis of cp or cp', as 
described in (3.103). Equations (3.106) and (3.123) show that A*=R*Tis the 
transformation from the space frame to the body frame, whereas A* T = R* is 

the inverse transformation from the body frame to the space frame. Therefore, 
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k= i~= k' 
o.p' in its second 
displaced position 

i~~ j' 

(a) first rotation through the 
angle <1> about k'= kin <{J 

(b)Second rotation through the 
angle() about j'o:= n in '-P 

..p' in its final 
orientation in .p 

(c)Third rotation through the 
angle 1/J about k', i~ in op 

Figure 3.14. Euler angles and rotations. 
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the components xk in cp and x~ in cp' of the position vector x of a particle P, 
for example, are related by 

x' = A* x or x = A* T x' (3. 156) 

under the change of basis 

(3.157) 

3.12.2. Review of the Composition of Infinitesimal Rotations 

It was shown in Section 2.7 that consecutive infinitesimal rotations are 
vectors; and their composition, therefore, is both additive and commutative. 
We are now able to show that the same result may be derived from (3.147b ). 
It will be shown that the resultant of two infinitesimal rotations R 1 and R 2 is 
indeed commutative, that is, R * = R 2 R 1 = R 1 R 2 ; and the result will be 
reduced to the additive rule (2.22) derived earlier. 
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We first observe from (3.150) that for an infinitesimal rotation through 
an angle AB, the rotation tensor may be written as 

(3.158) 

to terms of second order in Je. This means that only terms of the first order 
in Je need be retained in the subsequent small angle approximations. Also, 
for the skew tensor (3.151a), it follows from (3.60) that 

AB Sv = AB ax v = JO x v (3.159) 

holds for an arbitrary vector v. Herein JO =ABo.. 
Let us consider two successive infinitesimal rotations R1 and R2 about 

concurrent axes. We find with the aid of (3.158) that the resultant infinitesimal 
rotation is given by 

in which terms larger than first order in the angles have been neglected. 
Hence, infinitesimal rotations are commutative. 

Since R * = 1 + S* AB* in accordance with (3.158 ), it follows from the last 
equation and (3.159) that 

[LIO*- (LIO! + J82) J X v = 0 

must hold for every vector v. Thus, the equivalent infinitesimal rotation 
satisfies the additive rule derived in (2.22), namely, 

[ cf. (2.22)]. 

This completes the demonstration. 

3.12.3. Composition of Rotations about Nonintersecting Axes 

In two consecutive, arbitrary displacements of a rigid body, the trans
lational displacements are independent of the rotations. The rotations may be 
compounded separately and their contribution to the displacement may then 
be added to the sum of the translations to obtain the total displacement of 
any particle of the body. The case when the axes of rotation are concurrent 
has been studied earlier. In this section, we shall examine the situation in 
which the body receives successive rotations about nonintersecting axes. The 
special case of reversed rotations about parallel axes also is described; and it 
will be shown how any given displacement may be represented as the sum of 
rotational displacements about nonintersecting axes. 

We shall begin with two consecutive pure rotations about nonintersecting 
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axes. The displacement of a particle P in a pure rotation T 1 about an axis a 1 

is given by d 1 = x 1 - x = T 1 x, where x and x 1 are the initial and final positions 
of P from the base point 0, as shown in Fig. 3.15a. The subsequent dis
placement of P in another pure rotation T 2 about a nonintersecting axis a 2 

through the base point 0' is given by d2 = T 2 x~, where x~ is the location of P 
from 0'. But the same displacement, by the parallel axis theorem, may be 
accomplished by the same rotation T 2 about a parallel axis through 0 
together with a translation b0 perpendicular to a 2 . Therefore, as described in 
Fig.3.15b, d 2 =x2 -x 1 =T2 x~=b0 +T2 x 1 , wherein x2 is the ultimate 
position vector of P from 0. With (3.87), we have x 1 = R1 x and x2 = 
b0 +R2 x 1 ; hence, x2 =b0 +R*x, where R*=T*+l=R2 R 1 in terms of the 
rotation tensors. Therefore, the resultant displacement due to the rotations 
alone is given by 

d(P) = x2 - x = b0 + T*x with b0 ·a2 =0. (3.160) 

In words, the displacement resulting from the composition of two consecutive 
pure rotations about nonintersecting axes is equivalent to a rotation about a line 
through the first base point 0 together with a parallel translation which is equal 
to a pure rotation of 0 about the axis at 0'. 

If b1 and b2 denote the translational parts of two displacements whose 
rotations are characterized above, then, with ( 3.160 ), the resultant dis
placement will be given by 

d*(P) = b* + T*x, (3.161) 

where b* = b0 + b1 + b2 is the resultant translational displacement of the base 
point 0. For the special case when the axes intersect in 0, we have b0 = 0. 

If the body is returned to its initial configuration after two successive 
rotations about concurrent axes, then by (3.87) we have T* = R *- 1 = 

o· 

0 
(b) 

b0 =T2 (x' 1-x 1 l=T2 r isthe 
displacement of 0 due to a 
pure rotation about 0' 

Figure 3.15. The composition of consecutive rotations about nonintersecting lines in (a) is equal 
to a rotation about a 2 and a normal translation b0 in (b). 
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Figure 3.16. A rotation about any point followed by a rever
sed rotation about another point is a "walking" translation. 

R2 R 1 -1 = 0; hence, R2 = R{. In this case, R2 is equivalent to a rotation which 
is the reverse of R 1 ; and from (3.160), we have the following conclusion: A 
rotation about a line followed by a reversed rotation about a parallel line is 
equivalent to a parallel translation perpendicular to the axis of rotation. 
Moreover, the translation is equal to the displacement resulting from the first 
rotation of the base point on the second axis. 

A rotation R I about a point A followed by a reversed rotation R2 = R r 
about another point B is shown in Fig. 3.16. The displacement of B after the 
first rotation is b. Since the second axis is through the displaced point denoted 
as B', the reversed rotation produces no motion of B'; and the resultant dis
placement is a pure translation in which all points of the body experience the 
same translational displacement d(P) = b0 = b in accordance with (3.160). 
Thus, reversed rotations about distinct parallel lines will produce a dis
placement that is similar to a common walking motion. 

Although the composition of rotations is not additive, under appropriate 
conditions, any given displacement may be decomposed into a sum of 
rotational displacements about certain lines which generally do not intersect. 
To see this, let us suppose in Fig. 3.17a that for a given displacement (3.161) 
the resultant rotation about the base point 0 is decomposed into two con
secutive rotations R 1 and R 2 about concurrent axes a 1 and a2 , such that a 1 is 
any given direction and a 2 is perpendicular to the translation vector b*. Since 
T*=T 1 +T2 R1, (3.161) may be written as d*=T 1x+b*+T 2 x, where 
X= R I X is the position vector from 0 to the final position r of the particle p 

Ia I lbl 

Figure 3.17. Schematic of consecutive rotational displacements about nonintersecting axes. 
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after the first rotation alone. Since a 2 · b* = 0, we may apply the parallel axis 
theorem in Fig. 3.17b to find a parallel line through another base point 0' 
such that d = b* + T 2 x = T 2 x' is a pure rotation about 0', where x' is the 
location of P' from 0'. Thus, as shown in Fig. 3.18, the given displacement 
d*(P) is the sum of two pure rotational displacements d 1 = T 1 x and d2 = T 2 x' 
about 0 and 0', so that 

(3.162) 

Hence, any given rigid body displacement (3.161) may be represented by the 
sum of two consecutive pure rotational displacements about, in general, non
intersecting axes a 1 and a 2 , where a 1 is any assigned direction and a 2 is perpen
dicular to the parallel translation vector of the assigned displacement. 

3.12.4. Composition of Screw Displacements 

We have learned that every rigid body displacement may be reduced to a 
unique screw displacement. It seems natural, therefore, that successive screws 
about nonintersecting axes ought to be reducible to another unique screw dis
placement. The composition of these screw displacements will be studied next. 

For two consecutive screw displacements characterized by (3.141) and 
generally having nonintersecting axes a 1 and a 2 , we have b* = b~ 1 + b~2 + b0 

in (3.161 ), with b0 · a 2 = 0. As in the proof of Chasles' theorem, b* may be 
expressed in terms of its vector components parallel and normal to the 
equivalent screw axis a*, namely, b* = b:. + b:.; and the parallel axis theorem 
may be applied to find a line parallel to a* such that T*x* = b:. + T*x, where 
x* is the initial location of P from a point 0* on the resultant screw axis. 
With (3.161 ), we thus reach the unique resultant screw displacement 

d*(P) = b:. + T*x*. (3.163) 

Here we have b:. = (b* ·a*) a*= p*fJ*a* for the screw translation and the 
pitch. In the special case when the component screws are simple rotations 
about a point, we recover (3.141) from (3.163). We summarize: Any dis-

Figure 3.18. A general displacement viewed as consecutive 
rotations about nonintersecting axes. 
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placement of a rigid body, however complex, is reducible to a unique screw dis
placement. 

This completes our study of finite rigid body displacements. In the next 
chapter, we shall return to the basic equations for the velocity and 
acceleration of a rigid body particle in their important application to the 
study of motion referred to a moving reference frame. The equations 
developed in this chapter for a change of basis will be useful in some 
applications encountered there. And late in Chapter 4, we shall learn how our 
fundamental equation for finite displacements of a rigid body may be used in 
an elegant derivation of the relative motion relation introduced and applied 
earlier throughout that chapter. Otherwise, the reader who in a first reading 
may have omitted detailed study of the present work will find no serious dif
ficulty when these topics are interlaced with some of the examples further on. 
The use of tensors in the study of rigid body dynamics in later chapters, 
however, may require review of some of the topics on tensors covered here. 
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Problems 

3.1. Write out each of the following expressions in which the range of the indices, 
except as noted, is 3: 

(a) v2 

(b) Tiz 
(c) a 3 

3.2. Translate the following sets of equations into index notation, and specify the 
range of all indices: 

(a) u1 = vfw1 + v~w 1 + dw 1 ; 

u2 = vfw 2 + v~w2 + v~w 2 ; 
u3 = vfw 3 + v~w3 + v~w3 ; 

(c) A 11 =B11 e 11 +B12 e 21 ; 
All= B11 ell+ B12e22; 
Az1 = Bz1 eu + B22ez1; 
Azz = Bz1 e1z + B22e22; 

(b) v1=A 111 +A 122 +A 133 ; 
Vz=Azll +Azzz+Az33; 
V3 = A3u + A322 + A333; 

(d) vf = xf- 2x 1 Y 1 + yf; 
V1Vz=XIXz-XIYz- Y1Xz+ Y1Yz; 
VzVI =XzXI -XzYI- YzXI + YzY1; 
d=x~-2XzYz+ Y~-

3.3. Substitute the index relations as described below. How many terms would 
occur in the result, if you had to write it out? Write out the one having the smaller 
number of terms. 

(a) a,=Mijb1 into c1=N1kak. 
(b) u,=Bijv1 and Cij=p,q1 into wk=Ck1u1• 

(c) u,=A,kvk into A.=ukvk. 
(d) v,=BijAJkk into A.=v,C1ij. 
(e) Aij= B1kCkJ into A.= AmkCmk· 

3.4. (a) How many terms would you have in the equation for e 1212 , if you were 
to write it out from the formula below? 

(b) Show that (Aijk+A1k,+A1,dx,x1xk=3Aijkx,x1xk. How many terms would you 
have in the right-hand term, if you were to write it out? 

3.5. Use index notation to simplify the following expressions: 

3.6. If Pis a point with coordinates p, in frame C/J-= { 0; id, show that 

p= p,cos rx,, 

where p is the length of the segment OP and rx, are its direction angles in C/J. 
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3.7. If OP and OQ are line segments with direction angles a,. and {3 1, respectively, 
in frame cp = { 0; id, prove that 

cos 1/1 =cos a,. cos f3, 

where 1/1 is the angle between OP and OQ. 

3.8. (a) Derive (3.10), and show by its expansion that it yields the familiar result 
(A. 11) in Appendix A. (b) Verify for a few sets of indices the following £-b identity 

and use this result together with (3.10) to derive the expansion formula (A.l4) for the 
vector triple product (c) Find identities for E,wF.kqr and Ek1mEklm. 

3.9. (a) Use index notation to show that in an unconstrained spatial motion of a 
rigid body there is in general no point having zero velocity, but that in general there 
exists one point, and only one point, with instantaneous zero acceleration. As 
indicated in Problem 2.71, however, under special constraints there may be one or 
more points with zero velocity. (See also Problems 2.72, 2.81, and 2.82). (b) Find in the 
frame rp = { 0; ik} the instantaneous location of the unique point of zero acceleration 
at the instant when a 0 = a0 i, ro = wk and ro = riJkik, referred to cp. 

3.10. Prove that the tensor product a@ b of vectors a and b is in fact a tensor. 
Derive the relations ( 3.23 ). 

3.1 I. Prove that the product of two tensors S and T defined by the rule (3.36) is 
indeed a tensor; and show that its components relative to an orthonormal basis ek are 
determined by the product of the matrices of these tensors. Further, let U be another 
tensor and A a scalar. Establish that the following rules hold for the products of ten
sors: 

(a) (ST)U = S(TU); 
(b) tl(ST) = ().S)T = S(AT); 
(c) S(T+ U)=ST+SU; 
(d) (S+T)U=SU+TU; 
(e) IT = T1 = T. 

3.12. The transpose TT of the tensor Tis defined by (3.42). Prove that TT satisfies 
(3.11) and hence really is a tensor; and show that transposition obeys the rules (3.43) 
and (3.46). 

3.13. Let p, q, u, and v be vectors. Show that 

( p @ q )( u @ v) = ( q . u )(p@ v ). 

Hence, show also that for an orthonormal basis ek, 

(e,@ eJ)(ek@ e1) = b;ke,.@ e1. 

Use the last relation to derive the component representation for the product ST of the 
tensors S and T. 

3.14. The inner (scalar) product of tensors SandT is defined by S · T = tr(STT) = 
tr(STr)_ Show that for vectors p, q, u, and v 

(p@q)· (u@v) = (p· u)(q ·v); 
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hence, also for the orthonormal basis ek, 

(e,@ eJ · (ek 0 e1) = f>ikojl. 

Apply the last relation to show that S · T = Sk{ Tkt· Thus, in particular, show that the 
magnitude of a tensor, defined by ITI = (T · T) 12, is simply the square root of the sum 
of squares of the components of T. Find the magnitude of the identity tensor using 
only index notation. Determine the magnitude of an arbitrary orthogonal tensor Q. 

3.15. Derive equations (3.51)--(3.54). 

3.16. Use (3.69) to determine the vector Tej as a function of 8 and a. Apply the 
result to derive (3.73) and (3.75). 

3.17. Derive Rodrigues' formula (circa 1840) for the displacement of a particle of 
a rigid body in a rotation about a fixed line, namely, 

d(P) = tan(8/2)a x (x + x), 

in which x denotes the terminal position of P from the origin on the axis of rotation 
and the other terms are the same as those in (2.7). 

3.18. The function tan(8/2) enters Rodrigues' formula in the previous problem. 
Show that in terms of the symmetric and skew parts of the rotator T 

8 [-2tr(T2 )] 112 2[71 +n +n ] 1; 2 
tan _ = A 12 23 31 

2 4+trT5 4+ T 11 + T 22 + T 33 

Note that the square of a tensor is defined by T2 = TT. 

3.19. An electric motor must be arranged to turn a flood control valve through an 
angle 8 < n in a right-hand sense about a fixed directed line through the origin and the 
point P = ( 1, 2, 0) ft in frame r/> = { 0; lk}. An engineer has shown that any design is 
acceptable for which T 11 = -2/5, T 22 = -1/10, and T 33 = -1/2 are satisfied inr/J. 
Determine the angle and axis of rotation, and compute the remaining six components 
ofT in r/J. 

3.20. Find the matrix of the rotator for the rotation of the control link described 
in Problem 2.6. Use the result, conversely, to compute the angle and the axis of the 
rotation. Compute by matrix methods the displacement of the pin P. 

3.21. A cardboard box is initially positioned with its centroid C at the place 
(4, 6, 7) ft in frame r/> = { 0; Id fixed in a packaging machine. The empty carton must 
be transported by a rotation about a line through the point P = (2, 0, - 1) ft in r/> to a 
new configuration where the box is filled and sealed. The rotator required for the 
operation is specified by 

[
4fi-8 -(1+fi) 5-fi ] 

T=~ 5- fi ~(y'J- 2) !(5-4 y'J) . 
- ( 1 + fi) !( 11 - 4 fi) ~( fi - 2) 

Determine the rotation angle, and find the equation in r/> of the line of rotation. What 
is the displacement of C? Find the location from C of the point T which initially was at 
the top of the container at the place ( 4, 6, 9) ft in <1>. 
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3.22. An alternative design for the door panel mechanism described in 
Problem 2.6 requires the rotation 

R= [~ 1~2 
0 j3;2 

The guide pin P initially is at the place (1, 1, 1) ft from 0 in <P. Determine the angle of 
the rotation and axis of the shaft OA. Find the displacement of P. 

3.23. The matrix of a rigid body rotation tensor is given by 

R=fl[-~ ~ 
10 ;::; 4-y2 0 

4 l -4 
-3j2 

referred to rp = { 0; ik }. (a) Find the angle and the fixed axis of rotation in rp. What is 
the terminal location and the displacement in rp of the particle P initially at x = 4i -
flj- 3k ft from 0? (b) Find the matrix of the rotator and use it to compute the dis
placement of P. Compare the result with the previous solution. 

3.24. A rigid body is rotated about a line through the point C at ( 1, 3, 5) ft in 
<P = { 0; I d. The rotation tensor in <P is 

l fl/2 fl/4 j6;41 
R = 0 j3;2 - 1/2 . 

- fl/2 fl/4 J614 
Determine the final position in <P of the particle P whose place initially was X= 
fll 1 + (2 }3/3) 12 +21 3 ft. What is the displacement of P? Find the axis and the angle 
of rotation of the body in <P. 

3.25. A rigid body is rotated about a line through the point A at (2, 5, -7) m in 
<P = { F; I d. The rotation matrix in the frame <P' = {A; Id is given by 

R= [~ -v;/2 -v;/21· 
0 -fl/2 fl/2 

(a) What is the final position relative to <P' of the particle P initially at X= 21 1 + 
12 -1 3 min <P? (b) What is the final location of Pin <P? (c) Determine the displacement 
of Preferred to <P'. (d) Find the angle and the axis of rotation referred to <P'. What is 
the axis when referred to <P? 

3.26. The Cartesian coordinates of a point P in rp = { 0; ik} are given as 
(3 j2, -2 j2, 5). Find the coordinates of the same point in rp' = { 0; i~ }, if rp' has the 
orientation relative to rp shown in the figure. 

Problem 3.26. 
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3.27. A change of basis is described by the basis transformation tensor 

Q=i(-e11 +e 22 +2e 33 )--/3e02 ) 

referred to the initial frame 1/1 = { 0; ek }. Is this a proper or an improper orthogonal 
transformation? Find the basis transformation matrix, and sketch the orientation of 
the transformed frame 1/J' = { 0; e~ }. What can be said about the nature of frame 1/J'? 

3.28. The rotator ( 3.83) describes the finite rotation of the satellite tracking 
antenna shown for Example 2.1. Construct the basis transformation matrix for a 
change of frame from cJ> = { F; Ik} into ct>' = { F; I~} produced by a right-hand rotation 
through 45° about the K = K' axis. (a) Use the tensor transformation law to find the 
matrix T' ofT referred to ct>'; and determine from the result the angle and axis of the 
rotation relative to ct>'. Compute det T in cJ> and f/J'. (b) Apply the vector transfor
mation law to the axis in (3.81c), and compare the result with that found previously. 
Do these values agree physically with the description in Fig. 2.5? 

3.29. A hot, rectangular steel ingot must be transported by a machine to a new 
location and orientation. A point on the top of the ingot is located at A = 

(20, 10, 20) ft, and the ingot has its center at C = (20, 10, 10) ft in its initial con
figuration relative to a fixed reference frame ct>. In its final position the center is at 
0' = (40, 30, 30) ft and the ingot has experienced a right-hand rotation of 90° about i 1 

followed by a similar rotation of 180° about i 3 of the parallel spatial frame q> = 
{ 0'; ik }. Find the equivalent Euler rotation of the ingot. What is the total displacement 
in f/J of the point A? 

3.30. Show that the relation (3.132) for a simple rotation is equivalent to (2.7). 
Begin with ( 3.132) and derive by vector methods the finite displacement equation 

d(P) =sin 1/J ax~+ ( 1- cos 1/J )ax (ax~), 

in which ~ is the position vector of P from an arbitrary point on the axis of rotation. 

3.31. Compute the angle and the axis of the simple rotation of the guide pin P 
whose initial and final position vectors x and x are given in Example 3.5. How do 
these values compare with those found in the example for the Euler rotation about the 
fixed line? 

3.32. A rigid body is rotated through 45u about a fixed line x = 2y = 3z in the 
right-hand sense of increasing values of the coordinates along the line. Determine the 
displacement of the particle Pat the place ( -1, 2, 0) min q> = { 0; id. Find the simple 
rotation that yields the same displacement of P. Explain the unusual nature of the 
result. 

3.33. A rigid body particle B, which initially is at the place ( 1, 2, 3) ft in cp = 

{ F; Ik }, moves to (3, 2, 1) ft at 0' in ct>. The body also performs rotations about 0' that 
are equivalent to 

R= [ ~ ~ -~]. 
-1 0 0 

The initial location of another particle P is ( 4, 5, 6) ft in f/J. Determine the final 
position of P relative to the parallel spatial frame cp = { 0'; ik} and relative to ct>. What 
is the projection on the axis of rotation of the resultant displacement of a body point Q 
whose initial place in f/J is (2, 4, 6) ft? What is it for P? 
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3.34. An equilateral triangular box of side 3 ft and depth 1 ft has the initial orien
tation shown at A. The box is displaced to the configuration B such that the face OPQ, 
initially in the xy plane of cp = { 0; i,}, is parallel to the yz plane of cp at B. (a) Find the 
equivalent Euler rotation of the box. (b) What are the displacement and terminal 
position vector in ifJ = { F; I,} of the point Q? (c) Determine the position vector of P at 
B in cp; and find the displacement of P in f!J. 

I, 
i_l 

oiO.l,]_l __ ;, 
1 ' i ' l 

i, 
I, 

Problem 3.34. 

3.35. An envelope must be transported to a new location and orientation suitable 
for zip code reading in a mail sorting machine. The center 0 of the envelope, initially 
at B = 31 + 5J + 8K em, is moved to 8 = 81 + I OJ+ 13K em in the machine frame ifJ = 
{ F; lk }, and the envelope has undergone right-hand rotations of 45° about the i 2 axis 
followed by 90° about the i3 axis of the spatial frame cp = { 0; ik} parallel to f!J. The 
design of a suction device to move the envelope requires that the equivalent angle and 
axis of rotation through 0 be provided. Determine the data required, and furnish the 
final location and total displacement in ifJ of the point P which was at the place X= 
31 + 5J + 13K em initially. 

3.36. Recall the rotator properties ( 3.124 ). Prove that for an arbitrary 
unconstrained displacement of a rigid body in space, there exists, in general, no point 
whose displacement may be zero. See also the next problem. 

3.37. In every plane displacement of a rigid body there is always one and only one 
point whose displacement is zero. This point is the unique center of rotation for the 
plane displacement of the entire body. Thus, consider the right triangle whose base is 
one-half of the displacement vector b of any assigned base point 0, and whose 
hypotenuse is the position vector r of the center of rotation 0* from 0, as shown. The 
angle, of course, is one-half of the angle 0 of the rotation of the body about the axis a 
normal to the displacement plane, and b ·a= 0. Apply this geometry to prove by a vec
tor algebraic construction that the unique location of the center of rotation in the 
plane displacement is given by 

I [b sin IJ bl 
r = 2 + I - cos IJ a x · 

Problem 3.37. 
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3.38. The rectangular plate shown in the figure undergoes a right-hand rotation of 
45° about a normal axis through A, followed by a reversed rotation about a parallel 
line through D. Determine the parallel translation by which the same resultant dis
placement may be effected. Verify the result graphically. 

Problem 3.38. 

3.39. The plate shown in its initial configuration in the previous problem 
undergoes a displacement such that the final position of A in ([J = { F; Ik} is 
(3, -2, 0) ft, and it also suffers a right-hand rotation of 30° about an axis through A 
normal to its plane. Compute the location of the center ofrotation. Verify the result by 
a graphical construction. 

3.40. A bottling machine is to be designed to operate continuously as follows. 
Two empty bottles are received by a carrier at A shown in the diagram. The filling 
operation is to begin after the carrier has turned 90° counterclockwise to the position 
at B = ( 4, -2, 0) ft in ([J = {A; Ik}. The capping operation starts at C where the carrier 
has been rotated an additional 90°, and the bottles subsequently are removed from the 
machine when the carrier is at D and rotated 90° more. The design is to be based upon 
a single continuous circular motion of the carrier. Compute the location of the center 
0 of rotation, and thus determine the radius r of the carrier table. Find the locations C 
and D of the carrier for the capping operation and the removal of the bottles from the 
machine. Show in a carefully drawn sketch how this information may be obtained 
graphically. 

Problem 3.40. 

Empty 
Bottles 

Bottle 
Removal 

r~o-~,~~~00 
LL, .1( 

Carrier 
1 ~f!!JJ 

--fi 
Filling 
Operation 

3.41. Let the rotation matrix be defined by the transpose of the matrix given in 
Example 3.13, while all else remains the same. Rework the example, and describe the 
screw displacement. What differences do you find? Is this displacement the same as a 
reversed screw? 

3.42. Rework the Example 3.13 with the point at (3, -2, -4) em as the base 
point 0, while all else remains the same. Are the results the same? Find the position 
vector of the new center of rotation from the center of rotation 0* found in the 
example. 
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3.43. Reduce the displacement described in Problem 3.33 to a screw displacement. 
With B as the base point, determine the center of rotation and the pitch of the screw. 
Find the screw translation and its magnitude. What is the axis and the rotation of the 
screw? Solve this problem two ways: (i) by application of the linear system (3.141b), 
and (ii) by use of (3.146). 

3.44. Repeat the work in the previous problem with the particle Q as the base 
point. What differences do you observe? 

3.45. A rectangular container, initially situated with its center Cat (1, 2, 3) ft in 
the fixed frame lP = { F; Ik }, as shown, is to be transported in a packing machine to a 
new configuration determined as follows. The center C must be moved to (3, 4, 5) ft in 
l/J; and in its final configuration, the container must be rotated about a fixed axis 
through C. The rotation is equivalent to consecutive right-hand rotations of 90° about 
each of the i 2 and the i 3 axes of the spatial frame (/) = { C; ik }, in their turn. Determine 
the angle and axis of the equivalent rotation required, and find the displacement of a 
point T whose initial location at the top of the container was (1, 2, 4) ft in l/J. Locate 
the center of rotation of the equivalent screw displacement with respect to C, and 
characterize the screw. 

t, Problem 3.45. 

3.46. A point A of a rigid body moves from its initial place at the origin to the 
place (1,2,3)m in frame lP={F;Id. Another particle Pis initially at the place 
(1, 4, 6) m in l/J. Concurrently, the body executes certain rotations relative to lP that 
are equivalent to 

1 
R=-

3 [-~ ~ ~l-
-1 -2 2 

Find the equivalent screw displacement, i.e., find the screw axis and angle of rotation, 
the magnitude of the screw translation, the pitch of the screw, and the location in lP of 
the center of rotation with respect to A. What is the terminal location of P in l/J? 

3.47. A rigid body executes three successive right-hand turns about the ik axes of 
the spatial frame cp = { 0; ik}. The first rotation is 45° about i, the second is 90° about 
j, and the last is 180° about k. Construct the three rotation matrices in frame cp, and 
find the equivalent Euler rotation. Check your result by geometrical construction of 
the basis transformation matrix relating the imbedded body frame cp' to cp. 

3.48. Determine by matrix multiplication the resultant Euler rotation equivalent 
to consecutive 90° right-hand rotations of a rigid body about the i and k axes of the 
spatial frame cp = { 0; i1 }. Find the Euler axis and angle of rotation. Apply the same 
rotations in reverse order, and repeat the previous part. Are the results the same? 
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3.49. A rigid body undergoes three consecutive proper rotations about axes of the 
body frame cp' = { 0; ek}, which initially is coincident with the spatial frame cp = 
{ 0; ed, such that R 1: ek ___. ei, R2 : el--> e~. and R3 : e~-+ e;; = e~. where ez, n = 1, 2, 3, 
denotes the successive body bases. Find the resultant rotation matrix referred to tlie 
body frame cp' in its terminal configuration in cp. Retain the usual definition of the 
basis transformation matrix. 

3.50. The three rotations of the body about successive positions of the body axes 
as described in the previous problem are given as follows: R 1 is 30° about e~, which 
initially is coincident with e1 ; R2 is 90° about thee~ body axis in its new orientation in 
cp; and R3 is 90° about the e~ body axis in its new orientation resulting from all earlier 
rotations of the body in cp. What are the resultant angle and axis of rotation of the 
body referred to the body frame cp'? Check your result by constructing the resultant 
basis transformation matrix relating cp' to cp. 

3.51. A rigid body executes three consecutive proper rotations of 900 about each 
of the three axes of the spatial frame cp= {F;iP}, each in its turn. Determine the 
resultant rotation by two methods: (a) Construct a diagram relating the initial and 
final orientations of the body frame, and find the basis transformation A*: iP --. i~. 
(b) Construct the rotation matrices R 1 , R2 , and R 3 with respect to cp, and find the 
resultant rotation matrix R* in cp. Are the results from (a) and (b) the same? Compute 
the resultant angle and axis of the rotation; and draw a sketch showing cp, cp', (}*, 
and a*. 

3.52. Repeat the previous problem for consecutive 90° proper rotations about the 
axes of the body frame cp' = { F; i~}, each in its turn. The matrices in part (b) should be 
referred to cp'. Are the results the same as those found in the last problem? (See 
Problem 3.49.) 

3.53. A rigid body suffers three successive proper rotations as follows: (i) 45° 
about the i 1 axis of the spatial frame cp = { F; iP} followed by (ii) a 45o turn about the i~ 
axis of the body frame cp' = { F; ij} in its new position, and (iii) a 90° rotation about 
the i 3 axis of cp. Find the resultant Euler rotation with respect to cp. 

3.54. The solar panel of a spacecraft suffers two rotations about axes ak in the 
spatial frame cp = { 0; ed, as indicated. The first rotation is 90° about the panel axis 
a 1 , and the second is a 180° turn of the satellite about the axis a 2 . Both axes are in the 
23-plane. Describe the resultant rotation of the panel in cp; and find the final orien
tation in cp of the body frame cp' = { 0; e~ }, which initially was coincident with cp. 
Sketch the final orientation of cp' in cp. ., 

Problem 3.54. ., 
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3.55. The attitude of a spacecraft is adjusted by consecutive rotations produced by 
jet thrust nozzles. The first rotation is through a right angle about the axis a 1 in the 
vertical plane of a reference frame cp = { 0; ik} oriented with respect to the earth; and 
the next rotation is through a straight angle about the axis a 2 in the horizontal plane 
of frame cp, as illustrated. Find the resultant axis and angle of rotation of the 
spacecraft. 

Problem 3.55. 

3.56. Three consecutive, right-hand rotations about the ik axes of a fixed spatial 
frame cp = { F; ik} are required to bring a rigid body into its final orientation in cp. The 
body is held rigidly by a robotic device that controls its rotation. The first rotation is 
through an angle t/J about i3 ; the second is through an angle () about i 1 ; and the third 
is through an angle t/J abouti 2 . (a) Find the resultant rotation matrix. (b)lft/J=45°, 
() = 30°, and t/J = 60°, determine the angle of the Euler rotation and the direction angles 
of the resultant axis in cp. Illustrate the results in a sketch. 

3.57. The machine that controls the robot in the previous problem executes a 
further reversed resultant rotation of the rigid body/robot assembly about an axis 
through the particle Pat x(P) = i2 + 2i 3 units in cp. Find the magnitude and the direc
tion in cp of the displacement of P, and describe the displacement of the body. Sketch 
the results. 

3.58. Apply (3.152) in the spatial frame cp to derive the matrices Rk for the three 
consecutive rotations through the Euler angles {t/J, (), t/1} about axes ak= {k, il, k'}, as 
described in the text, all referred to cp. Show that the resultant rotation determined by 
(3.147b) is given by the matrix product R* = R 3 R 2 R 1 with respect to cp; and show that 
the product yields the result (3.155) derived differently in the text. It may be helpful to 
notice from (3.147a). that each new axis of rotation may be computed from its former 
direction by multiplication of the rotation; hence, ij=R 1 i yields ij in cp, for example. 

3.59. Review the theory of finite rigid body displacements by completing your 
part in the following dialogue. 

A Dialogue Concerning the Kinematics of a Rigid Body. 

A certain machine must be designed to transport sealed rectangular boxes from 
one conveyor belt to another at the rate of 20 boxes per minute. You have obser
ved that in accordance with certain design specifications the change of location 
may be accomplished in several simple steps; and with the aid of the diagram 
shown below, you begin to explain the procedure to your supervisor, who fre-
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quently interrupts your explanation for more information. Your conversation 
begins. 
You: Let's start with a reference frame cp = { F; ik} fixed in space, and call this 
the spatial frame. And let's take another frame cp' = { 0; ik-} imbedded in the box 
with the origin 0 at its centroid and initially coincident with the spatial frame 
at F. We'll call it the body frame. The displacement described in the specs can be 
accomplished like this: first rotate the box 90° counterclockwise about the i 2 axis 
of cp, then 90° about the i 3 direction in the same way. Now translate the box a 
suitable unit distance along the i 1 axis, and, finally, move it the same distance 
along the i 3 direction. This brings the box to the desired location. 
Boss: Is it possible, since the angles are the same, to do the rotations in reverse 
order and have the same result? 

You: 

Boss: Really? Why does that happen? 

You: 
Boss: Of course! I should have remembered that. Can you show me how you 

(*) might replace these two rotations by a single rotation about 0? I'd like to know 
the equivalent angle and axis required. 

You: Sure; that's not hard. We can use the resultant rotation tensor R* to 
calculate the rotation angle from the relation . Then the axis is 
obtained from the formula . Actually, the total displacement is 
related to the rotation tensor through the rotator equation 

T*=S*sinO*+(l-cosO*)(a*®a*-1) 

(**) where 0* is the equivalent.... 

Boss: Whoa! Let's put on the brakes so I can catch up. I got lost in the stars. 
I'm familiar with vectors and matrices, and I know a little about tensors; but I've 
never seen these tensor formulas before. Outline for me how you get this stuff 
and explain your notation so I can get a general picture of what this is all about. 
Start with your ... ah ... ah ... rotator. 
You: 

Boss: That's much clearer! I notice that the equation you got a moment ago for 
the particle displacement enables us to write your T as a vector operator: 

T=sinOax[ ]+(1-cosO)ax(ax[ ]). 

It occurred to me that this might be useful. 
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You: Well, yeah, but this is really the same tensor thing I wrote down before. 
You're right about its utility though; from your form ofT we can see straight off 
that Ta = 0, for example. 
Boss: Sure; that's what prompted my remark. But what does it mean, you 
know ... physically? And how does R get into the picture? And what about those 
stars? And .... 

You: Talk about brakes! Let's back up to T. Physically, the equation says that 

Boss: OK. That makes sense. But now I'm wondering about your choice of 
origin on the axis of rotation. Intuitively, I'd say it doesn't matter. But can you 
show me that the displacement due to a rotation about the fixed axis doesn't 
depend on your choice of reference point on it? It just seems so obvious. 
You: It really is. You can see it from _____ _ 

Boss: Well, this is all very interesting; but we seem to have drifted from our 
main problem. When I interrupted before (see ** above), you were telling me 
that you needed something more than T* to get the answer. And you still 
haven't explained the stars. 

You: The stars only serve to distinguish the resultant rotation terms from the 
others. And it's T* that we want to find; but, so far, we haven't related it to the 
data based on the design specs. To do this, we need to relate the different frames. 
Boss: The different frames? 
You: Yeah. You'll remember that we started out with two reference frames; one 
fixed in space, the other fixed in the body. We haven't used these before. The dis
placements I described at the beginning were with respect to the spatial frame. 
Notice that after a displacement of the body, a particle has a new spatial 
location, but its location with respect to the body frame is unchanged. We can 
use this simple fact to relate a rigid body rotation about a point to the rotator 
for the fixed axis that we discussed before. 
Boss: I vaguely recall my old math prof, Dr. Whitmore, a tiny fellow who the 
students dubbed Wee Willy Whitmore, mentioned this in connection with an 
important theorem due to ... ah ... ah ... It's on the tip of my tongue----oh, what is his 
name? He was a prolific, 18th century mathematician that Wee Willy just loved 
to talk about. 
You: You probably mean _____ _ 

Boss: That's it! He corresponded with another guy named Bernoulli about 
bending of slender beams, and in the process of studying this problem developed 
special topics in applied mathematics; and he created some fundamental prin
ciples of mechanics of solids and fluids. In fact, he developed a great deal of the 
stuff that engineers use today. I guess I'm beginning to sound like his press agent 
Willy. Anyway, I don't remember his theorem on rigid rotations, so perhaps you 
could refresh my memory. 
You: 
Boss: That really is a remarkable result. But I still don't see its specific practical 
value here. 
You: Let me show you the proof, then I'm sure you'll see how this theorem leads 
to information relating the rotation tensor R* to our problem data. 
Boss: OK. But just sketch the major ideas. I'm anxious to get the answer to our 
problem before going to the management meeting this morning. 
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You: 
Boss: You were right. Now that we have this result, I do see the connection 
between the resultant angle and axis of rotation and the other matrices you've 
described. How did you know that the trace of neither the rotator nor the 
rotation tensor depends on your choice of reference frame? 

You: 
Boss: I'm convinced. Let's put this to work to get the answer to our problem 
(see * above). 
You: I'll compute the resultant rotation you asked about earlier. I can now 
relate the two frames to find ; and then use the formulas 
______ , which I wrote down before, to get the equivalent axis and 
angle you wanted: _____ _ 

Boss: That was slick. Of course, you realize that you haven't accounted for the 
unit translations. 
You: That's the easiest part. From that important rotation theorem I proved 
before, we know that the most general displacement of a rigid body is equivalent 
to . So, on this basis, I can give you the total displacement of 
any point of the body. 

Boss: Then show me the general result; and afterwards demonstrate it for the 
centroid and the point A indicated in your sketch. 

You: 
Boss: I'm impressed with your thorough understanding of finite rigid body dis
placements. I haven't looked at this stuff for years. Your tensor algebraic 
methods actually are easier to follow than the longhand algebraic and 
geometrical proofs that Wee Willy was so fond of, so this has been an enlighten
ing review for me. I can see from your analysis how the displacements of all 
points of the body can be easily found. You have a good start on this problem. 

You: Start? 

Boss: Yes. I'd like you to consider the possibility of producing the same dis
placement of the body by other means that might allow the design group to 
come up with the simplest possible mechanism for our purpose. For the design 
specs you used, what would be the simplest possible translation and rotation 
that could be applied? And how would it be executed? 

I've got to leave for the management meeting; but if you need a few ideas to 
clarify this, you might consult Mr. Chasles, who I understand has had con
siderable experience with problems of this type. You might also look into the 
possible velocities and accelerations that may be involved. As you know, the 
device must handle 20 boxes per minute; but the design group would like us to 
look at the possibility of improving the rate for other potential applications. I'll 
check back with you later. You're doing a good job. 

You: 
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Motion Referred to a Moving 
Reference Frame and 
Relative Motion 

4.1. Introduction 

Thus far in our studies, the motion of a material point has been referred 
mainly to an assigned reference frame that often we thought of as being "fixed 
in space." We have seen, however, that it is sometimes more convenient to 
refer the motion to a reference frame which itself is in arbitrary motion 
relative to some (possibly moving) assigned frame. To trace the motion of a 
long-range ballistic missile or space rocket, for example, it is essential that the 
motion of the earth be taken into account. In such cases it becomes necessary 
to refer the body's motion to a moving reference system imbedded in the 
earth; and, in this instance, a reference frame fixed in the distant "fixed stars" 
may be chosen as a suitable assigned reference frame with respect to which the 
earth's motion is known. 

Sometimes several reference frames in motion one relative to the other 
are encountered in a problem. The motion of a maneuverable target object in 
retreat from a pursuing rocket fired from an aircraft clearly is perceived dif
ferently by the pilot in the aircraft reference frame and by the rocket guidance 
control system in the rocket reference frame. In this instance, the motion of 
the target object is referred to two frames, and it would be of interest to know 
how the target's motions as seen by the two "observers" are related. 

It is an easy geometrical problem to refer a vector, such as velocity or 
acceleration, to any desired frame, since this means only that the vector is 
represented in terms of the basis that defines the frame. This was 
demonstrated earlier in the easy Example 3. 7 and in the Example 2.10 in 

229 
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which the velocity was referred to an imbedded reference frame. The intrinsic 
representation of a motion, studied in Chapter 1, is another case where the 
velocity and acceleration of a particle were referred to a moving frame. In 
general, if any vector associated with the motion of a particle is known in one 
reference frame, then we may determine by orthogonal projections its com
ponents along lines parallel to the basis of any frame that bears a known 
orientation with the assigned one, whether the frames are moving or not. This 
kind of construction may be used to relate the motion of a material point as 
seen by two observers associated with these frames; and this procedure also 
will enable us to determine the influence of the motion of the reference frame 
on the motion of a particle apparent to a moving observer. In addition, we 
shall learn the extent of the error committed when the effect of the motion of a 
moving frame, such as the earth, is ignored. 

Equations relating the angular velocities and angular accelerations of 
several reference bodies will be derived in this chapter. Generalized formulas 
that relate the velocities and accelerations of a particle in two reference 
systems will be constructed and applied to a variety of problems. These 
general equations will include most of our earlier results. Some useful exam
ples of motion referred to special moving frames that are convenient for 
problems where cylindrical or spherical coordinates are appropriate also will 
be developed. Special topics that use matrix and tensor methods described in 
Chapter 3 will be presented at the end. But, first, we must learn how to com
pute the rate of change of a vector which is referred to a moving frame. Let us 
begin with an example. 

k=K 

Frame <P, = (Q;i' .) 
Fixed in the Gear 

Figure 4.1. A motion x(P, t) of a gear particle Preferred to the moving frames l{J 1 and lp 2 , and to 
the fixed ground frame lfJo-
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4.2. An Introductory Example 

A particular reference frame usually is chosen to simplify the form or the 
derivation of equations and to ease calculations. A vector v, for example, may 
be a constant vector in one reference frame, and a function of one or more 
variables in another. Therefore, the derivatives of the same vector referred to 
different reference frames will be different. This will be illustrated in the 
following example. 

The Fig. 4.1 of the motor on a rotating table shows three reference 
frames: the frame fPo = { F; Ik} is fixed in the ground E; frame fP 1 = { F; ik} is 
in the table T; and frame qJ 2 = { 0; i~} is imbedded in the gear G of radius r. A 
point P on the rim of G has a position vector x from its center. Of course, in 
each of these frames the same vector x has a unique representation x = xkek in 
which the scalar components xk describe the behavior of x when referred to 
the reference frame with basis vectors ek. But in another frame, i.e., when x is 
referred to a different basis, the components will be different. In the present 
case, it is easily seen from the geometry in Fig. 4.1 that 

x = rk' is a constant vector in qJ 2 ; 

x = r(sin (} i +cos(} k) = x((J) in qJ 1 ; 

x = r sin (}(cos 1{1 I+ sin 1{1 J) + r cos(} K = x((J, 1{1) in fPo· 

(4.1a) 

(4.lb) 

( 4.lc) 

We thus see that the position vector x is a function of 1{1 and (} in qJ 0 ; it 
depends on (} in frame qJ 1 ; and in qJ 2 , it is a constant vector. 

It follows from ( 4.1) that the rate of change of x with respect to (} is given 
by lOin fP2; 

:: = r( cos (} i - sin (} k) in qJ 1 ; 

r cos (}(cos 1{1 I+ sin 1{1 J)- r sin(} Kin qJ 0 ; (4.2) 

and its change with respect to 1{1 is 

ox 0. I 0 in qJ 2 ; 

ol{l = m fPI; 
r sin(}( -sin 1{1 I +cos 1{1 J) in fPo· (4.3) 

Thus, assuming that the time t is the same for all observers, with the use of 
( 4.2) and ( 4.3) in which (} = (}( t) and 1{1 = 1{1( t ), we obtain the following time 
rates of change of x in the frames indicated: 

dx o· -= tn m 2 dt .., ' (4.4a) 
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dx ax . " 
dt = 08 8 = ro( COS 0 j- sin 8 k) in (/)I, ( 4.4b) 

dx ax . ox . . . 
dt = ae 8 + cl/fl/l = r8 cos 8( cos 1/1 I + sin 1/J J) - r8 sin 8 K 

+ r~ sin 8(- sin 1/1 I +cos 1/1 J) in <p 0 . ( 4.4c) 

Notice that the constant vector k' seen by an observer fixed in the gear 
frame <p 2 is perceived as a time-varying vector 

k'(t) =sin O(t) i +cos B(t) k (4.5) 

by an observer in the table frame <p 1 , because the angle 8 = 0( t) that k' makes 
with directions i and k fixed in frame <p 1 changes with time. Consequently, 
dk'jdt=O for the observer in <p 2 , whereas for the observer in <p 1 

dk'(r) a e· . k --;J{ = u(COS I- Sill 8 ), (4.6) 

in which 8 is the angular speed of the gear relative to the table. We thus see 
that (4.4b) also may be derived from (4.la) directly. The reader may show 
that the last of (4.4) may be obtained in a similar manner from (4.1b). It will 
be seen that the time derivatives of i(t) and k(t) will involve the angular speed 
of the table relative to the ground. The general manner in which the angular 
velocity of a moving reference frame affects the time derivative of any vector 
referred to that frame will be studied in the next section. 

The increasing complexity of the expressions in ( 4.1 )-( 4.4) underscores 
the simplicity which seems to be achieved when the position vector for the 
motion is referred to a moving reference frame, the simplest relations being 
those obtained for the frame <p 2 imbedded in the gear. We shall see more of 
this as we move ahead. Of course, the three time derivatives ( 4.4) of the same 
vector referred to different frames have distinct meanings, and for this reason 
it is useful to introduce special notations for clarity. This will be done in the 
next section, where we shall derive the simple, general formula for the 
derivative of any vector referred to a moving frame. 

4.3. Derivative of a Vector Referred to a 
Moving Reference Frame 

Any reference frame having a motion relative to a preferred, assigned 
frame is called a moving frame. Thus, in this sense, the preferred frame often is 
thought of as being fixed in space. However, it is not necessary to impose the 
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Figure 4.2. A vector U (t) referred to a preferred and to a moving frame. 
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condition that the preferred frame be at absolute rest in space. In fact, the 
term "absolute rest" is without meaning in our universe; so let us agree that 
the term "absolute" is to be applied only in reference to quantities referred to the 

preferred frame, whether it be fixed in ~pace or not. The terms "preferred" and 
"moving" will be used only in the simple relative sense described above; and, 
whenever it may be convenient, we may reverse our choice of labels for the 
two frames and achieve parallel results. We shall assume that all observers 
employ the same time reference, i.e., all observers use the same standard clock. 

Let the preferred frame be denoted by <P = { F; Ik} and the moving frame 
by cp = { 0; ik}. Suppose that the frame cp has angular velocity rof relative to 
the frame <P and translational velocity v0 , as shown in Fig. 4.2. Let U(t) be 

any vector-valued function of the time t. The scalar components of U(t) are 
Uk(t) when referred to the preferred frame <P and uk(t) when referred to the 

moving frame cp at timet. Thus,* U(t)= Uk(t)Ik is the representation at time 
t of the vector U(t) as seen by the observer F fixed in frame <P and referred to 
that frame, whereas the relation U(t) = uk(t) ik(t) is the representation of U(t) 
as seen by the same observer F but referred to the moving frame. Of course, 
the basis vectors ik have always the direction of the moving coordinate axes, 
so that apparent to an observer 0 in frame cp, the vector U(t) at time t has 
the same representation U = uk(t) ik; however, as indicated, the moving obser
ver perceives no change in ik with time t. Consequently, the rate of change of 
U(t) will appear diffetently to the two observers. At time t +At, the preferred 
observer F sees a change in uk(t) and a change in ik(t), but only the change in 
uk(t) is apparent to the moving observer at 0 in cp. We wish to relate the rates 
of change of the vector U(t) as seen by these two observers. 

Consider the vector U{t) = uk(t) ik(t) as seen by the preferred observer F 

*The summation rule introduced in Section 3.2.1 is used here. 
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and referred to the moving basis ik(t). Evidently, the rate of change of U(t) in 
<P when referred to the moving frame is then given by 

(4.7) 

To determine dik(t)/dt, we recall that ik(t) is a unit vector along the kth axis 
of the moving frame. Since the moving frame is rigid, we can treat the end 
point Q of the vector ik(t) as a point of a rigid body, as shown in Fig. 4.3. 
Then the velocity of Q relative to 0 in the frame <Pis given by (2.29), in which 
we put x(t) = ik(t); hence, 

(4.8) 

Upon substituting ( 4.8) into ( 4. 7 ), we get in <P 

(4.9) 

Finally, let us introduce a special partial differentiation symbol fJjtJt defined by 

fJU(t) = duk(t). ( ) 
tJt - dt lk t . (4.10) 

That is, fJV(t)jtJt is the rate of change of the vector U(t) as though the basis 
vectors ik(t) were fixed. Therefore, it represents the rate of change of U(t) 
apparent to an observer 0 in frame cp at timet. Putting (4.10) into (4.9) and 
writing V(t) = dU(t)/dt, we see that the total (or absolute) time rate of change 
of the vector U(t) as seen by the preferred observer, but referred to the moving 
frame, is given by 

( 4.11) 

Figure 4.3. Schema for the calculation of 
dik(t)fdt in frame 4>. 
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We note that when the vector U(t) is fixed in the moving frame, the 
moving observer perceives no change in U(t); hence, bU/bt=O and 

U(t) = ffif(t) X U(t). ( 4.12) 

This result extends ( 4.8) to any vector fixed in the moving frame. 
The vector bU(t)/M, the time rate of change of U(t) in cp, is called the 

apparent time rate of change of U(t); and ffir xU, which is due to the relative 
rotation of the moving frame, is called the convective time rate of change of 
U(t). Notice that the translational velocity of frame cp has no influence on the 
rate of change of U(t), for if there were no rotation of the moving frame, the 
basis vectors ik would have constant directions in frame f/J; therefore, they 
would be the same for both observers. We may thus summarize the result 
( 4.11 ) as follows: The absolute time rate of change dU ( t )/ dt of a vector U ( t) in 
the preferred frame is equal to the sum of the apparent time rate of change 
bU(t)/bt in the moving frame and the convective time rate of change ffif x U(t). 

The formula (4.11) applies to any vector U(t) that is referred to a moving 
reference frame having angular velocity ffif; consequently, we see that the dif
ferential operator d/dt when operating on any vector referred to a moving 
frame must be replaced by the following linear differential vector operator: 

(4.13) 

The following important relation derives at once from (4.11) or (4.13): 

( 4.14) 

That is, the absolute and apparent time rates of change of the angular velocity 
ffif of the moving frame are the same. This means only that if first we write ffif 
in the frame f/J, differentiate the result keeping the directions Ik fixed, and 
afterwards change the basis from Ik to ik> the derivative dffif/dt would be the 
same as the result bffir/bt obtained by first referring the vector ffif to the 
moving frame directions ik, and then differentiating ffif while keeping the basis 
vectors ik fixed. 

The fundamental equation (4.11) will be applied in three examples that 
follow. In the first two examples, the time derivative of the angular velocity of 
the arm of a robotic device and of the position vector of a point on the arm, 
both referred to a moving reference frame, will be determined. Time 
derivatives of the same vectors referred to a fixed reference frame also will be 
computed for comparison. The third example concerns evaluation of the first 
and second time derivatives of an angular velocity vector for a gear driven by 
a motor on a rotating platform. These examples will demonstrate the sim
plicity achieved by use of the basic relation ( 4.11 ); and they will prepare the 
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way for the future derivation of generalized equations for the total angular 
acceleration of one of several connected rigid bodies, and for the velocity and 
acceleration of a particle viewed from two reference frames in relative motion. 

Example 4.1. At the instant t0 , the telescopic arm OA of a robot shown 
in Fig. 4.4 is being lowered with an angular speed f)= 0.2 rad/sec, which is 
increasing at the rate of 0.3 radfsec each second, relative to the swivel yoke. 
The yoke has a constant angular speed ci = 0.5 radfsec about a fixed vertical 
axis K in a frame tP = { 0; lk} fixed in the machine foundation. Let ro2 denote 
the angular velocity of the arm relative to the yoke, whose angular velocity 
relative to the machine is denoted by ro 1 , as indicated in Fig. 4.4. Find the 
time rate of change in tP of the vector ro 2 referred to a reference frame 
q> = { 0; ik} imbedded in the yoke so that k = K. 

Solution. It is evident from Fig. 4.4 that the angular velocity m2 relative 
to the yoke frame q> has a simple representation when referred to q>. But this 
frame is moving with angular velocity ro 1 = 0.5k radjsec relative to the 
machine frame tP. Thus, the time derivative in tP of the vector ro 2 , which is 
referred to a frame moving with angular velocity 

ror = m1 = cik = 0.5k rad/sec 

relative to tP, may be determined easily by ( 4.11 ): 

( 4.15a) 

(4.15b) 

in which the definition of the b-derivative in (4.10) is to be recalled. At the 
moment of interest, the angular velocity and the angular acceleration of OA 
relative to q> are, respectively, 

m2 = f)j = 0.2j radfsec, b:r 2 = /1j = 0.3j rad/sec 2 ( 4.15c) 

Figure 4.4. A robotistic device with an angular 
velocity ro2 referred to a rotating frame ((! fixed 
in the supporting yoke. 
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referred to cp. Hence, with (4.15a) and the first equation in (4.15c), we have 

rof x ro 2 = 0.5k x 0.2j = -0.1 i rad/sec2. (4.15d) 

Substitution of the second equation in (4.15c) and (4.15d) into (4.15b) gives 
the solution at the instant t0 : 

ffi 2 = 0.3j- O.li radjsec 2• (4.15e) 

This is the time rate of change in the fixed frame rfJ of the angular velocity ro 2 , 

but referred to frame cp, i.e., expressed in terms of the vector basis of the 
moving frame cp. 

This completes the solution of the problem. It may prove helpful, 
however, to examine the familiar method in which we first write ro 2 in the 
basis of the preferred frame rfJ, differentiate the result as usual, and then, by a 
change of basis, transform the derived formula back to cp for comparison with 
(4.15e). 

In this approach, we must first express the basis vectors ik of frame cp in 
terms of the basis vectors Ik of frame rfJ: 

i = cos IX I + sin IX J, j = -sin IX I+ cos IX J, (4.16a) 

In the present case, only the second of ( 4.16a) is needed. Then the first 
equation in ( 4.15c) becomes 

ro 2 = (3 ( - sin ct I + cos IX J ). ( 4.16b) 

This is the angular velocity of the arm OA relative to the yoke, as before, but 
now referred to frame rfJ. Differentiation of ( 4.16b) in frame rfJ yields 

ffi2 = -(/f sin IX+ ri./3 cos IX) I+ (/f cos IX- ri./3 sin IX) J. (4.16c) 

This is the angular acceleration of the arm OA relative to cp but referred to rfJ. 
But the same vector may be referred to any frame whatever. Therefore, 

substitution into ( 4.16c) of the change of basis from I k into ik> which is left for 
the reader, delivers the same physical result as ( 4.16c) but referred to cp again. 
We find 

ffi 2 = -ri./Ji + /fj. (4.16d) 

Indeed, it will be seen that this formula follows more easily from ( 4.15b) upon 
substitution of the first expressions in ( 4.15c) and ( 4.15a ). Naturally, use here 
of the assigned numerical values for ri., (3, and H in ( 4.16d) will yield the same 
instantaneous result ( 4.15e) derived algebraically from ( 4.15b ). D 

In the first solution based upon ( 4.15b ), the usual differentiation 
operations were not needed. In the second approach, however, it was 
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necessary to write ro 2 in terms of the variables a and $ and execute the dif
ferentiation of the vector function ( 4.16b ). Notice further that some messy 
geometry was avoided by use of the fundamental rule ( 4.11 ). It is seen that the 
geometrical considerations and differentiation operations essential in the 
familiar approach are reduced almost entirely to simpler vector algebraic 
operations through use of the general relation (4.11). As a consequence, this 
basic equation may be applied directly in problems where only the instan
taneous values of the various quantities are assigned. The simplicity of the 
general formula (4.16d) referred to the moving frame compared with the 
corresponding relation ( 4.16c) referred to the fixed frame certainly is evident. 

Example 4.2. Let us suppose that during the motion of the robot 
described in the last example, the length of the telescopic arm is a computer
controlled function of time denoted by /(t) in Fig. 4.4. (a) What is the time 
rate of change in q> of the position vector of A referred to the moving yoke 
frame at an arbitrary time? (b) What is its time derivative in 1/J? 

Solution. (a) The position vector of A on the telescopic arm in Fig. 4.4 is 
given in frame q> by 

x(A, t) = /(t)[sin fi(t) i +cos fi(t) k]. (4.17a) 

The time derivative of this vector in the frame q>, in which the basis vectors ik 
are fixed, is determined by use of (4.10); we get 

dx(A, t) I (ix(A, t) (I. . a 111 a). 
d ~ ~ = Sill I' + I' COS I' I 

t '!' ut 

+ (i cos f3 -I$ sin /3) k. (4.17b) 

We shall see later that this is the velocity of A as seen by an observer situated 
in the yoke frame q> and referred to the same frame; it is the velocity of A 
relative to q>. 

(b) The time derivative in 1/J of the position vector in (4.17a), which is a 
vector referred to the moving yoke frame, is determined by use of (4.11 ); we 
have 

dx(A, t) bx(A, t) ) 
dt = (if + rof x x(A, t . (4.17c) 

The first term on the right-hand side is given by ( 4.17b ). The constant angular 
velocity of the moving frame is ror ~ ro 1 = 0.5k rad/sec; thus, with ( 4.17a ), we 
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obtain rof x x = (//2) sin f3 j. Using this result and ( 4.17b) in ( 4.17c ), we find 
the solution 

dx(A, t) 

dt 
(i sin f3 + IP cos /3) i +~sin f3 j 

+ (i cos f3 -IP sin /3) k. (4.17d) 

This is the velocity of A as seen by an observer situated in the machine foun
dation l/J but referred to the moving frame ({J for convenience; it is the 
(absolute) velocity of A relative to 1/J. 

The physical ideas illustrated here will be expanded further on. In 
preparation for our future studies, the student should find it helpful to deter
mine the derivative of ( 4.17b) in the frames ({J and 1/J. D 

Example 4.3. An electric motor M shown in Fig. 4.5 is attached to a 
platform that rotates with a constant angular speed of 10 rev/sec about aver
tical axis. The motor drives a gear G at a constant angular speed 
w 1 = 300 rev /min relative to the platform. (a) Find the time derivative of the 
angular velocity vector ro 1 in the fixed spatial frame 1/J. (b) What is & 1 in 1/J? 
(c) What are these derivatives in the moving frame ({J fixed in the platform? 
Refer all vectors to the frame ({J shown in Fig. 4.5. 

Solution. (a) The moving frame ({J = { 0; ik} is fixed in the platform with j 
directed along the center line of the motor axle. Thus, with modified units and 
referred to the moving frame ((J, rof = 20n:k rad/sec is the constant angular 
velocity of the platform frame ({J relative to 1/J, and ro 1 = lOn:j rad/sec is the 
angular velocity of the gear relative to the platform. It is clear from (4.10) that 
in the rotating ({J-frame broJ!bt=O; and it follows from the general rule (4.11) 
or by (4.12) that 

( 4.18a) 

This is the time derivative of ro 1 in 1/J, but referred to the moving frame. 
Because ro, is a constant vector in ((J, clearly, the change in ro, seen by the 

Figure 4.5. A constant vector ro 1 in the 
rotating platform frame cp has a nonzero 
time derivative in the fixed frame <1> due to 
the rotation of cp relative to <1>. 

k = K 
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observer in C/J is due solely to the change in its direction due to the rotation of 
qJ, which is in the direction of -i indicated in (4.18a). 

(b) To find &1 , we observe from (4.18a) that ro 1 is a constant vector in 
the platform frame q>; and hence bci>J!bt = 0. This is the time derivative of ro 1 

in (/J. Then, with ( 4.11 ), the time derivative of ro I in cp is 

(4.18b) 

Clearly, the corresponding derivative in qJ is b2wdbt 2 = 0. 
(c) Because ro 1 is a constant vector in qJ, ali of its derivatives vanish in 

q>: bnw 1/btn = 0, as we saw above for n = 1, 2. This completes the problem 
solution. 

We have determined in ( 4.18a) the angular acceleration ro 1 in frame C/J 
when the angular velocity vector ro 1 is referred to the reference frame qJ which 
is turning with angular velocity ro1 in C/J. However, as shown in Example 4.1, 
we may obtain the same results by referring ro 1 to the preferred frame C/J. First, 
we must write the moving basis ik in terms of the fixed basis Ik. From the 
geometry of Fig. 4.5, we have 

i = cos 8 I + sin 8 J, j = cos 8 J - sin 8 I, k=K. ( 4.18c) 

Thus, referred to C/J, we have the general formula 

ro 1 = 10nj =JOn( cos 8 J- sin 8 I) rad/sec; ( 4.18d) 

and with e = lrotl = 20n radjsec, we obtain 

ro 1 = -lOnO(sin 8 J +cos 8 I)= -200n2i radjsec2, ( 4.18e) 

in which the change of basis back to qJ is left for the reader. This is the same 
as ( 4.18a ). Construction of ro I is left to the student. This method illustrates 
again that an important advantage of the procedure developed in this chapter 
of referring a vector to a moving frame is that unnecessarily complicated 
geometrical considerations may be avoided, particularly in three-dimensional 
problems, and the calculations are reduced in large measure to easy vector 
algebraic computations. 

4.4. Kinematic Chain Rule for Angular Velocity Vectors 

The foregoing examples show that several angular velocity vectors may 
arise naturally in some problems. In this section, we shall develop a rule for 
their composition. Thus, with this objective in mind, let us write ro 10 for the 
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angular velocity of the frame r:p relative to frame l/J. The subscripts 1 and 0 
denote the frames r:p and l/J, respectively, and ro 10 is read as the angular 
velocity of frame 1 relative to frame 0. Now, as far as the moving observer is 
concerned, frame 1 serves as his preferred frame, while frame 0 seems to be 
moving with angular velocity ro01 . Intuitively, we should expect that these 
simple relative angular velocities are related by co 10 = -ro01 . This will be 
proved below. 

4.4.1. The Simple Relative Angular Velocity Rule 

It proves convenient in the following construction to append to the 
derivatives of U(t) subscripts 1 and 0 to emphasize the frame wherein the rate 
is computed. Moreover, we note that for any frame f the following notations 
are equivalent: 

Dr=~~ = bb~~ ; 
f f 

( 4.19) 

that is, the time rate of change of U in any frame f is always obtained by dif
ferentiation of U in f with the basis vectors in f kept fixed, as emphasized in 
( 4.10 ). This was seen earlier for the derivatives in ( 4.4 ). Equation ( 4.4a ), for 
example, is the derivative of the position vector x in ( 4.1 a) with the basis vec
tors i~ in r:p 2 kept fixed; hence, either of the representations x<P, = dx/dt I'~''= 
bx/bti<P, expresses more precisely the content of (4.4a). The formula (4.4b) is 
the derivative of the same vector referred to r:p 1 in which the basis vectors ik 
are fixed; thus, any one of the forms i<P1 = dx/dt I'~''= bx/bt I <PI identifies better 
the result ( 4.4b) for x given by ( 4.1 b) in frame r:p 1 • And similar notation 
clarifies (4.4c) as the derivative of (4.lc) for x referred to frame r:p 0 wherein the 
basis Ik is fixed. Clearly, then, the three derivatives ( 4.4) have different 
meanings which the special notation defined in (4.19) helps to clarify, 
especially when these different derivatives of the same vector occur in the 
same or related equations. Indeed, with the notation of (4.19), our basic 
relation ( 4.11) may be written as 

(4.20a) 

In words, the (absolute) time derivative of U in frame 0 is equal to the sum of 
the (apparent) time derivative of U in frame 1 and its convective time rate of 
change due to the angular velocity of frame 1 relative to frame 0. 

Because our choice of preferred frame is arbitrary, we may reverse our 
previous choice in (4.11) and thus obtain for the same arbitrary vector U(t) 
the parallel relation 

iJ 1 = iJ 0 + <001 XU. (4.20b) 
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Addition of the last two equations yields 

(4.20c) 

Since U is arbitrary, (4.20c) implies that ffi 10 +ffi01 =0. We thus obtain the 
following simple relative angular velocity rule: 

(l} 10 = -(!}OJ· (4.20d) 

Hence, the angular velocity of frame 1 relative to frame 0 is equal and 
oppositely directed to the angular velocity of frame 0 relative to frame 1. 

4.4.2. The Composition Rule for Several Angular Velocity Vectors 

The special notation introduced above may be easily extended to account 
for any number of moving reference frames; and the set of equations (4.20) 
may be expressed in a more general form. This will be done next; and the 
main result will be used to derive the general composition rule for several 
angular velocity vectors. 

Let us consider n reference frames (/);, i = 1, 2 ... , n, each with angular 
velocity ffi;o relative to a preferred frame t/J = <:p0 ; and, henceforward, let us 
agree for convenience to refer to the frame <:fJk simply as the frame k. Then ffiiJ 

denotes the angular velocity of frame i relative to frame j; and the obvious 
extension of the notation introduced in (4.19) and (4.20) for any vector U 
leads to the general formula* 

( 4.21) 

That is, the time rate of change of a vector U in frame j is equal to its time rate 
of change in frame i plus the convective time rate of change of U due to the 
angular velocity of frame i relative to frame j. 

By changing the frame labels in ( 4.21 ), we may write 

iJ k = (J i + (l}ik Xu= (Jj + (l}jk XU, i, j, k = 0, 1, 2, ... , n. 

Therefore, ( ffi;k- ffiiJ- ffiik) xU= 0 follows upon substitution of ( 4.21) into 
the third term. Because U is arbitrary, this delivers the following general com
position rule for angular velocity vectors: 

i, j, k = 0, 1, 2, ... , n. (4.22) 

Two easy results derive from (4.21) and (4.22). First, it follows easily 
from (4.21) that ffiii=O for all j=O, 1,2, ... ,n. Plainly, the frame j has no 
angular velocity relatwe to itself As a consequence, the replacement of the 
index k by i in ( 4.22) reveals that the angular velocity of frame i relative to 

* The summation rule for repeated indices is suspended for all chain rule relations. 
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frame j is equal to the opposite of the angular velocity of frame j relative to 
frame i: 

(4.23) 

Finally, (4.22) may be used to establish the following kinematic chain rule 
for angular velocity vectors: 

ro,o=ro,,,_l +ron-l,n-2+ ··· +ro21 +ro10. (4.24) 

To derive this useful result, we put j = i- 1, k = 0 in ( 4.22) to obtain the 
relation 

ro,u = 0>;,;- 1 + 0>;-J,O• i= 1, 2, ... , n. (4.25a) 

It thus follows by ( 4.25) that 

ro,o = ro"·" 1 + ro" 1,o; 

O)n-1,0 = ron-l,n- 2 + ro,_ 2,0; 

Upon substituting the second of these into the first, and so on, we reach the 
important result stated in ( 4.24 ). In particular, for the special case n = 3, we 
see in the construction above and from ( 4.24) that 

(4.25b) 

The composition rule ( 4.22) plainly represents the generalized kinematic chain 
rule for angular velocity vectors. Some applications of these important results 
are presented below. 

Example 4.4. Recall the earlier Example 4.3 of a motor-driven gear 
mounted on a rotating platform shown in Fig. 4.5. Therein, the constant 

K 

F 

Frame 0 
(Fixed in the ground) 

Figure 4.6. Application of multiple reference frames to a motor-driven gear mounted on a spin
ning platform. 
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angular velocity of the gear relative to the platform is given as 
ro 1 = 1 Onh rad/sec; and ro1 = 20nk 1 rad/sec is the constant angular velocity of 
the platform relative to the ground. Determine the total angular velocity of 
the gear relative to the ground, but referred to a frame fixed in the platform. 
Label and identify carefully all references frames used. 

Solution. The problem statement suggests that three imbedded reference 
frames are relevant. The frames may be labeled in any convenient manner. We 
shall use the consecutive numerical scheme shown in Fig. 4.6. Thus, 
frame2={G;i 2 ,j 2 ,k 2 } is fixed in the gear G; frame l={O;i 1,j 1,kJ} is 
imbedded in the platform P; and frame 0 = { F; I, J, K} is in the ground F. 

Recalling the assigned data, we identify ro 21 = ro 1 = lOnh rad/sec as the 
constant angular velocity of frame 2 (the gear) relative to frame 1 (the plat
form), and ro 10 = ro1 = 20nk 1 radjsec as the constant angular velocity of 
frame 1 relative to frame 0 (the ground). We note also that j2 = j 1 • Therefore, 
the total angular velocity of the gear frame 2 relative to the ground frame 0, 
but referred to the platform frame 1, is given by the kinematic chain rule 
( 4.24) for the case n = 2: 

(4.26a) 

The choice of labels to be assigned to the various frames is unimportant; 
but their use must be consistent with the composition rules derived above. In 
the present problem, for example, the gear frame may be labeled as frame 5, 
and the platform frame as frame 3. Then if the ground frame is identified as 
frame 4, the total angular velocity of frame 5 relative to frame 4, but referred 
to the platform frame 3, is given by suitable usc of the general kinematic chain 
rule (4.22): 

ro 54 = ro 53 + ro 34 = I Onj 1 + 20nk 1 radjsec, ( 4.26b) 

wherein we have identified ro 53 = ro 1 as the angular velocity of the gear 
frame 5 relative to the platform frame 3 and ro 34 = ro1 as the angular velocity 
of the platform frame 3 relative to the ground frame 4. Of course, the result 
agrees with ( 4.26a ). 

Sometimes the use of letters for the subscripts in the chain rule ( 4.22) or 
( 4.24) is helpful. For example, the angular velocity of the gear G relative to 
the ground F may be written as 

(4.26c) 

where rocp denotes the angular velocity of the gear G relative to the platform 
P and ro PF is the angular velocity of the platform P relative to the ground F. 

Any one of the foregoing frame labeling schemes may be used. However, 
use of consecutive numerical labels that reflect the chain of angular velocities 
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involved in the problem usually is more convenient, especially for the com
putation of the total angular acceleration studied later. In any case, care must 
be exercised to name and identify the various frames or the bodies in which the 
frames are imbedded. D 

Example 4.5. Recall the data for the moment of interest t 0 described in 
Example 4.1, and suppose further that the claw attached to the telescopic arm 
of the robot turns about the arm axis with an angular velocity 
co 3 = 0.1 y rad/sec relative to the arm, as indicated. The data are shown in 
Fig. 4.7, in which four appropriate reference frames also are defined. Find for 
the instant t0 the total angular velocity of the claw in the machine frame 0, 
but referred to frame 1 fixed in the yoke. 

Solution. Let us write co32 = 0.1 y radjsec for the angular velocity of the 
claw frame 3 ={A; y, e, f} relative to the arm frame 2 = { 0; y, i', j} whose 
angular velocity relative to the yoke frame 1 = { 0; i, j, k} is written as 
co 21 = co2 = 0.2j rad/sec. Let COw= co 1 = 0.5k rad/sec denote the angular 
velocity of the yoke frame 1 relative to the preferred, machine 
frame 0 = { 0; I, J, K }. Then the total angular velocity of the claw frame 3 
relative to the machine frame 0 is given by use of the chain rule ( 4.25b ): 

C03o = co32 + C021 +cow= O.ly + 0.2j + 0.5k radjsec. (4.27a) 

But this is not yet referred to frame 1; it remains to refer y to frame 1. 

The geometry provides 

y =sin {J0 i +cos {J0 k 

Frame 0 = {0; I. J. Kl 
is in the Machine 

'Y 

with Po= {J(t0 ). 

Frame 1 = {0; i. i. kl 
is fixed in the Yoke 

(4.27b) 

Figure 4.7. Multiple reference frames applied to the complex rotations of a robot. 
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Then use of (4.27b) in (4.27a) delivers 

ro 30 = 0.1 sin /3 0 i + 0.2j + (0.5 + 0.1 cos /30 ) k radjsec, ( 4.27c) 

in which /3 0 is the angular placement of the arm at the time t0 shown in 
Fig. 4. 7. The result ( 4.27c) is the total angular velocity of the claw frame 3 
relative to the machine frame 0 and referred to the yoke frame 1, at the 
instant of interest. 

4.4.2.1. Application to a Universal Joint Mechanism 

The universal joint illustrated in Fig. 4.8 is a mechanism used to connect 
rotating shafts that intersect in a constant angle ifJ. Each connecting shaft ter
minates in a U-shaped yoke. The yokes are connected by a rigid cross link, 
the ends of which are set in bearings in the yokes at A, B, C, and D. When the 
drive yoke turns as shown in Fig. 4.8, the cross link must rotate relative to the 
yoke about its axle AB. The motion of the cross link about the axle CD and 
relative to the follower yoke is similar. We are going to show by use of the 
general chain rule ( 4.22) that even if the angular speed w 1 of the drive shaft is 
constant, the angular speed m2 of the follower shaft will not be uniform. We 
seek the ratio m2/m 1 of the angular speeds and its maximum and minimum 
values. The variation in the angular speed ratio with the angle of rotation of 
the drive yoke for various shaft angles will be described graphically at the end. 

Let ro 10 = ro 1 and ro 20 = ro 2 denote the respective angular velocities of the 
drive shaft and follower shaft, and write ro 30 for the unknown angular velocity 
of the cross link, all relative to a preferred frame cp 0 = { F; ik }. These vectors 
are identified in Fig. 4.9 as the angular velocities in cp 0 of three reference 
frames: cp 1 ={0;G 1 ,y 1,J1d fixed in the drive yoke; cp 2 ={0;G2 ,"{ 2 ,J12 } 

imbedded in the follower yoke; and cp 3 = { 0; y 1 , y 2 , y 3 } attached to the rigid 
cross link. The kinematic chain rule ( 4.22) thus yields two relations con
necting these vectors: 

(4.28a) 

wherein ro 31 is the angular velocity of the cross link (frame 3) about the axle 

~ 
I j 

D 

Drive Yoke 1 C Follower Yoke 2 

Figure 4.8. A typical universal joint mechanism. 
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a, 

fl, 

Frame ..p2 in 
~the Follower Yoke 
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(a) 

Figure 4.9. Exploded view of the universal joint showing the three imbedded frames. 

AB relative to the drive yoke (frame 1 ), and ro 32 has a corresponding 
meaning. 

We note in Figs. 4.9 and 4.9a that the unit vectors "{ 1 and "{ 2 are along the 
arms of the cross link, and the unit vectors a 1 and a 2 are along the shafts. 
Hence, (4.28a) may be written as 

(4.28b) 

To eliminate w31 and w32 , we form the scalar product of ( 4.28b) with the unit 
vector 'Y 3 = 'Y 1 x 'Y 2 , and thereby obtain the desired formula for the ratio of the 
angular speeds: 

(4.28c) 

This completes our application of the kinematic chain rule for angular 
velocity vectors. The rest of the analysis concerns the interpretation of ( 4.28c) 
in terms of the shaft angle and the angle of rotation of the drive yoke. 

Since "{ 2 is perpendicular to both "{ 1 and 0' 2 , we may write "{ 2 =rxa2 X"{ 1 , 

where rx is an unknown scalar. Therefore, with 'Y 1 x 'Y 2 = 'Y 1 x ( rxa 2 x 'Y d = 
rx[a 2 - ("/ 1 • a 2 ) "{ 1], and noting also that "{ 1 · a 1 =0, we obtain from (4.28c) 

(4.28d) 

where <P is the shaft angle shown in Fig. 4.9a. 
Let e denote the angular placement of the director 'Y I of the cross link 

arm AB, which is just the rotation angle of the drive yoke; and chose <p 0 so 
that its xy plane contains a 1 and a2 with a 1 =i, as shown in Fig. 4.10. Then 
the figure geometry gives 

"{ 1 = COS {) j + sin {) k, a 2 = cos <P i - sin <P j. (4.28e) 
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Figure 4.10. Auxiliary geometry describing the angle 
of rotation O(t) of the drive yoke. 

Thus, finally, use of ( 4.28e) in the second equality of ( 4.28d) yields the angular 
speed ratio 

(4.28f) 

This formula shows that although both shafts must complete one 
revolution in the same time, the ratio of their angular speeds varies with the 
angle of rotation IJ(t) of the driver and is a function also of the shaft angle ifJ. 
Thus, even if the angular speed w1 of the drive shaft is constant, the angular 
speed w 2 of follower shaft will not be uniform, except for ifJ = 0. 

The denominator in ( 4.28f) achieves its smallest value cos 2 ifJ at IJ = (0, n) 
and its greatest value 1 at IJ = (n/2, 3n/2); therefore, the angular velocity ratio 
has the maximum and minimum values 

max(w 2/w 1 ) = 1/cos ifJ 

min(w2/wd =cos ifJ 

at 0=0, n; 

at e = n/2, 3n/2. 
(4.28g) 

Thus, w 2/w 1 attains its greatest value when the cross link is in the position 
shown in Fig. 4.8, and its least value occurs after a further 90° rotation of the 
drive shaft. 

A polar graph of the ratio (4.28f) is shown in Fig. 4.11 for a quarter 
revolution of the drive yoke and for various shaft angles. Notice the con
siderable variation in the angular speed ratio as the shaft angle ifJ is increased. 
Usually, however, the universal joint is used in circumstances where the shaft 
angle is small so that w 2 is very nearly equal to w 1 • This is evident in Fig. 4.11 
for the shaft angle ¢J = 10°, for example. 
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Figure 4.11. Polar plot of the angular 
speed ratio wJw1 as a function of the 
angle of rotation 0( t) of the drive shaft 
for 0 ..;; 0 ..;; n/2 and for various values of 
the angle tP between the shafts. 

\81tl 
~=----,.-J,-l_,.!.,;..l...;;',,.JU~r-T~i-';;-00 

4.4.2.2. Application to a Planetary Gear Train 

A planetary gear train shown in Fig. 4.12 consists of two bevel gears P 1 

and P 2 having perpendicular axles set in bearings connected at A and B to a 
curved link. The link S is called the sun and P 1 and P 2 , with pitch angles (J 1 

and 92 , are named planets. The link turns with angular velocity ro5 relative to 
a preferred frame cp 0 = { F; I, J, K} fixed in the machine foundation. The 
planet gear P 1 , whose axis is fixed in <p0 , has angular velocity ro relative to the 
frame <p 3 = { 0; i, j, k} fixed in S. The rotation of P2 is controlled by the 
rotations of P 1 and S. We wish to determine the absolute angular velocities of 
P 1 and P2 and the angular velocity of P 2 relative to <p 3 , all referred to <p 3 • Use 
of the general chain rule (4.22) will be illustrated. 

Let cp 1 ={A; a, b, k} and <p 2 = { B; i, m, n} define frames imbedded in P 1 

and P 2 , respectively; and write ro 30 = ms for the absolute angular velocity of 
the link in <p 0 , and ro 13 = ro for the angular velocity of P 1 relative to S. Then 

ro 13 = ro =wk. (4.29a) 

w,. 

(a}: Problem Geometry 

Figure 4.12. A planetary bevel gear train. 
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The planet gears P 1 and P 2 have absolute angular velocities determined 
by use of the kinematic chain rule ( 4.22 ): 

(4.29b) 

respectively, wherein 

(4.29c) 

denotes the angular velocity of P 2 relative to S. Use of (4.29a) and (4.29c) in 
( 4.29b) yields expressions for the angular velocities of P 1 and P 2 relative to 
<p 0 , but referred to <p 3 : 

(4.29d) 

This completes our immediate use of the chain rules ( 4.29b ). To complete the 
solution, it remains to find Q. 

To relate the angular speeds of the gears, we use (2.27) and observe that 
the velocity in <p 0 of the point of rolling contact at C in Fig. 4.12a must satisfy 
the equations 

(4.29e) 

in which r 1 = r1 a and r 2 = -r2 k. Since the axis OA is fixed in <p 0 , v0 = v A= 0 
in <p0 ; and because B belongs also to S, we have v8 =v 0 +ro30 xr 1 in <p0 • 

Thus, with the aid of these relations and the first equation in ( 4.29b ), ( 4.29e) 
may be written as 

(4.29f) 

which yields the single component equation 

(4.29g) 

It is clear in Fig. 4.12a that r 1/r 2 =tan 0 1 ; hence, by (4.29g), the angular 
speeds of P 2 and P 1 relative to S are related by 

(4.29h) 

This result completes the solution. Substitution of ( 4.29h) into ( 4.29d) 
gives the absolute angular velocities of P 1 , P 2 , and Sin <p 0 , but referred to <p 3: 

( 4.29i) 

Relative to <p 3 , the gears and link have angular velocities 

( 4.29j) 

Notice that when the link is fixed in <p 0 , ro 5 = 0 and the second equation in 
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( 4.29i) yields the familiar bevel gear formula (2.85 ). Also, if P 1 is fixed to S, 

w = 0 and the entire assembly turns with angular velocity ms. Of course, if P 1 

is fixed in q>0 , then w = -ws and the rotation of P2 is determined by the 
speed of S. 

For a numerical example, let 01 = 60°, w = 20 radfsec, and 
w s = 40 radfsec. Then, we find from ( 4.29j) the angular velocities of the gears 
relative to the link: 

ro 13 = 20k rad/sec, m23 = 20 ,j3 i radfsec. 

Of course, the link has no angular velocity relative to cp 3 . The absolute 
angular velocities of the gears and the link relative to the machine cp 0 come 
from ( 4.29i ): 

ro 10 = 60k radfsec, m20 = 20(,}3 i + 2k) radfsec, 

W 30 = 40k rad/sec. 

Therefore, the absolute angular speeds are found to be 

lm 101 = 60 radfsec, lm20 l = 20 j7 radfsec, 

lm3ol = 40 rad/sec. 

This ends our study of the kinematic chain rules for angular velocity vec
tors. Other examples will be encountered ahead; but there is need first to 
develop some additional tools to handle the composition of angular 
acceleration vectors. 

4.5. The Composition Rule for Several Angular Accelerations 

The rules for mutual relative angular accelerations and for the com
position of multiple angular acceleration vectors will be derived below. The 
latter requires use of the kinematic chain rule for angular velocity vectors. 
Because rotational effects are introduced by each member of the chain, it 
turns out that angular acceleration vectors do not obey the simple additive 
rule found for angular velocity vectors. It will be necessary in the derivation to 
exercise care in execution of the time derivatives of the chain equations (4.22) 
and (4.24); hence, some special notation similar to (4.19) will be required for 
this purpose. 

It will prove helpful in the subsequent construction to observe the follow
ing equivalent notations: 

(4.30) 
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All are derivatives of rou with respect to time in the frame indicated by the 
second index ). Thus, roil is the time derivative in frame j of the angular 
velocity vector of frame i relative to frame j, and referred to frame); hence, it 
defines the angular acceleration of frame i relative to frame j as seen by the 
observer in frame j. The different forms ( 4.30) are used as a matter of con
venience to express clearly the ideas that follow. However, after the mam 
results are obtained, typically only the first and last of ( 4.30) are used. 

4.5.1. The Simple Relative Angular Acceleration Rule 

To begin, let U=ro;iin (4.21). Then, with (4.30), we have 

ro,jl_;= <ilult, ( 4.31) 

which is a restatement of ( 4.14 ): The time derivative of rou in frame j is equal to 
its time derivative in frame i. 

Let us next recall the simple relative angular velocity relation: 

Ref. (4.23) 

We anticipate, of course, that a similar rule should hold for mutual angular 
accelerations. Indeed, differentiation of this result in frame i and use of ( 4.31 ) 
and ( 4.30) yields the simple relative angular acceleration rule: 

( 4.32) 

That is, the angular acceleration of frame i relative to frame j (computed in 
frame j) is equal and oppositely directed to the angular acceleration ol.frame j 
relative to frame i (computed in frame i). 

It is evident from (4.32) that no reference frame may have an angular 
acceleration relative to itse(f: roil= 0. 

4.5.2. The Composition of Multiple Angular Acceleration Vectors 

We shall derive first the fundamental composition rule based on the 
derivative of the kinematic chain formula ( 4.24 ). Afterwards, the general com
position rule will be presented. We thus begin with the differentiation in 
frame 0 of the chain rule ( 4.25a ); this gives 

( 4.33) 

We must recall that O>;,; 1 is a vector referred to the moving frame i- 1 which 
has the absolute angular velocity ro; 1_0 in frame 0. Tl«!n application of ( 4.21) 
to the first term on the right-hand side of ( 4.33) and use of ( 4.30) gives the 
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following formula for the absolute angular acceleration of frame i relative to 
frame 0: 

(4.34) 

Since Jro;_;_ 1/Jt=ffi;.;- 1 l;_ 1 , with the notation of (4.30), it follows by 
(4.34) that in general ffi;0 #ffi;_;_ 1 +ffi;_ 1_0 . Therefore, (4.34) shows that the 
simple additive chain rule found for angular velocity vectors does not hold for 
the composition of angular acceleration vectors because additional convective 
acceleration terms are introduced by elements of the angular velocity chain. 
The simple connection of ( 4.34) with the chain rule ( 4.25a) is apparent. 

With i = 1, 2, ... , n in ( 4.34 ), we may obtain the following useful and easily 
remembered fundamental composition rule for the absolute angular acceleration 
of frame n in frame 0: 

1.0 X ron.n-1 J 

(4.35) 

The connection of ( 4.35) with the kinematic chain rule ( 4.24) surely is evident. 
For example, application of the composition rule (4.35) to the chain 

ro 30 = ro 32 + ro 21 + ro 10 gives the absolute angular acceleration of frame 3 
relative to frame 0: 

( 4.36) 

In this relation, Jro32/Jt is the angular acceleration of frame 3 relative to 
frame 2 referred to (i.e., as seen in) frame 2, and ro 20 x ro 32 is the convective 
rate of change of ro 32 due to the angular velocity ro 20 of frame 2 in frame 0, 
which is the part of the total angular acceleration of frame 3 relative to 
frame 2 that the moving observer does not see. The second bracketed term in 
( 4.36) may be interpreted similarly. Of course, the last term in ( 4.36) is the 
absolute angular acceleration of frame 1 relative to frame 0. Although each J
derivative may be written in the superimposed dot notation described in 
(4.30), the notation used in (4.36) is recommended. The form of the derivative 
(4.36) is not unique. The total angular velocity ro 30 also may be written as 
shown in ( 4.28a ), hence other forms of ( 4.36) are possible. Let the reader 
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show that the derivatives obtained from (4.28a) are equivalent to those in 
( 4.36). 

The rule ( 4.34) may be readily generalized by differentiation of ( 4.22) in 
frame k and use of (4.21 ). We thereby obtain the following composition rule 
for several angular acceleration vectors: 

( 4.37) 

Finally and more generally, it may be seen from (4.22) and (4.21) that the 
time derivative of ro;k in any frame p is determined by 

( 4.38) 

Clearly, when p = k, ( 4.38) yields ( 4.37 ). Henceforward, our use of the special 
notation will be restricted mainly to the first and last terms in (4.30), as 
appears in ( 4.34 )~( 4.37). Some examples will be presented next. 

Example 4.6. Let us return to Example 4.4 of the motor on the rotating 
platform shown in Fig. 4.6; and recall that the total angular velocity ro 20 of 
the gear relative to the ground is given by ( 4.26a ): 

Ref. ( 4.26a) 

Note that L belongs to the platform frame 1, and k 1 is fixed both in frame 1 
and in the ground frame 0. Find the absolute angular acceleration of the gear 
referred to the platform frame. What is its time derivative in frame 0? 

Solution. Application of the composition rule ( 4.35) to the first equation 
in ( 4.26a) gives the total angular acceleration of the gear relative to the 
ground observer: 

( 4.39a) 

Since the gear frame 2 spins with constant angular velocity ro 21 = 10nj1 radjsec 
in frame 1, and the platform turns with constant angular velocity 
ro 10 = 20nk 1 rad/sec in frame 0, the first and last terms on the right in ( 4.39a) 
are zero. Therefore, with i = i 1 in the platform frame, we find 

(4.39b) 

This is the absolute angular acceleration of the gear referred to frame 1. The 
result agrees with ( 4.18a) derived earlier. 
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Because the first equation in (4.39b) holds for all times, its derivative in 
frame 0 is given by 

(4.39c) 

in which (4.20a) was used with U=ro 21 and we have putj=j1 to reach iden
tity with our earlier result ( 4. t 8b ). Note also that i being fixed in frame 1, 
di./dt = ro 10 xi, and hence ( 4.39c) may be derived from ( 4.39b) somewhat dif
ferently, as described earlier in ( 4.8 ). D 

Example 4.7. Suppose that at the instant t 0 the gear in Fig. 4.6 has an 
angular speed of 3 rad/sec and an angular acceleration of 5 rad/sec2 relative to 
the platform, which has an angular speed of 7 rad/sec and is decelerating at 
the rate of 3 rad/sec2 relative to the ground. What is the angular acceleration 
of the gear relative to the ground at the time t0 , but referred to the platform 
frame? 

Solution. We are given 

ro 21 = 3j radjsec, 

bro2I • 2 Tt = 5J rad/sec , 

ro 10 = 7k rad/sec, 

wherein we have put j = j 2 and k = k 1 • All vectors are referred to the platform 
frame. Thus, application of the kinematic chain and composition rules ( 4.24) 
and (4.35), respectively, gives 

ro2o = ro21 + ro 10 = 3j + 7k radjsec, 

ci> 20 = [ b;t21 + ro 10 x ro 21 J + ci> 10 = 5j- 21i- 3k radjsec2. 

This is the angular acceleration of the gear relative to the ground, but referred 
to the platform frame. 

4.5.2.1. Application to Robotics 

Modern manufacturing systems frequently use sophisticated elec
tomechanical robots to execute repetitive and routine production operations 
like soldering, spray painting, materials handling, and machine tool changing. 
The robot's movements are largely controlled by computer electronics to per-
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form a variety of tasks, but its function is primarily mechanical. In fact, many 
industrial robots are simply programmable, mechanical manipulators 
designed to reorient and reposition various objects such as materials, tools, 
and parts, in an assembly or mass production operation. Discrete movements 
of the manipulator between fixed end point positions or continuous motions 
along precisely determined trajectories according to assigned sequences are 
recorded in the robot's memory and may be executed upon command. 

The simple robotic device described in our earlier examples is a model of 
a typical mechanical manipulator whose general motion may be rather com
plex. To investigate its motions and the forces and torques needed to effect 
them, the angular rates of rotation are important, particularly in high-speed 
operations. This study would involve the use of the composition rules for 
angular velocity and angular acceleration vectors. The following example will 
demonstrate their application in the general description of the rotational rates 
of the manipulator claw of the robot. The frames and angular velocity vectors 
are shown in Fig. 4. 7, but now we shall ignore the special numerical values 
assigned before. We want to find the total angular velocity and angular 
acceleration of the claw in the machine frame, but referred to the yoke frame. 

Let ~ be the angular speed of the claw relative to the telescopic arm; 
write iJ for the angular speed of the arm relative to the yoke, and let li denote 
the angular speed of the yoke relative to the machine frame. Then the 
corresponding relative angular velocity vectors indicated in Fig. 4.7 are given 
by 

(4.40a) 

Therefore, with the aid of y =sin pi+ cos p k in the first equation in ( 4.40a ), 
the total angular velocity of the claw in the machine frame and referred to the 
yoke frame is given by the kinematic chain rule ( 4.25b ). We thereby obtain 

ro 30 = ~ sin P i + iJj + ( ~ cos p + li) k. (4.40b) 

The corresponding total angular acceleration may be found from ( 4.36 ). 
We observe in ( 4.40a) that y is fixed in frame 2; j is in frame 1; and k is in 
frame 0. Then the relative angular acceleration vectors derive from ( 4.40a ): 

bro2 1 _ 13 ..• 
Tt- J, 

and the convective terms in (4.36) are given by 

0> 20 x 0> 32 = (iJj + lik) x ~y = Mi' + li~ sin P j, 
0> 10 X 0> 21 = lik X iJj = -li/Ji. 

( 4.40c) 

( 4.40d) 
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Finally, use of i' =cos f3 i- sin f3 k in the first equation in (4.40d) and collec
tion of ( 4.40c) and ( 4.40d) into ( 4.36) delivers the absolute angular 
acceleration of the claw manipulator as seen by the observer in the machine 
frame but, for convenience, referred to the yoke frame 1: 

ro30 = (l]i sin f3 + f].fr cos f3- f]a.) i + <P + a..jJ sin /3) j 

+ (a.+ l]i cos f3- f].fr sin {3) k. (4.40e) 

It is an exercise for the reader to confirm this result by differentiation of 
( 4.40b ). What are the absolute angular velocity and acceleration of the claw 
referred to the arm frame? Consider what one would do to refer the results to 
frame 3 in the claw itself. 

4.5.2.2. Application to a Planetary Gear Train 

Let us recall the planetary, bevel gear train shown in Fig. 4.12. Consider 
the case when the link S has a constant angular velocity co30 =cos relative to 
the machine frame cp0 , and the planet gear P 1 has the constant angular 
velocity co 13 =co relative to the sun frame cp 3 • The general composition rules 
( 4.22) and ( 4.37) will be applied to determine the angular acceleration of the 
planet gear P 2 in qJ 0 , but referred to cp 3 . An earlier basic procedure also will 
be reviewed. 

With the aid of the composition rules (4.22) and (4.37), we have the 
following relations for the total angular velocity and angular acceleration of 
the planet gear P 2 in cp0 : 

(4.41a) 

( 4.41b) 

Since co30 = cosk is a constant vector in cp 0 , ro 30 = 0. We recall from the second 
equation in (4.29j) that co23 =wtan8 1 i is constant in frame qJ 3 , so 
f>co23/f>t = 0; and with the aid of the aforementioned relations, we find 
COJo X co23 = ww stan e d- Therefore, the angular acceleration of p 2 in (/Jo but 
referred to qJ3 is 

ID2o = WWs tan 81 j. (4.41c) 

This is the absolute angular acceleration of P 2; it arises from the change 
in the direction i of its axis of rotation in the second equation in ( 4.29i ). And 
since the second equality of (4.29i) is valid for all times t, we may differentiate 
it directly to obtain ro 20 = w tan 8 1 di/dt. Then (4.8) yields difdt 
=co 30 xi=wsj, which leads to the same result derived in (4.41c). Similarly, 
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002o also varies due to the change in the direction j: djjdt = ro 30 X j = 
mskxj= -wsi. Thus, from (4.41c) follows 

0020 = -(l)(l)i- tan 81 i. (4.41d) 

Higher derivatives of this kind seldom arise in applications. We may notice in 
passing that because ro 10 = (w + Ws) k is constant in cp0 , the absolute angular 
acceleration ro 10 of P 1 is zero. 

4.5.2.3. Application to Gyroscopic Rotations 

Rapidly rotating parts of propulsion machinery, such as the flywheel of 
an automobile engine, the steam turbine of a ship, and the fan jet or propellor 
of an aircraft, can have significant mechanical effects on the structural 
integrity and on the control of vehicles propelled by such machinery. Powerful 
forces and torques may be induced by any tendency to alter the spatial direc
tion of the axis of rotation of the spinning body. The effect, for example, of the 
whirling action of an aircraft propellor or jet during a simple turn in the flight 
plane of the aircraft is to cause the nose to rise or to fall. This tendency of the 
aircraft to pitch forward or backward may be compensated by adjustment of 
the control flaps, but this causes large stresses to be induced on the structural 
framework. Analysis of these so-called gyroscopic effects requires under
standing of the rotational motion of the spinning device in a rotating reference 
frame. The following example illustrates the application of the composition 
rules ( 4.24) and ( 4.35) to the description of a spinning disk supported by a 
shaft fixed in an aircraft executing simultaneous turn and roll maneuvers. 

A rotating disk D shown in Fig. 4.13 is driven at a variable angular speed 
¢ through a shaft BD supported in bearings in an aircraft. Gyroscopic effects 
arise when the aircraft executes a turn, roll, or dive maneuver. Let us consider 
the case when the aircraft turns with angular speed ~ about a vertical axis 
fixed in space and simultaneously rolls with angular speed (} about its central 
axis BP. We wish to find the angular velocity and angular acceleration of D 
relative to the ground frame, but not necessarily referred to it. Afterwards, we 
shall evaluate these quantities at the initial instant when 1/1 = e = 0. 

We begin as usual by defining some appropriate reference frames. The 
frame 0 = { G; i, j, k} denotes the ground frame; and frame 1 = { B; a, b, k }, 
which is fixed to the vertical plane A BD as shown in Fig. 4.13, rotates with 
angular speed ~ about the vertical axis k of frame 0. Hence, this frame follows 
the aircraft turn so that the aircraft has only a pure roll relative to it. 
Frame 2 = { B; b, c, d} is fixed in the aircraft with d directed along the shaft 
BD and with b in the direction of the aircraft axis normal to the plane ABD; 
and frame 3 = { D; d, e, f} is fixed in the disk at D. Thus, ro 32 = ¢d is the 
angular velocity of the disk frame 3 relative to the aircraft frame 2. The air-
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Figure 4.13. Gyroscopic rotations of a simple machine during a routine aircraft maneuver. 

craft frame 2 rolls relative to frame 1; hence, ro 21 = Ob. And ro 10 = tfrk denotes 
the turning rate of frame 1, hence also that of the aircraft relative to the 
ground frame 0. In summary, then, 

(4.42a) 

Therefore, the total angular velocity of the disk frame 3 relative to the ground 
frame 0 is given by the kinematic chain rule ( 4.24) for the case n = 3. Hence, 
by (4.2b) 

(4.42b) 

It is a straightforward geometrical problem to relate the vectors d and b to the 
ground frame; however, we shall omit this step. The rate ¢ is called the spin 
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speed; ~ is titled the precessional speed; and e is named the nutational speed. 
These terms are commonly used to describe gyroscopic rotations of any spin
ning body, such as D. 

The angular acceleration of the disk in the ground frame is derived by 
application of the composition rule ( 4.35 ). In the present case, this yields the 
formula (4.36) in which we recall that bro32/bt is the time derivative of the vec
tor ro 32 keeping the basis vectors in frame 2 fixed; bro21 jbt requires in differen
tiation that the basis of frame 1 be fixed; and bro 10/bt = ro 10 in the fixed 
ground frame, as usual. Thus, with the aid of ( 4.42a ), we determine 

bro2t = tib 
bt , 

bro 10 .. 
-=t/lk' bt , 

and the convective acceleration terms are given by 

ffi2o X ffi32 = (ro 21 + ffi 10 ) X ro 32 = (Bb + ~k) X ¢d = -ti¢c + ~¢(k X d), 

ro 10 x ro 21 = ~k x Bb = -~Da. 

Hence, substitution of these quantities into the composition rule ( 4.36) yields 
the absolute angular acceleration of the disk in the ground frame: 

ro 30 = q\d + i!b- 8¢c- ~ea + t)ik + ~¢(k x d). ( 4.42c) 

It remains to write this in terms of some specified basis, but we shall omit this 
step. 

At the initial instant when 0 = ljJ = 0, we see easily that a= d = i, 
b = k x d = j, and c = k. Therefore, ( 4.42b) and ( 4.42c) provide the desired 
initial values 

0)30 I I~ 0 = ¢i + Bj + ~k I I~ 0• 

ID3ol r~o= (q\- ~()) i + (iJ + ~¢)j + (t)i- BJ) k I 1 ~o• 
( 4.42d) 

which are referred to the ground frame 0. Of course, when the spin is con
stant, J = 0 in ( 4.42d ). Let the reader show that ( 4.36) may be applied directly 
to the first equation in (4.42d) to derive the same instantaneous result given 
by the second equation in ( 4.42d ). 

4.6. Velocity and Acceleration Referred to a Moving Frame 

The fundamental rules ( 4.10) and ( 4.11) were applied in Example 4.2 to 
determine in a moving reference frame and in a preferred frame the time 
derivative of a position vector which was referred to the moving frame. The 
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example revealed the relationship of the velocities of the same particle as seen 
by the observers in these frames. In this section, generalized formulas that 
relate the velocities and accelerations of a particle in two relatively moving 
reference frames will be derived and interpreted in appropriate physical terms. 
These basic formulas may be used to compute the velocity and acceleration of 
any material point whatever. In fact, it will be seen that they also include our 
earlier equations for the velocity and acceleration of a point of a rigid body. 

4.6.1. The Velocity Equation 

Consider a particle Pat X(t) from Fin the preferred frame cP and at x(t) 
from 0 in the moving frame cp, and let B(t) denote the position vector of 0 
from F, as shown in Fig. 4.14. Then X= B + x. Differentiating this equation 
with respect to time in cP and introducing v P = v(P, t) =X and 
v0 = v( 0, t) = B for the respective velocities of P and 0 in c/J, we have 

Vp=v0 +x. ( 4.43) 

The preferred observer, in order to relate his observations to those of the 
moving observer, chooses to refer x(t) to frame cp so that 

( 4.44) 

Thus, because x(t) is referred to a moving frame which is turning with angular 

•a 

I, 

Figure 4.14. Schema for the description of the motion of a particle referred to a moving frame. 
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velocity ro1 relative to rf>, the rule ( 4.11) must be applied to ( 4.44) to determine 
the time derivative of x(t) in rf>. We thereby obtain 

. Jx( t) 
x(t) = -.-+ ro1(t) x x(t). ot 

Finally, use of ( 4.45) in ( 4.43) yields the velocity of P in rf>: 

Jx 
V p =-+ Vo + O>f X X. 

bt 

(4.45) 

( 4.46) 

The velocity of P in rf> is named the absolute velocity of P to distinguish it 
from the other velocity terms in (4.46). We remember that the moving obser
ver also may assign to x( t) the same representation ( 4.44) in which the basis ik 
is considered independent of t; and in this sense the preferred representation 
( 4.44) may be regarded as the position vector of P in frame cp at the instant t. 
Hence, the apparent rate of change Jx/Jt in (4.46) is called the relative velocity 
of P; it is the velocity of P as seen by the moving observer at time t. Further, 
we recall from (2.27) that the sum v 0 + O>r x x is the rigid body velocity of the 
particle P; that is, in (4.46), this is the vefocity that the particle P would have 
if it were fixed in the moving frame. Indeed, if Pis fixed in cp, then the angular 
velocities of the frame cp and of the body containing P are the same and 
Jxjbt=O; hence, (4.46) reduces to (2.27). As a consequence, the absolute 
velocity sometimes is called the total velocity to coincide with our earlier 
usage. In summary, therefore, the velocity equation ( 4.46) states that the 
absolute velocity of a particle P is equal to the relative velocity of P in cp plus 
the rigid body velocity of P in rf>. 

The reader may find it helpful to review our earlier Example 4.2 in light 
of the general result ( 4.46 ). Other examples will be presented further on. 

4.6.2. The Acceleration Equation 

The acceleration of P in rf> is obtained by differentiation of ( 4.46) with 
respect to time in rf>. This yields 

. Jx . . 
ap =' Vp=-:-+ a 0 + ro1 x X+ ro1 x X, Jt . 

(4.47) 

wherein a 0 = v0 is the acceleration of 0 in rf> and, from ( 4.14 ), ro1 = Jro1/Jt is 
the angular acceleration of frame cp relative to rf>. Application of the operator 
( 4.13) to the first term in ( 4.4 7) yields 
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and with the aid of (4.45), the third term on the right in (4.47) becomes 

Substitution of the last two relations into (4.47) delivers the formula for the 
acceleration of P in t/J: 

(4.48) 

The acceleration of P in t/J is named the absolute acceleration of P to dis
tinguish it from the other acceleration terms in ( 4.48 ). The apparent rate of 
change of the relative velocity, namely, 1J 2xj1Jt2 in ( 4.48 ), is called the relative 
acceleration of P; it is the acceleration of P apparent to the moving observer 
in cp. Moreover, we observe from (2.30) that a 0 + cof x (cof x x) + ci>f x xis the 
rigid body acceleration of P; it is the acceleration that the particle would have 
if it were fixed in the moving frame. Clearly, if, in fact, P was fixed in cp, then 
1Jxj1Jt = 0, 1J 2xj1Jt2 = 0 and the angular velocities and accelerations of the frame 
cp and of the body containing Pare the same; hence, (4.48) reduces to (2.30). 
Therefore, to coincide with our earlier usage, the absolute acceleration 
sometimes is referred to as the total acceleration. Finally, the acceleration 
2rof x 1Jxj1Jt is titled the Coriolis acceleration. With the foregoing lexicon of 
terms, the content of (4.48) may be summarized as follows: The absolute 
acceleration of a particle P is equal to the sum of the relative acceleration of P 
in cp, the rigid body acceleration of P in t/J and the Coriolis acceleration of P in 
t/J. 

We have found that when the particle is fixed in the moving frame, (4.46) 
and (4.48) reduce to the basic equations (2.27) and (2.30) for the velocity and 
acceleration of a particle of a rigid body. Further, if the "moving" frame suf
fers no motion whatever in t/J, then v 0 = 0, a 0 = 0, rof = 0, and ( 4.46) and 
( 4.48) reduce again to the basic definitions ( 1.8) and ( 1.10) for the velocity 
and acceleration of a particle in the "fixed" frame cp. Thus, the fundamental 
equations for the velocity and acceleration of a particle whose motion is 
referred to a moving frame contain most of our earlier basic equations. The 
results (4.46) and (4.48) will provide a clear picture later of corrections that 
must be made by a moving observer to account for the motion of his frame in 
the solution of dynamical problems. 

Applications of (4.46) and (4.48) are diverse. They may be applied to 
study the motion of a discrete particle, such as an electron, or the motion of a 
particle of any deformable or rigid body whatever. The remainder of this 
chapter is devoted to the study of several examples. We shall begin with the 
simplest case when the frame rotation vanishes. 
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4.7. Simple Relative Motion 

The important case when ro1 = 0 reduces ( 4.46) and ( 4.48) to the follow
ing equations for simple relative motion: 

~X 
Vp=~t+vo, (4.49a) 

(4.49b) 

These relations may be rewritten in the form of simple kinematic chain rules. 
To effect the transformation, let us begin by replacing v P and v 0 by v n 

and v OF• respectively. These are read as the velocities of P and 0 relative to 
point F in cP. We observe also that (4.49a) may be rewritten as 
~xjbt = v P- v0 = v PO• which is simply the velocity of P relative to point 0 in 
q>. Similarly, aPF and a0 F are the accelerations of points P and 0 relative to 
point F, respectively; and ~ 2x/~t2 = ap- a 0 = ap0 is the acceleration of P 
relative to point 0. Thus, the transformation of ( 4.49) to these terms yields 
the following elementary chain rules for simple relative motion: 

V PF = V PO + V OF• (4.50) 

It must be remembered that (4.50) may be used only when there is no relative 
rotation of the frames. Of course, in a specific problem, any convenient 
arrangement of letters may be used to tag the points; and certainly numerical 
labels also may be introduced. 

The rules (4.50) may be readily extended to any number of purely trans
lating frames. For the triple of points i, }, and k, say, ( 4.50) yields the 
generalized kinematic chain rule for simple relative motion: 

( 4.51) 

in which v pq and apq denote, respectively, the velocity and the acceleration of 
the point p relative to the frame origin point q. Clearly, for j = k in ( 4.51 ), we 
have vJ/=0 and a11 =0; that is, no particle may have a nontrivial velocity or 
acceleration relative to itself Thus, by (4.51), the mutual velocity and 
acceleration vectors for each pair of origin points are equal and oppositely direc
ted: 

(4.52) 

Finally, with the aid of (4.51), we derive the following kinematic chain rules 
for simple relative motion: 

( 4.53) 
a,o= an,n- l +an-l,n-2 + ''. + a2l + alO· 

The easy application of the foregoing chain rules will be demonstrated next. 
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Examples 4.8. The ferris wheel shown in Fig. 4.15 is turning with a con
stant, counterclockwise angular speed w = (1/2) radjsec (about 5 rpm). A ball 
B is thrown from the ground to a rider at A so that the ball arrives at A with 
the following velocity and acceleration relative to the ground G: 

v BG = ~ 15i ~ 4j ft/sec, aBG = ~32j ftjsec 2• (4.54a) 

What are the velocity and the acceleration of the ball apparent to the rider at 
the position shown? Assume that the seat does not swing to and fro about its 
axle. 

Solution. Since the seat does not swing about its axle, as the wheel turns, 
the moving frame rp at A always remains parallel to the ground frame r[J at G. 
Therefore, bearing in mind the assigned data in ( 4.54a ), the velocity and the 
acceleration of the ball B relative to the rider A are given by the chain rules 
(4.51): 

(4.54b) 

It remains to determine the velocity and the acceleration of G relative to 
A. Since point 0 is fixed in rfJ, the absolute velocity and acceleration of A in r[J 

are given by (2.27) and (2.30). Taking into account the rule (4.52), we find 

VAG= ~vGA = V AO = 0) X X= 10j ft/sec, 

aAG= ~aGA=aA0 =rox(roxx)= ~5ift/sec2, 
(4.54c) 

wherein x = 20i ft and ro = ( 1/2) k rad/sec in accordance with Fig. 4.15. Of 
course, m=O in (2.30). Thus, substitution of (4.54a) and (4.54c) into (4.54b) 
determines the velocity and acceleration of the ball apparent to the rider: 

v BA = ~ 15i ~ 14j ft/sec. 

anA= ~32j + 5i ft/sec 2. 

\L \ 4> 

G I 

Figure 4.15. Simple relative motion of a ball apparent to a ferris wheel rider. 

(4.54d) 
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Since the frames are parallel, the results may be referred to either basis set 
with ik = Ik. 0 

Example 4.9. A pin P shown in Fig. 4.16 is constrained to move in a cir
cular groove milled to a radius of 3ft in a large rectangular plate. The pin also 
slides in the straight slot of a slanted link mechanism which is moving toward 
the right with a constant speed of 5 ftjsec. The slot makes an angle of 30° with 
the horizontal drive shaft, as illustrated. Find for the instant shown the 
velocity and the acceleration of P relative to the plate and to the link. 

Solution. Let the frame f/J = { F; I, J, K} be fixed in the plate, and let 
<p = { 0; i, j, k} = { 0; I, J, K} be a parallel frame fixed in the slotted link. The 
link frame Is moving on a straight line in f/J with the assigned constant 
velocity 

Vcu = 5(cos 30o i- sin 30o j) =~ (j3i -j) ftjsec, ( 4.55a) 

as indicated in Fig. 4.1 6. Of course, a0 F = 0. Thus, with these data in mind, 
the absolute velocity and acceleration of the pin P relative to the plate frame 
at F are obtained by application of the kinematic chain rules ( 4.51 ). With the 
present labels, we have 

V PF= V PO+ VoF> aPF= apo· (4.55b) 

Each of these vector equations involves two unknown vector quantities; 
hence, additional information about their components must be furnished in 
order to solve ( 4.55b) for the unknown vectors. This is done by considering 
the nature of the motion of the pin in the separate frames. The observer in f/J 
sees P move on a circle of radius R = 3 ft whereas the observer in <p sees P 
move along the straight slot; hence, at the moment of interest shown in 
Fig. 4.16, the unknown velocity and acceleration vectors may be written as 

VpF= -VpFj, Vpo= -Vp0 i, 

apF= -.i'j-Ks2i, ap0 ='= -ap0 i 

Figure 4.16. Simple relative motion of a sliding pin of a mechanism. 

(4.55c) 

( 4.55d) 
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in terms of the unknown intrinsic variables at the position shown, and 
wherein s = lv PFI and K = 1/R = (1/3) n-'. [See (1.70) and (1.71).] Thus, after 
collecting ( 4.55a ), ( 4.55c ), and ( 4.55d) into ( 4.55b) and equating the 
corresponding scalar components, we obtain the values s = v PF = 5/2, 
s= 0, Vpo = 5 j3;2, and ap0 = 25/12. Therefore, with (4.55c) and (4.55d), we 
find at the instant of concern the velocities and the accelerations of the pin P 
relative to the plate F and to the link 0: 

v PF= - ~ j ft/sec, v Po = - 5 f i ft/sec. 

(4.55e) 

4.8. Velocity and Acceleration in Special Curvilinear Coordinates 

In most of our previous studies the motion of a material point has been 
expressed in terms of familiar rectangular Cartesian coordinates, but this is 
not always desirable. In fact, it happens that many problems may be best 
described in other geometrically natural coordinate systems. We have already 
seen, for example, the simplicity achieved in problems where the intrinsic 
component representations for the velocity and acceleration of a particle were 
more appropriate. In this section, equations (4.46) and (4.48) will be used to 
derive expressions for the velocity and acceleration of a particle in terms of 
special curvilinear coordinate systems commonly called cylindrical and 
spherical coordinate systems. It will be evident, however, that the same pro
cedure may be used for any orthogonal coordinate system; and it is 
emphasized that there is no need for the reader to memorize the special for
mulas derived below. On the contrary, the derivations of representations for 
the velocity and acceleration in cylindrical and spherical coordinate systems 
should be viewed only as important introductory applications of the basic 
equations (4.46) and (4.48), and the student's attention ought to be directed 
toward thorough understanding of these fundamental rules. 

4.8.1. The Cylindrical Reference Frame 

A coordinate system is a prescription for locating a point P in space by 
the specification of certain directional measure numbers along three vector 
lines in a reference frame consisting of an assigned origin point and a vector 
basis. The measure numbers are called the coordinates of P and the vector 
lines are called coordinate lines. The rectangular coordinate system is a 
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familiar example of an orthogonal coordinate system in which a point P is 
located by specification of three directional numbers obtained by 
measurement of three mutually perpendicular distances along straight coor
dinate lines. And this rudimentary coordinate system is used to construct 
other orthogonal coordinate systems in which some, or possibly all, of the 
coordinate lines may be curved; and hence these are called curvilinear coor
dinate systems. 

In particular, the cylindrical coordinates (r, ¢1, z) of a point P in a rec
tangular Cartesian frame iP = { F; Id are illustrated in Fig. 4.17. To locate P 
by its cylindrical coordinates in t'P, measure from Fa radial distance r along 
the X axis, then trace that end point along a circular arc of radius r through 
an angle ¢1 about the Z axis, and, finally, from its place in the XY plane, trans
late the point a distance z along a straight line parallel to the Z axis. This 
program brings us to the unique location of Pin t'P. It is seen in Fig. 4.17 that 
for a fixed value of r the locus swept out by all such points is a cylindrical sur
face of radius r in t'P; therefore, as mentioned above, the three measure num
bers r e [0, oo ), ¢1 e [0, 2n ], and z e (- oo, oo) are named cylindrical coor
dinates. Because one of the coordinate lines traversed by the tracing point is a 
curved line, the cylindrical coordinate is a curvilinear coordinate system. 
When z = const, the cylindrical coordinates sometimes are called plane polar 
coordinates. 

Another reference frame 1/1 = { 0; e" e9 , ez }, called the cylindrical 
reference frame, may be introduced to describe this system. The origin for this 
frame may be chosen anywhere; however, for simplicity, we shall take 0 at F 
in t'P. The three orthogonal lines labeled r, ¢1, and z in Fig. 4.17 are parallel to 
the directions of the orthonormal basis for 1/1, which is shown at P for con
venience. The unit vector e, is always in the direction of increasing values of 
the radius vector r in the XY plane; and ez = K is the usual unit vector parallel 
to the z axis in the direction of increasing values of z = Z. The unit vector 
e9 = ez x e, is in the direction of increasing values of the central angle ¢1, and it 

Z,z 

X 

--L-- Basis Triad 
For tJ! Frame 

I/! Frame 

Figure 4.17. Cylindrical coordinates and the cylindrical 
reference frame, 
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is tangent at P to a circle of radius r parallel to the XY plane. Thus, referred 
to 1/J, the position vector of a particle P is given by 

(4.56) 

Notice that ez is a constant vector, whereas the directions of both e, and 
e.p vary with the polar angle 1/J. The cylindrical reference frame 1/J is a rotating 
frame whose rz plane follows the motion of the point P with the angular 
velocity 

(4.57) 

relative to the preferred frame tl> = { F; I, J, K}. 
The absolute velocity of P referred to 1/J may be obtained easily from 

(4.46). Since 0 is fixed in tl>, v0 =0; and with the aid of (4.56) and (4.57), we 
compute 

( 4.58) 

Therefore, ( 4.46) shows that the absolute velocity of a particle referred to the 
cylindrical reference system 1/J is given by 

(4.59) 

The absolute acceleration of Preferred to 1/J may be derived from (4.48). 
Of course, a 0 = 0. Also, application of ( 4.14) to (4.57) yields ffir = {jjez; and by 
aid of ( 4.56 ), ( 4.57 ), and ( 4.58 ), we obtain · 

Thus, substitution of these terms into (4.48) yields the absolute acceleration of 
Preferred to the cylindrical reference system 1/J: 

(4.60) 

Equations (4.59) and (4.60) each consist of a radial component, a tangen
tial component, and an axial component. Notice that the tangential com
ponent of acceleration also may be abbreviated as ,-'d(r2~)/dt. 

Finally, for an alternative derivation of (4.59) and (4.60), the reader is 
invited to consider the following 
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Exercise 4.1. Apply (4.12) to show that the rate of rotation of each basis 
vector e, of 1/1 is determined by 

( 4.61) 

Then, start with (4.56) and derive (4.59) and (4.60) by differentiation with 
respect to time in cP. D 

It is useful to note from ( 4.59) that the elemental displacement vector is 
given by 

(4.62) 

Thus, the squared element of arc length of the particle trajectory is given in 
cylindrical coordinates by 

(4.63) 

Of course, the vector t = dx/ds is the usual intrinsic, unit vector tangent to the 
path of the particle. 

Usc of the formulas (4.59) and (4.60) will be illustrated in two introduc
tory examples. The first problem will show the easy direct application of these 
equations to the helical motion of an electron. The second example will 
demonstrate three methods that usc cylindrical coordinates to obtain the same 
problem solution in slightly different ways, one method being the easy direct 
application of ( 4.59) and ( 4.60 ). Afterwards, two further applications that 
employ cylindrical coordinates to create meaningful results will be presented. 

Example 4.10. An electron E moves in a preferred frame cP with a con
stant speed v along a cylindrical helix described in cylindrical coordinates by 
the equations r =a, a constant, and 2nz = pl/J, where p is the constant pitch. 
[See (1.95) and Fig. 1.16] Find the absolute acceleration of the electron. 

Solution. To take advantage of the assigned constant speed condition, we 
first compute the velocity of E. With r =a, f = 0, and i = p~/2n, direct usc of 
( 4.59) yields the absolute velocity of E: 

( 4.64a) 

wherein c = 2na. Since the speed I vEl = v is constant, ( 4.64a) shows that the 
angular speed ~ has the constant value 

. v [ (p)21-l/2 ¢=- 1+- . 
iJ. c 

(4.64b) 

The acceleration may now be obtained easily from (4.60). Because 
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r=fP=z=O, (4.60) reduces immediately to ap= -r~.~2e,; and use of (4.64b) 
gives the absolute acceleration of the electron: 

(4.64c) 

It is seen that the acceleration has a constant magnitude and is always direc
ted toward the axis of the helical motion as the electron spirals around it. 0 

Example 4.11. An insect is escaping at a constant rate of 1 in./sec along a 
radial line on a record turntable which is turning at a constant rate of 45 rpm, 
as indicated in Fig. 4.18. Find the absolute velocity and acceleration of the 
insect at the point 2 in. from the center of the turntable. 

Solution (i). In terms of plane polar coordinates, we have f = 1 in./sec, 
r = 0, ~ = 45 rpm= (3n/2) radjsec, and (fi = 0. Thus, at the point of interest at 
r= 2 in., (4.59) and (4.60) yield the solutions 

v P = e, + 3ne!O in./ sec, (4.65a) 

9n2 3 . I 2 ap= - 2 e,+ ne!Om. sec. (4.65b) 

This solution certainly shows that (4.59) and (4.60) are very handy tools 
in certain circumstances. However, we shall show next that the same con
clusions may be reached almost as· easily but without direct substitution into 
the equations (4.59) and (4.60), which one really should not bother to 
memorize. 

Solution (ii). We shall use the frame 1/1 = { 0; e., e19 , ez }, as before. Then, 
with (4.46) and (4.47) in mind, at the moment of interest, we have x=2e,in, 

Figure 4.18. Motion referred to a cylin
drical reference frame. 

~Frame 

~-----f-Lr.x 
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~xf~t = le, in.jsec, ~ 2x/~t 2 = 0, w1 = 3n/2ez radjsec, and ro1 = 0. Of course, 
v 0 = 0, a 0 = 0, and we determine at P 

w1 x x = 3n:et/> in./sec, 

2 ~X . I 2 w1 x Tt = 3ne¢ m. sec . 

Thus, upon collecting these values into ( 4.46) and ( 4.48 ), we shall find the 
same results ( 4.65a) and ( 4.65b) above. Indeed, it ought to be clear that this 
really is the same method that was used to derive ( 4.59) and ( 4.60 ). 

Solution (iii). The next approach attempts to use ( 4.61) to deduce the 
results. With w1 = 3n/2e= rad/sec, (4.61) yields 

e, = (J)f X e, = ~7rC 2 X e, = ~ne.,, 

e¢ = (J)f X e¢ = ~7rC 2 X e_. = - ~n:e,. 
( 4.65c) 

However, because equation ( 4.65a) is not valid for all positions of P, these 
relations cannot be used to compute ( 4.65b) by differentiation of ( 4.65a ). 
Rather, it is necessary to know the formula for v P valid for all times in the 
motion. Thus, presently, we must consider the general expression 

(4.65d) 

which holds for all positions of the particle. Differentiation of ( 4.65d) with 
respect to time in ct> and use of ( 4.65c) for the special case at hand leads again 
to the result ( 4.65b ). D 

This example underscores the importance in applications of the general 
equations ( 4.46) and ( 4.48 ), or the special formulas ( 4.59) and ( 4.60). Since 
these equations are valid for all motions, they may be used in any problem, 
including those in which only the values of the variables at a specific time or 
in a particular position are given. The last case showed that caution is 
necessary when ( 4.61) is used in problems where only the values of vectors at 
a particular moment are known. Let us look at an application in which ( 4.61) 
proves useful. 

4.8.1.1. Application to an Involute Mechanism 

Suppose a string is wound around a circle. When the circle is fixed and 
the string, pulled taut, is unwound from the circumference of the circle, its end 
point traces a curve in the plane of the circle which is called the involute of 
the circle. A certain packaging machine uses this geometrical property to 
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direct and bunch objects in preparation for their automatic packaging. The 
device, illustrated in Fig. 4.19, consists of a collection plate CP fastened to a 
slider block S that moves in a narrow slot having the shape of the involute 
generated by a thin, inextensible cable tightly wound on the circumference of 
a stationary circular pulley of radius b and attached to a swivel pin P on S. 
The block S is driven by a quick-return mechanism that restores it to its 
starting position when the collection operation is completed, and the cycle is 
then repeated. The cable is unwound at a constant angular speed w = ,fi(t) 
during the collection cycle. We want to study the kinematics and some other 
geometrical properties of this mechanism. 

Our intuition suggests that the instantaneous circle of radius DP is the 
circle of curvature of the involute at P; hence, DP is its radius of curvature at 
P. Moreover, the tangent to this circle at P is the tangent vector to the 
involute at P, and is therefore parallel to the radius OD. These seemingly 
evident facts will be proved below. First, the velocity and acceleration of P 
referred to the cylindrical reference frame 1/1 = { 0; e" eq,, ez} shown in 
Fig. 4.19, and the distance traveled by P as a function of the angle if> will be 
computed. Then the curvature of the involute at P, and the location of the 
instantaneous center of curvature will be determined. However, in this 
application of cylindrical coordinates, we shall make no use of the general 
equations ( 4.46) and ( 4.48) nor of the specialized equations ( 4.59) and ( 4.60 ); 
rather, our focus here will be on the use of (4.61 ). 

Since the involute originates from A on the circumference of the pulley, 
as indicated in Fig. 4.19, it is clear that the unwound portion of the cable, 
namely DP, has the length btfo equal to the arc ABD. Therefore, the position 
vector of P in 1/1 is 

x(P, t) =be,- btfoeq,. (4.66a) 

Time differentiation of (4.66a) in the machine frame, which is not shown, 
yields an equation for the velocity of P: 

Figure 4.19. An involute mechanism of a 
packaging machine. 

(4.66b) 
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Noting that frame 1/J has angular velocity 0>1 = wez, where w = ¢ is an 
assigned constant, and recalling ( 4.61 ), we find 

( 4.66c) 

Use of ( 4.66c) in ( 4.66b) now yields the velocity of P in the machine frame, 
but referred to i./J: 

(4.66d) 

We know that the velocity vector must be parallel to the involute path of 
P. Therefore, the result ( 4.66d) and Fig. 4.19 reveal the interesting geometrical 
property that the tangent vector t(s) to the involute at P is parallel to the radius 
vector b =be, of the circumferential point D from 0, hence also perpendicular to 
the cable line DP. Indeed, since v(P, t) = .St, it is evident from (4.66d) that 
t = e" n = e1, and the speed of P on the involute is 

s = brfiw. ( 4.66e) 

Thus, the distance traveled by Pas a function of r/J may now be found by 
integration of the differential equation (4.66e ). With w = ¢, we thereby obtain 
the distance s(r/J) traveled by P along the involute from A: 

( 4.66f) 

We have learned that the tangent angle 8 to the involute is the same as 
the central angle r/J; therefore, application of ( 1.68 ), and use of ( 4.66e) delivers 
the curvature of the involute at P: 

d(J drP 1 
K=-=-=-. 

ds ds hr/J 
(4.66g) 

This shows that the radius of curvature R = brp of the involute is simply the 
length DP of the unwound portion of the cable; therefore, D is the instantaneous 
center of curvature of the involute. 

Finally, substitution of (4.66e) and (4.66g) into (1.71) gives the 
acceleration of P referred to i./J: 

(4.66h) 

To conclude this application of cylindrical coordinates, let the student con
sider the following exercise. 

Exercise 4.2. Verify ( 4.66h) by direct calculation from ( 4.66d ); and then 
use ( 4.66h) to determine the radius of curvature. Further, derive ( 4.66d) and 
( 4.66h) by application of ( 4.46) and ( 4.48 ). What can be done in this case with 
the specialized equations (4.59) and (4.60)? 
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4.8.1.2. Application to a Spinning Pendulum Device 

The motions of complex machine parts often are difficult to analyze 
exactly, so simpler mechanical models generally are introduced. The study of 
the motion of a moving thread in a textile machine obviously is complex, and 
thread tangling and breakage are undesirable difficulties that a textile 
manufacturer certainly would prefer to avoid. On the other hand, the 
manufacturer also wants his machines to run as rapidly as possible. Con
sequently, analysis of the motion of a moving thread line and of apparatus 
that may induce or affect its motion could be potentially useful and important 
to textile production interest. Needless to say, precise analysis of this kind of 
problem is impossible, but a simplified analysis that models special phases of 
the overall machine operation may be able to provide valuable information. 
We may imagine, for example, that a certain spinner of a textile machine may 
be modeled schematically as a pendulum in a rotating reference 
frame 1 = { C; ik} identified as the spinner housing S which turns with a con
stant angular velocity ro relative to the machine frame 0 = lfJ = { C; lk }, as 
illustrated in Fig. 4.20. The moving thread T is fed from a bobbin, which is 
not shown here, and passes through a small hole in a ball B attached to one 
end of a rigid rod of length /. The other end of the rod is hinged at A to a 
horizontal shaft that forms part of the spinner housing S. We may expect that 
an investigation of the thread line motion would require knowledge of the 
motion of B. Therefore, this motivates our interest in finding the absolute 
velocity and acceleration of the pendulum ball B referred to the cylindrical 
reference frame 1{1 ={A; ek} fixed in the pendulum as shown in Fig. 4.20. 

The absolute velocity and acceleration of B may be readily determined 
from (4.46) and (4.48) in which the rotating frame is the cylindrical reference 
frame tfr fixed in the rod AB. The total angular velocity of 1{1 is given by use of 
the chain rule ( 4.24): 

(4.67a) 

Herein ro21 = ~ez is the angular velocity of 1{1, the pendulum frame 2, relative 
to the spinner frame 1 fixed in S whose angular velocity relative to the 

Figure 4.20. Rotating pendulum model of a 
textile spinner. 

k 

Moving Thread 
Line T 

Spinner Frame 1 
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machine frame 0 is given as ro 10 = ro = WJ m which j = -cos ¢J e, +sin ¢J eq,. 
Thus, with ( 4.67a ), the total angular velocity of the pendulum frame 2 relative 
to the machine frame 0, but referred to 1/J, is given by 

(4.67b) 

It follows from use of ( 4.14) in ( 4.67b) that the angular acceleration of the 
pendulum relative to the machine is 

Because x(B, t) = /e, is constant in 1/J, 

bx =O 
bt ' 

( 4.67c) 

(4.67d) 

Further, with (4.46) and (4.48) in mind, we next use (4.67b) and (4.67c) to 
compute 

and by forming the triple product in the usual way while keeping in mind that 
the right-hand order of e" eq,, and ez must be preserved so that 

we find 

ro1 x(ro1 xx)= -wcos¢ 

0 

e= 

~ 
-wl sin ¢J 

ro1 x (ro1 x x) = -/(~ 2 + w 2 sin2 ¢) e, -lw2 sin ¢J cos¢ eq, 

-lw~ cos ¢J e=. ( 4.67f) 

Finally, noting that v A= 0 and a A= 0 for A fixed in c/J, and collecting the 
relations ( 4.67d ), ( 4.67e ), and ( 4.67f) into ( 4.46) and ( 4.48 ), we obtain the 
total velocity and acceleration of the pendulum ball B referred to the cylin
drical reference frame 1/J: 

\' B = f~eq, -/W Sin cP ez, 4 67 
., 2 2 •• 2 • ( • g) 

a 8 = -l(f/J~+w sin ¢)e,+/(¢-w sin¢cos¢)eq,-2lw¢cos¢e=. 

It will be observed that the special equations ( 4.59) and ( 4.60) cannot be 
used here because e= is not a constant vector in c/J, as required in the 
derivation of ( 4.60 ). In this problem, the cylindrical reference frame has an 
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additional rotation due to the spinner frame; nevertheless, the cylindrical 
coordinate representation is still appropriate. The reader may consider the 
following exercise. 

Exercise 4.3. Apply the composition rule ( 4.39a) to verify ( 4.67c ). Then 
start with x = le, and use ( 4.61) to confirm the solution ( 4.67g). 

4.8.2. The Spherical Reference Frame 

The spherical coordinates (r, 0, ¢J) of a point P in a rectangular Cartesian 
frame f/> = { F; Ik} are shown in Fig. 4.21. To locate the point P by its 
spherical coordinates in f/>, measure from F a radial distance r along the Z 
axis, then trace that end point on a circle of radius r through an angle e about 
the Y axis, and, finally, from its place in the XZ plane, turn the point along a 
circular arc of radius r sin e through an angle ¢J about the Z axis. This scheme 
brings us to the unique location of P in f/>. It is evident in Fig. 4.21 that for a 
fixed value of r the locus swept out by all such points is a spherical surface of 
radius r in f/>; consequently, as noted above, the three measure numbers 
r E [0, oo ), e E [0, n ], and ¢J E [0, 2n] are called spherical coordinates. When 
either ¢J = 0 or e = n/2, the spherical coordinates are the same as the plane 
polar coordinates described earlier. 

A spherical reference frame 1/J = { 0; e" e0 , e.,;} may be introduced to 
describe this system. For simplicity, the origin 0 may be chosen at F in f/>. 
The three perpendicular axes labeled as r, e, ¢J in Fig. 4.21 are parallel to the 
directions of the orthonormal basis for 1/J, which is shown at P for con
venience. The unit vector e, is in the direction of increasing values of the 
radial line r; hence, the position vector of the particle P is the simple radius 
vector 

( 4.68) 

The unit vector e8 is in the direction of increasing values of the colatitude 
angle 0, it lies in the plane of e, and K and is tangent at P to a meridian circle 

Figure 4.21. Spherical coordinates and the 
spherical reference frame. 

<I> Frame 
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whose diameter is along the Z axis. The vector eq, = er x e0 is in the direction 
of increasing values of the longitude angle ¢;, and it is tangent at P to a 
latitude circle parallel to the XY plane. 

All of the basis vectors ek vary with the angles 8 and ¢; as the vector er 
follows the motion of the point P in r/J. Therefore, 1/J is a rotating frame whose 
total angular velocity relative to frame r/J = { F; Ik} is 

ro1 = ~K + tie.p. 

Thus, with K =cos 8 er- sin 8 e8 , the total angular velocity of 1/J in r/J, but 
referred to 1/J, is given by 

(4.69) 

The velocity and acceleration of Pin r/J may be obtained from (4.46) and 
( 4.48) by the same procedure used earlier for cylindrical coordinates. It turns 
out from a lengthy but straightforward calculation that the absolute velocity 
and acceleration of a particle referred to the spherical reference frame 1/J are 
given by 

v P =fer+ r~ sin 8 eq, + rtie0 , (4.70) 

ap = (f- rti 2 - r~2 sin2 8) er + (2f~ sin 8 + 2r~e cos 8 +riP sin 8) eq, 

+ (rfJ+2fti-r~2 sin8cos8)e0 . (4.71) 

It is sometimes useful to note from (4.70) that the elemental displacement 
vector for spherical coordinates is 

dx = drer + r sin 8 df/Je.p + rd8e0 • (4.72) 

Therefore, the squared elemental arc length along the particle path is given in 
spherical coordinates by 

(4.73) 

The unit vector t = dxjds is the usual intrinsic tangent vector to the path. 
The use of spherical coordinates and the description of velocity and 

acceleration referred to a spherical reference frame will be illustrated in three 
examples. The easy direct application of ( 4.70) and ( 4.71) to the motion of the 
robotic manipulator studied earlier will be demonstrated in the first example. 
The second problem concerns a speed control governor and will demonstrate 
three methods that use spherical coordinates in slightly different ways, one 
being the direct use of ( 4. 70) and ( 4. 71 ). The final illustration is an application 
of ( 4.46) and ( 4.48) to the motion of a point on a helicopter blade referred to 
a spherical reference frame. 
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Example 4.12. The relative angular velocity vectors for the general 
rotation of the manipulator claw of the robot shown in Fig. 4.7 are given in 
( 4.40a ). Recall also that the length /( t) of the telescopic arm, as shown in 
Fig. 4.4, is a computer-controlled function of time. Find the absolute velocity 
and acceleration of point A on the claw referred to frame 2 = { 0; y, i', j} 
shown in Fig. 4.7. 

Solution. A few moments' reflection will reveal in Fig. 4. 7 that with 
y = e" i' = e0 , and j = e.p frame 2 may be identified as the spherical reference 
frame t/t={O;e"e0 ,e.p}· It is seen that r=l(t),e={J(t), and ¢=r~.(t). 
Therefore, the absolute velocity and acceleration of point A on the 
manipulator claw may be read directly from (4.70) and (4.71). We find 

v A= ie, + lri sin {3 e.p + 1Pe8, 

a A= (i"-IP2 -lri2 sin2 {J) e, + (2iri sin {J + 2/riP cos {J 

+ Iii sin {3) e.p +UP+ 2iiJ -lri 2 sin {J cos {J) e0 . 

Let the student examine the following exercise. 

(4.74a) 

(4.74b) 

Exercise 4.4. Notice that x(A, t) = l(t) e, in t/t and recall (4.40a). Deter
mine rof and rof referred to tft, and apply (4.46) and (4.48) to derive (4.74a) 
and (4.74b). When ri=0.5 radjsec, how does the result (4.74a) compare with 
( 4.17d) found earlier for these conditions? D 

Example 4.13. The ball governor of a certain speed control device con
sists of an arm OA hinged at 0 to a vertical shaft OZ as shown in Fig. 4.22. 
The shaft rotates with constant angular speed w 1 = 3n radjsec in the machine 
frame 0, and simultaneously the arm OA is elevated at the constant rate 
w2 = n radjsec in the shaft frame 1. The control ball B is attached to a light 
spring, but otherwise it may slide freely on the arm OA in frame 2. The 
designed shutoff position for the ball is set at 6 in. from 0 when e = 45° and 
the ball is stationary on OA. To design a proper spring it is essential to know 
the maximum, absolute acceleration of B for the above conditions. Find the 

Figure 4.22. Motion of a speed control governor 
referred to a spherical reference frame. 

Frame 1 z Frame 2 
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absolute acceleration of B at the shutoff position. What IS the absolute 

velocity there? 

Solution (i). Since w 1 = ~ = 3n radjsec and w2 = -8 = n radjsec are 

assigned constants, ;p = 11 = 0. At the shutoff position, r = 6 in. and f = i' = 0. 

Thus, at 8 = 45 o, ( 4. 71) gives the absolute acceleration at the shutoff position: 

a8 = -33n 2e,- 18n2 fi e,p- 27n 2e8 in.jsec2. ( 4. 75a) 

We see easily from (4.70) that the absolute velocity of Bat shutoff is 

v 8 = 9n fi eq;- 6ne8 in./sec. ( 4.75b) 

This easy solution shows clearly that (4.70) and (4.71) may be very 

handy in certain situations; but it is equally plain that no one would trouble 

to memorize them. On the other hand, the same results also may be gotten 

less quickly, but just about as easily, by thoughtful use of ( 4.46) and ( 4.48 ). 

This will be shown next. 

Solution (ii). Consider the motion of B in the imbedded frame 

2 = 1/J = { 0; e" e8 , e,p}. The total angular velocity of 1/J is given by 

m2o = m21 + m 10 , in which 

Ww = wlK = 3nK = 3n(cos e e,- sine ee) 

referred to 1/J. Thus, at 8 = 45°, we find 

3nfi 
rof= m20 = -neq, +-2- (e,-e8 ) radjsec. (4.75c) 

Furthermore, application of the composition rule ( 4.39a) m which 

bro21/bt = 0 and c5ro 10/bt = 0 gives 

. . 3n2 fi 2 

rof = ffi2o =row x W 21 = --2- (e8 + e,) radjsec . (4.75d) 

Of course, v0 = 0, a 0 = 0, x = 6e, in. and c5x/c5t = b2x/c5t2 = 0; hence, bearing in 
mind (4.46) and (4.48) and recalling (4.75c) and (4.75d), we determine 

ffif X X= 9n fi e,p- 6nee, OOfX X= -9n2 fi eq,, 

2 2 ;;;- 2 c5x 
rorx(rofxx)= -33n e,-9n .y2eq;-27n e8 , 2rofx"Tt=O. 

( 4.75e) 

Finally, use of these results in (4.46) and (4.48) yields again the 

relations (4.75a) and (4.75b) given above. This method follows the procedure 
employed to derive the general equations ( 4. 70) and ( 4. 71 ). 
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The student will find it instructive to repeat the development of ( 4. 70) 
and (4.71) starting with (4.68) and (4.69) and recalling (4.61 ). However, in the 
present case, because (4.75b) is valid only at the particular position 8=45°, 
(4.61) cannot be used to derive (4.75a) directly from (4.75b); rather, as in our 
earlier solution (iii) in Example 4.11, we must consider this more carefully. 

Solution (iii). It may be seen from ( 4. 70) that the ball velocity at the 
shutoff position is determined for all time by 

VB= l81t sin (1 Cq,- 6ne0 in.jsec; ( 4.75f) 

hence, its time derivative a 8 in the machine frame 0 can now be determined 
with the help of ( 4.61 ). Using ( 4. 7 5c) above, we find at 8 = 45 o 

(4.75g) 

Upon completion of the few details noted above, the reader may see that 
( 4. 7 5a) follows. The concluding remarks following Example 4.11 also are 
appropriate here. D 

Example 4.14. A helicopter shown in Fig. 4.23 is ascending vertically 
with a speed v which is increasing at the rate (J = v. The rotor blade is turning 
at a constant rate w about its axis which makes an angle oc with the vertical 
direction. At the moment of interest, the pilot is lifting the nose at the con
stant rate Q = -ci, as shown. Relative to the ground at the instant of interest, 
determine the velocity and the acceleration of point B at the tip of the rotor 
blade, but referred to the spherical reference frame 1/J = { 0; ek} imbedded in 
the blade. 

Figure 4.23. Motion of a helicopter blade point 
referred to a spherical reference frame. 
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Solution. The absolute velocity and acceleration of point 0 in the 
helicopter are given as 

v0 = v(cos a e8 - sin a e,), (4.76a) 

referred to the spherical frame t{! = { 0; ek} fixed in the rotor blade as shown 
in Fig. 4.23. 

It is evident that the total angular velocity and angular acceleration of 
the blade frame relative to the ground frame may be written as 

(4.76b) 

where the last equation is obtained by use of (4.14). Also, since x(B, t)=le, is 
fixed in t{!, 

(4.76c) 

With the application of ( 4.46) and ( 4.48) in mind, we next determine with 
the aid of ( 4.76b) 

Thus, using (4.76a), the second equation in (4.76b), (4.76c), and (4.76d) in 
(4.46) and (4.48), we obtain for the moment shown in Fig. 4.23 the absolute 
velocity and acceleration of B referred to the spherical reference frame t{!: 

v 8 = -vsinae,+(vcosa+IQ)e0 -lweq,, 

a 8 = -[/(fJ2 +w 2)+crsina]e,+crcosae0 . 

(4.76e) 

Notice that in view of (4.76c), (4.46) and (4.48) reduce to (2.27) and (2.30) for 
description of the rigid body motion; hence these equations also may have 
been applied here. The following modification is left for the reader. 

Exercise 4.5. Suppose t{! = { 0; ek} is fixed in the helicopter so that the 
blade frame turns relative to t{! with the angular velocity ro = we 0 . Find for the 
moment shown in Fig. 4.23 the absolute velocity and acceleration of B 
referred to the helicopter frame t{!. Compare the results with ( 4. 76e ). 

4.9. More Examples of Motion Referred to a Moving Frame 

In this section, several additional examples involving motion of a 
material point referred to a moving reference frame will be studied, and some 
related concepts will be reviewed. Some problems that involve rigid bodies in 
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motion relative to one another will be solved. To emphasize that (4.46) and 
( 4.48) are not restricted to an isolated material point nor to a point of a rigid 
body, but also are applicable to a deformable solid or fluid continuum, the 
first problem concerns the motion of a fluid particle referred to the intrinsic 
frame. 

Example 4.15. Motion of a Fluid Particle in a Centrifugal Pump. A fluid 
particle P shown in Fig. 4.24 moves outward along the impeller blade of a 
centrifugal pump with speed v and tangential acceleration a relative to the 
blade. The impeller rotates with a constant, clockwise angular speed w relative 
to the pump casing. (a) Determine the absolute velocity and acceleration of P 
referred to the intrinsic frame J1. = { P; tk }. (b) In particular, let r = R =2ft and 
w = 600 rpm; and suppose that v = 200 ftjsec and a= 100 ft/sec 2 at the instant 
when the fluid particle reaches the tip T of the blade. Evaluate the absolute 
velocity and acceleration of P at T. The pump geometry is shown in 
Fig. 4.24a. 

Solution. Part (a). Since the data are expressed in terms of intrinsic 
variables, it is natural to employ an intrinsic reference system at the fluid par
ticle P, which is in motion relative to a rotating reference frame cp = { 0; ik} 
fixed in the impeller. Therefore, we shall apply ( 4.46) and ( 4.48) in which the 
preferred frame f/J is fixed in the pump casing. 

The intrinsic velocity and acceleration of P relative to the impeller frame 
cp but referred to the intrinsic frame 11 are given by use of ( 1. 70) and ( 1. 71 ). 
Thus, for the assigned parameters, 

ox 
Tt=vt, (4.77a) 

With reference to Fig. 4.24a, we have 

ror = wk = -wb, ror=O, x = R sin 1/J t - (1 - cos 1/J) n, ( 4. 77b) 

0' 
(a): Problem Geometry 

Figure 4.24. A fluid particle motion within a centrifugal pump, referred to the intrinsic frame. 
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in which 1/J is the angular placement of P on the blade. The point 0 is fixed in 
the pump frame 1/>, so v 0 = a 0 = 0. Hence, with the aid of ( 4.77b ), the rigid 
body velocity and acceleration of P in 1/> are given by 

v0 +(1)1 xx= -Rwsint/Jn-Rw(l-cost/J)t, (4.77c) 

a0 +(I)! X ((I)! X x) + w1 x X= -Rw2 sin 1/J t +Rw2(1- cos 1/J) n. (4.77d) 

The relations (4.77c) and (4.77d) are the velocity and acceleration that P 
would have if it were fixed to the blade. 

The Coriolis acceleration is obtained with the help of the first equations 
in (4.77a) and (4.77b). We get 

bx 
2(1)1 x If= -2wvn. (4.77e) 

Finally, upon substituting (4.77c) and the first equation in (4.77a) into 
(4.46) and using (4.77d), (4.77e) and the second equation in (4.77a) in (4.48), 
we derive the absolute velocity and acceleration of P referred to 11: 

v P = [ v - Rw( 1 - cos 1/J)] t - Rw sin 1/J n, 
(4.77f) 

ap =[a- rw 2 sin 1/J] t + [v 2/R + Rw 2(1- cos 1/J)- 2wv] n. 

Part (b). Thus, in particular, for w = 600 rpm= 20n radjsec and 
r = R = 2 ft, and observing that 1/J = 60° at the tip of the blade where 
v = 200 ftjsec and a= 100 ftjsec 2, we find the example values 

v P = ( 137t- 109n) ftjsec, ap= -(6738t+1190n)ft/sec 2• 

Notice that in view of the blade geometry, use of a cylindrical reference frame 
would be equally convenient. This application is left as a student exercise. D 

Example 4.16. Motion of a Spinning Disk Referred to Various Reference 
Frames. A thin disk of radius a rotates with constant angular speed w2 about 
an axle fixed in a platform that rotates with constant angular speed w 1 about 
its normal axis, as illustrated in Fig. 4.25. Find in the fixed frame 0 the total 

Frame 1 
Fixed in 

the Platform 

Figure 4.25. Motion of a spinning disk on a 
rotating platform. 
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velocity and acceleration of a particle P on the rim of the disk three ways: (i) 
referred to axes imbedded in the disk, (ii) referred to axes fixed in the plat
form, and (iii) referred to axes fixed in space. 

Solution of (i). This case requires that we refer the motion to the disk 
frame 2 = { 0; ik} whose i direction is the axis of rotation of w 2 and whose j 
direction passes through P, as shown in Fig. 4.25. Also, frame 1 = { 0; ilc} is 
fixed in the platform, and frame 0 = { 0; Ik} denotes the preferred frame fixed 
in space. There is no motion of P relative to the moving frame 2, so (4.46) 
and (4.48) reduce to the rigid body formulas (2.27) and (2.30). Since 0 is fixed 
in frame 0, v0 = 0, a 0 = 0, and these equations show that the total velocity 
and acceleration in frame 0 may be found from 

V p = Wf X X, ap = wr x (wr x x) + rilr x x. ( 4. 78a) 

The angular velocity of the disk•frame 2 relative to the platform is given 
as w 21 = w 2 = w 2 i; and the angular velocity of frame 1 relative to the space 
frame 0 is w 10 = w 1 = w 1 K. Hence, with K = sin 0 j +cos 0 k from Fig. 4.25, it 
is seen that the total angular velocity of the disk frame relative to 0 may be 
written as 

(4.78b) 

referred to the disk frame. Use of (4.14) in (4.78b), which is expressed totally 
in terms of the disk frame, yields 

(4.78c) 

The conditions dJ 1 = w2 = 0 and 8 = w 2 were used here. Notice that this result 
also may be derived by application of ( 4.39a ). In this case, bw21 /bt = 0 in 
frame 1, bw 10/bt = 0 in frame 0 and the convective term lil 20 = w 10 x w 21 = 
w1w2 Kxi yields (4.78c). 

With x = aj, the terms in (4.78a) may now be evaluated. We find 

WrX X= aw2k -awl cos e i, WrX X= awlw2 sine i, 

Wf X (Wf X X)= awl W2 sin 8 j- a((l)~ +WI COS 2 0) j + awi sin 0 COS fJ k. 
(4.78d) 

Putting ( 4. 78d) into ( 4. 78a ), we reach the total velocity and acceleration of P 
referred to the disk frame: 

Vp= -aw 1 cos8i+aw2 k, 

ap = aw 1 sin 0(2w2 i + w 1 cos fJ k)- a(w~ + wi cos 2 O)j. 
(4.78e) 
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Solution of (ii). This problem concerns the motion of P referred to the 
platform frame 1 shown in Fig. 4.25. Since P is moving relative to frame 1, 
the general equations (4.46) and (4.48) are used to determine the total velocity 
and acceleration of P in frame 0. 

To begin, we note that the angular velocity and angular acceleration of 
the moving frame 1 in the space frame 0, but referred to the platform frame, 
are given by 

(4.79a) 

Thus, by use of ( 4.79a) and with v 0 = 0 and a0 = 0 as before, it is seen that 
the absolute velocity and acceleration of P for the present case are determined 
by 

bx 
Vp =T+ ro1 X X, 

ut . 

b~ ~ 
a p = bfl + (!)/ X ( (l)l X X) + 2ro1 X bf. ( 4. 79b) 

The position vector of P in frame 1, with reference to Fig. 4.25, is 

x =a( cos 0 j' +sin 8 k'). ( 4.79c) 

Therefore, noting that 8 = w 2 , we find from ( 4. 79c) 

~~ = aw 2(- sin B j' +cos (} k' ), (4.79d) 

b2x 2 ., . ' w= -aw2(cos0J +smBk ). ( 4.79e) 

These represent the velocity and acceleration that P would have if frame 1 
were fixed in frame 0; they are the velocity and acceleration of P relative to 
the platform. 

Also, with the aid of the first equation in (4.79a), (4.79c), and (4.79d), the 
remaining terms in (4.79b) may be computed next. We get 

ro1 x x = -aw 1 cos 0 i', ro1 x (ro1 x x) = -awi cos 8 j', 

2 i)X 2 . (} ., 
rorx-:-= aw 1 w 2 sm 1. 

i5t 

( 4.79f) 

Finally, the substitution of ( 4. 79d ), ( 4. 79e ), and ( 4. 79f) into ( 4. 79b) yields the 
absolute velocity and acceleration of P referred to the platform frame: 

v P = -aw 1 cos B i'- aw2(sin 8 j'- cos 0 k' ), 

ap = 2aw 1 w 2 sin B i'- a cos B(wi + wn j'- aw~ sin B k'. 
(4.79g) 

This method differs from the approach adopted in the solution of (i) 
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because the particle has a motion relative to a rotating frame, and hence the 
angular velocity of the body and of the reference frame has to be dis
tinguished. In part (i), there was no motion of P relative to frame 2 because 
frame 2 was imbedded in the body containing P; and in alll such problems the 
basic equations (4.46) and (4.48) reduce to the rigid body formulas (2.27) and 
(2.30). Care must be exercised in the evaluation of rof and rof; otherwise, in 
either case, the calculations are straightforward. Let us now look at the 
solution to (iii). 

Solution of (iii). The motion of P referred to the space frame 0 will be 
determined next. Since the frame 0 is fixed in space, we have 

v0 =0, a 0 =0, cor= 0, (4.80a) 

Therefore, ( 4.46) and ( 4.48) show that the absolute velocity and acceleration 
of Pare determined by the familiar equations 

c5x c5 2x 
Vp=Yt, ap=""b('i. (4.80b) 

The reader will recall that these are the basic equations (1.8) and (1.10) for 
the velocity and acceleration of a particle in a "fixed" frame. 

The position vector of P referred to the platform frame is given be 
( 4. 79c ). Therefore, use of the basis transformation 

j' = -sin t/J I+ cos t/1 J, k'=K, (4.80c) 

obtained from the geometry of Fig. 4.25, yields the position vector of P 
referred to frame 0: 

X= a cos 8( -sin t/1 I+ cos t/1 J) +a sine K. (4.80d) 

Consequently, recalling that w 1 = ~ and w 2 = 8, we find by ( 4.80b) the 
absolute velocity and acceleration of P referred to the space frame 0: 

v P = a(w 2 sin 0 sin t/1- w1 cos 0 cos t/1) I+ aw 2 ws 8 K 
- a( W 2 Sin 0 COS t/1 + W 1 COS 8 Sin 1/1) J, 

ap= a(wi -w~) cos 8 sin t/1 l-aw~ sin 8 K 

-a[(wi + wD cos 8 cos t/1- 2w 1 w 2 sin 8 sin t/1] J. 

(4.80e) 

(4.80f) 

The three cases studied here demonstrate that the relations ( 4.46) and 
( 4.48) for the velocity and acceleration of a material point referred to a 
moving frame contain all of the basic equations (1.8), (1.10), (2.27), and 
(2.30) studied earlier in Chapters 1 and 2. However, in this example, the 
origin of the moving frame was fixed in the preferred framt:. We turn now to a 
similar example in which this is not the case. D 
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Example 4.17. Application to the Motion of an Oscillating Fan Blade. The 
blade of an oscillating fan shown in Fig. 4.26 spins about a horizontal shaft of 
length I with a constant, counterclockwise angular speed w 2 • The fan 
assembly oscillates about a vertical axis with a variable speed w 1 = w cos pt, 
where p is the constant frequency of the fan oscillations and w is the 
maximum angular speed. Find in the ground frame 0 = { F; Ik} the total 
velocity of a point P at the tip of a blade two ways: (i) referred to the 
frame 1 = { 0; ik} imbedded in the motor housing, and ( ii) referred to 
frame 2 = { 0; i/.,} fixed in the blade. What is the total angular acceleraton of 
the blade for these cases? 

Solution of (i). In this problem, the particle P is moving relative to the 
oscillating motor housing frame 1 shown in Fig. 4.26; therefore, we shall 
employ ( 4.46) to find its absolute velocity. With this objective in mind, we 
now determine the required terms. 

The position vector of P in the motor frame 1 is given by 

x = a( cos 1,6 j + sin 1,6 k ). ( 4.81a) 

Therefore, the relative velocity of P in frame 1 is 

(4.81b) 

in which w 2 = /> is the constant angular speed of the blade in the motor frame. 
The total angular velocity of the motor frame relative to the ground 

frame 0 = { F; Ik} is given as 

Hence, with the aid of (4.81a), we obtain 

ro1 x x = -aw 1 cos 1,6 i. 

Frame 0 

Frame 2 
in the Blade 

k 

j' 

Schem<ltic Diagram for Part (i). 

Figure 4.26. Motion of a parti~le at the tip of an oscillating fan blade. 

( 4.81 c) 

(4.8ld) 
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It remains to find the velocity of point 0 referred to frame 1. The vector 
of 0 from F is B = li, referred to frame 1. Since 0 is a point of a rigid body 
having the angular velocity ro 1 about a fixed base point at F, its velocity may 
be found by use of (2.27). Thus, 

( 4.81e) 

Notice that the same result may be gotten by differentiation of B in frame 1; 
namely, v0 =B=/rofxi=w 1 /j. 

Substitution of (4.81b), (4.81d), and (4.81e) into (4.46) yields the 
solution. Thus, the absolute velocity of P referred to the motor frame 1 is 

v P = -aw 1 cos ¢J i + (w 1l- aw 2 sin ¢J) j + aw 2 cos ¢J k, ( 4.81f) 

wherein we recall that w1 = w cos pt. 

Solution of (ii). This problem requires that the motion of P be referred to 
the blade frame 2 = { 0; i~} shown in Fig. 4.26. Since there is no motion of P 
relative to the blade frame, (4.46) shows that the velocity is determined by the 
rigid body formula (2.27): 

(4.82a) 

The total angular velocity of the blade is given by 

= w2 i' + w 1(sin ¢J j' +cos ¢J k'). (4.82b) 

Hence, using the position vector x = aj' in frame 2, we get 

(4.82c) 

The velocity of the base point 0 is found from tht! first equation in 
(4.81e) in which B=li'. Thus, referred to the blade frame 2, we have 

v0 = /ro 1 xi'= lw 1(cos ¢J j'- sin ¢J k'). (4.82d) 

Substitution of ( 4.82c) and ( 4.82d) into ( 4.82a) yields the absolute 
velocity of P referred to the blade frame 2: 

v P = -aw 1 cos ¢J i' + lw 1 cos ¢J j' + (aw 2 -lw 1 sin ¢J) k'. (4.82e) 

Note that herein w 1 = w cos pt. 
This completes the primary problem solutions. We now consider the 

question of the total angular acceleration of the blade for the previous cases. 
The total angular acceleration of the blade referred to the motor frame 1 

may be found by application of (4.39a). The angular velocity of frame 2 
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relative to frame I, namely, ro 21 = w 2 i, is constant in the motor frame 1, hence 
bro21 /bt = 0. Of course, ro 10 = w 1 K = w cos pt K in frame 0; therefore, 
bro 10/bt = -wp sin pt K. Finally, the convective term is ro 10 x ro 21 = w 1 w2j. 
Thus. use of ( 4.39a) yields the total angular acceleration of the fan blade 
referred to frame 1 : 

ro 20 = ww2 cos pt j- wp sin pt k. (4.83a) 

The same result, but now referred to the blade frame 2, may be obtained 
from ( 4.83a) by a change of basis; however, since the last expression in ( 4.82b) 
gives ro 20 already expressed in terms of the basis of the blade frame, the total 
angular acceleration of the fan blade referred to that frame also may be 
derived directly from the last equation in (4.82b) by application of (4.14). In 
either case, we shall find 

ro20 = w(-p sin pt sin¢+ w2 cos pt) j' 

- w(p sin pt cos 1/J + w 2 cos pt sin¢) k'. 0 (4.83b) 

Example 4.18. Application to the Motion of an Epicyclic Gear Train. An 
epicyclic gear train is a system of gears and shafting in which at least one gear 
moves around the circumference of other fixed or moving gears. The planet 
gear P 2 shown in Fig. 4.12 rolls around the circumference of gear P 1 , and so 
the planetary train studied earlier is an epicyclic gear train. An epicyclic 
arrangement permits an unusual assembly of gears and shafting and it 
sometimes provides an uncommon angular velocity ratio while maintaining 
relative simplicity of the design. 

The motion of the epicyclic gear train shown in Fig. 4.27 will be studied 
here. The train consists of three bevel gears A, C, and D and two spur gears B 
and E arranged so that the shaft of B is concentric with the output shaft of 
gear D. The gear A is fixed in the machine frame 0 = { F; Ik }. The spur gear E 
is fixed to the input shaft and drives the train through the power gear B which 
is cut from a special casting that serves as the bearing housing for the epicyclic 
gear C and as a bearing for the power gear assembly consisting of B and C. 
The power gear assembly revolves around the concentric supporting output 
shaft with a specified total angular velocity ro 10 = wi in the machine frame, as 
indicated in Fig. 4.27. We wish to determine by vector methods (a) the 
angular velocity of the epicyclic gear C relative to the power gear B, (b) the 
absolute angular velocity and angular acceleration of C referred to 
frame I = { B; ik} fixed in B, and (c) the angular speed of the output gear D. 
The design, as shown in Fig. 4.27, requires that the pitch angles ¢ and () 
satisfy 

1/J + 28 = n/2. (4.84) 
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K 

Frame 2 is Fixed in 
the Epicyclic Gear C 

Figure 4.27. An epicyclic gear train assembly. 
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Solution: Part (a). Let frame 3 = { D; nk} be fixed in the output gear D 
whose absolute angular velocity is denoted by ro30 = .Qn 1 = .QI; and let 
frame 2 = { C; ek} be fixed in the epicyclic gear C, as shown in Fig. 4.27. Then 
the angular velocity of the epicyclic frame 2 relative to the power gear frame 1 
may be written as ro 21 = w21 e2 = w 21 i2 , and the total angular velocity of C in 
the machine will be given by 

(1)20 = 0}21 + (1)10· (4.85a) 

In addition, the three absolute angular speeds of gears B, C, and D are 
related through the rolling constraint imposed by the gear teeth. Of course, 
the point Q on gear C is turning relative to the rotating frame 1 in gear B. 
However, since the reference frames are fixed in the ge:ars, their material 
points have no motion relative to these frames. Hence, the basic equations 
(4.46) and (4.48) reduce for each gear to the rigid body formulas (2.27) and 
(2.30) referred to frames whose angular velocities in the machine frame are 
ID 10 , ID 20 , and ro 30 , as noted before. Thus, for the point Ron the fixed gear A, 
the contact point at R on C must satisfy 

V R = V c + ID20 X r = 0, (4.85b) 

in which r is the position vector of R from C, as shown in Fig. 4.28. Of course, 
point C belongs also to the extension of the power gear B for which v B = 0; 
hence, with r = -q, as shown, we find with ( 4.85b) the absolute velocity of 
point C: 

Vc = ro 20 X Q = ro 10 X b, (4.85c) 
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Figure 4.28. The gear train geometry. 

in which q is the position vector of Q from C and b is the position vector of C 
from B. Use of (4.85a) in (4.85c) yields 

(1)21 X q = ro 10 X (b- q). (4.85d) 

Using the geometry of Fig. 4.28 and the rule (4.84), we find from (4.85d) the 
relative angular velocity component 

W 21 = -w[sin 8 + (b/q) sin (r/J + 8)] = -w(sin 8 +cot r/J cos 8). 

But the last term may be written as the ratio cos(¢>- 8)/sin ¢>; hence, with the 
use of ( 4.84 ), the angular velocity of the epicyclic gear C relative to the power 
gear B may be expressed as 

. sin 38. 
ro21 = w2Ilz = -w cos 281z. (4.85e) 

Part (b). The total angular velocity of the epicyclic gear in the machine 
frame may be derived by substitution of (4.85e) into (4.85a). We use an 
elementary trigonometric identity and thus find 

ro20 = w cos 8(i 1 - tan 28 i2 ), (4.86a) 

referred to the power gear frame 1. 
The absolute angular acceleration of C in the machine frame may be 

derived by use of ( 4.39a ). Equation ( 4.85e) shows that ro21 is constant in 
frame 1; and ro 10 is constant in frame 0. Hence, (4.39a) reduces to 
m20 =ro 10 xro21 =ww21 n1 xi2 ; and with the aid of (4.85e), we obtain the 
angular acceleration of the epicyclic gear in the machine frame, but referred to 
the power gear frame 1: 

• 2 sin 38 cos 8 . 
Olzo = -w cos 28 •3· (4.86b) 
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The reader also may confirm this result by differentiation of ( 4.86a ). 

Part (c). It remains to determine the angular velocity of the output gear 
D. Since the rolling contact point Q belongs to both C and D, and v D = 0, we 
have 

V Q = (!) 30 X X = V C + (!) 20 X q, (4.87a) 

wherein x is the position vector of Q from D, as shown in Fig. 4.28. Therefore, 
use of (4.85c) in (4.87a) yields 

ID 30 X X= 2ID20 X q = 2ID 10 X b. (4.87b) 

It seen from Fig. 4.28 that ( 4.87b) yields the component relation 

Q = 2w(b/d) sin(Q? +e). (4.87c) 

Further, with the aid of the rule ( 4.84) and the triangle relations b/c =cot tP 
and c/sin tP = djsin e, it follows from ( 4.87c) that the angular speed of the out
put gear Dis 

Q = 4w cos2 e. (4.87d) 

This completes the solution of the problem. It may be seen from ( 4.84) 
that 0 < e < n/4. It thus follows from ( 4.87d) that the ratio of the output 
angular speed to the input angular speed decreases with increasing e so that 
QjwE (4, 2); and according to (4.85e), the ratio of the relative angular speed 
of the epicyclic gear to the input angular speed grows with e so that 
w 12/w E (0, oo ). Specifically, for e = tP = 30°, it may be seen that Qjw = 3 and 
w 12jw = 2. It is an exercise for the student to plot polar graphs of these speed 
ratios as functions of the pitch angle e. D 

Example 4.19. Motion of a Rolling Disk. A thin, circular disk D of radius 
r, shown in Fig. 4.29, rolls without slipping on a simple, smooth path P in the 

K 

Ground Frame 0--, { F; I. J, K: 

H 

Frame 2 = ·: C; i. J, k : 
is F1 xed 1n the Pi,~ne of D 

Frame3'"' {O;a:,{J,f~ 
1s Fixed in 0 

Frame 1 = I C; i', L tC) 
is Ftxed 1n the Vert1,:al Plane of j. 

Figure 4.29. A thin disk rolling on a horizontal surf:1ce. 
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horizontal plane H of the ground frame 0 = {F; Ik}. The angle 1/J describes the 
rotation of the disk about its axle y at 0; the tilt of the plane of the disk from 
the vertical axis K is denoted by 8; and the rotation of the tangent vector j to 
the path P is measured by the angle r/J. Of course, the motion of the disk 
depends upon the forces and torques that act on it; and it will be learned 
further on that these are related by basic dynamical laws to the acceleration of 
the center of the disk and to its total angular velocity and angular 
acceleration. Find the total angular velocity and angular acceleration of the 
disk referred to frame 2 = { C; i, j, k} defined by the plane of the disk through 
the tangent line of the point C of rolling contact, but not fixed in the disk. 
Determine the absolute acceleration of the center of D referred to frame 2. 

Solution. Let frame 1 = { C; i', j, K} be fixed in the vertical plane through 
the tangent line to Pat C, and let frame 3 = { 0; a, p, y} be fixed in the disk. 
Then for the assigned frames, ro 32 = -•h is the angular velocity of the disk 
frame 3 relative to the tilted frame 2; ro 21 = -Oj denotes the angular velocity 
of the tilted frame in the plane of the disk relative to frame 1; and ro 10 = ~K is 
the angular velocity of the vertical tangent plane relative to the ground 
frame 0. Thus, in accordance with ( 4.25b ), the total angular velocity of the 
disk is given by 

(4.88a) 

Since 'Y = i and K =sin 8 i +cos 8 k, the total angular velocity (4.88a) referred 
to the tilted frame 2 is 

ro 30 = ( ~ sin 8 - ~) i - Oj + ~ cos 8 k. (4.88b) 

The total angular acceleration of the disk may be determined by use of 
(4.36). We leave this for the reader, and here derive the result from the basic 
equation (4.11 ). We note that U = ro 30 is a vector referred to the moving 
frame 2 whose total angular velocity is rof = ro20 = -Oj + ~K. This method 
yields from ( 4.88b) 

bro30 = ( ;p sin 8 + ~e cos 8- ~) i -lij + ( ;p cos e- ~e sin 8) k, 
bt 

ro20 x ro 30 = ro20 x ro 32 =[(~sin 8- ~) i- Oj +~cos lfk] x ( -~i). 

(4.88c) 

Thus, substitution of ( 4.88c) into ( 4.11) and expansion of the vector product 
yields the required absolute angular acceleration of the disk: 

ro 30 = (¢sin 8 + ~e cos e- ~) i- ( li + ~~ cos 8) j 

+[¢cos 8- fJ(~ +~sin 8)] k. (4.88d) 

To determine the absolute acceleration of the center of the disk, it is con-
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venient to first find the absolute velocity of 0 referred to frame 2. Since the 
contact point C has zero velocity in frame 0, the velocity of 0 according to 
(2.27) may be found from v 0 = ro 30 x x in which x = rk. Hence, use of ( 4.88b) 
yields the absolute velocity of 0 referred to frame 2: 

v0 = -r[t.ii+(~sin8-~)j]. (4.88e) 

We recall the basic rule ( 4.11 ) in which U = v 0 and ro 1 = ro 20 is the 
angular velocity of the frame to which v 0 is referred in ( 4.88e ). The reader 
may show by this method that the absolute acceleration of the center of the 
disk referred to frame 2 is given by 

a 0 = -r[fi +~cos 8(~- ~sin 8)] i- r(tfo sin 8 + 28~ cos 8 -1/i) j 
- r [ t.i2 + ~ sin 8( ~ sin 8 - ~)] k. 

4.10. Motion Referred to an Earth Frame 

(4.88f) 

An especially important example of motion relative to a moving frame is 
the motion of a particle referred to a reference frame fixed in the earth. Our 
daily experience suggests that so far as the observable motions of cams, gears, 
tops, cars, and trains are concerned, the earth's motion is of little apparent 
consequence. But unnoticeably small effects may accumulate. One may find 
after a time, for example, that contacting surfaces, like train wheels and 
tracks, suffer unusual wear induced by the earth's rotation. Other effects may 
be more evident. The long flight times at large speeds over great distances 
traveled by supersonic aircraft, ballistic missiles, earth satellites, planetary 
vehicles, and heavenly bodies exemplify increasingly the importance of our 
accounting for the earth's motion in tracking the motions of such bodies. 

Between these extremes, other subtle and powerful efff:cts caused by the 
motion of the earth are observable. The circulation of the winds and weather 
variation are vivid and sometimes awesome examples. The motion of a 
Foucault pendulum, a device contrived in 1851 by the French physicist Jean 
L. Foucault (1819-1868), exhibits a subtle phenomenon induced by the 
rotation of the earth. To an observer in the northern hemisphere, the plane of 
oscillation of the pendulum appears to rotate clockwise: once each day. 
However, the pendulum actually swings continuously in the same plane while 
the earth rotates counterclockwise beneath it. In the southern hemisphere, the 
relative pendulum rotation is counterclockwise. This phenomenon is due to 
the Coriolis acceleration produced by the earth's rotation as the pendulum 
swings back and forth. It has been reported also that during the famous battle 
of the Falkland Islands in World War I, the British naval gunners were sur-
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prised to see their shells fall consistently 100 or so yards forward or aft of the 
German ships. Although the gun sight design accounted for the Coriolis 
deflection of a shell, apparently the design was based on the assumption that 
combat most likely would occur near sooN latitude, never near soos latitude. 
Consequently, the initial British barrage missed its mark by a distance equal 
to nearly twice the Coriolis deflection! 

These few examples show that although it is quite natural to choose a 
reference frame fixed in the earth to study the motion of material objects on 
or near its surface, one must bear in mind that the earth itself has a complex 
motion compounded of many rotations. And it is important to know the 
extent to which this motion affects velocity and acceleration terms, and to 
know what error may be committed when the earth's motion is neglected. 
Therefore, we shall examine in this section expressions for the apparent 
velocity and acceleration when the earth's motion is taken into account. But 
what shall we use for the earth's motion? 

4.10.1. Motion of the Earth 

The principal motions of the earth are its axial rotation and its revolution 
around the sun. However, these are not the only motions experienced by the 
earth. The earth's rotational axis, called the celestial pole, differs slightly from 
the geometric pole of symmetry. Astronomical measurements based on 
dynamical theory have determined that the geometric pole traces around the 
celestial pole a cone whose base diameter at the north pole is about 26ft. This 
nutational disturbance, known as the Eulerian motion, has an observed 
period of 428 days, but it has a negligible effect on the earth's principal 
motions. Therefore, as usual, we shall ignore it. 

The earth's axis also rotates about a line through its center and perpen
dicular to the plane of the ecliptic, the earth's orbital plane of motion. This 
precessional motion, a phenomenon similar to that observed in an ordinary 
spinning top, is extremely slow, with a period of roughly 26,000 years. In 
addition, the inclination of the earth's axis to the plane of the ecliptic changes 
very slightly; the period of this nutational disturbance is about 40,000 years. 
Further, the plane of the ecliptic rotates slowly around the sun, and the 
earth's orbital path also is subject to periodic changes. The period of orbital 
precession around the sun varies from 60,000 to 120,000 years, while the 
eccentricity of the earth's orbit, according to celestial mechanics, is now two
and-a-half times smaller than it was 180,000 years ago. It is clear that such 
small perturbations do not contribute significantly to the effects of the prin
cipal motions of the earth even over a 100-year period, which by comparison 
with the aforementioned figures is an extremely short time. Therefore, we shall 
omit these. 

But there is more. The milky way is rotating about its central axis and 
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moving through space relative to other galaxies in the universe; and the earth 
is being dragged along with it. Although the revolutionary period of the milky 
way is approximately 200 million years, the sun, being 30,000 light years from 
its center, has an orbital speed of about 140 miles/sec relative to the galaxy 
axis; and the orbital speed of the earth around the sun is 18.5 miles/sec, that 
is, 66,000 mph. To trace the motion of a body over interstellar distances, it is 
not inconceivable that the would have to account for some of these additional 
motions of the earth. However, even the interplanetary distances that cover 
the solar system are infinitesimal by comparison with interstellar distances, so 
it is reasonable to ignore any variations in the relative motions of the planets 
caused by galactic motion. Therefore, for all practical purposes, it is sensible 
to restrict attention to the effects of the earth's principal motions only, as 
described next. 

Let q/ = { C; ilc} be a frame imbedded in the earth E at any point C, as 
shown in Fig. 4.30. Let l/J = { S; lk} be another frame with origin at the center 
of the sun S but having no rotation with respect to the distant, so-called 
"fixed stars." Then the total rotation of the earth frame rp' relative to the 
preferred, astronomical frame l/J is equal to the sum of the earth's principal 
rotations m1 = 21t rad/day about the earth's polar axis and m2 = 
m1 -+- 365.25 rad/day about an axis at S normal to the plane of the ecliptic. We 
thus write rof = 0 = ro 1 + ro 2 for the total angular velocity of the earth frame 
relative to the distant stars. The angle between ro 1 and ro 2 is the tilt angle 
of the earth's axis, which is very nearly 23.5° from a line perpendicular to 
the ecliptic. Consequently, a comparison of the magnitudes m1 and m2 in a 
vector diagram shows that the total angular velocity vector 0 is directed very 
nearly along the earth's axis of rotation and has a magnitude equal very 
closely to the sum of the magnitudes w 1 + m2 = 7.29 x 10- 5 radjsec. (See 

Figure 4.30. Motion of a particle relative to a frame fixed in the earth at an arbitrary point C. 
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Problem 4.114.) Moreover, since both ro 1 and ro2 are virtually constant, the 
total angular acceleration of the earth frame relative to cP is due mainly to the 
change in the direction of the earth's axis of rotation as the earth revolves 
about the sun. Hence, the angular acceleration- has the closely approximated 
magnitude lUI= 5.77 x 10- 12 rad/sec2. Therefore, we may conclude that to a 
high order of accuracy the total angular velocity and angular acceleration of 
the earth frame may be closely estimated by 

fi = Qn = 7.29 X 10- 50 radjseC, U=O, (4.89) 

wherein n is a unit vector in the north pole direction. 

4.10.2. Velocity and Acceleration Relative to the Earth 

For the conditions set in (4.89), the velocity and acceleration of a particle 
relative to the earth frame may be easily derived. We consider a particle P 
moving in space with position vector x' from C in cp' and X from S in cP, as 
shown in Fig. 4.30. Then by use of (4.89) in (4.46) and (4.48), we obtain the 
relative velocity and acceleration of P in cp': 

(ix' 
v=Tt= Vp- (vc+O x x'), 

(4.90) 

wherein v c and a c. and v P and a P denote the total velocity and acceleration 
in frame cP of the origin point C in E and of the particle P, respectively. 

It is convenient in (4.90) to take Cat the geometrical center of the earth, 
but still be able to refer the motion to a reference frame cp fixed at a con
vement site 0 in the earth's surface (or any other point in E), as shown in 
Fig. 4.31. Since the vector r of 0 from C is fixed in the earth, hence also in 
both cp and q/, we have br/bt = 0 and (i 2r/bt2 = 0. As a consequence, a shift to 
a reference frame cp at 0 in no way affects v and a in (4.90). Indeed, with 
x' = r + x, where x is the vector of P from 0 in cp, as shown in Fig. 4.31, we 
see that bx'/bt = bx/bt and b2x'/bt2 = b2xfbt2• Therefore, (4.90) also may be 
written as 

(4.91) 

When P moves on or near the earth's surface in the vicinity of 0 so that 
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Figure 4.31. A particle motion relative to a frame fixed in the ea.rth's surface. 

lxl ~ lrl = 4000 miles, approximately, then x' = r, very nearly, and equations 
(4.90) or (4.91) may be replaced by 

bx 
V = Jr = V p- ( V c + fi X r ), 

(j2x 
a =w = ap- [ac+ n x (!! x r) +2!! x v]. 

(4.92) 

In equations (4.90)--(4.92), the terms preceded by the negative sign 
represent in each case the principal source of errors that would be committed 
by adopting the assumption that the earth is fixed in space relative to the dis
tant stars, i.e., by assuming that the relative and the absolute velocities and 
accelerations are the same. In particular, we shall prove in Chapter 6 that the 
Coriolis acceleration 2!! x v accounts for the slow apparent rotation of the 
plane of oscillation of the Foucault pendulum and for the deflection of the 
British artillery shells mentioned earlier. Hence, if this term is neglected, 
potentially serious errors may result and opportunity for the discovery of 
other subtle effects may be lost. For most ordinary problems, however, the 
deviation in the motion of the particle, which is not predicted when the less 
realistic idealization of the earth as a nonrotating body is used, is of little con
sequence because of the smallness of J!!l. Indeed, the maximum intensity of 
the Corio lis acceleration is estimated as 2Qv = 1.5 x 10 - 4v sec -I. Although 
the Coriolis acceleration usually is minute, its effects are difficult to predict 
without a careful analysis, and for certain effects, it may not be negligible. In 
particular, it is clear that for bodies such as ballistic missiles and earth 
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satellites, for which the apparent speed v is large, the Coriolis correction takes 
on greater importance. We shall have more to say later about effects induced 
by the principal motions of the earth. 

Example 4.20. A river flows south with uniform speed v relative to the 
earth. We shall describe the absolute velocity and acceleration of a river par
ticle P relative to the center of the earth when P crosses northern and 
southern latitude lines. Afterwards, the results will be evaluated at 30°N 
latitude, and compared with those of a satellite traveling similarly with an 
orbital speed of 17,000 mph relative to the earth at an altitude of 100 miles. 
Finally, the contribution to the total acceleration due to the earth's motion 
around the sun will be estimated. See Fig. 4.32. 

Solution. The earth being nearly spherical, it is natural to use a spherical 
reference frame 1/1 = { C; e" e8 , eq~} at the center of the earth. Then, in general 
terms, r is constant, r = 0, r = 0; ~ = Q is the total angular speed of the earth 
frame; and v = rO is the speed of the river particle relative to 1/J. Therefore, 
iP=tf=O also. Direct use of (4.70) and (4.71) yields the absolute velocity and 
acceleration of P relative to the center C, that is. 

Vp- vc= rQ sin 8 eq~ + ve 8 , 

ap- ac=- (rQ 2 sin2 e + v2/r) e, + 2Qv cos e eq~ 
- rQ 2 sine cos e eo. 

( 4.93a) 

The component 2Qv cos e is the Coriolis acceleration, and v2/r is the 
acceleration of P relative to the earth and arises from the earth's curvature. 
The remaining centripetal acceleration terms have the magnitude rQ 2 sin e. It 
will be shown in the next chapter that the centripetal acceleration affects only 
the apparent weight of the particle. 

X 

The foregoing description of the terms in (4.93a) is made more apparent 

I" 

Figure 4.32. A fluid particle flowing southward 
on the earth. 
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by its derivation from (4.90). The relative velocity and acceleration of P are 
given by 

Jx' 
v=Tt=ve0 , 

in which the effect of the earth's curvature is explicit. 

(4.93b) 

Writing x' = re, and noting that n = Qn, we obtain n X x' = rQ sin() eq,. 
We thus find that the centripetal acceleration is directed from P toward the 
axis of rotation and is given by 

(l X (fiX x') = -rQ 2 sin ()(sin() e, +COS() Co). ( 4.93c) 

This shows that the tangential component of ( 4.93c) is negative in the 
northern hemisphere where sin () cos () > 0 and positive in the southern 
hemisphere where the inequality is reversed. Hence, the earth's rotation tends 
to retard the southerly river flow above the equator and enhance it below. 
This component vanishes at the equator. 

And finally, the Coriolis acceleration is 

2fi x v = 2Qv cos() eq,. (4.93d) 

Notice that the Coriolis acceleration is directed toward the east in Fig. 4.32. 
Therefore, in its flow southward, the river particle is deflected eastward in the 
northern hemisphere where cos () > 0 and westward in the southern 
hemisphere where cos () < 0. The Coriolis acceleration vanishes at the equator. 

Collecting ( 4.93b ), ( 4.93c ), and ( 4.93d) into ( 4.90) yields the same for
mula ( 4.93a) found in the foregoing review of spherical coordinates. This 
closes the present description of the flow. 

Let us consider the magnitudes of the terms in (4.93a) when Pis at the 
latitude AN=30°N so that ()=60°. Recalling (4.89) and noting that 
r = 4000 miles, v = 5 mph, and Q = 0.263 radjhr, we find for the indicated units 

v P-vc= 910eq, + 5e0 mph= 1335eq, + 7.29e0 ft/sec, 

ap- ac = - (207 + 0.006) e, + 1.32eq,- 119.8e0 m/hr2 (4.93e) 

We thus see in a typical case that the acceleration effects of the earth's 
rotation are quite small. However, they might not be negligible in certain 
situations. Of course, as noted earlier, the Coriolis effect is small; however, it 
is still 100 times larger than the relative acceleration of P resulting from the 
earth's curvature. Of course, it is evident that such small quantities generally 
are not noticeable in our daily lives. Since the acceleration is virtually zero, 
the particle velocity is nearly constant. Notice, however, the huge transport 
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term in the first equation in ( 4.93e ). This term has no effect on the velocity 
apparent to an earth observer. 

On the other hand, for increasingly larger values of the relative speed, it 
is clear that the relative acceleration and the Coriolis acceleration will be the 
dominant terms in (4.93a). Let us consider, for example, an earth satellite 
moving southward with a relative speed v = 17,000 mph at an altitude of 
100 miles above the surface of the earth (r=4100 miles) at the latitude 
)" N = 30"N. Then ( 4.93a) yields the values 

v P-vc= 933.le<' + 17,000e0 mph= 1369e¢ + 24,933e& ft/sec, 

= - (0.087 + 28.72) e, + 1.82e,- 0.05e 0 ft/sec 2• 

A significant increase in the second and third terms of ( 4.93f) compared 
with those in the second equation in ( 4.93e) is evident. Notice the small 
change in the centripetal acceleration, i.e., the first and last terms in ( 4.93f), 
compared with the second equation in (4.93e ). This is due only to the change 
in the path radius; and it shows that the approximation in (4.92) for motion 
on or near the earth's surface will be quite good, the error being roughly 2.3% 
in 100 miles. 

Finally, to estimate the contribution to the total acceleration that is due 
to the earth's motion about the sun, let us assume that the earth's elliptical 
orbit is nearly circular with radius R = 96 x 106 miles from the center of the 
sun. Then the orbital speed of C is .~ = Rw 2 , very nearly; and because w 2 is 
constant, we have 5' = 0. Therefore, the earth's rotation around the sun con
tributes a centripetal acceleration of magnitude lac I = (!; 2 / R) = Rw~ directed 
toward the sun. Thus, with the value w 2 = 2 x 10 7 rad/sec, this yields the 
estimate 

lac I= 49.25 m/hr 2 = 0.02 ftjsec 2, ( 4.93g) 

which is small though possibly not negligible. This term will be studied further 
in Chapter 5. 

This completes our study of applications of the equations for motion 
referred to a moving reference frame. The reader should be thoroughly 
familiar with the principal equations developed and applied throughout this 
chapter. These important equations are summarized below. 
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4.11. Summary of the Principal Equations 

The main equations developed in this chapter were derived by the 
application of the fundamental rule (4.11): 

. bV(t) 
V(t) = ~ + rof(t) x V(t) [ cf. ( 4.11)]. 

This gives the absolute time rate of change of a vector U(t) in a preferred 
frame <P when U(t) is referred to a reference frame cp having an angular 
velocity rof relative to <P. 

Equation (4.11) was rewritten in the form (4.21) and applied to derive 
the composition rule (4.22) for several angular velocity vectors: 

i, j, k = 0, 1, 2, ... , n [ cf. ( 4.22)]. 

And the simple relative angular velocity rule relating the mutual relative 
angular velocities of any two frames also was deduced: 

[ cf. ( 4.23)]. 

The subsequent application of (4.11) in (4.22) and (4.23) led to the 
corresponding mutual angular acceleration rule for any two frames, namely, 

[cf. (4.32)], 

and the composition rule for several angular acceleration vectors: 

[cf. (4.37)]. 

It was shown that the rules (4.22), (4.23), (4.32), and (4.37) are useful in the 
solutions of problems that involve the simultaneous rotations of several rigid 
bodies. The applications commonly involved two or three relatively rotating 
bodies, and for these special cases ( 4.22) and ( 4.3 7) yield the following 
kinematic chain and composition rules: 

[cf. (4.24)], 

[cf. (4.39a)]; 

[ cf. ( 4.24) and ( 4.25a) ], 

[cf. (4.35) and (4.36)]. 
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Notice that the first pair of these equations is contained in the second pair 
and may be obtained from the second set upon replacement of 3 by 2 and use 
of the rule ro11 = 0. Several applications of these equations have been studied. 

The fundamental equations ( 4.46) and ( 4.48) relating the velocities and 
accelerations of a particle in two frames in relative motion were derived next. 
We recall 

bx 
Vp=Tt+v0 +rofxx [cf. (4.46)], 

b2x bx 
ap=Jt2+ a 0 + ro1 x (ro1 x x) + c.i>1 x x + 2ro1 x Tt [ cf. ( 4.48)]. 

It was learned that these equations contain the basic formulas (2.27) and 
(2.30) derived in Chapter 2 for the velocity and acceleration of a point of a 
rigid body, and the rudimentary defining equations (1.8) and (1.10) 
established in Chapter 1 as the foundation for much of the work that 
followed. The Corio lis acceleration, the last term in ( 4.48 ), arises from the 
motion of a particle in a rotating reference frame. 

The reduction of ( 4.46) and ( 4.48) to the important special case of a sim
ple relative motion for which ro1 = 0 was studied. Equations ( 4.46) and ( 4.48) 
were then used to derive the special formulas (4.59), (4.60) and (4.70), (4.71) 
for use in problems where cylindrical or spherical coordinates arise naturally. 
All of these special formulas were applied to a variety of problems of relative 
motion and motion referred to a moving reference frame. The application of 
( 4.46) and ( 4.48) to the description of motion relative to a reference frame 
fixed in the earth also was introduced. 

The foregoing equations constitute the principal equations studied in this 
chapter. These will be encountered many times in our future studies of 
dynamics. Some special topics that require that the reader be familiar with the 
content of Chapter 3 will be presented next. Therefore, the reader who may 
have skipped over this material in a first reading may now wish to move 
ahead to the next chapter. No loss of continuity will be suffered. 

4.12. Some Special Advanced Topics 

Three special topics will be discussed briefly. The first is an application of 
the vector component transformation law (3.107) to an earlier example. The 
derivative of a tensor is introduced next, and the rule for the derivative of the 
generalized product of two or more tensors is described. The product rule is 
then applied to determine the time derivative of an orthogonal tensor. This 
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result, which is related to the time rate of change of the rotation tensor 
studied in the last chapter, will be applied to derive the basic formulas (2.27) 
and (2.30) for the velocity and acceleration of a rigid body particle. The third 
topic will present the time derivative of a tensor referred to a moving reference 
frame. Frame-indifferent transformation laws for vectors and tensors are 
investigated; and the linear transformation for a change of frame is used to 
derive in a different manner other forms of the basic velocity and acceleration 
equations ( 4.46) and ( 4.48 ). 

4.12.1. Application of the Vector Component Transformation Law 

The reader will recall from Chapter 3 that a change of basis induces a 
change in the scalar components of a vector. It will be shown in this section 
that the vector component transformation law (3.107) has application to some 
of the problems studied earlier in this chapter. As an illustration, we recall the 
equations ( 4. 78e) for the velocity and acceleration of a point P on the rim of 
the spinning disk described in Example 4.16 and illustrated in Fig. 4.25. These 
vectors are referred to a basis ik fixed in the disk. We wish to determine the 
velocity and acceleration of P referred to a basis i~ which is fixed in the 
rotating platform. 

Since the scalar components of v P and ap are known with respect to the 
disk basis iko their scalar components with respect to the platform basis i~ 

may be computed by the vector component transformation law (3.107a). 
Accordingly, we write 

v~= Avp, (4.94) 

and we note from Fig. 4.25 that the transformation matrix defined by (3.96) is 
given by 

0 

cos e 
sine 

-s~n eJ. 
cos e 

(4.95) 

The matrix components v P of v P and a P of a P in the disk frame 
2 = { 0; id are obtained from ( 4. 78e ); and the transformation laws ( 4.94) 
yield their corresponding scalar components referred to the platform 
frame 1 = { 0; i~}: 

0 

cos e 
sine 

~ J [-aw1 cos e] 
-sme 0 

cos e aw2 
[-awl c~s e] 

-aWz Sill 8 , 

awz cos e 
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0 

cos e 
sine 

Chapter 4 

0 l f 2aw 1 w 2 sine l 
-sine -a(w~ + wf cos 2 0) 

cos e awf sin e cos e 

Hence, the velocity and acceleration vectors referred to the platform 
frame 1 = { 0; i~} are found to be 

v p = -awl cos 0 j'- aw2(sin e j'- cos 0 k'), 

ap = 2aw 1 w 2 sin 8 i'- a cos B(wf + wi) j'- aw~ sin 8 k' [cf. (4.79g)]. 

It is seen that these are the same as (4.79g) derived by the method described 
for part (ii) in Example 4.16. Other applications of the transformation laws 
will be encountered in later chapters. 

Exercise 4.6. Use the transformation law (3.107) to derive (4.80e) and 
( 4.80f) from the equations ( 4. 79g ). 

4.12.2. Derivative of a Tensor Function of a Scalar Variable 

A tensor quantity T may be a function of one or more scalar variables. 
For example, the Euler rotation tensor R studied in Chapter 3 may vary with 
the time t so that R = R(t) is a tensor-valued function of the scalar time 
variable t. Consequently, it is natural to inquire about its time rate of change 
and to learn its connection with our previous studies. Similarly, the rates of 
change with respect to time, temperature, or mass density of other tensor 
quantities such as stress, strain, and electrical or thermal conductivity would 
be useful in the study of the mechanics of solids and fluids. These applications 
also would involve the use of the derivative of a tensor that varies con
tinuously with respect to some scalar variable eJ, say. The definition of this 
derivative and some rules for its application are presented below. 

The change AT(eJ) in the tensor T(eJ) due to a change deJ in the scalar 
variable eJ is defined by JT(eJ) = T( eJ + Lla)- T(a ). The tensor function T(a) is 
said to be continuous at the value a if JT( a)-> 0 as da-> 0, i.e., if 
T(a + da)-> T(a). Let I be an assigned interval of values of a that contains 
the value J.:. Then, in accordance with the usual definition of the foregoing 
limit, T( eJ) is continuous at eJ = J.: if for every c; > 0 there exists a o > 0 such 
that jT(eJ)-T(J.:)j <c for every eJEi that satisfies ja-J.:j <o. It is apparent, 
therefore, that the definition of the magnitude of a tensor is needed here. This 
definition was given in Problem 3.14. Thus, the derivative ofT(a) with respect 
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to a, denoted by dT((J)/d(J, is defined as the limit of the difference quotient 
LIT( (J )/A (J as A (J --+ 0: 

_dT_((J_) _ lim LIT((J) = lim T((J + LI(J)- T((J}. 
da Au~ o Lla Au~ o Lf(J 

(4.96) 

If the limit exists for the value (J, then T((J) is said to be differentiable at (J. If 
the function T((J) is differentiable at (J, it also is continuous there. Obviously, 
the derivative of a tensor is another tensor, and its higher derivatives, 
provided they exist, are generated similarly. 

This definition generalizes the definition (A.l6) for the derivative of avec
tor function of (J; and it is easy to show that the same kinds of rules studied in 
Appendix A for vector functions hold for tensor functions. A tensor whose 
scalar components Tii with respect to at least one constant basis ek are con
stants is called a constant tensor. Clearly, if T( (J) = t is a constant tensor, then 
LIT((J)=O is the zero tensor and (4.96) yields dT((J)/d(J=dt/d(J=O. It follows 
that a constant tensor has a constant magnitude, and its derivative is the zero 
tensor. Moreover, it follows from the tensor component transformation law 
(3.108) that if the derivative of a tensor vanishes in one basis, it does so in 
every basis. Similarly, the rules for the derivative of the sum of two tensors 
A( (J) and B( (J) and of the product of a scalar a( (J) and a tensor B( (J) are given 
by the familiar rules (A.17), (A.18), and (A.l9) established for vectors. Of 
course, it follows from the representation ( 3.29) of a tensor T( (J) referred to a 
constant basis eif = e; (8) e1 that 

dT((J) dTiJ((J) 
~=~eif. (4.97) 

Hence, in the same manner as for vectors, the scalar components of the 
derived tensor relative to a constant basis ek are the usual derivatives of its 
nine scalar components T if( (J) with respect to (J. The rule for the derivative of 
a tensor function referred to a moving reference frame will be derived further 
on. 

Exercise 4.7. Prove that the derivative of the transpose of a tensor T((J) 
referred to a fixed basis is equal to the transpose of the derivative of the ten
sor: 

0 (4.98) 

The rules for the derivative of the products (3.11), (3.36) and the tensor 
product of two vector functions of (J are summarized by the generalized 
product rule ( A.26) for the quantities oc( (J) and p( (J ). In particular, the 
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derivative of the tensor product of two vectors a( a) and b( a) is given by the 
following rule: 

d db( a) da( a) 
da [a(a)®b(a)] =a(a)®~+~®b(a). ( 4.99) 

Exercise 4.8. (a) Let u(a), v(a), and w(a) be three differentiable vector
valued functions of a. Determine the derivative of the product 
[u(a)®v(a)] w(a). (b) Derive (4.98) from the rule (3.42) for arbitrary con
stant vectors. D 

The foregoing rules for the derivatives of tensors will be applied below. 
The derivative of an orthogonal tensor will be studied next; and afterwards its 
connection with the angular velocity and acceleration of a rigid body particle 
will be explored. Finally, tensorial forms of the equations for the velocity and 
acceleration of a rigid body particle will be derived. 

4.12.2.1. Derivative of an Orthogonal Tensor Function 

An orthogonal tensor Q may vary with the time t so that Q = Q{t) is an 
orthogonal tensor function of t which has the properties (3.68) for all t, 
namely, 

(4.100) 

Notice that the product ( 4.100) is the constant identity tensor; hence, the 
derivative of this product must vanish. The generalized product rule (A.26) 
and use of ( 4.98) yield the relations 

( 4.101) 

where the superimposed dot denotes the usual time derivative djdt and the 
explicit indication of the time dependence has been suppressed for brevity. It 
follows from (4.101) that 

QQT= -QQT= -(QQT)T and QTQ= -QTQ= -(QTQ)T. 

Therefore, we learn that the tensors S and S* defined by 

S=QQ 7 and S*=Q 7 Q ( 4.102) 

are skew tensors. Hence, it follows from ( 4.102) that the derivative of an 
orthogonal tensor Q(t) may be written as 

Q=SQ=QS*, ( 4.103) 
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where S and S* are similar, antisymmetric tensors with the properties 

(4.104) 

Let u (or v) be an arbitrarily assigned vector and recall that associated 
with each skew tensor S there exists a vector n for which (3.60) holds. Thus, 
for the skew tensors (4.104), there exist vectors nand 0* defined by (3.59) 
such that 

So=!! xu, S*v=O*xv. (4.105) 

It can be shown that n = QU* and u = Qv. The meaning of S* will be 
examined later. 

4.12.2.2. The Angular Velocity and Angular Acceleration Tensors 

It was shown in Chapter 3 that the rotation tensor R is an orthogonal 
tensor that describes the rotation of a rigid body about a line; and Euler's 
theorem showed that R is the same as the orthogonal basis transformation 
tensor Q defined in (3.1 03) and having the components (3.106 ). The results 
are summarized in ( 3.123 ). Therefore, in accordance with ( 4.103) and ( 4.104 ), 
there exists a skew tensorS= W = -wr, say, for which 

R(t) = WR = RW*, 

W*=RrWR. 

(4.106a) 

( 4.106b) 

Hence, the tensor W, or W*, may be called the angular velocity tensor. 
The second derivative of (4.106) also may be computed similarly. We find 

the formulas 

R=(W 2 +W)R 

= R(W* 2 + W*); 

hence, W, or W*, may be named the angular acceleration tensor. 

(4.107a) 

( 4.107b) 

Exercise 4.9. Prove that the angular acceleration tensors W and W* are 
antisymmetric, similar tensors so that 

(4.108) 

Show also that 

(4.109) 
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4.12.2.3. Velocity and Acceleration of a Rigid Body Particle 

The foregoing results will be used below to obtain tensor equations for 
the velocity and acceleration of a rigid body particle. Let us recall the formula 
(3.125) for the general rigid body displacement of a particle P: and let us write 
X(P) = X(P, t) and B(O) = B(O, t) for the position vectors of the rigid body 
particle P and the base point 0 in the preferred frame r/J = { F; lk} at time t. 
Further, let x(P) = x(P, t) denote the position vector of P from 0 in frame r/J 
at time t, so that in (3.125) x(P) = x(P, t0 ) = x0 (P) is the position vector of P 

from 0 in r/J at the initial or reference time ! 0 • And, finally, let R = R(t). Then 
the general motion (3.125) of any particle P of a rigid body as a function of 
time in the preferred frame r/J may be written as 

X(P, t) = B(O, t) + R(t) x0(P). (4.110) 

Moreover, in the present notation, (3.86) shows that 

x(P, t) = R(t) x0(P), (4.111) 

wherein R(t0 ) = 1. 
The velocity and acceleration in r/J of the particle P is obtained by dif

ferentiation of ( 4.110 ). In familiar notation, we find 

v p(t) = v0 (t) + R(t) x 0 , 

ap{t) = a0 (t) + R(t) X0 . 

(4.112a) 

(4.112b) 

With the aid of (4.106a), (4.107a), and (4.111), the last terms in (4.112a) and 
(4.112b) may be written as 

Rx0 = WRx0 = Wx = ro x x, 

Rxo = (W2 + W) Rxo = (W2 + W) X= (0 X (ro X x) + m X X, 
(4.113) 

in which ro and m are the vectors of the skew tensors Wand W, respectively. 
Finally, upon substitution of (4.113) into (4.112), we derive the familiar 
equations (2.27) and (2.30): 

[ cf. (2.27) ], 

8p = 8o + (0 X (ro X X)+ W X X [ cf. ( 2.30)]. 

The tensor equations corresponding to these rules may be read from ( 4.112) 
and the third of each relation in (4.113): 

Vp=Vo+ Wx, (4.114) 

Thus, we see that the familiar angular velocity and angular acceleration 
vectors ro and m are the respective vectors of the antisymmetric, angular 
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velocity, and angular acceleration tensors W and W introduced above. 
Analogous results may be obtained from the second forms of the derivatives 
(4.106b) and (4.107b), but the procedure is somewhat awkward and is omit
ted here. The meaning of W* and W* will be described further on. The one 
missing step is left for the reader in the following exercise. 

Exercise 4.10. Prove that the vector of the skew tensor W is the time 
derivative of the vector of the skew tensor W, as indicated in (4.113). 

4.12.3. Derivative of a Tensor Referred to a Moving Framt:· 

The total time derivative of a tensor referred to a moving frame will be 
studied in this section. It will be shown that the apparent and absolute time 
derivatives of the angular velocity tensor are the same. Tensorial forms of the 
basic equations for the velocity and acceleration of a particle in motion 
relative to a moving reference frame will be derived by two methods, one of 
which involves introduction to frame-indifferent transformations. We shall 
start with the derivation of the tensor form of the familiar equation for the 
derivative of a vector referred to a moving frame. 

Let qJ = { 0; ik} be a reference frame whose motion relative to a preferred 
frame l[J = { F; lk} is described by the time-dependent basis transformation 
(3.105) so that 

ik(t)=Q(t)lk 

= Rf(t) Ik> 

(4.115a) 

(4.115b) 

where we introduce Rf{t) = Q(t) for the rotation of frame qJ relative to frame 
lfJ. Hence, Rf may be identified as the rotation tensor described in (3.123). 
Thus, differentiation of ( 4.115) and use of ( 4.1 06a) yields 

dik( t) --;.tt = Rf(t) lk = WfRflk, (4.116) 

where Wf is the angular velocity of frame qJ relative to frame lfJ. Therefore, 
with the aid of ( 4.115) and the first result in ( 4.113 ), we derive the familiar 
rule 

(4.117a) 

( 4.117b) 

in which rof, the vector of the skew tensor Wf, is the angular velocity of 
frame ({) relative to f/J. (See Problem 4.117.) 

Let U(t) = uk( t) ik( t) be a vector referred to qJ. Then differentiation of this 
equation and use of (4.117a) yields the total time rate of change of U: 

(4.118) 
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This is, of course, the tensor form of the basic equation ( 4.11 ), which follows 
immediately from ( 4.117b ). 

The same idea may be used to deduce the time derivative of a tensor 
referred to a moving frame. To discover the rule for this case, let us consider 
the derivative ( 4.99) applied to the tensor basis ipq = iP ® iq. Then with the aid 
of (4.117a), we find easily the rule 

dipq(t) w . . 
~= 1 tpq-•pqw1 . (4.119) 

The formula Tv= vT r for an arbitrary vector v also was used in ( 4.119 ), so 
that W1 v = -vW1 holds for the skew tensor W1 . Proof of this rule follows 
from extension of the definition of the tensor product of vectors a and b so 
that 

c( a® b) = ( c ·a) b (4.119a) 

holds for all vectors c. The verification of this step is left for the reader. 
Let us now consider the time derivative in C/J of the tensor 

T(t) = Tpq(t) i"q(t) referred to <p; we have 

. dTpq. dipq 
T(t) = --tpq + Tpq -. 

dt dt 
(4.120) 

Thus, using ( 4.119) and introducing the apparent time derivative of T( t) 
defined by 

JT(t)_dTpq(t). () 
~=-;{tlpq t' ( 4.121) 

we obtain the following formula for the total time derivative of a tensor T(t) in 
the preferred frame C/J when T( t) is referred to a frame <p which is rotating with 
the angular velocity W1 relative to C/J: 

. JT(t) 
T(t) = ~ + W1 (t) T(t)- T(t) W 1 (t). (4.122) 

The last two terms in (4.122) form the convective time rate of change of T(t). 
Higher-order derivatives ofT may be obtained similarly. 

For an illustration, let T = Wr. Then ( 4.122) shows that 

Wr(t) = dWI(t) = JWI(t)_ 
dt Jt 

(4.123) 

This is the tensor analog of the vector rule ( 4.14) in which ro1 is the vector of 
the skew tensor Wf. Let the reader show that, in fact, (4.14) may be derived 
from ( 4.123 ). 
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4.12.3.1. Velocity and Acceleration Referred to a Moving Fl-ame, Revisited 

The formula for the derivative of a vector referred to a moving frame is 
given in (4.118). We shall apply this result to derive the tensor analog of the 
equations for the absolute velocity and acceleration of a particle referred to a 
moving frame. Specifically, we shall consider the relation ( 4.44) in which the 
position vector x(t) of the particle P from 0 is referred to the moving frame 
cp = { 0; ik }. Then (4.118) shows that the absolute time rates of change of x(t) 
in f/J are related to the apparent time rates of change in cp by the following 
tensorial equations: 

•• <5 2x 2 bx 
x(t)= & 2 +Wfx+W"tx+2Wrbt· 

( 4.124) 

(4.125) 

Thus, by use of (4.43), (4.124), and (4.125), the tensor formulas for the 
absolute velocity and acceleration of P referred to the moving frame cp are 
provided by 

bx 
Vp=Yt+v0+ Wfx, 

<52x 2 bx 
ap= bt2 +a 0 +Wfx+Wfx+2Wf"ft"· 

(4.126) 

(4.127) 

The last term in (4.127) is identified as the Coriolis acceleration of P. Thus, 
bearing in mind the equations (4.114) for the rigid body velocity and 
acceleration of P in t/J, we have the following familiar conclusions: (i) The 
absolute velocity of a particle P is equal to the relative velocity of P in cp plus 
the rigid body velocity of Pin t/J. (ii) The absolute acceleration of Pis the sum 
of the relative acceleration of Pin cp, the rigid body acceleration of Pin t/J and 
the Coriolis acceleration of P in f/J. The reader may show easily that (4.126) 
and (4.127) are equivalent to the fundamental relations (4.46) and (4.48), 
respectively. 

The same results may be derived by other methods. An especially useful 
and elegant procedure of particular importance in areas of continuum 
mechanics is presented below. This will require a brief introduction to frame
indifferent transformations, so these will be studied first. 

4.12.3 .2. Frame-Indifferent Transformations 

To begin, let us remember the basis transformation tensor (3.103) 
expressed as 

(4.128) 
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We recall that this may be viewed as the Euler rotation from frame cP into 
frame <p. For clarity in the subsequent construction, let us write xcp(t) for the 
position vector in cP of a point P from the origin of <p, but referred to <p, so 
that with the basis transformation ( 4.115a ), we have 

(4.129a) 

(4.129b) 

Let us define the position vector 

(4.130) 

Then use of (4.130) in (4.129) yields the following transformation law for the 
relative pusition vector: 

(4.131) 

It is seen in (4.130) that Xq, has the same scalar components in frame cP 

as the vector x'~' in ( 4.129a ). Thus, x<P is the same vector seen in cP as the vec
tor x'~' seen in <p. Of course, the point P cannot occupy two places at the same 
moment, so we think of Xq, as the position vector of the image of P in c/>; it is 
the position vector of another point in cP from which we may consider that P 

was rotated by the instantaneous transformation Q(t). Then, because each 
observer perceives his own basis as relatively fixed, the two observers in <p and 
cP agree, independently of the specific point P, that they perceive the same 
vector in their individual frame. Therefore, a transformation of the type 
(4.131) is said to be frame indifferent, or objective. 

Suppose, for example, that x<~>(t) = a(t) I 1 ; and consider an arbitrary 
transformation ( 4.128 ). Then according to ( 4.131 ), we find 

wherein we recall that Ik · Iq = bkq· Thus, at the time t, the observer in <p sees 
exactly the same vector along his i 1 direction as seen by the observer cP along 
his I 1 direction. The orthogonal tensor Q preserves the properties of the vec
tor by a pure rotation about the origin point 0 of <p. 

The time derivatives in <p of the vector x'~'(t) behave in the same way. Dif
ferentiation of (4.130) in cP gives x<t> = xk(t) Ik; and recalling the definition of 
the 6-derivative in (4.10), we find by (4.129a) and (4.115a) 
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Therefore, we have the following transformation law for the apparent time 
derivative: 

c:5x<P(t)_Q(). () --- t x<t> t. 
bt 

(4.132) 

Higher-order apparent derivatives follow the same rule; for example, 

c:52x"'(t) -Q() .. () 
c:5t 2 - t x<~> t . (4.133) 

Thus, the observers in cp and r/J confirm the same time derivatives for the vec
tors of (4.131); hence, the apparent time rates (4.132) and (4.133) are objec
tive quantities. Observe that the transformation laws ( 4.132) and ( 4.133) show 
that the apparent time derivatives of (4.131) are obtained by holding Q(t) 
fixed. It is seen from (4.128) that this is equivalent to holding the basis vectors 
ik fixed in the original definition (4.10). 

Any vector v "'(t) = vk(t) ik(t) referred to the moving frame cp may be writ
ten in the same manner as (4.131). Therefore, we have the followingframe
indifferent transformation law for a vector referred to a moving frame: 

( 4.134) 

wherein v <t>(t) = vk(t) Ik. Notice that v"' share the same scalar components, 
only their basis directions are changed by the orthogonal transformation Q. 
These vectors are frame indifferent. Moreover, their nth-order apparent time 
derivatives also are objective: 

(4.135) 

The transformation ( 4.128) also induces a transformation on tensors 
referred to a moving frame. To derive the transformation law for a tensor 
T <P = Tpq( t) ipq( t) referred to the moving frame cp, we use ( 4.115a) to obtain 

T "'(!) = Tpq(t) ip(t) 0 iq(t) = Q(t)[Tpq(t) IP 0 IJ Qr(t). 

It follows that T"' must obey the following frame-indifferent transformation 
law for a tensor referred to a moving frame: 

(4.136) 

wherein, by definition, T <~>(t) = Tpq(t) Ipq in frame f/J. It seen again that T"' and 
T <~> share the same scalar components though they refer to different directions 
related by the transformation Q. Therefore, the observer r/J sees exactly the 
same entity as seen by the observer cp. As a consequence, any tensor quantity 
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that respects the rule (4.136) is said to be frame indifferent, or objective. (See 
Problem 4.119.) 

For an illustration, we may recall the tensor S* defined in (4.102) and 
having the properties ( 4.104 ), the last of which shows that S = QS*Q T. It is 
seen easily from ( 4.102) that S is referred to the moving frame <p. Hence, S * is 
the tensor whose components seen in f/J with respect to lpq are the same as 
those of S seen in <p with respect to ipq· The same thing holds mutatis mutandis 
for the relative angular velocity tensor W* in (4.106) and its derivative in 
(4.108). Therefore, the tensors S, W, and W encountered earlier are objective. 
It is not suprising that W2 in ( 4.109) also is frame-indifferent. It follows 
readily from (4.136) that the Nth power T~ of an objective tensor is objective. 

It is evident that the rule (4.136) holds for all apparent time derivatives of 
(4.136); for, holding the basis ik(t) fixed in the c:'i-derivative implies in (4.128) 
that Q(t) is to be held fixed in (4.136). Thus, the transformation law for the 
nth-order apparent time derivative of a tensor referred to a moving frame is 
given by 

(4.137) 

For n= 1, this rule coincides with (4.121), but herein expressed directly in 
terms of Q. (See Problem 4.120.) 

4.12.3.3. A Change of Frame, Velocity, and Acceleration. The End. 

A change of frame is characterized by an orthogonal, linear transfor
mation that preserves distances and time intervals. This change is exhibited in 
terms of the position vectors X41 and x"' of the same point P from the origins 
F and 0 of the respective reference frames f/J = { F; lk} and <p = { 0; ik( t)} in 
accordance with the equation 

Xq,(t) = Bq,(t) + x"'(t) 

= B4>(t) + Q(t) Xq,(t). 

(4.t38a) 

(4.138b) 

Herein Bq,(t) is the position vector of 0 from F, Q(t) is the rigid rotation of 
frame <p relative to f/J, and (4.131) applies. A change of frame usually includes 
a time shift tq, = t"' + t, where tis a constant. This expresses the condition that 
the clock in frame <p may be ahead or behind the clock in the preferred frame. 
However, we shall lose nothing by supposing that all observers use the same 
universal clock so that t = 0; and we shall continue to write t for the universal 
time. It is evident, of course, that ( 4.138a) is the transformation introduced 
differently in Section 4.6.1 and diagrammed in Fig. 4.14, but expressed in dif
ferent, though parallel, notation. The reader will recall that equations (4.46) 
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and ( 4.48) were derived by starting from ( 4.138a) and by using the definition 
of the <>-derivative in (4.10). In this section, it will be shown that the same 
relations may be obtained by starting with (4.138b). 

The absolute velocity and acceleration of P in cf> may be gotten by dif
ferentiation of (4.138b) as usual. This yields 

v P = X.4> = Qx4> + B4> + Qx4>, 

Bp = x4> = Qx4> + B4> + Qx4> + 2Qx4>. 

(4.139) 

(4.140) 

Clearly, v 0 = B4> and a 0 = B4> are the absolute velocity and acceleration of the 
origin 0 in cf>. In the right-hand side of (4.139) and (4.140), the first terms are 
the relative velocity and acceleration vectors ( 4.132) and ( 4.133 ), respectively; 
the second pair of right-hand terms may be identified as the rigid body 
velocity and acceleration contributions resulting from the rotation Q(t); and 
the final term in ( 4.140) is the Corio lis acceleration. Indeed, recalling that 
Q(t) = Rf(t) is the Euler rotation tensor, and introducing (4.106a), (4.107a), 
(4.132), and (4.133), the reader may show easily that (4.139) and (4.140) coin
cide with ( 4.126) and ( 4.127) derived earlier; and, of course, these are 
equivalent to the fundamental relations (4.46) and (4.48) which are the central 
equations of this chapter. It is seen that (4.139) and (4.140) do not obey the 
general vector rule ( 4.134 ). Plainly, the total velocity and acceleration of a 
particle are not objective quantities; different observers perceive different 
totals. 

In general, the total time derivative of a vector v"' or a tensor T"' referred 
to a moving frame is not objective. The rule ( 4.134) provides 

(4.141) 

in which we recall Wf= QQT and the rule (4.135) for n = 1. The last of (4.141) 
is to be compared with (4.118). Similarly, the total time derivative of the ten
sorT"' in (4.136) yields the formula (4.122) by application of the rule (4.137). 
Thus, total time derivatives of frame-indifferent vectors and tensors generally 
are not objective. 

This concludes our study of some special advanced topics in kinematics. 
The tensor equations derived throughout are useful in advanced theoretical 
applications of kinematics to studies of deformable solids and fluids and in the 
theory of the mechanical response of materials under the action of forces and 
torques in both statics and dynamics. Although it would be natural to con
tinue our studies into these interesting areas, these topics extend too far 
beyond the scope of our future needs in the present work. We shall begin 
study of the analysis of motion under the action of forces and torques in the 
next volume. 
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Problems 

4.1. At the instant shown, a rigid body has an angular velocity ro = 3j- 6k radjsec 
relative to the preferred frame if>= { F; lk}, but referred to the imbedded frame 
q> = { 0; ik }. (a) If the base point 0 has the velocity v0 = 6i + 3j- 2k mjsec in if>, what 
is its velocity referred to if> at the instant of interest? (b) Find at this instant the 
absolute velocity of the particle P at X= 21 + J m when 0 is at B = 41- 3J + K m in 
if>. 

Problem 4.1. 
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4.2. A vector U(t) = 6ti- 3t2j + 6k units is referred to a reference frame 
cp = { 0; ik} which has a constant angular velocity ffi1 = 3i + 2j + 6k units relative to a 
preferred frame tP = { F; lk }. Find the time rate of change of V(t) apparent to obser
vers in the two frames, and referred to cp. 

4.3. The rigid body shown in the figure is moving relative to a preferred frame 
tP = { F; lk }. Referred to an imbedded frame cp = { 0; ik }, the body has a constant 
angular velocity ffi = 5i + 6j + 4k rad/sec, and the base point 0 has a velocity 
v 0 = 12i + 5j - 6k mjsec, both relative to tP. (a) Find the time rate of change in tP of 
the position vector x of the particle whose place is (2, - 3, 4) m in cp. (b) What is its 
rate of change in cp? (c) What is the absolute acceleration of point 0? 

Problem 4.3. 

~I 
w 

4.4. A body imbedded reference frame cp = { 0; iP} has a translational velocity 
v0 = 2i- 6j -lOk ft/sec, an angular velocity ffi1 = 4i + 6j- lOk radjsec and an angular 
acceleration cilr = 2i- 4j + llk radjsec2 relative to a frame tP = { F; 11 } at the instant t0 

when ik = Ik. Compute dijdt and d2ijdt2 in tP at t0 • 

4.5. Let x denote the position vector of the point P = (5, 3, 7) ft from the point 
Q = ( 4, 5, - 6) ft in the body frame cp whose motion at the instant t0 is described in the 
previous problem. Determine the absolute, instantaneous rates i and x referred to cp. 
Does v0 affects the results? 

4.6. A 40-ft-high antenna tower is located in the preferred frame tP = { F; Ik }, as 
shown. The position vector of the top of the antenna from the station F is denoted by 
X. Another frame cp = { 0; ek} has the absolute velocity 

v0 =6e 1 -4e2 +7e3 ft/sec 

at an instant t0 when ek = lk. The angular velocity and angular acceleration of cp 
relative to tP at time t0 are given by 

ffi = 4e 1 + 2e2 - 3e3 rad/sec, 

Compute the first and second time rates of change of X as seen from cp at the instant of 
interest. Does v 0 affect the results? 

.w 

Problem 4.6. I, 
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4.7. Consider the hinged joint and slider block shown in Fig. 2.20. Let frame 
1 = { B; p, y, k} be fixed in the slider block B, as shown, and introduce another 
frame 2 = { B; a, p, A} fixed in the hinged yoke of the connecting rod AB so that A is 
parallel to!. (a) Determine as functions of y the angular velocity of the rod relative to 
B and the absolute angular velocity of B in the frame t:P = { F; ik} shown in Fig. 2.19. 
(b) What is the angular speed of the rod relative to the slider block? (c) What is the 
absolute angular velocity of the rod referred to frame 1? 

4.8. Two gears A and B are held in rolling contact by a link of length I between 
their centers. The gear A rotates with an angular velocity OJ A relative to the fixed frame 
t:P = { 0; i, j }, while the gear B moves around the periphery of A with an angular 
velocity OJ B relative to t:P. Find the angular velocity of each gear relative to the link. 

Problem 4.8. 

4.9. The control rod OA of a gear mechanism shown in the figure is rotating with 
an angular speed w1 = 15 rad/sec about the center of a fixed ring gear G. Find the 
angular velocity of the pinion gear P relative to the control rod and relative to the ring 
gear. What is the velocity of point B relative to the ring gear at the instant shown? 

Problem 4.9. 

4.10. An aerial ride in the amusement park consists of a passenger cockpit C that 
revolves with an angular velocity OJ 2 relative to its supporting arm OB, while OB 
rotates with an angular velocity OJ 1 relative to the control tower, as shown. A reference 
frame cp = { 0; ir} is fixed in OB. Find the absolute angular velocity and angular 
acceleration of the cockpit referred to cp at the instant for which 

w 1 = 0.8 radjsec, 

wl = 0.1 radjsec 2, 

W 2 = 0.4 rad/sec, 

cil 2 = 0.2 rad/sec 2 

4.11. A disk A of radius 2ft is turning as shown with a constant angular speed 
w A = 5 radjsec relative to a large circular plate P. At the instant r shown in the figure, 
the plate is rotating in a ring bearing R with an angular speed w P = 3 rad/sec, which is 
increasing at the rate of 2 radjsec 2 relative to the ring. The ring bearing also is spinnin~ 
with an angular speed w R = 10 rad/sec, which is decreasing at the rate of 4 rad/sec 
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Problem 4.10. 

relative to the ground frame. Find at time ' the total angular velocity and angular 
acceleration of A in <!>. 

Problem 4.11. 

4.12. At the instant shown in the figure, a crate C is being lifted by a crane at a 
cable speed v = 1.8 m/sec, which is increasing at the rate of 1.2 mjsec2 relative to the 
crane. The crane is turning simultaneously with an angular speed w = 2 radjsec, which 
is decreasing at the rate dJ= -1 radjsec2 relative to the ground frame<!>= {F;lk}. If 
there is no slippage between the cable A and the pulley P, what are the absolute 
angular velocity and angular acceleration of P in <!> at the instant of interest? 

Problem 4.12. 

4.13. A cross-sectional view of a motor-driven bevel gear mounted on a rotating 
table is shown in the figure. This assembly corresponds to the device shown pictorially 
in Fig. 4.1. The bevel gear G has a pitch angle a and it engages another bevel gear B 
whose axis of rotation coincides with the axis of the table. The motor drives G at a 
constant angular velocity ro, as indicated. The gear B may be driven independently at a 
constant angular velocity n = QK by the engagement of its drive clutch C in the 
machine. (a) What is the total angular velocity of the table T when the clutch is 
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engaged? (b) What is the absolute angular velocity ofT when B is fixed in the machine 
frame l/J = { F; Ik}? (c) Determine the absolute angular acceleration of G for each case 
above. 

Problem 4.13. 

4.14. The four-bar space linkage shown in the figure consists of two half yokes of 
a universal joint connected by a circular link AB set in roller bearings at the joints A 
and B. (a) Find the ratio of the angular speed w 2 of the follower shaft to the angular 
speed w 1 of the drive shaft. What are the maximum and minimum values of their 
ratio? (b) Determine the angle of rotation If; of the follower shaft as a function of the 
angle of rotation (} of the drive shaft. Write a computer program to plot If;= If;( e; ¢) for 
assigned shaft angles ¢, and execute it for ¢ = 0°, 10°, 50°. 

Problem 4.14. 

4.15. Variation in the angular speed between the driver and follower shafts of a 
universal joint may be eliminated by use of a double universal joint shown in the 
figure. The second shaft makes the same angle ¢ with the connecting shaft. If the cross
link arms CD and EF of the connecting shaft are parallel, the angular speed w 3 of the 
follower shaft will be the same as the angular speed w 1of the drive shaft. This fact may 
be readily verified from the analysis in the text. (a) Determine w 3 for a double joint 

Problem 4.15. 
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whose cross-link arm GH makes an angle p with the plane ABS of the drive yoke. (b) 
How is the angle of rotation of the follower shaft related to the angle of rotation of the 
drive shaft? 

4.16. The differential of an automobile is a gear train that allows the rear wheels 
to rotate at different angular speeds when the vehicle is moving on a curved road. The 
drive shaft from the transmission turns a bevel gear D with an angular velocity ro 
relative to the vehicle; and D drives a beveled ring gear R at an angular speed Q, as 
illustrated. The pitch angle of D is 8, and the axles of D and R intersect in a right 
angle. In addition, two (more commonly four) identical epicyclic bevel gears B1and 
B2 , with a pitch angle¢, rotate in opposite directions about axles A1and A 2 fixed in 
bearings in R, but they turn with the same angular speed w 3 relative to R. These gears 
mesh with beveled gears that are fixed to the rear wheel drive shafts S1 and S 2 . The 
angular velocities of the wheel shafts S 1and S2 relative to the car are denoted by ro 1 

and ro 2 , as shown. Show that relative to the car, the angular speeds of the drive shaft, 
the gears B 1 and B2 , and the ring gear R, are related to the angular speeds of the 
wheels by the relations 

If the automobile has a speed vas it turns on a circular curve of radius R, what will be 
the angular speeds of the wheels relative to the ground? 

Problem 4.16. 

4.17. The housing of an electric motor M swivels about a horizontal shaft suppor
ted by bearings in a bracket B. At the instant shown, the motor has an angular speed 
of 3 radfsec and an angular acceleration of 1 rad/sec 2 relative to B. The motor drives a 
grinding wheel G at a constant rate of 30 rad/sec, and the entire assembly rotates with 
a constant angular speed of 5 rad/sec about a vertical axis in the ground frame 

Grinding Wheel 

Problem 4.17. 
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P = { F; lk }, as indicated. Find the absolute angular velocity and angular acceleration 
of G at the moment shown. Define carefully all reference frames used and refer the 
solution to P. 

4.18. A centrifuge is used to simulate flight conditions in the training of pilots and 
astronauts. The structural beam AB of the centrifuge shown in the figure has an 
angular speed w 1 = 2 rad/sec which is increasing at the rate of ciJ 1 =I rad/sec 2 about a 
fixed vertical axis at the moment 10 . The capsule is rotating, as shown, at a constant 
rate w 2 = 2 rad/sec relative to the beam, and the seat is turning within the capsule at a 
constant rate w 3 = I rad/sec relative to the capsule, as indicated. Determine in the 
laboratory frame P = { F; lk} the total angular velocity and angular acceleration of a 
pilot strapped to the seat in the configuration shown at the instant !0 . 

z/ Problem 4.18. 

4.19. At the instant of interest, a disk D is spinning about its axis AB with an 
angular speed w 1 = 20 rad/sec and an angular acceleration w1 = 2 rad/sec 2 relative to 
the aircraft in which AB is fixed. Simultaneously, the aircraft is executing a roll and 
turn maneuver. In the position shown, the rolling rates of the plane are w 2 = 2 rad/sec 
and w2 = 0.2 rad/sec2 about the axis of the aircraft, and the plane's turning rates are 
w 3 = 2 rad/sec and fiJ 3 = -0.6 radjsec2 about a vertical axis in space. Compute the 
absolute angular velocity and angular acceleration of the disk in the configuration 
shown. 

Problem 4.19. 

4.20. The rotor of a gyroscope shown in the figure is spinning at a constant rate 
of 15 rad/sec about the k direction relative to a frame cp = { 0; iq} fixed in the gimbal 

G1mbal 
Ring 

i==l 

Problem 4.20. 
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ring. The angle (} between the plane of the ring and the horizontal plane of the frame 
tP = { 0; IP} fixed in the support yoke is growing at a constant rate of 5 radjsec. The 
entire assembly is precessing about the J direction with a constant angular speed of 
30 rpm relative to a fixed frame f Find in rpm measure units the magnitudes of the 
absolute angular velocity and angular acceleration of the rotor when (} = 30°. 

4.21. An armored missile carrier is preparing to launch its weapon. At the instant 
illustrated, the missile M is being elevated at an angular speed a: = 0.5 rad/sec relative 
to its launching pad L, and this rate is decreasing at 0.2 rad/se': each second when 
rx = 30°. The pad is rotating concurrently at an angular speed {J = 0.3 rad/sec relative to 
the carrier C, and this rate is increasing at 0.1 rad/sec2 when the pad is positioned at 
f3 = 10°. At the same instant, Cis turning as shown at the constant rate y = 0.2 rad/sec 
relative to the ground frame tP. Determine the absolute angular velocity and angular 
acceleration of the missile referred to tP. 

Problem 4.21. 

4.22. A submarine diving simulator shown in the figure consists of a command 
bridge B which can rotate within a drum D to simulate rolling, while the drum is sup
ported in swivel bearings in an A-frame to simulate diving pitch about a horizontal 
axis. To model yaw and translation, the A-frame is mounted on an air table with direc
tional air jets so that it can turn and move freely over a smooth horizontal surface in 
the test facility. The controllor's reactions are monitored by television and by obser
vation through a one-way glass screen. In a typical exercise, the A-frame rotates (yaw) 
over the horizontal surface with a constant angular speed w 1 = 0.25 radjsec in the 
laboratory frame tP = { F; ek }, as shown; and, relative to the A-frame, the drum pitches 
at a constant rate w 2 = a:= 0.18 rad/sec about the i direction of the frame ({I = { D; ik} 

Problem 4.22. 
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fixed in the drum. At the same time, the bridge rolls within the drum with the relative 
angular speed w 3 = 0.65 cos (0.14t) rad/sec. Find as functions of time t in <P the 
absolute angular velocity and angular acceleration of the command bridge referred to 
rp. Determine their values at the initial instant when iX = 0. 

4.23. A cutting wheel W is driven at a constant angular speed w = 300 rpm by an 
electric motor which is mounted in swivel bearings attached to a rotating table. At the 
instant shown, the motor is turning about the swivel bearing axis with an angular 
speed of 5 rpm which is decreasing at the constant rate of 2 rpm 2 relative to the table. 
The table has a constant angular speed of 30 rpm relative to the machine frame 
<P = { G; I d. (a) Determine the angular velocity and angular acceleration of Was seen 
by a machine operator M and referred to <P at the moment of interest. (b) Identify in 
the calculations the rates of change of the angular velocity of the wheel relative to the 
motor, the motor relative to the table, and the table relative to the machine, as seen by 
M. (c) What is the angular acceleration of W at the moment of concern, as seen by an 
observer fixed in the table? (d) Derive a formula for the time rate of change in <P of the 
angular acceleration of W apparent to M. 

¥30rpm D\"" 

w~"w c 300 rpm 
45° 
1_~ 

Problem 4.23. 

4.24. A disk D of radius I ft rotates as shown with a constant angular speed 
w 2 = 10 rad/sec relative to a platform which is turning at a constant rate 
w 1 = 20 rad/sec relative to the ground frame <P = { G; mk }. Let r be the radius vector of 
a point P on the rim of D referred to a suitable frame rp in D. (a) Find in <P the first 
and second time derivatives of r at the instant t0 when the platform is in the horizontal 
position and r=m 3 . (b) What is the total angular acceleration of D relative to <Pat 
the time t0 ? (c) Verify the results for (a) by an alternative method. 

Problem 4.24. 

4.25. (a) Show that the scalar iX and the relative angular speeds in the analysis of 
the universal joint of Section 4.2.2.1. are given by 

o.: = ( 1 - sin 2 1> cos 2 1:1) - 1/ 2, 

w 32 = -w 1 et sin 1> sin l.i. 
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Thus, find the absolute angular velocity ro 30 of the cross link referred to the cross-link 
frame <p 3 in Fig. 4.9, and expressed in terms of the angular speed w 1 of the drive shaft. 
(b) Find the form of the result referred to the fixed frame l/>. (c) What are the absolute 
velocities of the end points A and D on the cross link? (d) Describe an alternative 
scheme for the determination of the results found here. 

4.26. (a) Use the results of the previous problem to determine the absolute 
angular acceleration of the cross link of the universal joint referred to the cross-link 
frame <p 3 • Assume that the angular velocity ro 1 of the drive shaft is constant in l/J. (b) 
What are absolute accelerations of the end points A and D on the cross link? (c) 
Describe an alternative plan for the derivation of these results. 

4.27. The position vector of a particle P is given by X= 3t21 in a preferred frame 
l/> = { F; I, J, K }. Find the velocity and acceleration of P in l/>. Then consider another 
frame <p = { F; i, j, K} which is rotating with a constant angular velocity rof = wK 
relative to l/>. Use equations (4.46) and (4.48) to find the absolute velocity and 
acceleration of P referred to <p. Show that the velocity and acceleration determined in 
this manner are the same as the velocity and acceleration determined first in the 
preferred frame l/> and afterwards projected upon the axes of the moving frame <p. 

4.28. (a) The Darboux vector is defined by 

0 = Kb-'t"t 

in terms of the intrinsic basis { ed = { t, n, b }, the path curvature K, and the torsion '· 
Show that the Serret-Frenet equations (1.108) may be abbreviated by 

dek 
ds=lixek. (A) 

(b) Note that li has the physical dimensions of reciprocal length: [ li] = [ L- 1 ]. 

Hence, s being the particle speed, the vector ro =so has the dimensions of reciprocal 
time. Therefore, it is seen from (A) that 

dek 
dt=roxek. 

What is the physical interpretation of the Darboux vector? 

(B) 

(c) Prove that the absolute acceleration of a particle referred to the intrinsic 
frame 1/1 = { P; ek} may be derived from the equation 

bv 
a= bt + ro x v. (C) 

Discuss the physical interpretation of the scalar components of ro, and describe its 
orientation to the osculating plane. 

4.29. A plane flying northwest experiences an apparent wind (relative to the 
plane) from the west. When it flies northeast with the same speed relative to the 
ground, the apparent wind is from the east, but twice as brisk as before. Set up a 
reference frame l/> = { F; Ik} fixed in the ground, describe all velocity vectors in terms of 
l/>, and find the true wind direction in l/J. 

4.30. While making a landing approach from the north, an aircraft has a speed of 
v mph relative to the air which is blowing steadily from the northwest at 2kv mph. At 
the moment shown, the plane is decreasing its speed relative to the ground at the rate 
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of a mph each second. The propellor, which is r ft long, is rotating at w rad/min. Find 
the absolute velocity (in mph) and acceleration (in mph/sec) of the tip T of the 
propellor at the instant of interest. 

Problem 4.30. 

4.31. Let if; denote the slant angle of the Scotch crank whose operation is 
described in Problem 1.15. Apply equations (4.51) to find the velocity and acceleration 
of the piston point Q as functions of if; and the crank angle 8(1). 

4.32. A circular cylinder of radius a rolls without slipping on a horizontal table 
which is suspended, as shown, by two hinged links of equal length L. The cylinder has 
the relative angular velocity ro 2 , and the links have angular velocity ro 1 as the table 
swings back and forth. Find the absolute velocity and acceleration of the center C of 
the cylinder. What is the angular velocity of the table? What are the velocity and 
acceleration of C relative to the table? 

- .. ~---::-: ___ - --------..J.--- Problem 4.32. 

4.33. The motion of the pins A and B of a Scotch mechanism shown in the figure 
are controlled by the link C which moves to the right with a constant speed of 6 ftjsec 
during a period of its motion. The pins are constrained to move in a parabolic track 

y 

Problem 4.33. 
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described by y 2 = 3(3- x) in the frame r/> = { F; ik}. Find the velocity and acceleration 
of pin A in frame r/> when the link is in the configuration shown. What are the velocity 
and acceleration of A relative to B at this instant? 

4.34. Suppose that the mechanism described in Example 4.9 has the initial 
position shown in Fig. 4.16. Find the velocity and acceleration of the pin P relative to 
the frames r/> and qJ at the instant t = 0.4 sec. 

4.35. A pin P controls the motion of two slotted links so that they move on guide 
rods at right angles to one another. At the instant illustrated, link A has a speed to the 
right of 15 cm(sec and is decelerating at the rate of 50 cmfsec2. Concurrently, the link 
B is moving upward with a speed of 20 em/sec and is slowing down at the rate of 
75 cmfsec each second. What is the radius of curvature of the trajectory of P at this 
instant? 

15 em/sec -

Problem 4.35. 

4.36. The vertical motion of a piston is controlled by a cam ABC attached to a 
conveyor belt that moves horizontally with constant velocity v, as illustrated. The face 
of the cam has the shape of a full cosine wave of length L and amplitude fJ. Find the 
velocity and acceleration of the piston in the fixed frame r/> = { F; nk }. What is the time 
interval for which these results will hold? 

n, 

a= 

Problem 4.36. 
~c~~""~~~~~nr~n, 

t-----

4.37. A motor boat leaves from the point P on a river bank to reach a point Q on 
the opposite side but distance W downstream, as shown. The boat moves at 2v0 ft/sec 
relative to the water which has a uniform downstream flow rate of v0 ft/sec. An obser
ver at P sees the boat travel on a straight line in the ground frame. Find the time 
required for the boat to reach Q. Evaluate the result for the case when W =750ft and 
v0 = 5. 

4.38. A pin P is constrained to move in the slots of two sliding links A and B. The 
mechanism is designed so that the circular link B may turn freely about F and at the 
same time constrain the path of the pin P without affecting its motion, which is con
trolled by link A. During an interval of its motion, the link A moves toward the right 
with a constant speed v A = 4co, while the circular link B of radius 5 units turns as 
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Problem 4.37. 

shown with a constant angular speed w in frame ifJ = { F; ik}. At an instant t0 during 
this period, the device is in the position shown in the figure. Find as functions of w the 
instantaneous values of the absolute velocity and acceleration of the pin P referred to 
frame ifJ at the instant t0 • 

A 

Problem 4.38. 

4.39. A motor is bolted to a platform that is supported by springs and con
strained by roller bearings to move vertically with a sinusoidal motion 
B( t) = a+ b sin pt in the frame ifJ = { F; lk} fixed in the foundation. Here a, b, and p 
are constants and B is the position of P from F, as shown in the figure. The motor has 
a constant angular velocity ro relative to the platform; but its rotor shaft is unbalanced. 
This is modeled by an eccentric mass M attached to the rotor at a radial distance r 

l = i 

Problem 4.39. 
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from the center C of the shaft, as shown. Find the absolute velocity and acceleration of 
M referred to the frame rjJ = { P; ik} fixed in the platform. What is the velocity of M 
relative to P in rfr? 

4.40. A river flow has an eastward directed, parabolic velocity distribution that 
varies from zero at both banks, which are 600 m apart, to a maximum value of 1 m/sec 
at midstream, as shown. A motor boat moves across the river at the constant rate of 
10 mjsec relative to the water and always is directed toward the north bank. Determine 
the absolute velocity and acceleration of the boat expressed as functions of the 
parameter z defined by z = y/300; and find the path x = x(z) traveled by the boat. How 
far downstream does the boat travel in crossing the river? 

Problem 4.40. 
IG (Start) 

Atver Veloctty 
D•stnbutton 

4.41. Two pins A and B shown in the figure are constrained to move in circular 
slots of radius 15 em. One slot is cut in a fixed flat plate and the other is in the curved 
link of a mechanism. During the interval of interest, the link moves as shown with a 
constant speed v = 9 em/sec. Initially, the point D on the link is at F, the origin of the 
fixed circular slot. (a) Determine the initial velocity and acceleration of the pin A in 
the fixed frame cP = { F; Ik}. (b) What are the velocity and acceleration of the pin A 
relative to the pin B at the initial instant? 

Problem 4.41. 

4.42. Suppose that the circular slots of the mechanism described in the previous 
problem have radius r and that the curved link has a constant velocity vi during an 
interval of its motion in which the point D is initially at Fin cP { F; Ik }, as before. Let 
1/J be defined by cos 1/J = H1 + (vjr) t]. (a) Find as functions of ¢ the velocity and 
acceleration of the pin A in <P. (b) Determine as functions of . .p the velocity and 
acceleration of pin A relative to pin B. (c) Compute the foregoing solution quantities 
at the times t = 0 and t = 1 sec for the special case when r = 15 em and v = 9 em/sec. 

4.43. A cam mechanism shown in the figure is to be designed so that the upward 
motion of the spring-loaded push rod is uniform with speed v over the entire cam rise 
r. The downward return stroke of the rod also is to be uniform but twice as rapid. The 
cam is attached to a conveyor belt that moves horizontally with a constant velocity V, 
as indicated. Find the dimensions a and b, and determine the cam profile y = y(x) in 
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terms of the given design parameters. The reader who may be familiar with singularity 
functions should solve this design problem by the singularity methods described at the 
end of Chapter 1. 

v 

Problem 4.43. 

4.44. Two slider blocks A and B are hinged at the ends of a rigid connecting rod 
of length 2a. The blocks slide in perpendicular slots in a rotating table T so that the 
position of B relative to Tis given by x(t) =a sin pt, where a and pare constants. The 
table turns with a constant angular speed w = 10 rad/sec, as shown. Introduce a 
suitable frame <p imbedded in T, and let cfJ = { 0; Ik} denote the preferred frame in the 
ground. (a) What are the velocity and acceleration of the slider B relative to T? (b) 
Referred to both <p and cfJ, what are the velocity and acceleration in cfJ that B would 
have if it were locked in its slot at x? (c) What is the Coriolis acceleration of B referred 
to <p? (d) What is the velocity of the moving block B apparent to an observer in cfJ, 
and referred to both <p and cfJ? (e) How are the foregoing solutions related to the 
absolute velocity and acceleration of B? 

Problem 4.44. 

4.45. Suppose that the slider B, whose motion is described in the previous 
problem, is locked at its maximum position in its slot. Use the previous data, and con
sider the instant t0 when t/J=O. (a) Determine at t0 the first and second time rates of 
change in c[J of the vector from A to B referred to <p. (b) What is the angular velocity 
of the connecting rod relative to T? (c) What is the total angular velocity of the rod? 

4.46. Two hinged rods AB and FC are connected by a slider block B that slides 
along FC. The rod FC rotates with a constant angular velocity ro = 12k rad/sec. What 

Problem 4.46. 
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is the absolute velocity of the slider B at the position shown in the figure and referred 
to the frame q> = { F; ik} imbedded in the rod FC? 

4.47. The motion of a telescopic link AB is controlled by the simultaneous 
rotation of the rigid links OA and BC. When the device is in the position shown, OA 
has a counterclockwise angular speed w1 = 10 radjsec and the telescopic rod is rotating 
clockwise at w 2 = 4 rad/sec in the machine frame C/J = { 0; ik}. What is the angular 
velocity of the link BC in C/J at this instant? 

Problem 4.47. 

4.48. A pendulum bob B is attached by a hinged rod of length l to a slider block S 
that moves in the vertical direction so that x =a+ b sin pt, where a, b, and p are con
stants. The bob oscillates in the vertical plane shown in the figure. Determine the 
acceleration of B in the ground frame C/J = { 0; Id, but referred to the intrinsic frame 
that follows B. 

Problem 4.48. 

4.49. A particle P moves with constant speed v on a path described by the plane 
polar equation r = m sin 1/J, where m is a constant. Find the velocity and acceleration of 
P as functions of 1/J. 

4.50. The slider P of a linkage shown in the figure moves along a rod that rotates 
about its vertical shaft with an angular speed w = ~- Consider a frame 
f = { 0; e" e.,, ez} fixed in the rotating rod, and use (4.48) to derive the equation for 
the acceleration of the slider. Compare the result with (4.60). 

Problem 4.50. 
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4.51. Show that the curvature K of a plane curve defined in polar coordinates by 
the equation r = r( tP) is given by 

K -I ,z + 2r'z- rr" I 
- (r2+r'2)3/2 with '= dfd~P. 

4.52. An electron E moves with constant speed c along an Archimedean spiral 
r = alP shown in the figure. The scalar a is a constant. Find the velocity and 
acceleration of E referred to the cylindrical frame cp = { F; e,, e.,, ez} and to the intrin
sic frame 1/1 = {E; t, n, b }. See Problem 4.51. 

y 

Problem 4.52. 

4.53. The motion of the center R of the roller of a limacon cam is described in 
Problem 1.17. Determine the velocity and acceleration of R referred to the cylindrical 
reference frame 1/J = { 0; e,, e.,} shown in the problem figure. 

4.54. A small bead moves with a constant relative speed v along a thin circular 
ring of radius a. The ring moves simultaneously with a constant speed J1 parallel to the 
positive K direction, which makes an angle 11. with a line normal to the plane of the 
ring. What is the acceleration of the bead? 

4.55. A particle P moves in a plane with an acceleration which is directed always 
toward a fixed point F in (/). The magnitude of the acceleration is inversely propor
tional to the square of the distance of P from F. Prove that the hodograph is a circle. 
Hint: Find the hodograph velocity and acceleration in cylindrical coordinates, and 
determine the curvature of the hodograph. 

4.56. The trajectory of a particle P is a limacon described by the plane polar 
equation r =a- b cos tP(t), where a and b are constants and a> b. Sketch the path, 
and determine the velocity and acceleration of P as functions of tP and its derivatives. 

4.57. A shifting mechanism shown in the figure moves a slider block S in a cir
cular slot of radius b. The shifting lever passes through the slider and rotates about the 
hinge 0 with a constant angular velocity m. Find the velocity and acceleration of S in 
terms of cylindrical coordinates. 

w 

Problem 4.57. 
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4.58. The slotted drive link FA of a mechanism moves a pin P in a spiral groove 
r =a¢ cut in a fixed plate. The link starts from rest at ¢ = n/2 rad and moves with a 
constant angular acceleration a:. What is the acceleration of the pin P and the angular 
velocity of the link when ¢ = 5n/4 rad? 

Problem 4.58. 

4.59. The agitator in a washing machine has a periodic vertical motion 
z =a sin pt and a simultaneous periodic rotary motion w = b sin qt about its vertical 
axis, where a, b, p, and q are constants that characterize the motion. Find the 
acceleration of a point P on the agitator at a fixed perpendicular distance r from the 
vertical axis. 

4.60. A search light at Fin if1 = { F; nk} has its beam fixed on an aircraft A which 
is flying horizontally with a constant velocity " at an altitude h in if1. Determine the 
angular velocity ro of the search light in tracking the aircraft. Express the solution in 
terms of the geometrical parameters shown in the figure. 

Problem 4.60. n, 

4.61. During an interval of its motion, a crane arm turns about an axis at 0 with 
a constant angular speed w = 0.5 rad/sec. The crane carries a cable system that consists 
of a movable pulley P, a rewind engine R, and a hoisting cable P AB attached to P and 
to an object at B which is to be moved. When the rewind engine clutch is disengaged, 
the taut cable is unreeled by raising the crane arm, as shown. If r = 0 and ¢ = 0 
initially, calculate the acceleration of P when ¢ = 30o and D =40ft. What is the 
greatest angle through which this machine may operate? 

Problem 4.61. 
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4.62. A flywheel with a threaded hub rotates, as shown, on a right-hand screw 
having a pitch of 2 em. At the instant of interest, the wheel is turning at an angular 
speed w which is increasing at the rate dJ. At the same instant, a sleeve S is moving 
along a wheel spoke with a constant, central directed speed of 5 cm(sec and is 25 em 
from the screw axis. Find the total velocity and acceleration of the sleeve in the ground 
frame. The angular measure is in radians. 

Problem 4.62. 

4.63. A circular platform rotates as shown with an angular velocity ro and an 
angular acceleration ro about Fin the fixed frame r/> = { F; Ik }. A pin P of a mechanism 
(not shown) moves in a radial groove so that its distance a(t) from the center F is a 
function of time t. Find the absolute velocity and acceleration of the pin referred to a 
frame fixed in the platform. 

,, 

I, 

Problem 4.63. 

4.64. A valve handle of diameter 30 em advances at the constant rate v = 3 em/sec 
along a right-handed screw shaft of pitch 2 em, as shown. Compute the acceleration of 
a point on the rim of the handle, referred to a cylindrical reference frame. 

Problem 4.64. 

4.65. Use the data assigned in the last problem, and suppose further that at the 
instant of interest t0 , the handle is turning at the rate w = 3n rad(sec, which is increas
ing at the rate dJ = 2n rad(sec2. The operator observes a spider escaping clockwise 
along the rim of the handle at an estimated speed of 1 em/sec relative to the handle. 
What is the observed total acceleration of the spider at the instant t0 ? 

4.66. Water issuing from the ends of the spray wheel of a garden sprinkler shown 
in the figure causes it to turn with an angular velocity ro(t). Assume that the water 
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travels through the sprinkler with a constant relative speed v. Determine the absolute 
velocity and acceleration of the fluid particle P at d from 0 in the straight portion of 
the arm. What is the absolute acceleration of P at the exit E! 

Problem 4.66. 

4.67. A fluid is discharged from a nozzle and runs in a thin sheet down a cylin
drical surface, as illustrated. The velocitr of the fluid particle at any point P on the sur
face of the cylinder is given by v = ch 11 e_., where c is a constant and h is the vertical 
distance of P below the nozzle, as shown. Determine the acceleration of the fluid par
ticle as a function of the colatitude angle 1/J. 

Problem 4.67. 

4.68. A disk having a circular slot rotates about its axis at 0 with a constant 
angular velocity ro = lOk radjsec, as shown. During an interval of its motion, a pin P 
moves in the slot with a constant speed v = 75 em/sec relative to the disk. Compute the 
absolute acceleration of P by two methods: (i) by use of (4.48), and (ii) by use of 
(4.60). 

Problem 4.68. 

4.69. An electron, initially at rest, is emitted from a cathode at a point E in an 
electromagnetic field. The field drives the electron along a cylindrical helix of radius r 
and pitch p, as illustrated, so that its tangential acceleration component is propor
tional to cos t{t, where t/t is the constant helix angle. (See Example 1.14.) What are the 
velocity and acceleration of the electron when it passes the field point P. Refer the vec
tors to a cylindrical reference frame. 
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Problem 4.69. 

4.70. The slotted link of a mechanism is rotating with an angular speed 
w = 2 radjsec and an angular acceleration w = 4 radjsec2 at the instant when the link is 
at the 30° position shown in the figure. At that moment, the slider B is 20 em from the 
hinge pin center at 0, and this distance is increasing at the constant rate of 15 cmjsec. 
Find the absolute velocity and acceleration of B referred to the fixed frame f/J = { 0; lk} 
and to the frame cp = { 0; ik} imbedded in the link. 

w,w 

Problem 4. 70. 

4.71. Two wheels of a vehicle are modelled as thin disks A and B of radius r 
mounted in bearings perpendicular to the ends of a shaft S of length 2L, as shown in 
the figure. Both disks roll without slipping on a horizontal plane H in the ground 
frame f/J = { G; lk }. Let a and f1 denote the disk rotation angles, as shown; and let t/J be 
the angle between I 1 and the line parallel to S through the points of rolling contact at 
C and Din H. Find the velocity and acceleration of the center 0 of Sat X= (X, Y, r) 

in f/J. What is the angular velocity of S in f/J? Express the results as functions of r, L, t/J, 
ci, and p, and referred to the cylindrical frame 1/1 = { 0; ed fixed in S with ez = 13 . 

l, 

I, 

l, 

Problem 4. 71. 

4.72. A sorting hopper of a certain automatic assembly machine is designed to 
move small electronic components along a spiral path on the surface of a right circular 
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cone of base radius b and altitude h. The motion is induced by the hopper vibrations. 
Let the frame r/J = { 0; ik} be fixed in the base of the hopper. Suppose that a typical 
tiny component P. initially at rest at x0 = bi, is turned counterclockwise about the cone 
axis with a constant angular speed ¢(t) = w as it advances in the direction of the axis 
at a constant rate z(t) =A in f/J. Find the motion, the velocity, and the acceleration of 
P as functions of time t and referred to the cylindrical reference frame 
1/1 = { P; e,, e.p, eJ. Express the results in terms of b, h, w, and the pitch p of the spiral 
trajectory. 

Problem 4. 72. 

4.73. Begin with the equations (4.68) and (4.69), and apply the basic relation 
(4.61) to derive the formulas (4.70) and (4.71) for the velocity and acceleration of a 
particle referred to a spherical reference frame. Show that for plane polar coordinates 
these yield the same formulas as do (4.59) and (4.60). 

4.74. A particle P, initially at the place with the spherical coordinates (r, n/2, n), 
moves on a sphere of radius r in such a way that 0 = 00 cos 2wt and ifJ = ¢0 (1- sin rot), 
where w is a constant. Determine the velocity and acceleration of P at t = 0. 

4.75. The fluid particle P shown in the figure is moving in a t<:st tube with a con
stant relative velocity v. The tube is held at a fixed angle 0 in a centrifuge which is 
spinning with a constant angular velocity ro, as shown. Find the total velocity and 
acceleration of P at a distance a along the tube, referred to the frame t/J = { F; ik} fixed 
in the tube. 

Problem 4.75. 

4.76. Recall the data given for the shutoff position of the ball B of the speed con
trol device described in Example 4.13. Determine the absolute velocity and 
acceleration of B referred to frame 1 = { 0; i, j, K} fixed in the vertical shaft, as noted in 
Fig. 4.22. 
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4.77. A bead B slides as shown on a thin, circular hoop of radius 20 em. The bead 
moves with a constant speed of 40 em/sec relative to the hoop which spins about its 
vertical diameter with a constant angular speed w = 10 radjsec. Use two methods, one 
based upon the application of spherical coordinates, to determine the absolute velocity 
and acceleration of B at the position shown. 

Problem 4.77. 

4.78. A telescopic rod OA shown in the figure has a ball and socket fitting, called 
a ball joint, at each end. The socket on the tubular member is fixed in the machine at 
0, while the end A is constrained to move with a constant speed v in a horizontal cir
cular slot of radius a. Let 1/1 E [0, 2n] be the counterclockwise rotation angle of the 
slider A measured from the i direction in the plane of the circular slot. Write a com
puter program to determine as functions of 1/1 the spherical components of the scaled 
velocity ratio av 8 /vd for a point B at distance d along the tubular member, referred to 
the spherical reference frame <p = { 0; e" e0 , e.p}· Use the values a= b = c/2 = h/6 for 
the calculation, and plot the programmed functions. What can be said about the 
largest and smallest values of the scaled velocity components of B for this case? 

Problem 4. 78. 

4.79. The motion of a textile spinner was modeled in Section 4.8.1.2 and described 
in Fig. 4.20. For the conditions specified in the example, find the total velocity and 
acceleration of the ball B referred to frame 1 = { C; ik} fixed in the spinner housing, as 
shown in Fig. 4.20. 

4.80. The driver A of a Geneva intermittent motion mechanism shown in the 
figure rotates with a constant angular speed w. As the drive pin P enters and leaves the 
slot of the follower wheel B, called a Geneva wheel, it generates an intermittent motion 
of B. (a) Find the velocity of P relative to B; determine the angular velocity of the 
Geneva wheel; and find the period of the intermittent motion of B. (b) Express the 
center distance bin terms of the radius a, and compute the quantities in part (a) at the 
instant when P crosses the center line A B. 
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Problem 4.80. 

4.81. A thin gearS of radius 2 em drives a thin gear G of radius 5 em so that G 
has a constant angular speed w 2 = 20 rad/sec, as shown, relative to a thin, square plate 
P to which both gears are fixed in bearings. At the instant -r shown in the figure, the 
plate is turning about a vertical axle with an angular speed w 1 = 10 rad/sec, which is 
increasing at the rate of 5 radjsec each second in the preferred frame tP = { F; Ik}. At 
the instant -r, a point M on the rim of G has the placement O=tan- 1 (3/4). (a) Find 
the velocity at r of the point M as seen by an observer at 0 in the frame 1/1 = { 0; id 
fixed in the square plate, as shown. (b) What is the absolute velocity of M in tP but 
referred to 1/1 at timer? (c) Find the total acceleration of the gear point M referred to 
1/1 at the moment of interest. (d) Determine the total angular velocity and angular 
acceleration of G referred to frame 1/J. 

Problem 4.81. 

4.82. The instant of concern is described in the previous problem. What are the 
total velocity and acceleration of the gear point M referred to a reference frame 
I= { 0; ek} fixed in the gear G? 

4.83. Consider the instant described in Problem 4.81. What are the absolute 
angular velocity and angular acceleration of the gear S referred to the plate frame 
1/1= {O;id? 

4.84. The landing gear of an aircraft is retracted and stored in the fuselage by 
rotating the gear with a constant angular speed w1 = 1 rad/sec about its hinge through 
0, as shown. At the beginning of the motion when the gear is still in the vertical 
position, the wheel is spinning at the rate w 2 = 80 radjsec, which is decreasing at the 
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rate w2 = 2 rad/sec 2. Determine, relative to the aircraft at the initial instant, the 
velocity and acceleration of the rim point P on the wheel, referred to the frame 
1/1 = { 0; ik} fixed in the strut. 

Problem 4.84. 

4.85. A ride at an amusement park consists of an assembly S of four cabins 
attached to each of three rigid carriage arms, as illustrated. The carriage C turns 
clockwise at a constrant rate P = 15 rpm relative to the ground frame (/>. Each 
assembly S rotates about an axle A with a constant, counterclockwise angular speed 
ri = 25 rpm relative to (/>. Find the absolute velocity and acceleration of a passenger P 
referred to a frame q> ={A; id inS, at the instant shown. 

Problem 4.85. 

4.86. A gear G of radius 2 em rotates with a constant angular speed a= 3 radjsec 
relative to a large circular plate P, as shown. The plate has a constant angular speed 
{J = 2 rad/sec relative to a vertical shaft S. At the instant illustrated, S is turning with 
an angular speed y = 1 radjsec but is slowing down at the rate of 1 rad/sec 2 relative to 
the ground frame(/>= {F;Ik}. Let R be a particle at the rim of G. (a) Find for the 
instant of interest the total tangential and centripetal accelerations of R in (/>, but 
referred to the frame q> = { G; ik} fixed in G. (b) Determine for the instant of concern 
the total acceleration of R referred to q>. 

4.87. Use the data for the instant described in the previous problem to determine 
for the moment of interest the total tangential and centripetal accelerations of R 
referred to a frame 1/J = { 0; i~} fixed in the plate P. What is the absolute acceleration 
of R referred to 1/1? 
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Problem 4.86. 
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4.88. Suppose that at an instant of interest the passenger cockpit C of the aerial 
ride illustrated for Problem 4.12 is revolving with an angular speed w2 = 0.5 rad/sec 
which is increasing at the rate of 0.2 rad/sec 2 relative to the supporting arm OB. At the 
same time, OB has an absolute angular speed w 1 = 0.8 rad/sec which is decreasing at 
the rate of 0.1 rad/sec 2 relative to the control tower. The figure shows an occupant's 
head situated at H. Determine for the moment of interest (a) the absolute Coriolis and 
tangential accelerations of H referred to the frame 1/J = { B; ek} fixed in the cockpit C, 
and (b) the velocity and acceleration of H relative to frame rp = { B; jk} fixed in 0 B. 

4.89. The circular wheel shown in the figure drives a control link AR through a 
roller R whose motion in a groove in the wheel is regulated by a screw so that the dis
tance a(t) of R from 0 is a controlled function of the time t. When the roller is at its 
extreme position b in the groove, the link AR is perpendicular to the screw axis. Dur
ing the operation of the system, the wheel rotates slowly about 0 with a constant 
angular speed w. Find the absolute velocity and acceleration of the roller center, and 
the angular velocity and angular acceleration of the control link, at the moment when 
R reaches its extreme position. 

Problem 4.89. 

4.90. A circular disk of radius a is spinning, as shown, with a constant angular 
velocity ro 2 relative to its supporting yoke bearings at A. At the same time, the yoke is 
rotating about the axis of its supporting rod with a constant angular velocity ro 1 , as 
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indicated. Find the absolute velocity and acceleration of a point P on the rim of the 
disk two ways: (i) referred to a frame fixed in the rotating yoke rod, and (ii) referred to 
a frame fixed in the spinning disk. 

\ 

Problem 4.90. 

4.91. The motion of an oscillating fan blade is described in Example 4.17. Use the 
data assigned in the example, and apply the two methods described there to find in the 
ground frame 0 = { F; Ik} the total acceleration of the blade point P. See Fig. 4.26. 

4.92. A motor-driven gear G of radius a turns, as shown, with a constant angular 
speed w 1 about a honzontal axle fixea m a table T that concurrently rotates With a 
constant angular speed w 2 about a vertical axis fixed in the machine structure S. The 
center of G is at a distance b from the center 0 of the table. Find the total velocity and 
acceleration of the rim pomt P on G referred to (i) a reference frame fixea in Tat the 
center of G and (ii) a frame fixed in G. 

Problem 4.92. 

4.93. A gear G of radius a rolls, as shown, on a rack gear R cut in a table T that 
turns about its normal axis with a constant angular speed w. Determine the absolute 
velocity and acceleration of the points at A and B on the rim of G, referred to a frame 
fixed in T. 

4.94. Solve the previous problem for the velocity and acceleration of the gear 
points at A and B, but referred to a frame fixed in G. 

4.95. During a period of its motion, a slider block moves as shown with a con
stant speed v = 2 em/sec along a straight slot in a disk A that rotates in a ring bearing 
with a constant, counterclockwise angular speed w 2 = 30 radjsec relative to the ring. At 
the same time, the ring bearing, which is supported by a horizontal shaft B, rotates as 
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Problem 4.93. 

indicated with a constant angular speed w 1 =50 radjsec relative to the machine frame 
l/J. Assume that IX = 30° and r = 1 em for the position shown. Find the absolute velocity 
and acceleration of the slider block at the position of interest and referred to a frame 
fixed in A. 

Problem 4.95. 

4.96. The slider shown in the previous problem oscillates relative to the disk so 
that its position in the slot from the center 0 is given by r =a sin Dt, where Q is the 
constant frequency of the oscillation and a is the maximum radial displacement of the 
slider. Assume that w 1 and w 2 are constant. Determine the absolute velocity and 
acceleration of the slider. What are its values at the positions r = 0 and r =a? 

4.97. A slider has a pin P that is constrained by a curved link to move in a cir
cular slot of radius 25 em as the slider moves vertically along its guide rod, as shown. 
During an interval of its motion, the slider moves upward at the constant rate of 
1 50 em/sec. What are the angular velocity and angular acceleration of the curved link 
at the instant shown in the figure? 

Problem 4.97. 10cm 
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4.98. A circular glass tube of mean radius a rotates about a fixed axle with con
stant angular speed w 1 , as illustrated. A particle P moves within the tube with a con
stant relative speed v. (a) What velocity and acceleration would P have if the tube were 
fixed in space? (b) What velocity and acceleration would P have if it were frozen in 
place at an arbitrary point along the tube? (c) What is the Coriolis acceleration of P? 
(d) Determine the total velocity and acceleration of P. Refer all solutions to a reference 
frame q> = { 0; ik} fixed in the tube as shown. 

•, 

Problem 4.98. 

4.99. Rework the last problem for the case when the motion is referred to a frame 
1/1 = { 0; ek} that follows the particle. 

4.100. The main beam AB of a derrick structure shown in the figure is 12m long. 
At the moment of interest, the structure is rotatin:f with an angular speed 
w 1 = 2 rad/sec and an angular acceleration w1 = 1 radfsec , as illustrated. At the same 
instant, the beam is being lowered at the rate 8 = 1 rad/sec which is increasing at the 
rate of 2 rad/sec2, and(}= 45°. Find the velocity and acceleration of the end point B of 
the beam. 

Problem 4.100. 

4.101. The crank OA of a space mechanism shown in the figure rotates with a 
constant angular velocity m = - 20K rad/sec about an axis perpendicular to the XY 
plane of the machine frame til. The link FB, which is constrained from rotating about 
its axis j, is mounted in a ball joint at F and passes through a slider attached to the 
crank by a ball joint at A. (a) Determine the absolute angular velocity and angular 
acceleration of the link at the position (} = 0 and referred to its imbedded frame 
q> = { F; ik }. (b) Find the absolute velocity of point B; and compute for the moment of 
interest the relative velocity and acceleration of the slider A referred to q>. 

Problem 4.101. 
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4.102. A connecting rod bearing surface of radius a is attached to a crankshaft of 
length 4a. The connecting rod, during an interval of its motion, rotates as shown with 
a constant angular speed w2 relative to the crankshaft, which turns as shown with a 
constant angular speed w 1 in the machine frame tP = { F; Ik}. A droplet P of 
lubricating oil moves in the bearing gap with constant speed v relative to the con
necting rod, as shown. Determine the instantaneous, absolute velocity and acceleration 
of P with respect to frame tP. 

Problem 4.102. 

Connecting 
Rod 

4.103. In a viscous fluid flow situation two concentric circular cylinders of radii r 
and R rotate about their common axis, as shown. The outer cylinder A has a constant 
angular velocity ro 1 , and the inner cylinder B, which is dragged along by the adherence 
of the viscous fluid, has an angular velocity roit) relative to A. Measurements of the 
rotation rates and torques that act on the cylinders may be used to determine certain 
fluid viscosity properties. Find the absolute velocity and acceleration of a fluid particle 
P on the inner cylinder wall by two methods: (i) referred to a frame fixed in A, and (ii) 
referred to a frame fixed in B. 

Problem 4.103. 

4.104. A helicopter blade oscillates about a hinged joint A with a constant "flap
ping" frequency p. The flapping is described in the figure by the angle 
1/J(t) = 1/Jo + I/J 1 sin pt, where 1/Jo is the natural blade position and I/J 1 is the flapping 
amplitude. The rotor turns the blade about the vertical axis with a constant angular 
velocity ro. What are the absolute velocity and acceleration of the blade point B 
apparent to the pilot and referred to the frame ll = {A; ik} fixed in the rotor? 

----:::::-~ ~ ~ ~. 

~~~~~~~~~~-i i 

Problem 4.104. I 
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4.105. A flyball governor is shown in the figure. The sleeve A is fixed to the ver
tical shaft, but the sleeve C may slide up and down. The balls B are held by links AB 
and BC of equal length I hinged at B and to the sleeves at a distance a from the center 
of the shaft. During the motion of the machine, the device rotates with a constant 
angular velocity ro about a vertical axis, as indicated; and each ball oscillates so that 
the angle shown varies according to l/l(t)=I/J 0 +1/1 1 sinpt, where 1/1 0 ,1/1 1 , andp are 
constants. Find the absolute velocity and acceleration of the center of a ball B by two 
procedures: (i) referred to a framef= {A;ik} fixed in the sleeve A, as shown, and (ii) 
referred to a spherical reference frame 1/1 ={A; e,, e 11 , e.,;}· 

B 

c 
Problem 4.105. 

4.106. A disk D of radius 2 ft spins with a constant angular speed of 3 radjsec 
relative to a plate P, as illustrated. The plate turns about a horizontal axis with a con
stant angular speed of 2 radjsec relative to a table T that rotates about a fixed vertical 
axis with a constant angular speed of 1 radjsec relative to the ground frame 
<I>= { F; Id. At the instant t0 , the assembly is in the configuration shown in the figure. 
(a) Find at time t0 the absolute angular velocity and angular acceleration of D referred 
to the frame cp = { 0; ik} fixed in P. (b) Find for the instant shown the absolute 
velocity and acceleration of the rim point M at 45o on D, referred to the frame cp. 

Problem 4.106. 

4.107. A disk of radius r turns as shown with an angular speed w(t) in a fixed 
frame <I>= { 0; ik }. At the same time, the lever arm OA rotates oppositely with the 
same angular speed Q = w in <P, and it moves a slider block B in a slot cut in the disk. 
Determine the acceleration of B at the position shown. 
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A 

Problem 4.107. 

4.108. Suppose that the cam described in Problem 1.17 has a constant angular 
velocity m = 60i3 rpm relative to the ground, while the arm OR rotates with a constant 
angular velocity n = -30i3 rpm relative to the cam. Note that the frame 1/J = { 0; ek} is 
fixed in the rod and the frame f/> = { 0; Ik} is fixed in the cam, as shown in the figure 
for Problem 1.17. (a) What is the velocity of the center of the roller R relative to the 
arm 0 R and referred to 1/J? (b) What is its acceleration relative to the cam and referred 
to rjJ? (c) Find the absolute acceleration of R referred to 1/J when the cam and roller 
have the relative positions shown in the figure. 

4.109. Helical gears A and B are arranged at right angles on a platform that 
rotates with a constant angular speed li = 20 radfsec about the axle CC, as indicated. 
~he drive gear A turns relative to the platform with a constant angular speed 
P = 15 rad/sec, as shown. Determine the absolute velocity and acceleration of a point P 
on the gear tooth circle of A when it contacts B and the platform is in the horizontal 
position shown. 

Problem 4.109. 

4.110. The gear Bin the last problem turns, as indicated, with a constant angular 
speed y = 10 rad/sec relative to the platform. Find the absolute velocity and 
acceleration of a point Q on the gear circle of B when it contacts A and the platform is 
in the horizontal position shown. For what direction at the point of contact is the nor
mal velocity component of A the same as that of B? This direction, as described in 
Example 2.8, is a property of the helical gear tooth design. 

4.111. The spoke of the gear B whose motion is described in the last two 
problems carries a slider S which is part of a device not illustrated in the previous 
figure. (a) In the vertical position at a place 2ft from the axle of gear B, the slider has 
a speed of 2 ftjsec and an acceleration of 1 ftjsec2 relative to B. Determine the velocity 
and acceleration of the slider in the ground frame when the platform is in the horizon
tal position shown before. (b) At the instant of interest, the gear B has an angular 
acceleration y = 5 radjsec2 and the platform is accelerating at the rate ci1 = 10 radjsec2, 

but the angular speeds are the same as before. What will be the effect of these rates on 
the total velocity and acceleration of the slider S found in (a)? 

4.112. Consider the motion of the oil droplet P described in Problem 4.102. 
Rework the problem for a general configuration of the engine apparatus in which the 
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crankshaft line FO makes an angle 8, say, with the vector I in the fixed frame rP. (a) 
Find the absolute velocity and acceleration of P in rP, but referred to a frame 
a.= { 0; e., efl, e.} that follows the droplet. (b) Determine the form of the solution 
referred to frame rP; and thereby derive the solution to Problem 4.102 as the special 
case for which 8 = 0. 

4.113. Compute in ft/sec 2 the acceleration components of a point of the earth's 
surface at 45°N latitude due to its constant angular velocity about the polar axis alone. 
The radius of the earth is about 4000 miles. 

4.114. What is the angle between ro 1 , the angular velocity of the earth about its 
polar axis, and the total principal angular velocity vector n = ro 1 + ro2 described in the 
text? And what is lfll? 

4.115. A small ball P moves in a smooth slot cut in a flat plate as shown in the 
figure. The plate rotates with a constant angular speed 0 = w about an axle at 0 in the 
frame rP = { 0; I, J} fixed in the plane space. The ball is attached to a spring that exerts 
a force on it; and relative to the frame 1/J = { F; e, f} fixed in the plate, as shown, x(t) 
denotes the total stretch of the spring from its undeformed state at x = 0. The total 
acceleration of P referred to 1/J must satisfy the rule 

ap = Ne- p 2xf, 

in which pis a constant and N(t) is an unknown force. Find the absolute acceleration 
of P referred to 1/J, and thereby derive two equations that may be used to determine 
x(t) and N(t) as functions oft. The solution of such equations is investigated in Chap
ter 6. 

Problem 4.115. 

4.116. (a) Apply the vector component transformation law (3.107) to derive 
(4.81f) from (4.82e) in Example 4.17. (b) Use the assigned data to derive from (4.81f) 
the absolute acceleration of the blade point referred to the motor frame 1. Apply the 
transformation law to determine from this result the absolute acceleration of P referred 
to the blade frame 2. See Fig. 4.26. 

4.117. Begin with the vector equation (4.8) and prove, conversely, that the time 
rate of change of the Euler rotation tensor is given by (4.106a). 
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4.118. (a) Let T(t) be a tensor in a preferred frame cP but referred to a moving 
frame <p = { 0; ik} whose angular velocity tensor relative to cP is W 1 . Determine the 
second total time derivative T(t). (b) Find the formula for \'\'1 , and proye that \'V1 is a 
skew tensor. (c) Show that the tensor equation for the derivative W1 implies the 
equivalent vector formula 

for the angular velocity vector oo1 , which is easily confirmed by ( 4.11 ). 

4.119. Let u., and v., be arbitrary vectors referred to a moving frame r.p, and sup
pose that they are related by the linear transformation v., = T., u.,, where T., is a tensor 
referred to r.p. Let U,p and V,p be the corresponding vectors for which (4.134) holds and 
write v <P = T ,pU,p. Determine the relation connecting T <P and T .,. 

4.120. The absolute rotational rates R1 = R(t) and R1 = R(t) of the frame r.p 
relative to frame cP are given by (4.106a) and (4.107a). Use the result of 
Problem 4.118(a) to show that the apparent time derivatives of R1 =R(t) are deter
mined by 
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The Elements of Vector 
Calculus 

Use of this book requires that the reader be familiar with the elements of vec
tor calculus. These powerful tools are used because they provide greater 
physical insight into the mechanics, and because they lend clarity and 
elegance to the development of the subject matter. The following summary of 
some definitions, rules, and vector operations essential to the study of the 
principles of mechanics is intended to serve as a review of these topics. 

A.l. Vector Algebra 

A vector v is a geometrical object identified as a directed line segment of 
length v, called its magnitude. If v = 0, the vector is called the zero vector, and 
we write v = 0. A vector of unit magnitude v = 1 is called a unit vector. It is 
important to know that any vector v may be expressed as the product of its 
magnitude with a unit vector. Indeed, if e is a unit vector, then v = ve is a vec
tor of magnitude v in the direction e; therefore, we say that v is parallel to e in 
the same direction, or sense. The vector u = -ue has magnitude u and is 
directed opposite to e; hence, u is also parallel to e, but in the opposite direc
tion, or sense. Therefore, u = -v means that u and v are oppositely directed 
vectors of equal magnitude. 

These few definitions and simple results demonstrate the necessity to use 
a special notation to distinguish vectors from scalars. For this reason, boldface 
type is reserved for all vector quantities. In handwritten work, a wavy 
underline ,..., or other distinguishing symbol must be used to identify a vector 
quantity. Let us continue. 

The elementary rules for vector addition and subtraction, and par-

353 
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Vector Sum 
S=u+v=v+u 

.c --~8 <) u c 

I . 
~, 

. .. 
AL. -~-- D • 

Vector Difference 
D = u~ v 

Appendix A 

Figure A.L The sum and difference of two vectors and their parallelogram interpretation show
ing the commutative property of addition. 

ticularly their geometrical interpretation in a parallelogram construction, are 
useful. These are shown in Fig. A.! for the reader's review. 

Any vector v can be identified uniquely by its three perpendicular, direc
ted projections {vd = (v 1 , v2 , v3 ) upon the three mutually perpendicular axes 
x 1, x 2 , x 3 (or x, y, .:::) of a rectangular Cartesian coordinate system, as shown 
in Fig. A.2. The positive directions of these coordinate lines, which are 
assumed to be arranged in a right-hand sense as usual, are themselves vector 
lines identified by three unit vectors, say, e1 , e2 , e3 . The set { ed is called a 
basis, and the three orthogonal projections v~ are known as the scalar com
ponents of the vector v referred to {ek}· Thus, when vis referred to this basis, 
it has the unique representation 

1 

v = I vkek = v1 c 1 + v2e2 + v3 e3 , 

k~! 

(A.l) 

which is illustrated in Fig. A.2. This means that only vectors equal to v can 
have the same scalar components when referred to { ek }. That is, u = v if and 

•, 

x 1 =x Space Vector 

v=v 1 e1 +v2 e2 +v 3 e3 

Plane Vector 
v=v 1 e1 +v2 e2 

X =X 
I 

Figure A.2. Scalar component representations of a vector v in a plane and in space. 
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only if the corresponding scalar components uk and vk are equal when u and v 
are referred to { ek}: uk = vk fork= I, 2, 3. This rule for equality of two vectors 
u and v referred to the same basis vectors ek is used often in applications to 
determine unknown components in vector equations. 

The same vector v may be referred to any other basis { e~ }, say. Of 
course, its scalar components { vk} in this basis will be different from those in 
(A.l ), but its representation has the same form as (A.l ), namely, v = 
L~~,vkek. 

The foregoing geometrical description of the scalar components shown in 
Fig. A.2 implies that the magnitude of a vector v is equal to the square root of 
the sum of the squares of its scalar components: 

(A.2) 

Of course, the length of a vector must be the same regardless of the basis used 
to rep resent it. 

A.l.l. The Dot Product 

The dot product of two vectors u, v is a scalar defined by 

u . v = uv cos< u, v > (A.3) 

where u= lui, v = lvl, and cos<u, v) is the cosine of the angle between the vec
tors u and v. Hence, if neither u nor v is the zero vector, then u · v = 0 implies 
that u is perpendicular to v. Since cos< v, u) = cos< u, v), it is clear that the dot 
product is commutative: u · v = v · u. 

An orthonormal basis { ek} is a set of mutually perpendicular unit vectors; 
hence, by (A.3) these satisfy 

e 1 ·e1 =1, e2 ·e2 =1, e3 ·e3 =1, 

e1 • e2 = e2 • e, = 0, e3 • e, = e, · e3 = 0, e2 • e3 = ~~ 3 • e2 = 0. 
(A.4) 

With the aid of these relations and the representation (A.l ), it may be seen 
that 

for k= 1, 2, 3. (A.5) 

That is, v · e 1 = v1 , for example. Thus, using (A.3) in (A.5), we have 

k= 1, 2, 3. (A.6) 

The three angles 8k = < v, ek ), the angles between v and the three positive 
coordinate directions ek, are called the direction angles of v; and their cosines 
in (A.6) are known as the direction cosines of v. If v is a unit vector, v = 1 and 
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(A.6) shows that the scalar components of a unit vector are its direction cosines. 
Hence, the sum of the squares of the direction cosines of a vector is equal to one. 

Finally, let u=u 1e 1 +u2 e2 +u3 e3 . Then, with the aid of (A.4), its scalar 
product with the vector v in (A.l) also may be written as 

(A.7) 

In particular, when u = v, (A.7) becomes the squared magnitude of v defined 
in (A.2). Hence, v = lvl = (v · v) 112• 

A .I .2. The Cross Product 

The cross product of two vectors u, v is a vector defined by 

u x v = uv sin ( u, v) n, (A.S) 

in which n is a unit vector perpendicular to both u and v in the sense of a 
right-hand screw turning from u toward v and advancing along the direction 
n. Also, sin ( u, v) is the sine of the smaller angle between u and v. Reversing 
the product in (A.S) reverses the sense of n; therefore, we see that the cross 
product is not commutative, rather 

V XU= -U XV. (A.9) 

Hence, (A.9) shows that u xu= 0. More generally, according to (A.S), if 
neither u nor v is the zero vector, then u x v = 0 means that u and v are parallel 
vectors; hence, there exists in this case a constant k -# 0 such that u = kv. 

In particular, the orthonormal basis { ck} satisfies the right-hand rule 
mentioned above; and (A.S) and (A.9) yield 

(A.lO) 

Forming the cross product of the vectors u = u 1 e 1 + u2 e2 + u3 e 3 and v = 

v1 e 1 +v 2 e 2 +v 3 c 3 and using (A.lO), the reader may show that 

( A.ll) 

However, this result is more easily remembered by its determinant format: 

e 1 e2 e 3 

u x v = u 1 u2 u3 . (A.12) 
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Of course, the cross product is a vector, not a determinant; but this format is 
a useful aid in the easy recovery of (A.ll) when (A.l2) is expanded by the first 
row in the same sense as a regular determinant. 

A.l.3. Triple Products 

Two important vector identities involving products of three vectors u, v, 
w are useful. The scalar triple product u · ( v x w) satisfies the rule 

u·(vxw)=(uxv)·w. (A.l3) 

And the vector triple product u x (v x w) is equivalent to 

u x (v x w) = (u · w)v- (u · v)w. (A.14) 

Notice on the left-hand side in (A.14) that u is outside of the parentheses, vis 
adjacent to u and w is remote from u. Then, with these identifications, the rule 
( A.14) rna y be easily recalled by the mnemonic relation outer x 
(adjacent x remote)= (outer· remote) adjacent- (outer· adjacent) remote. 
Recalling (A.9), we see that the left-hand side of (A.l4) may be rewritten as 

U X ( V X W) = - ( V X W) X U = ( W X V) X U. (A.15) 

Therefore, the same mnemonic tool may be used also when the vector triple 
product has the reversed form indicated by the last term in (A.15 ). 

It is customary to use the unit basis vectors i 1 = i, i 2 = j, and i 3 = k for the 
direction vectors of the familiar rectangular Cartesian axes x 1 = x, x 2 = y, 
x 3 = z, respectively. The same convention will be used here; but flexibility in 
our choice of basis sets also will be essential. Therefore, the foregoing results 
have been described in terms of the general orthonormail basis { ek }. Of 
course, the same relations must hold mutatis mutandis for the orthonormal set 
{id = { i, j, k}, or for any other. The usual Cartesian basis will be used later 
on in conjunction with the foregoing definitions, rules, and operations applied 
in demonstration of the rules for differentiation and integration of a vector 
function of a scalar variable. 

A.2. Derivative of a Vector Function of a Scalar Variable 

Applications that involve rates of change of position and direction with 
respect to time, arc length, or an angular variable, for example, require the 
use of the derivative of a vector u(O") that varies continuously with respect to a 
scalar variable O". The definition of this derivative and some rules for its 
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application will be reviewed below, and the results will be demonstrated in a 
few examples. 

The change Au(u) in the vector u(u) due to a change Au in the scalar 
variable u is defined by Au(u) = u(u +Au)- u(u). The vector function u(u) is 
said to be continuous at the value u if Au(u)-+ 0 as Au-+ 0, i.e., if u(u +Au)-+ 
u(u). The derivative of u(u) with respect to u, denoted by du(u)/du, is defined 
as the limit of the difference quotient Au( u )/Au as Au-+ 0; thus, 

du(u)= lim Au(u)= lim u(u+Au)-u(u)_ 
du M~o Au .1a~o Au 

(A.16) 

If the limit exists for the value u, then u( u) is said to be differentiable at u. If 
the function u( u) is differentiable at u, it also is continuous there. 

A vector that has both constant magnitude and constant direction is 
called a constant vector. If u(u) =a is a constant vector, then clearly Au= 0 is 
the zero vector and ( A.16) yields dajdu = 0: the derivative of a constant vector 
is the zero vector. 

The following additional rules also may be easily proved by use of ( A.16 ): 

Rule 1: The derivative of the vector sum of two vectors A( a-) and B( a-) is 
equal to the sum of their derivatives: 

d dA(o-) dB(u) 
-[A( a-)+ B(o-)] =-d-+-d-
~ 0" u 

(A.17) 

Rule 2: The derivative of the product of a scalar a( a-) and a vector B( O") is 
equal to the product of the scalar times the derivative of the vector plus the 
product of the derivative of the scalar times the vector: 

d dB(o-) da(u) 
- [a( a-) B( a-)] = a( a-) - 1 - + -d- B( a). 
da tO" u 

(A.18) 

If B is a constant vector, dBjda = 0 and 

d da(a) 
- [a(o-)B] =-d-B. 
da a 

(A.19) 

Let us consider the representation ( A.l) of a vector v( a-) referred to a 
constant basis { ck}: 

3 

v(a) = L vk(a) ek = v1(a) e1 + v2(u) e2 + v3(a) e3 • 

k~l 
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Then, application of (A.17) and (A.19) yields 

dv(r;)= I dvAr;)ek· 
d(J k ~I d(J ' 

359 

(A.20) 

thus, the scalar components of the derived vector relative to the constant basis 
{ ed are the ordinary derivatives of its three scalar components v k( r;) with 
respect to (J. 

Example A.l. The vector sum 

x(t) = R[cos(wt)i + sin(wt)j] + Atk, (A.21) 

describes the motion of a particle in space. In (A.21 ), R, w,. A are constant 
scalars and { ik} = { i, j, k} are the constant, unit basis vectors of a rectangular 
Cartesian coordinate system. In addition, in order to eliminate excessive use 
of parentheses in vector functions of the kind (A.21), we shall agree to write 
all trigonometric functions in a form similar to the following: 

cos wt i = cos(wt)i =(cos wt)i. 

The same thing will be done with hyperbolic and exponential functions, such 
as 

sinh wt i = sinh(wt)i =(sinh wt)i, 

exp wt i = exp( wt )i = ( exp wt )i. 

Of course, cos v, sinh v, and exp v, for example, are not defined for vectors; 
therefore, it is not possible, for example, to confuse cos wt i with cos(wti), for 
the latter is not defined. 

With this convention in mind, let us find the derivative of (A.21) with 
respect to the scalar variable t. Application of the rule (A.l7) to the function 
(A.21 ), wherein t is identified as the r; variable, yields 

dx(t) d [ ( . 0 ')] d ( k) --;Jt = dt R cos wt 1 + sm wt J + dt At . 

Repeating the application of (A.17) to the vector sum in the first bracket, we 
find 

dx(t) d . d . d 
-d-=-d (Rcoswt•)+-d (Rsmwtj)+-(Atk); 

t t t dt 

and by use of ( A.19) this may be reduced further to 

dx(t) d . d 0 • d 
-d =-d (Rcoswt)•+-(Rsmwt)J+-(At)k. 

t t dt dt 
(A.22) 
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Notice that because { id is a constant basis, application of the formula (A.20) 
to the motion vector (A.21) yields (A.22) immediately. We thus reach 

dx(t) . . . 
-;[! = - Rw sm wt 1 + Rw cos wt J + Ak. (A.23) 

The second derivative may be computed similarly. This time, by direct 
use of ( A.20) in ( A.23 ), we have 

d2x(t) d . . d dA 
-d 2 = -d ( - Rw sm wt )1 + -d ( Rw cos wt )j + - k. 

t t t dt 

Hence, finally, 

We shall require also the following rules for the derivatives of the scalar 
and vector products of two vector functions A(u) and B(u): 

Rule 4: 

d dB(u) dA(u) 
- [A(u) · B(O")] = A(O") ·--+--· B(O") 
du du du 

(A.24) 

Rule 5: 

d dB(O") dA(u) 
-d [A(u) x B(u)] = A(u) x --+-- x B(u). 

(j dO" dO" 
(A.25) 

It will be observed that the rules (A.18), (A.24), and (A.25) have the same 
form. Hence, in different notation, ali of these product rules may be sum
marized for quantities rx( O") and /3( O") by 

d dfJ(u) drx(u) 
- [rx(O") * fJ(O")] = rx(O") * -d-+-- * fJ(u), 
~ 0" ~ 

(A.26) 

i.e., the derivative of a product (denoted by *) is equal to the first quantity times 
the derivative of the second plus the derivative of the fi"rst quantity times the 
second. It is easier to remember this general rule than the several special 
product formulas. 

Examples A2. Let A(O") = 160"2i + lOuj- 16k and B = 6i + 3j. Find the 
derivatives with respect to O" of A · B and B x A. 

Solution. We may solve this problem in two ways: first, by computing the 
products and differentiating the single scalar or vector function that results; or 
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second, by differentiating A and B separately and using the rules ( A.24) and 
(A.25). The results must be the same in both cases. Let us consider both 
methods in their turn. 

Method 1. We recall (A.7) and (A.l2) to calculate 

BxA= 6 

j 

3 

A · B = 96a2 + 30a, 

k 

0 = -48i + 96j + (60a- 48a 2)k. 

16a2 lOa -16 

Then we differentiate these resultant scalar and vector functions to obtain 

d 
da (A· B)= 192a + 30, 

d 
da (B x A)= (60- 96a)k. 

Method 2. We recall the rule (A.20) to derive 

dA(a) 32 · 10" d dB 0 
~ = a• + ~ an da = . 

(A.27) 

Now we apply the rules (A.24) and (A.25), and compute the appropriate 
products using (A.7) and (A.12) to obtain 

d dB dA dA 
- (A· B)= A ·-+-· B =-· B = 192a + 30 
da da da da ' 

d dA dB dA 
- (B X A)= B X-+- X A= B X
da da da da 

j k 

6 3 0 = k(60- 96a). 

32a 10 0 

These conclusions coincide with (A.27) above. The first method often is the 
more economical procedure for direct calculations of known vector functions, 
whereas the second, which is based upon (A.24) and (A.25), is more useful in 
theoretical work where the vector functions are arbitrary quantities. The 
example shows that the end results in either case are the same. 
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A.3. Integration of a Vector Function of a Scalar Variable 

To integrate a vector function v(a) that varies continuously with respect 
to the scalar variable a, we use (A.l) to express the function in terms of its 
scalar components with respect to a constant basis; then we integrate the 
separate scalar component functions in the usual manner. Suppose that the 
basis { ek} in (A. 1) is a constant basis, i.e., independent of a. Then the integral 
of the vector function v( a) for t0 ::;;; a::;;; t is determined by 

r v(a) da = ed' v,(a) da + e2 r Vz(O") da + C3 r V3(a) da. 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

(A.28) 

Example A.3. Let us consider the integral of the vector function v(a) = 

2 sin 2a i + ( 60- 96a )k for 0::;;; a::;;; t in the constant basis { i, j, k }. Then apply
ing (A.28), we obtain 

J~ v(a) da =I [2 sin 2a i + (60- 96a)k] da 

= i J: 2 sin 2a da + k I ( 60 - 96a) da 

= i( -cos 2a I~)+ k(60a- 48a2 ) I~+ cj I~, 

where c is an unknown constant of integration which contributes nothing to 
the definite integral. Thus, finally, 

J: v(a) da = ( 1 -cos 2t)i + 12t(5- 4t)k. 

Other methods of integration of vector functions will be discussed when the 
need arises within the text. 

A.4. Maximum and Minimum Vector Values 

The terms "larger" and "smaller," or "greater" and "less" imply an 
ordered relationship between the relative "size" of two things; and only scalar 
quantities obey the implied rules of inequality. Therefore, the terms maximum 
and minimum used in regard to vector values apply strictly to their scalar 
magnitudes. Nevertheless, at the place where the vector attains its greatest or 
least magnitude, the vector also has a specific direction. Consequently, 
specification of the maximum and minimum values of a vector requires that 
both the magnitude and the direction be provided. If it may be possible in a 
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particular problem that the value of a vector at one or more places may be 
zero, then the zero vector is its absolute minimum value among all others. A 
negatively directed vector is neither "smaller" than the zero vector nor 
"less than" the oppositely directed vector having the same magnitude at a dif
ferent place. The following example will illustrate this point. 

Example A.4. The motion of a particle P that moves along an elliptical 
path is described by the position vector 

x(P, t) =a cos wt i + b sin wt j, (A.29) 

wherein a, b, and w are constants and t is the scalar time variable. We shall 
assume that a > b. The velocity vector of P is defined by the time derivative of 
(A.29): 

(p ) =_dx_(P_,_t) 
v • t - dt w( -a sin wt i + b cos wt j). (A.30) 

Determine the maximum and minimum values of the velocity vector, and 
locate the points on the ellipse where these occur on the interval 0 ,;;; wt,;;; 2n. 

Solution. We notice at once that there is no point on the ellipse at which 
the velocity vector vanishes. Since a> b, it also is evident from (A.30) that for 
wt = n/2 and 3n/2, v(P, t) = +awi has a magnitude that is larger than the 
magnitude of its value v(P, t) = ±bwj at wt = 0 and n. We shall establish that 
these values are indeed the extremes sought. 

The squared magnitude of (A.30) is given by 

(A.31) 

The extreme values we seek, if any exist (and we know for this example that 
they do) are determined from the condition 

~12 = w 2(a 2 - b2 )2 sin wt cos wt = w 2(a 2 - b2 ) sin 2wt = 0. (A.32) 

This holds if and only if 2wt = nn for n = 0, 1, 2, 3, .... However, only values of 
n,;;; 3 need be considered on the interval of interest; for, when n = 4, the par
ticle passes the same place for which n = 0. Substitution of these four distinct 
values of wt into (A.29) and (A.30) shows that 

(i) when wt = 0, n: v = ±wbj at x = ±ai, and 
(ii) when wt = n/2, 3n/2: v = +wai at x = ±bj. 

These results coincide with our initial observations. 
Since a> b, the velocity vector has its largest values v = :t= wai at the two 
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points at x = ±bj on the minor axis of the ellipse; and its minimum values 
v = ±wbj occur at x = ±ai, the end points of the major axis. In particular, at 
x = ai, the particle velocity is directed upward, v = wbj, whereas at x = -ai, 
the velocity is directed downward, v = -wbj; but it has the same smallest 
magnitude at both places. The description of the maximum velocity behavior 
is similar. 

Problems 

A.l. (a) Determine the derivatives with respect to the scalar variables of the sum 
and difference of the vectors 

u(s) = (4s 3 + 6)j- 5sk, 

(b) Find the derivatives of the dot and cross products of these vectors. Use two 
methods. 

A.2. Let A(t) = 5t2i + 3j- 2tk. What is the value of the derivative with respect to t 
of the vector function B(t) = l0t2A(t) when t = 2? 

A.3. (a) Show that a vector function u(t) of the scalar t has a constant magnitude 
if and only if u · dujdt = 0. (b) Prove that the vector u(t) remains parallel to a fixed line 
with the unit direction vector e when and only when u x du/dt = 0. 

A.4. Derive from the definition of the derivative in (A.16) the rule (A.26) for the 
derivative of a generalized product of two vectors. 

A.5. A particle P has a motion x( P, t) =a cos wt + b sin wt, where a, b are con
stant vectors, w is a constant scalar, and the scalar variable t is the time. Show that x 
satisfies the vector differential equations 

dx d2x 
x x dt =wax b and dt 2 + w2x = 0. 

A.6. The motion of a particle along a space path Cis given by the position vector 
x(s) =as+ ax f(s ), in which a is a constant vector and f(s) is a certain continuously 
differentiable vector function of the scalar arc length variable s. The unit tangent vector 
to Cis defined by t = dxjds, and the unit principal normal vector to the path is defined 
by n = R dtjds, where R = 1/ldtjdsl. Show that the tangent vector to C makes a con
stant angle with a, and the principal normal vector is perpendicular to a. Let b = t x n, 
and draw a sketch showing the geometrical relation of the four vectors t, n, b, and a. 

A.7. Let d2x(t)/dt2 =a, a constant vector; and suppose that dx(O)/dt = v0 and 
x(O) = x0 when the scalar t = 0. Find by integration of the given equation the vector 
functions v(t) = dx/dt and x(t). 

A.8. Find the integral of the sum of the vectors assigned in Problem A.l, when 
2,.;s,.;6. 
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The Elements of Matrix 
Algebra 

Computations and theoretical discussions involving systems of equations 
often are simplified by the introduction of matrices. This is particularly true in 
the theory of finite rigid body motions; consequently, the reader interested in 
the study of this topic is expected to have some experience with the tools of 
elementary matrix algebra. An outline of the relevant definitions and theorems 
with some examples for the reader's review of results needed for use in this 
text is provided below. Additional details may be found in standard books on 
matrices, a few of which are listed in the References. 

8.1. Matrix Notation 

A matrix M of type p x q is an ordered rectangular array of elements 
arranged in p rows and q columns: 

rM,. Mt2 
... M,,] 

M21 M22 ... M2q 
M= (B. t) 

Mpt Mp2 Mpq 

The elements may be real or complex numbers, variables, or even other 
matrices, for example. The index notation described in Section 3.2 of the text 
will be used to facilitate our writing of matrix elements and to assist our 
understanding of terms resulting from various matrix operations indicated 
more concisely by use of direct notation. Thus, the element in the ith row and 

365 
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jth column of the matrix Min (B.l) is denoted by M ij• where the range of the 
indices is specified by the description of the matrix type, namely, i = 1, 2, ... , p 

rows and j = 1, 2, ... , q columns. Sometimes the arrays are abbreviated as 
M= [Mij]. 

The special matrix M of type n x n is called a square matrix. However, the 
matrix of type 1 x 1 is a scalar quantity written without brackets or index 
notation. 

An array [M 11 ] of p elements arranged in a row is named a row matrix of 
type 1 x p; and an array [M11 ] of q elements arranged in a column is known 
as a column matrix of type q x 1. The elements of a row or column matrix m, 

say, may be conveniently written as m1 = M IJ or M11 , respectively; and we 
sometimes write m = [mJ for both types. For illustration, a row matrix 
x= [xd and a column matrix a= [aJ are shown below: 

In a square matrix M, the diagonal that contains the elements M 11 , M 22 , 

M 33 , ••. is called the principal or leading diagonal. If M ij = 0 when i # j, so that 
all elements not on the leading diagonal are zero, M is called a diagonal 
matrix. An identity matrix I is a diagonal matrix whose principal diagonal 
elements are all equal to unity; therefore, its elements, as shown in (3.2), are 
described by the Kronecker delta symbol {Jij extended to indices of range n. In 
particular, the identity matrix of type 3 x 3 is defined by 

[ 1 0 0] 
I= [lJij] = 0 1 0 . 

0 0 1 

(B.2) 

A matrix M (or m) all of whose elements M ij = 0 (or m; = 0) is titled a zero 
matrix of the same type. It is written only in direct notation as 0. 

B.2. The Elementary Operations 

The primary matrix operations are addition and multiplication. These 
operations are defined in this section. The transpose and trace operations also 
are discussed. And from time to time throughout our study of matrices we 
shall steal an opportunity to explore other uses of the index notation. 
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B.2.1. Equality of Matrices 

Two matrices of the same type are equal if and only if their 
corresponding elements are the same. Thus, if A and B are matrices of type 
n x n, for example, then the relation A= B is equivalent to a set of n2 

equalities A1k = BJk· Similarly, the matrix equation x = m is equivalent to n 
equations xk = mk. 

B.2.2. Multiplication by a Scalar 

The product J..M or M). of a matrix M by a scalar). is a matrix S whose 
elements are defined by SiJ=J..MiJ. Thus, S=J..M=MJ..= [).Mul For exam
ple, 

-1J 5 = [0 
3 10 

-5J 15 . 

When ). = -1, we shall write - M = -1M. Similarly, s = J..m = mJ.. = 
[J..m;] and - m = -1m for a row or column matrix m. Since row and column 
matrices are merely special kinds of matrices of type p x q, henceforth, these 
will not be distinguished explicitly. 

B.2.3. Addition of Matrices 

The sum of matrices A and B of type p x q is another p x q matrix C = 

A+ B whose elements are defined by CiJ = AiJ + BiJ. As usual, subtraction of 
matrices of the same type is defined by A - B =A + (-B). 

Example B.l. As an illustration, consider the following matrix with 
polynomial elements: 

By application of the definitions of addition and scalar multiplication for 
matrices, the matrix A may be written 

[3 01 4 [2 01 3 [-1 1J 2 A= 0 1 X + 3 0 X + 2 0 X 

[ 1 31 r-1 21 + -1 1 x+ 0 1 · 
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Therefore, the matrix A of polynomial elements may be expressed similarly as 
a polynomial A= L:~ ~ 0 A nxn whose coefficients An are matrices. Notice that 
A 4 is a diagonal matrix. 

B.2.4. Multiplication of Matrices 

Let A be a matrix of type p x l and B a matrix of type I x q. Then the 
product of A and B is a matrix P = AB of type p x q whose elements are 
defined by 

(B.3) 

Observe the use in (B.3) of the summation convention introduced in Sec
tion 3.2, namely, an index that appears exactly twice in any term is to be sum
med over its prescribed range. In (B.3), k is the dummy index; its range is l. It 
is important to notice that the product of the matrices A and B is defined only 
if the number of columns of A equals the number of rows of B. Any two 
matrices that have this feature are said to be conformable. Only conformable 
matrices can be multiplied together. 

Example B.2. Consider the matrices 

~ I 2 31 [3 OJ A= 0 1 5 , B= 1 I , 

0 0 1 2 0 

Since A and B are conformable, they may be multiplied to yield a product 

To see this, we apply the rule (B.3) to write out the elements of P. In par
ticular, for the summed index range k = 1, 2, 3, we have 

= (1)[0] + (2)[1] + (3)[0] = 2. 

Notice that the numbers in parentheses correspond to the elements in the first 
row of A, those in brackets are the elements in the second column of B, and the 
result is the product element P 12 in the first row and second column of P. More 
generally, to compute the element Pu, multiply the elements in the ith row of 
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A consecutively with the elements in the jth column of B and add the results. 
Thus, further, 

p32 = (0)[0] + (0)[1] + (1)[0] =0 

is the element in the third row and second column of P; and so on. 
Notice that the matrices Band C also are conformable. Their product BC 

is given by 

The matrices A and C, however, are not conformable; consequently, their 
product cannot be formed. 0 

As a consequence of the definition of matrix multiplication, the product of 
two matrices is in general not commutative; that is, in general 

AB¥-BA, (B.4) 

In particular, notice in the example above that the products BA and CB can
not even be formed. It is also plain that products of matrices of the same type 
p x q cannot be formed unless p = q = n. Thus, square matrices of the same 
type always are conformable and their product is a square matrix of the same 
type. Two matrices A and B are called commutable if AB = BA. Trivially, 
every square matrix is commutable with itself. In particular, II= I. In fact, an 
identity matrix of type n x n commutes with any n x n matrix. If M is a square 
matrix, 

IM=Ml=M, (B.5) 

If x = [x1] is a 1 x p matrix and y = [y;] is a q x 1 matrix, the product 
M = yx is a matrix of type q x p with elements M;; == y;x1. However, the 
product xy is defined only when p = q, in which case the result is a scalar 
).=.x,Y;· 

It is interesting that the product of two matrices may be a zero matrix 
though neither of the multipliers is. For example, 

[2 OJ[O OJ = [0 OJ 
1013 oo· 

However, if A B = 0 or BA = 0 for an arbitrary conformable matrix B, then 
A= 0 is the only solution of this equation. Indeed, we need only choose B =I 
to reveal this. 
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Matrix multiplication has the following associative and distributive 
properties: If A, B, C are (conformable) matrices and A is a scalar, then 

A(BC) = (AB)C, 

A(B+ C) =AB+AC, 

),(A B)= (}.A )B = A(AB). 

B.2.5. Transpose of a Matrix 

(B.6a) 

(B.6b) 

(B.6c) 

The matrix of type q x p formed from the elements of a p x q matrix M by 
turning all the rows into corresponding columns (or all columns into 
corresponding rows) is named the transpose of M. We denote it by Mr. Thus, 
the element in the ith row and jth column of Mr is equal to the element in 
the jth row and ith column of M: 

(B.7) 

When no confusion may result, (B.7) also may be written as M~ = Mj;· Sup
pose, for example, that 

=[a b c] 
M d e f · 

Then 

MT=r: :j. 
c f 

Evidently, the transpose of a row (column) matrix is a column (row) matrix. 
It is easy to verify the following rules of transposition for any matrices A 

and B of the same type: 

(Ar)r =A, 

(AA + fl,B)r = AAr + fl,Br, 

(B.8a) 

(B.8b) 

where A and fJ- are scalars. We also have the following useful theorem: The 
transpose of the product of any two square matrices is equal to the product of 
their transposes in reverse order: 

(B.9) 
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A square matrix M is said to be symmetric if Mr = M; it is called 
antisymmetric or skew if Mr = -M. It thus follows from (B.7) that 

M=Mr~MiJ=M;;, 

M= -Mr~MiJ= -Mii. 

(B. lOa) 

(B.lOb) 

In particular, every diagonal matrix is symmetric; the identity is an example: 
I= Ir. We notice also that (B. 1 Ob) shows that all of the principal diagonal 
elements of a skew matrix are zero. Specifically, for symmetric and skew 
matrices of type 3 x 3, we have from (B.lO) 

M= -MT = [-:12 

-Ml3 -M23 

Ml3] 
~23 . 

B.2.6. Trace of a Square Matrix 

The trace of a square matrix S, denoted by tr S, is the sum of the prin
cipal diagonal elements of S: 

tr S= Skk· (B.ll) 

Equation (B. lOb) shows that the trace of every skew matrix is zero. This is 
evident for the skew matrix Min the example. Also, with the aid of (3.2), we 
have tr I= [Jkk = n for the identity matrix of type n x n, for example. Indeed, 
for the 3 x 3 identity in (B.2), tr I= 3. 

It is easily seen that the trace operation obeys the addition rule 

tr(AA + J1B) =A tr A+ J1 tr B, (B.l2) 

for matrices A and B and scalars A and Jl. 

Finally, it may be shown that the trace of the product of square matrices 
A and B is equal to the trace of their commuted product: 

tr(AB) = tr(BA ). (B.l3) 

We recall that in general AB # BA; however, (B.l3) holds always. Indeed, we 
need only note that tr(AB) = AiJBji = Bj1AiJ = tr(BA ). 

8.3. Determinant of a Matrix 

The theory of determinants, as we shall see shortly, is inextricably con
nected to that of matrices. It is essential, therefore, that the reader recall the 
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more important basic properties of determinants, especially the Laplace for
mula for the cofactor expansion of a determinant by its rows and columns. 
These topics will be reviewed in this section in preparation for their future use. 

The determinant formed from the elements Du of a square matrix D is 
called the determinant of the matrix. We denote it by 

det D = det[DuJ. 

Although all of the subsequent results hold for matrices of type n x n, we shall 
consider for simplicity only those of type 3 x 3. In this case, det D is the num
ber L1 defined by 

(B.l4) 

This familiar expansion rule may be abbreviated with the use of the per
mutation symbol defined by (3.3) in the text: 

det D = epqrDp1Dq2Dr3 

= ePwD 1PD 2qD3r. 

(B.15a) 

(B.l5b) 

The first of (B.15) is just the usual expansion of det D by columns, and the 
second is its expansion by rows. These index representations for det D may be 
used to derive in only a few lines the elementary properties of determinants. 

B.3.1. Basic Properties of Determinants 

It is clear from (B.15) that if all the elements in any row or column of D 
are zero, then det D = 0. It is also seen that equality of the row and column 
expansions of det D implies that 

det D = det DT. (B.16) 

That is, the value of det D is unaltered if all the rows are interchanged with 
corresponding columns. Though in general D =1= DT, the result (B.16) holds 
always. 

The following additional properties may be easily confirmed by 
application of (B.15) and use of (3.3). Let the reader show the following: 

(a) If B is the matrix obtained from a matrix D by interchanging any 
two rows or columns, then det B = -det D. It thus follows that when any two 
rows or columns of D are identical, det D = 0. 
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(b) If B is formed from D by multiplying all the elements in any row or 

column of D by a number A, then det B =A det D. 

(c) If any two rows or columns of D are proportional, then det D = 0. 

(d) If B =AD are 3 x 3 matrices, then det B = A3 det D. 

Finally, it is important to recall the product rule: The determinant of the 

product of two square matrices is equal to the product of their determinants: 

det(AB) = (det A)(det B). (B.17) 

Notice that even if A and B are not commutable, det(AB) = det(BA) holds 

always. 

B.3.2. Cofactors of a Determinant 

The column expansion of det Din (B.l5a) also may be written 

(B.l8) 

where the quantities CP1 =epqrDq2 D,3 are the signed determinants formed in 

the familiar column expansion procedure by deleting the elements in the pth 

row and first column in det D. To see this, consider the determinant (B.14) 

expanded as just described: 

Comparison with (B.18) shows that 

which are the signed determinants mentioned above. Since the same factoring 

procedure may be repeated for any column elements, we may write (B.18) 
more generally as 

no sum on k= 1, 2, 3. (B.l9) 

The quantity Cpk is called the cofactor of the element Dpk in the column 

expansion of det D. A similar procedure may be applied to the row expansion 

of det D to obtain 

no sum on k = 1, 2, 3. (B.20) 

Notice in (B.l9) and (B.20) that the repeated index k has been explicitly 

excluded from the summation rule and therefore is to be treated as a free 
index, whereas the index p is to be summed over its range as usual. 
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Because the product DP1Cp 1 =epqrDp1Dq2 D,3 =0 if l# 1 and=det D when 
it is, we may write this as !5 11 det D = DP1CP1• But any column may be used for 
the expansion besides the first; hence, more generally it is seen that (B.19) and 
(B.20), in a similar manner, may be expressed as 

(B.21) 

This is known as the Laplace formula for the expansion of det D by columns 
and rows. Let C = [ C ii] denote the matrix of the co factors of det D, and recall 
the rules (B.3) and (B.7). Then (B.21) may be neatly expressed as 

I det D = D T c =ncr. (B.22) 

Since I is symmetric, (B.8) and (B.9) show that (B.22) may be written in 
several ways with DTC= crD=DCT = cnr. 

B.4. The Inverse of a Matrix 

Let M be a given matrix. If there exists a matrix B such that BM = 
MB =I, then the matrix M is said to be invertible, and B is titled the inverse 
of M. The inverse, when one exists, will be denoted by B = M-', so that we 
may write 

M-'M=I. (B.23) 

Notice that both M and M-' must be square matrices of the same type, 
hence only square matrices can have inverses. But it does not follow that an 
inverse exists for each square matrix. Indeed, let us consider any two nonzero 
square matrices M and B with the property that MB=O; and let us assume 
that M- 1 exists. Then, with the aid of (B.6a) and (B.23 ), we find 

which is a contradiction. Therefore, in this case, M-' does not exist. 
On the other hand, we can show easily that an invertible matrix has 

exactly one inverse. Suppose that M is invertible and that S is a second 
inverse of M so that, in addition to (B.23 ), SM = MS =I holds. Then mul
tiplication of this equation by M- 1 and use of (B.23) shows that S = M- 1• 

Hence, M has a unique inverse. As consequence of this fact, if we may 
somehow construct an inverse matrix M- 1 that satisfies (B.23 ), it will be the 
only one we need to find. But how can we know when a given square matrix 
actually has an inverse before we start looking for it? The problem is 
somewhat like the task of finding a needle in a stack of hay. There is little 
comfort in our knowing that only one needle has to be found, if there is no 
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needle in the stack in the first place. Of course, a trip to the local Rent-All 
Shop to get a metal detector would seem like a good idea; then we would be 
able to test the haystack before we begin work, and perhaps an auxiliary tool, 
a magnet, may enable us to find the needle quickly. So, before we begin our 
search for the unique inverse of a given square matrix M, we would like to 
subject M to a simple test to determine in advance, if, in fact, its inverse exists. 
The inverse matrix detector we need to fix the existence of an inverse is 
provided by the following easy test: 

A matrix M has an inverse that satisfies (B.23) if and only if det M # 0. 
Thus, this important theorem shows that the determinant of M is the inverse 
matrix detector we need: if det M # 0, the inverse of M exists.; but if det M = 0, 
the inverse does not exist. 

Indeed, imagine that M has an inverse so that (B.23) holds. Then (B.17) 
shows that 

det(MM-') = (det M)(det M- 1 ) = det I= 1. 

Hence, det M # 0 is necessary for existence of M- 1• Conversely, if det M # 0, 
we may define a matrix B= crjdet Min which C= [Cii] is the matrix of the 
cofactors of detM. Then with D=M in (B.22), we have MB= 
MCT/det M =I; and bearing in mind the symmetry of (B.22), also BM = 
cr M/det M =I. Therefore, M is invertible with the unique inverse B = M-' 
given by 

M-' = cr;det M. (B.24) 

The matrix C of the cofactors of det M is named the adjoint matrix of the 
matrix M. The inverse elements are written as (M- 1 )ji = MJi 1, and (B.24) 
yields the index formula 

MJ; 1 = C jdet M = (cofactor of M ii in det M)/det M. (B.25) 

A matrix M whose determinant is nonzero is said to be nonsingular; 
otherwise, M is called singular. Thus, the foregoing theorem says that a matrix 
has an inverse if and only if the matrix is nonsingular. 

Example B.3. To find the inverse of the matrix 

[
cos e 

M= si~ e 
-sine OJ 
cos e o , 

0 1 

we first compute det M. Since det M = 1, our inverse matrix detector shows 
that M is nonsingular and hence really has an inverse. The unique inverse is 
determined by (B.24 ), which in the present case yields M __ , =cr. We next 
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compute the adjoint matrix C, whose elements, we recall, are the cofactors of 
detM: 

[ c,. CJ2 c.,~ [oo•B -sine 

~l C=[CktJ= C21 C22 c23 = sine cos e 
c31 c32 c33 o 0 

Thus, 

[ co• 8 
sine 

~l M l = -s~n e cos(:! 

0 

Notice in this example that M = C; but this will not happen in general. The 
important special case in which M- 1 = MT will be studied further on. 

B.4.1. Properties of Inverse Matrices 

The theory of determinants has shown that det(A.M) =An det M for a 
matrix M of type n x n and a scalar multiplier A. Hence, if M is nonsingular, 
so is JcM; and (lcM)(IcM) -t =I holds. It thus follows that 

(B.26) 

We also recall that the determinant of the inverse of a matrix is equal to 

the reciprocal of the determinant of that matrix: det M- 1 = 1/det M = 
(det M)- 1; hence, when M is nonsingular, so is M- 1• We may therefore con
struct the matrix ( M- 1) -I, which satisfies the relation 

(B.27) 

Also, it can be proved that 

(B.28) 

Finally, we recall the following theorem: If M and B are invertible 
matrices of the same type, then the inverse of their product is equal to the 
product of their inverses in reverse order: 

(B.29) 

B.4.2. Orthogonal Matrices 

An invertible matrix M having the property 

(B.30) 
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is called an orthogonal matrix. It follows from (B.l7) and (B.23) that every 
orthogonal matrix satisfies the relations 

det M= ±1. (B.31) 

It is clear that the value of det M = ±1 is necessary but not sufficient to 
characterize Mas orthogonal. As an example we may consider the matrix 

M=[~ ~l 
This has det M = 1, but 

M-'=[ 1 -3 

Hence, M is not an orthogonal matrix. 

0] r 1 =PM. 

An orthogonal matrix M is called proper orthogonal if det M = + 1, and 
improper orthogonalifdetM= -1. The rules (B.24), (B.30), and (B.31) show 
that for an orthogonal matrix the cofactors are given by C = ±M, where the 
plus sign is used for proper M, the minus sign for improper M. The identity 
matrix is an easy example of a proper orthogonal matrix: /- 1 = u-' =I= Ir. 
The matrix M of Example B.3 is another. 

It is shown in Chapter 3 that proper orthogonal matrices represent finite 
rigid body rotations. We shall have no need for improper orthogonal matrices 
which arise in transformations of basis vectors of opposite hand; these involve 
reflection in addition to rotation. We shall find in later chapters that proper 
orthogonal matrices play a key role in the transformation equations for the 
moments and products of inertia of a rigid body. 
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Problems 

B.l. Two square matrices A and Bare defined by 

A= [ ~ 
-1 

1 -3] 
5 1 , 
1 1 

[
2 -1 

B= 1 -1 
4 2 

Find scalars IX and P so that the matrix C = IXA + PB has the properties that C 13 = C 31 
and tr C= (tr A) 2 ; and thus determine the matrix C. 

B.l. Find for the matrices given in the last problem (a) AB and tr(AB), (b) BA 
and tr(BA). 

B.3. Compute all products that can be formed from the following matrices alone, 
exclusive of products with themselves: 

0 2 
0 

0 -1 
0 0 

[3 -4] 
B= ~ -: , 

B.4. Use index notation to derive the rules (B.8) and (B.9) for the transposition of 
matrices. 

B.S. A nonzero square matrix H satisfies the equation IXH + pHr = 0 in which IX 
and p are nonzero constants. Prove that either IX= -P and His symmetric, or IX= P 
and H is skew. 

B.6. The elements of two nonzero symmetric matrices U and V of type 3 x 3 must 
be chosen to satisfy the relation 

Show that this is possible if and only if U = A. V, and find the scalar A.. Is A. unique? 
Hint: Introduce a summation on one pair of indices, convert the result to a matrix 
equation, and derive the specified relation. 

B.7. (a) Let M be a square matrix. Show that M may be written uniquely as the 
sum of a symmetric matrix S and an antisymmetric matrix A, and thus determine the 
matrices Sand A. The matrices M s = S and M A =A are called the symmetric and skew 
parts of the matrix M. (b) Find tr M 8 and tr M A. (c) Apply the results of this theorem 
to find the symmetric and skew parts of the matrices given in Problem B.l. 

B.8. (a) Prove that tr{AB)=tr(BrAr). (b) If Bis a square matrix and A is a sym
metric matrix of the same type, show that tr(BA) = tr(B5 A). (c) If A is a skew matrix, 
show that tr(BA) = tr(B A A). (d) What can be said about tr(A 5 B A) and tr(AAB5 )? The 
subscripts are defined in the previous problem. 

B.9. Find the constants IX, p, and y; and determine the trace and the determinant 
of the symmetric matrix 

M=[ ~ 
y+2 

IX/2 
3 -IX+ 2y 

31X-5P 

2 l 1 . 

P-1 
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8.10. The matrix Tis antisymmetric. Determine the constants oc, p, ... , and thereby 
find the matrix 

T= [ ~ 
y-2 

oc+P/2 
2-P+2y2 

3p-s~ 

2 l 6 • 

~-1 

8.11. Show that (8.15) is equivalent to (8.14). Apply (8.15) to prove (8.16) and 
the four properties that follow it in the text. 

8.12. Prove the following two additional basic principles of determinants: (a) If 
each element of a row, or a column, of a matrix B is expressed as the sum of two (or 
more) terms, the det B equals the sum of two (or more) corresponding determinants. 
(b) If a multiple of one row (or column) of a matrix D is added to another row (or 
column) to form another matrix B, then detB=detD. (c)Use the theorem(b) to 
show that 

oc 1 

oc 1 = (oc -1)2(oc + 2). 
1 oc 

8.13. Apply the fundamental properties of determinants to show that (8.15) also 
may be written as 

Use this result together with (8.15) to derive (8.17). 

8.14. Determine for the matrix B in Problem 8.3 the possible products among 
BB, BrB, and BBr, and compute their determinants, if they exist. Do these deter
minants obey the rule (8.17)? Why? 

8.15. For the given matrices, compute det(PQ) two ways: 

P= [ ~ 
-1 

-2 
0 
0 

[4 -1 7] 
Q= 6 s -4 . 

0 0 2 

8.16. Show that the adjoint matrix C of a symmetric n x n matrix D is symmetric. 
However, if D is skew and n is odd, prove that its adjoint C is symmetric and 
det D = 0. What can be said in the case when n is even? 

8.17. Consider a system of n homogeneous linear equations in n unknowns xk 
given by B1kxk = 0. Prove that this system has nontrivial solutions when and only 
when det B = 0. On the other hand, show that a similar system of nonhomogeneous 
equations B1kxk = oc1 has a unique solution if and only if det B #- 0. Find the unique 
matrix solution for this case, and apply the result to solve the system of linear 
equations 

3x-2y+z= -2, 
2x+ y-z=5, 

x-2y+3z= -6. 

8.18. Derive the rules (8.27), (8.28), and (8.29). 
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B.19. Prove that B -t is a symmetric matrix when and only when B is symmetric. 
What may be said about B- 1 when B is skew? 

B.20. Determine (MT)- 1 and M- 1 for the matrix 

M~ li ~ : ] 
B.21. Is it possible to find any symmetric or antisymmetric orthogonal matrices of 

type 3 x 3? Explain. 

B.22. Let Q be an orthogonal matrix. Are Q r and Q -I orthogonal matrices? Is 
the product of two (or more) orthogonal matrices also an orthogonal matrix? Provide 
proof. 

B.23. (a) Write down the index representations of the rule (B.31) for orthogonal 
matrices, and write out one diagonal and one nondiagonal element of the product for 
3 x 3 matrices. What simple corresponding vector interpretation can you assign to 
these particular products and others like them? (b) Classify the following matrices 
according as they may be proper or improper orthogonal, or neither. Explain briefly 
your conclusion for each case. 

[ 0 -1 1/2] ·~ [~ 
0 

oo:ol A= -1 0 0 , sin 0 
1/2 0 1 -cos() sin () 

[ 1/}2 1/fi 
0 l D~ r: 0 -1] 

C= j6 0 0 ' 0 0 . 

1/J3 -1/J3 -1/J3 1 0 

B.24. Let M be a given n x n proper orthogonal matrix. Show that its adjoint 
matrix also is proper orthogonal. What may be said about its adjoint when M is 
improper orthogonal? 

B.25. Suppose that Cis the adjoint matrix of a nonsingular n x n matrix M. Show 
that det C = (det Mr- 1. How are the cofactors of det C related to the elements of M? 
What may be said about the det C when M is either proper or improper orthogonal? 
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Chapter 1 

l.L (b) x(S,O)=O, v(S,2)=8(40i+3j~6k). 
1.3. a(Q, 2) = 9i cm/sec2• 

1.5. (a) s(t)=5t; (b) a(P, t)= ~8(sin2ti+cos2tj), a·v=O. 
1.7. (a) t 1 =2sec; (b) a(P, t 1 )=8eft/sec1 

1.9. (b) s 1 = 72t3 /(9t4 + 1) 112, Ia 11 = 24t. 
1.11. a(P, t) = ~aw2 cos l/1 i. 
1.13. v(B, t) = ~(Rw sin()+ rtJ sin {3) I+ (Rw cos 0 + r{J cos {3) J. 

1.15. a(Q, t) = ~aw2(cos wt ~ r 112 sin wt) i, vmax = ±2aw JJ/3i. 
1.17. v(R,2)= ~5nW 1 +iz)cmfsec. 
1.21. s(2) = 5n j2;s em/sec, x(P, 4) = 6J em. 
1.23. s(A) = fo in.( sec at X= 3 in., x(A, t) = 3ti + 4[1- t2/4 f 12 j in. 
1.25. (b) E= 2/3, (d) v5 = ~32i in./sec at()= n/2. 
1.27. v(Q, 2) = 13i ~ 12j + (n JJ/6) k mfsec. 

1.29. a= 2d(t2 ~ t I) 
t,t2(t,+t2) 

1.31. s = bw j2. 
1.33. x(S, 5) = 1250i + 910j m. 
1.35. t = 21/{3. 
1.37. r = 3h/5v0 • 

1.39. a(P, t) = Ji ~ 8j cmfsec2 at y = 2 em. 
1.41. t= 2 sec. 

I v*(a+a*) 
1.45. p=---.~ 2 * '£=7/16. v aa 

1.47. (b) r(O) =a+ 3b (1 ~ _!) for 2n/3 ~ (} ~ 2n. 
2 2n 

1.49. (a) r(8)=a+~(3~~) for n~0~2n. 
1.51. (c) R = 25/8 em, a= 8n cm/sec2 . 

381 
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1.55. v(P, 10 ) = 13t ft/sec, R(t0 ) = 169 J216 ft. 

1.57. a(P, t) = ~ ( -t + 2n) in./sec2 at x = 3 in. 

1.59. v A=:._ 15j c!!!Lsee, a A= -72j em/sec2 at y = 2 em. 
1.61. R8 -3/,.)11 m. 

Answers to Selected Problems 

1.63. (a) a max = ( 135/4) n em/see2; (b) w = 1 rad/see at B and D. 
1.65. a(P, 3) = 9(i + j), K = 0. 
1.67. K = R/(R 2 + P 2 ). 

1.69. a(P, 1)= (3ct 2 +b) t+ t(2bc) 112 n. 
1.71. (c) R(1) = 9/2 and a(P, 1) = 2(t + n) at t = 1 sec. 

4fi 1.73. a(P,t)=-5-(7t+24n)cmjsee2 at 0=45°. 

1.75. (a) a= 6(tt + n) emjsee2 ; (b) R =54 em at t = 2 sec. 

1.77. v(s) = (v0 + o:s) t, t =log ( Vo: o:s y1
•. 

1.83. (a) x/1=4(1 +x- 4 )- 112 (i-x-2j); (c) a= 16Kn. 
1.85. (a) v(E, t) = (k/w )[sin wt i +(cos wt- 1) j]; (b) a circle. 
1.89. (a)F(x)=!(x3 -1)(x-1)0;(c)F(x)=!(x-1) 3 -(x-1)2 +(x-t/. 
1.91. v(P, t) = 15(( t- 0 ) 2 - (t- 2 ) 2 ) ift/sec, 

x(P, t) = 5[3 + t3 (t-0)0 - (t- 2)\t- 2) 0 ] i + 6j + 25k ft. 

1.93. (a) x(P, 6)=ai+~((l.l-0/-2(6-n) 2 )i. 
1.95. r(6) =a+ (v/w)((6- 0) 1 - !(6- 2n/3 ) 1 ). 

1.97. r(6) =a+ b( (6/n- 0) 1 - !(6/n -1 ) 1 ). 

1.99. (b) s(t)=vt--!o:(t-r/ 

Chapter 2 

2.1. A circle. 
2.7. 3N. 
2.9. (a) 4; (c) 3. 

L16j3 
2.11. (a) d(B) =-3- (1 1 - 13 ); (c) no. 

2.15. aM= ( -aw2 cos 1/J- 2a1P sin 0 + 2ali cos 0) i + (2ai.F cos(]+ 2ali sin 6) j. 
2.17. a 8 = -30i + 80j ft/sec 2 in if>= { F; i, j}. 
2.19. V 8 =w[h(2r-h)] 112 i, Vnlmax=rwi. 
2.21. a A= -12j ft/sec 2, ro = 2k rad/sec. 
2.23. v 8 = 30i em/sec, w = 3k radjsec2• 

2.25. a 8 = -40 j3 j cmjsee2, w = j3 k radjsec 2 

2.27. ap = -48j -112 j3 i cm/sec 2, path of C: x 2 + / = 16. 
2.29. w = 21k rad/sec 2 . 

2.31. Vc= -3.69(i+j)m/sec, d= 1.016m. 
2.33. (b) v 8 (10 ) = v cot 1/Jo sin 60 j, I= b tan 80 sin 6o/2 tan t/J 0 sin I/J0 . 
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2.35. (b) d A = 3/4 in. 
2.37. (b) v0 = 2v, vQ = v[(2 +sin y) i +cosy j], a cycloid. 

m m 
2.41. Wp= -2K, W 5 =4K. 

2.43. Wp =[(am- r.Q)j2b] K, (i) if and only if n = -awj(a + 2b ). 
2.45. Vc= -(acmjb)t. 
2.47. a 0 = -raj(R-r)i, ro= -aj(R-r)k. 
2.49. w = -41i 3 radjsec, ro = 75i 3 radjsec 2• 

2.53. (a) OJG = -3k radjSeC 2, (d) fi = 2k radjsec. 
2.55. w = 48k radjsec, aG = 61.65n 1 + 103.92n2 mjsec2• 

h x-2 y-3 z 
2.57. VQ=25i-15-y.<.j+52kftjsec, 14=-8-= 5 fi. 
2.59. (b) w = fri + frj- -Hk radjsec. 
2.61. VB= -8.66i ill/SeC, fi = 43.3j radjseC. 

r 2 • 2.63. a A=-- [rm n + (R- r) mt]. 
R-r 

2.65. (a) w = 10 cos2 1.1 K radjsec; (b) ac= 50(31 + J) ft/sec 2• 

2.67. a A= 40t + 32n cmjsec2, ro2 = -4k radjsec2. 

2.69. v P = 20 J5 t ft/sec, R = 5 :jlo;2 ft. 
2.71. r = vofm. 
2. 73. (a) b = ( r + 1- h)/sin 1.1 on the line perpendicular to 0 B; (c) ro = 1.5k radjsec. 

sin(l.l-1/1) am sin(l.l + 1/J) 
2.75. Vc=am. (A. ,1, ,msc= b . (A. ·"). 

Stn 'I' + 'I' ) Stn 'I' + 'I' 
2.77. (a) ro = w2 tan 1/1 K, (b) x 2 + (y -1) 2 = f referred to cp, w. 

383 

2.79. The space and body centrodes are circles centered at 0, the wall center, and at 
A, respectively. 

Chapter 3 

3.1. (a) V 2 =W3 X 1 -W 1X 3 

3.3. (a) cj=NjkMkqbq, (c) .l.=Akpvpvk 
3.5. (a) epqk• (c) 0. 

3 9 (b) ao [ , 2' , , , ( , 2 , • ) k . . h D 2( • 2 • 2) . . X= D -W1l+W1 W2J+ m2 m -m1m3 tn cp, Wit ::-OJ m1 +m2 . 

3.19. 2T32 = -2T23 = T 13 = - T31 = (3/5) 112, T 12 = T21 = 1/5. 
3.21. 3(x- 2) = 3yj2 = 3(z + 1 )/2, 

d(C)= U(18- 6 .fil I- 3 J3 J + 3(2 J3 -3) K] ft. 

3.23. (a) a 1fi [i + (1- JZ)j- 2k]; 
[1 + 16 2r12 

(b) d(P) = -5i + (j2 -l)j + Skft. 
3.25. (a) i=fi ( -i+5k)m; (c) .dx= -fi i+4j + (5 fi-6) k m. 
3.27. A 12 =A 21 =J3 Au, A 22 = -Au= 1/2, A33 = 1, others zero. 

3.29. a= ±(JZ/2)(i2 + i3 ), d(A) = 20i 1 + 30i2 + 10i3 ft. 
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3.31. ift=sin- 1(.j2451/50)=81.95o, not the same. 
3.33. i(P) = 61- J- 2K in tP, d(Q) ·a= 4/JJ. 
3.35. 8* =cos - 1 [(,j2- 2)/4] = 98.42°, a*= [5 + 2 fiJ -112 [ -i + j + (1 + ,fi) k]. 

3.39. r=~(7 +2 j3) i +-!(4+ 3 j))j ft. 
3.41. 8* = 18.2271- 3.398J- 5K em locates 0* from Fin tP, p = -48/n, not a rever

sed screw. 
3.43. r = -~(j + k) ft from B, p = 2 J3;n, b ·a= 4/JJ. 

J3 2a 
3.45. 8* = 120°, d( T) = 21 + 3J + K ft, p =-ft/rad, b, = f.l ft. 

1! v' 3 
3.47. R!2 = RT2 = Rf3 = - R!3 = -fi/2, RT1 = -1, others zero. 
3.49. R* = R1 R 2 R 3 • 

3.51. (a) -Ai3 =A!2 =AT1 =1, others zero; (b) no, a*=i 2 . 

3.53. a*= (j3/3)(i2 + fi i 3 ) in rp. 

3.55. a*= -(1/j23)[(2+JJ)i 1 + (2 J3 -1) i2 +J3 i3 ], 

8*=cos- 1(-7/16)= 115.94°. 
3.57. ld(P)I = 2.032. 

Chapter 4 

4.1. (a) v 0 = 61 + ( 1 + 3 f) J + G- J3) K m/sec; 

(b) v P = 3 ( 7 f- 1) I+ ( 15 f- 2) J + ( 1; + 2 J3) K m/sec. 

4.3. (a) x = 36i- 12j- 27k m/sec; (c) a 0 = -56i + 78j- 47k mjsec2 . 

4.5. x = 58i- 62j- 14k ftjsec; i = -734i- 539j- 596k ft/sec 2, no. 
v A(y2i- ayj) 

4.7. (a) 0021 = ( 2 2)(/2 2 2)112; a+y -a-y 

(c) Olzo = (a2: >)112 [ (/2 _ J~ y2)112 + [a2 :>] 112 J · 
4.9. v 8 = 750j + 600i em/sec, c:o 21 = -90k rad/sec. 

4.11. ro3o = 2i + 4j + 45k rad/sec 2. 

4.13. (b) c:o 10 = -w tan IX K. 
4.17. ro 30 = -1491 + 15J + 90K rad/sec 2. 

4.19. (1)30 = 20i + 2j + 2k rad/sec, ro30 = 6i + 39.4j- 39.8k rad/sec2 . 

4.21. ro 30 = 0.02i + 0.21j + O.lk rad/sec 2 • 

4.23. (a) ro 30 = -(2+4500,)2) I+ 150(1- 5 ,j2)J +750 fiK rpm 2 ; 

(c) ro 31 = -21 + 750fi (K-J) rpm 2. 

4.25. (b) c:o 30 = w 1 [i -IX 2 cos 8 cos¢ sin ¢(cos 8 j +sin 8 k); 
(c) v A= r1Xw 1(cos ¢ y2 +sin¢ sin 0 y3 ), 

v D = -ra:w 1 cos ¢(y 1 +IX sin¢ cos 8 y3 ). 
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4.27. (a) a P = 61, (b) v P = 6t( cos 0 i- sin 0 j ). 

vfi 
4.29. VwG=-6- (-I+ 3J). 

cos(O- 1/1). 2 sin(O- 1/1). 
4.31. v QF = -aw . ,J, 1, aQF = aw . ,1, 1. 

sm 'I' sm 'I' 

4.33. a AF = -(9 -/614) j ftjsec 2, v AB = -3 fi j ftjsec. 
4.35. R = 125 em. 
4.37. t = 2.5 min. 
4.39. aMF= -(bp2 sin pt + rw2 cos wt) i- rw2 sin wt j. 

3}3 r;. . b 12}3. I 2 4.41. (a)vAF=-2-(v31-J)cmjsec, ( )aA8 = --5-Jcmsec. 

4.43. a= 2b = r Vjv. 

4.45. (a) i'= lOOa( -i + j3 j), (c) co AB = [10 + (3 cos f 1 ) 172J k. 
+cos pt 

4.47. co 3 = 7k radjsec. 
4.49. a(P, t) = (2v 2jm)( -sin 1/J e, +cos¢ e~)-
4.53. vR=(5:n:/2)(-2e,+3e~)cmjsec, aR= -(5:n:2/8)(3e,+4e?)cmjsec2. 

4.57. as= -4bw2 ( cos 1/J e, +sin 1/J e~)-
4.59. ap= -rb2 sin2 qte,+rbqcosqte?-ap2 sinptez. 
4.61. tPmax = 60°, ap = -11.65e, + 38.64e? ftjsec 2. 

4.63. v P =tie,+ awe?. 
4.65. ap= (6:n: -135:n:2 -1/15) e, + 30:n: e? + 2ez cm/sec2. 

4.67. a=(c2/2)[sin¢Je?-2(1-cos¢J)e,]. 

4.69. V E = C[2ajp] l/2 COS 1/J(e.,- e. ezl, a£= ac COS 2 1/J ( -4:n:e, + e? _e ez). 
c p c 

r . . r2 '2 • 2 r .. 
4.71. COsG = 2L ({3- rx) ez, a 0 = 4L ({3 - rx ) e, -2 (rx + Pl e.,. 

4.75. ap = -aw2 sin O(sin 0 i +cos 0 j) + 2vw sin 0 k. 
4.77. v8 = -100e..,+40e0 cmjsec, 

a 8 = -580e,- 500 j3 e0 - 400 j3 e., cmjsec 2. 

4.79. v 8 = ltP(cos 1/J i +sin 1/J j) -lw sin 1/J k. 

4.81. (a) ~~ = 20(- 3j + 4k) cmjsec; (c) aM= 1130i- 3000j- 1200k cmjsec2 . 

4.83. ro 30 = -500j + 5k radjsec2• 
2 

4.85. ap = -72 [6 J2 i + (25 + 6 j2) jJ mjsec 2. 

4.87. ror x x = 3i- 2j- 4k cmjsec, aR = -17i + 7j cmjsec2. 

4.89. V R = bwj, fl = -{!(a- bw2 ) k. 

4.91. (i) ap = -(lwr + aw 1 cos¢- 2aw 1 w 2 sin tfo )i 
+ [lwl- a cos 1/J(wi + wm j-aw~ sin¢ k. 

4.93. v A= -wai, a 8 = -4a.Qwi + ,!_2aQ- dw 2 ) j- a.Q 2 k. 
4.95. ap = -1525i + (120- 625 ~3) j- (100 + 1500 j3) k cmjsec2• 

4.97. co= 6k radjsec, ro = -27k rad/sec 2. 

385 
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4.99. (b) vp=aw 1 sin(} e3 , ap= -awf sin (}(sin ee 1 +cos (}e2 ); 

(d) a P = - ( ~ + aw~ sin 2 (}) e 1 - awi sin (}cos(} e2 + 2vw 1 cos(} e 3 • 

4.101. (a) ll= 16yl5';3k' rad/sec, fl= -(320/3)i'radjsec2 . 

4.103. (i) v P = r(w 1 + w 2 )(- sin(} i +cos(} j), (ii) ap = -rw2 e 1 - r(w 1 + w2 ) 2 e2 . 

4.105. (i) vB=lt/t(-sinlj;i+coslj;j)-w(a+/sinJ/!)k, 
(ii) v B = lt/te 0 - w(a +I sin 1/1) eq,. 

4.107. aB = 3hw 2i- hwj. 
4.109. v P = -30i ft/sec, a P = -450j- 1200k ftjsec 2. 

4.111. (a) Vs= -40i-20j+2kft/sec; (b) as= -60i-30j-999kftjsec2. 

4.113. a= 0.0557(e, + e0 ) ftjsec 2. 

4.115. N = -w(2x + w .j3 ). 

Appendix A 

A. I. (a) d(u ± v)jds = 12s2j + ( ± 12s- 5) k; (b) d(u · v)jds = -90s2, 

d(u x v)/ds = 24s(5s3 + 3) i + 15j + 36s2 k. 
A.7. x(P,t)=x0 +v0 t+!at2. 

Appendix B 

B. I. a= 16, {3 = -32. 
B.3. Form AB, BC, and ABC 

0 

-11 

9 ~l ABC= 

B.7. (a) S = !(M + MT), A= !(M- MT). 
(c) 

n,~~[: 
0 

-2 

2 

B.9 tr M = 2. det M = -1. 
B.l5. det(PQ) = 208. 
B.l7. X= 1, y=2, Z= -1. 

~].n~~~[: 
-2 

0 

2 

f 
1 -32] 
1 -2 
7 31 . 

12 -9 

-I] -2 . 

0 

B.21. There are no antisymmetric, orthogonal 3 x 3 matrices. 
B.23. (b) A and C are not orthogonal, B is proper, D is improper. 
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Abrams, J.l., 65 
Absolute acceleration, 10 I, 102, 262-264, 

269, 278, 304, 310, 313, 317 
applications of, 102-114, 265-267, 270-

276, 279-287, 293-295 
Absolute angular acceleration and velocity 

(see Angular acceleration; Angular 
velocity) 

Absolute rest, 233 
Absolute time rate of change: 

of tensor, 311, 312 
of vector, 234, 235, 241, 242, 303, 304 

Absolute velocity, 99, 100, 123-128, 262, 
264, 269, 278, 304, 310, 313, 317 

applications of, 102-123, 238, 239, 250, 
265-267' 270-276, 279-295 

Acceleration, 9, 40 
absolute, (see Absolute acceleration) 
centripetal, 31, 101, 300-302 
Coriolis, 263, 295, 296, 299-304, 313, 

317 
in applications, 269, 272, 284, 286, 

300-302 
(See also Battle; Focault pendulum) 

in cylindrical coordinates, 269 
dimensions, physical, 10 
in helical motion, 10 
hodograph, 46, 47 
integration of, 15, 16, 22 
intrinsic, 28, 29, 31-34, 41, 77, 81, 327 
applications of, 34-40, 111-114, 266, 

267, 272-274, 283, 284 
in rectangular coordinates, 9, 40 
relative, 263 

to earth, 298-302, 318 

387 

Acceleration (emit.) 
relative (cont.) 

to fixed frame, 9, 31-34, 40, 229, 263, 
269, 278, 313, 317 

to moving frame, 12, 229, 263, 264, 
298--302, 313-317 

rigid body, 101, 102, 263, 304, 310, 313 
in spherical coordinates, 278, 300-302 
tangential and normal components, 31-33, 

101, 102 
(See also Acceleration, intrinsic) 

total (see Absolute acceleration) 
in uniform motion, 23 
units: measure, I 0 

Acceleration referred to moving frame, 31-
34, 229, 230, 262-264, 269, 278, 
298--304, 313-317 

in applications, 265·-267, 270-276, 279-
287, 293-295, 300-302 

Angular acceleration, 12, 16, 101, 102, 309, 
316 

absolute, 253, 254, 303 
composition rule, 252-254, 303, 318 

application of, 254--260, 280, 290-294 
definition, 101 
dimensions, physical, 101 
of earth, 298 
integration of, 16, 2:0-22 
of reference frame, 235, 251-254, 303, 

311-313, 317 
relative, simple, 252, 303 
rigid body, 101, 102 
simple, 12, 16, 20, 32, 101 
tensor, 309-313, 316, 317 
units, measure, 10 I 
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Angular acceleration (cont.) 

vector, 12n, 101, 102, 310 
Angular frequency, 8, II 

(See also Angular speed) 
Angular placement, II, 16 

(See also Rotation, angle of) 
Angular speed, II, 16, 20, 21, 32, 99-102 

integration of, 16, 20, 21 
dimensions, physical, II, 99 
units, measure, II, 99 

conversion of, 99 
Angular velocity, II, 16, 99-102, 123, 124, 

309, 316 
absolute (see kinematic chain rule) 
composition rule, 242, 243, 303, 318 

application of, 243-251, 254-260, 275, 
276, 280, 285, 289-294 

definition, 99 
dimensions, physical, II , 99 
of earth, 297, 298 
invariant property of, 123, 124 
integration of, 16, 20, 21 
kinematic chain rule, 242, 243, 303 
of reference frame, 233-235, 242, 243, 

303, 3ll-313 
relative, simple, 242, 243, 303 
rigid body, 99-102, 123, 124 
in screw motion, 126-128 
tensor, 309-313, 316, 317 
units, measure, II, 99 

conversion of, 99 
vector, !In, 99-102 

Antisymmetric part (see Tensor, skew part 
of) 

Antisymmetric tensor (see Tensor, skew) 
Apparent time rate of change 

of tensor, 312, 316 
of vector, 235, 241, 242, 314, 315 

Arc length, 9, 16 
of circle, 32, 110 
in cylindrical coordinates, 270 
intrinsic coordinates, 26-32, 41-44 
in rectangular coordinates, 9 
in spherical coordinates, 278 

Axis of rotation 
fixed, 87 
instantaneous, 95, 99, 101, 124 

screw, 126, 127 
rotation tensor, 173, !92-194 
rotator, 89, 95, 169, 170, 192-194 
screw displacement, 197, 198 

Ball, R. S., 128 

Base point, 91 
acceleration of, 101, 102 
change of, 124, 193 

Index 

displacement of, 92-95, 194-202, 210-
214 

velocity of, 99, 1 ()() 
Basis 

change of, 175-179, 237 
orthonormal, 6, 153, 154, 159, 160, 216, 

217, 355, 356 
reference frame, 6 

cylindrical, 268 
intrinsic, 30, 42, 43 
rectangular Cartesian, 7, 354 
spherical, 277 

tensor, 159, 160, 177, 216, 217 
transformation matrix, 177-183 

tensor, 178, 179 
vector, 6, 176, 354, 

Battle, Falkland Islands, 295, 296, 299 
Beatty, M.F., 128, 214 
Bevel gears (see Gears, bevel) 
Blanche, B., 65 
Body, 4 

continuum, 4 
deformable, 85 
material object, 4 
rigid, 85 
system of particles, 4 

Body centrode, 125, 148 
Body reference frame, 91 

(See also Imbedded frame) 
Bonner, W., 318 
Brand, L., 65, 318 

Cam mechanism, 24, 58, 59, 65, 76, 77, 
83, 84, 107, 108 

discontinuous motion, 76, 77, 83 
uniform motion, 24-26, 58, 59, 76 
(See also Mechanism, cam; Singularity 

functions, applications) 
Center of rotation instantaneous, 125, 14 7, 

148 
in plane displacement, 196-200, 220 

Central axis, theorem, !98n 
Centripetal acceleration, 31, 101, 300-302 
Centrode, 125, 148 
Chasles, 85, 94, 128, !51, !52 

screw displacement theorem, 197-202, 
213, 214 

screw motion theorem, 126-128, 149 
Coleman, B.D., 214 
Collar, A.R., 377 
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Composition of rotations 
finite, 95, 96, 202-204 

about nonintersecting axes, 210-213 
applications of, 205-207 

screw displacements, 213, 214 
infinitesimal, 95-98, 209, 210 

Composition rule 
angular accelerations, 252-254, 303, 318 

application of, 254--260, 280, 290-294 
for angular velocities, 242, 243, 303, 318 

application of, 243-251, 254--260, 275, 
276, 280, 285, 289-294 

Computer applications, 71, 72, 82, 136, 
322, 340 

Convective time rate of change 
of tensor, 312 
of vector, 235, 241 , 242 

Coriolis acceleration, 263 
(See also Acceleration, Coriolis) 

Cross product, 153, 155, 159, 356 
derivative of, 360, 361 
in triple products, 357 

(See also E- B identity) 
Crouch, T., 318, 377 
Curvature, 29, 30, 33, 41 

center of, 29, 273, 274 
of circle, 32 
circle of, 29, 273, 274 
dimensions, physical, 30 
of helix, 39, 44 
of involute, 273, 274 
of parabola, 35 
of plane curve, 35, 41, 77, 334 
in polar coordinates, 334 
principal, plane of, 29 
radius of, 30, 33, 41, 273, 274 
of straight line, 32 

(See also Darboux vector; Serret-Frenet 
formulas) 

Curvilinear coordinates, 267, 268, 277 
Cycloidal geometry, Ill 
Cylindrical coordinates, 267-277 

Darboux vector, 327 
Decomposition, additive 

for matrix, 378 
for tensor, 163, 164 

applied to rotator, 168 
Degrees of freedom, 91, 92, 94, 130 
Delta function, 50, 52-54 
Derivative 

absolute time, 234, 235, 241, 242, 303, 
304,311-313 

Derivative (cont.) 

apparent time, 235, 241, 242, 312-316 
convective time, 235, 241 , 242, 312 
of tensor functions, 306---308 

orthogonal tensor, 308, 309 
referred to moving frame, 312, 316 
tensor product, 308 

389 

total time (see Derivative, absolute time) 
of vector functions, 357-361 

maximum and minimum values, 362-
364 

referred to moving frame, 231-235, 
241, 242, 311-315 

Design analysis (see Mechanical design anal
ysis; Mechanism) 

Determinant 
basic properties of, 372, 373, 379 
cofactors of, 373, 374 

Laplace formula, 374 
of matrix, 371-374 
of product, 166, 373 
of tensor, 166 

third principal invariant of, 182 
Differentiable, continuous, 306, 358 

vector and tensor functions, 307, 358 
Dimensions, physical 

acceleration, 10 
angular, acceleration, 10 I 

speed, II, 99 
velocity, II , 99 

curvature, 30 
radius of, 30 

delta function, 53 
torsion, 43 
velocity, 10 

Displacement, 86 
infinitesimal, 94, 95, 209, 210 
plane, 196 
tangential and normal, 88 
(See also Finite displacement) 

Displacement plane, 196 
Dot product, 153, 154, 355-357, 360, 361 
Dummy index, 154 
Duncan, W.J., 377 
Dynamics, 3-5 

E -B identity, 216 
Earth 

angular velocity and acceleration of, 297, 
298 

principal motions of, 296, 297, 318 
radius of, 299 

Einstein, A., 3, 65 
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Euclidean geometry, 4 
reference frame, 6, 232, 233 

Euler, L., 85, 128, 151 
angles and rotations, 207-209, 224 
theorem on rotations, 93, 186--192 

Finite displacement, 86--94, 168-173, 183-
203, 211-214, 217, 220 

center of rotation, 196--202, 220 
Chasles' theorem, 85, 93, 151, 152, 197-

202, 213 
Euler's theorem, 85, 93, 151, 152, 186--

192 
invariant projection theorem, 194, 198 
Rodrigue's formula, 217 
rotation about line, 87-93, 129, 151, 152, 

168-175, 186--197, 202-214, 217, 
220 

rotation about point, 87, 93, 151, 152, 
183--197, 202-209 

rotator invariance theorem, 192, 193 
parallel axis theorem, 194-198, 211-213 
screw displacement theorem, 197-202, 

213, 214 
tangential and normal, 88 
translation, parallel, 86, 93, 193-196, 

211-214 
Focault, J.L., pendulum, 295, 299 
Force, primitive concept, 5 
Four-bar mechanism (see Mechanism) 
Frame indifferent, 314-316 
Frazer, R.A., 377 

Gears 
bevel, 114, 115, 137,249-251, 257, 258, 

290--293, 321-323 
pitch angle of, 114 

elliptic, 140, 148 
epicyclic, 249-251, 257, 258, 290--293, 

321-323 
helical, crossed, 115-117, 349 
idler, 136 
planetary, 137, 138, 249-251, 257, 258, 

290--293, 321-323 
Geneva wheel (see Mechanism) 
Geodesic 

on circular cylinder, 46 
on sphere, 45 

Gibbs, J.W., 214 
Griffith, B.A., 318 
Grubin, C., 128 

Heaviside unit function (see Unit step 
function) 

Helical gears, 115-117, 349 
Helix: circular, 8, 37-40, 44-45 

curvature of, 39, 44, 45 
radius of, 39, 44, 45 

equations of, 8 
geodesics on cylinder, 46 

Index 

geometrical properties, 37-40, 44, 45 
intrinsic velocity and acceleration on, 39, 

40 
motion on, 7, 8, 10 
pitch of, 8, 38 
pitch triangle, 38 
screw motion, 126--128 
torsion of, 44, 45 

Hodograph, 42, 46, 47 

Imbedded frame, 91, 92 
in applications, 12, 13, 121-123, 236--

240, 243-251 ' 254-260, 265-267' 
275, 276, 279-295, 297-299 

Index notation, 152-155, 365 
basis: vector, 6, 153--154, 175-177, 354 

transformation matrix, 177 
transformation tensor, 179 

cross product, 153, 155 
determinants, 371-374, 379 

cofactors, 373, 374 
Laplace formula, 374 

dot product, 153, 154 
dummy index, 154, 368 
e-8 identity, 216 
free index, 154 
Kronecker delta, 153-157, 160, 216, 217, 

366 
matrix elements, 365-377 
multiplications, 161, 368, 369 
permutation symbol, 153, 154, 160, 215, 

216, 372, 379 
range, 152, 366 
rotator, 168 

axis of, 169 
skew, matrix, 371 

part, 164 
tensor, 163 

summation rule, convention, 153, 368 
symmetric, matrix, 371 

part, 164 
tensor, 163 

tensor components, 157, 159, 160 
trace, 162, 371 
transformation laws, 179 
transpose, 163, 3 70 
vector components, 154, 354-356, 366 
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Infinitesimal, displacement, 94, 95, 209, 210 

rotation vector, 95-98, 210 
Instantaneous 

axis of rotation, 95, 99, 101 
center of rotation, 125 
centers, graphical method of, 125, 147, 

148 
rest, 10 
(See also Screw motion) 

Integration 
separation of variables, 15-22, 25 
of vector functions, 362 

Intrinsic 
acceleration, 28-41,77,81, 111-114, 

266, 267, 272-274, 283, 284, 327 
components, 26, 31-34 
equations, 27. 31-33, 41--46, 77, 327, 

334 
reference frame, 26, 30, 33-34 
rotation equations (see Serret-Frenet 

formulas) 
velocity, 10,26-28,31--41, 111-114,77, 

81, 230, 266, 267, 272-274, 283, 
284, 327 

Invariant projection theorem, 124, 126, 194, 

198 
Inverse 

of matrix, 374-377 
of product, 167, 376 
of tensor, 167 
of transpose, 167, 376 

Kane, T.R., 318 
Kaplan, W., 65 
Kinematics, 3 
Kinematic chain rule 

for angular velocities, 242-251, 254-260, 

275, 276, 280, 285, 289-294, 303, 
318 

for simple relative motion, 264-267 

(See also Composition rule) 
Kronecker delta, 153-157, 160, 216, 217, 

366 
E -II identity, 216 

Lagrangian coordinates, 66 
Laplace formula, 374 
Linear operator, 89, 156 

(See also Tensor) 
Locus (see Path) 
Long R., 129, 214 

Marion, J., 318 
Markovitz, H., 214 

Mass, 4 
Material object, 4 
Material point (see Particle) 
Matrix, 365 

adjoint, 375 
antisymmetric, 163, 371 

391 

basis transformation, 177-183, 186-190, 
305-306 

cofactor, 373-376 
column, 366 
commutable, 369 
conformable, 368 
determinant of, 166, 371-374, 379 

diagonal, 366 
of direction cosines, 176-183, 186-190 

equality of, 367 
identity, 157, 366 
inverse of, 167, 374--376 
invertible, 374 
leading diagonal of, 366 
multiplication, 161, 368-377 
nonsingular, 375 
orthogonal, 177-183, 186-190, 376, 377 

proper and improper, 377 
principle diagonal oL 366 
product of, 161, 368--377 
product by scalar, 367 
row, 366 
singular, 375 
skew, 163, 371 
square, 366 
subtraction of, 367 
sum of, 367 
symmetric, 163, 371 
symmetric and skew parts, 163, 164, 378 

of tensor, !57 
trace of, 162, 371 
transpose, 163, 370 
zero, 366, 369 

Measure units (see Units) 
Mechanical design analysis, 13-15, 24-26, 

58, 59, 107-109, 113-120, 125, 126, 

171, 172, 182, 183, 188-192, 224-

227, 246-251, 255-257,272-276, 
279--281, 290-293 

(See also Mechanism) 
Mechanism 

analysis by instantaneous centers, 125, 
126, 147, 148 

antenna, 188-192 
automobile differential, 323 
ball governor, 279-281 
bottling machine, 221 
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Mechanism (cont.) 

cam, 136, 329, 331, 332 
door panel, 171, 172, 182, 183 
engine apparatus, 71 , 34 7, 349, 350 
four-bar linkage, 135, 144, 322 
gears (see Gears) 
Geneva, intermittent motion, 340 
involute, 272-274 
mail sorting, 220 
pendulum, 275-277 
phonograph, 136 
power transmission, 137 
quick return, 13-15, 71, 72, 140 
reciprocating crank, 71, 131, 132 
robotic, 236-239, 245, 246, 255-257, 279 
rolling wheels, 113, 114, 293-295, 338 
Scotch crank, 67-70 
slider block, 141, 142 
sorting hopper. 338, 339 
spatial, 117-120, 143, 144, 236-240, 

322-326, 346 
textile spinner, 275-277 
trammel, 70, 80, 134 
universal joint, 246-249, 322, 323, 326, 

327 
(See also Cam mechanism; Computer 

applications) 
Meriam, J. L., 65, 129, 318 
Motion, 6, 40 

circular, 32 
of earth, 296-298, 318 
elliptical, 363 
helical, 7, 8, 37-40 
hodograph, 46, 47 
plane, of rigid body, 125, 196, 197 
rectilinear, 32 
referred to moving frame (see Accelera-

tion; Velocity) 
relative, simple, 264-267 
relative to earth, 298-302, 318 
relative to fixed frame (see Acceleration; 

Velocity) 
relative to moving frame (see Accelera-

tion; Velocity) 
screw, 126-128 
uniform, 22-26 
walking, 212 

Multilinear transformation, 155n 
Multiplication 

of matrices, 161, 368-377 
of tensors, 161, 178, 216, 217 
of vectors, 153-155, 158, 355-357, 360, 

361 

Murdoch, D. C., 377 

Noll, W., 214 
Nutation, 260, 296 

Objective transformation (see Frame 
indifferent) 

Orthogonal tensor, 16 7 
basis transformation, 178-183 
derivative of, 308, 309 
proper and improper, 16 7 
rotation tensor, 174, 187 

Osculating plane, 30, 31 
of helix, 39 

Index 

Parallel axis theorem, 124-127, 194-198, 
211-213 

Parallel translation, 86, 93, 193-196, 211-
214 

Particle, material point, 4 
Path, trajectory, 7 

elliptical, 363 
geodesic, 45, 46 
helical, 8, 45, 46 
hodograph, 46 
standard equation of, 17, 24 
time-parametric equations of, 8, 17, 23 
in uniform motion, 23 
(See also Intrinsic) 

Paul, G., 214 
Pendulum 

Focault, 295, 299 
spinning, 275, 276 

Permutation symbol, 153, 154 
determinants, 372, 373, 379 
e - 1\ identity, 216 
in vector product, 153-155 

Physical dimensions (see Dimensions) 
Piecewise continuous, 47 
Pipes, L. A., 377 
Pitch 

in screw displacement, 198, 202, 213 
in screw motion, 127 
triangle, 38 
(See also Helix) 

Place (see Position vector) 
Plane motion, rigid body, 125, 196, 197 

instantaneous centers analysis, 125, 147, 
148 

Planetary gear train (see Gears, planetary) 
Poinsot, L. , 128 
Polar coordinates, 268, 277, 334 
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Index 

Position vector, place, 6 
in curvilinear coordinates, 269, 277 
in rectangular coordinates, 8, 40 
(See also Motion) 

Precessional motion, speed, 260, 296 
Primitive concepts 

force, length, mass, particle, time, 4, 5, 
65 

Principle normal vector, 29 

Quick return mechanism, 13-15, 71, 72, 140 

Radius of curvature (see Curvature) 
Reference frame, 6, 40 

body, 91, 92 
change of, 316 
cylindrical, 268 
in earth, 297, 298 
imbedded, 91, 92 

in applications (see Imbedded frame) 
intrinsic, 26, 30, 33, 34 
moving, 232, 233 
multiple, 231,232,241-260,283-295 
preferred, 232, 233 
rectangular Cartesian, 7, 354 
spherical, 277 

Relative rigid body acceleration, 102 
Relative rigid body velocity, 100 
Rigid body, 85 

acceleration, 101, 102, 263, 283-295, 
304, 310, 313, 316, 317 

displacements of, 86, 87 
plane motion of, 125, 147, 148, 196, 197, 

212 
relative, acceleration, 102 
relative, velocity, 100 
rotation, 87 
translation, parallel, 86 
unconstrained motion of, 92-94, 125, 

196, 197 
velocity, 98-100, 262, 283-295, 304, 

310, 313, 316, 317 
walking motion of, 212 
(See also Finite displacement; Rotation) 

Robotic mechanism, 23~239, 245, 246, 
255-257, 279 

Rodrigue's formula, 217 
Rolling contact 

driving contact, Ill, 112, 115-117 
without slip, 109--115 

body centrode on space centrode, 125 
criterion for, 112 

Room, T. G., 214 
Rotation, 87 

about point, 87, 93, 183-210 

393 

about line, 87-93, 129, 168-175, 18~214 
angle of, II, 16, 87,168-173,182,183, 

192, 193, 203, 207' 208 
axis of, 87, 95, 99, 101, 169-173, 192-

202, 205-207, 2.10-214 
center of, 125, 147, 148, 19~202, 220-

222 
Chasles' theorem, 85, 93, 12~128, 147-

149, 197-202, 213, 214 
composition of, 95-98, 202-214 
of earth, 297-298 
Euler, 187, 193, 202-209 
Euler angles of, 207, 208 
Euler's theorem, 85, 93, 18~192 
finite, 85-89, 93, 94 .. 129, 168-174, 182-

214, 224-227 
image, 170, 193 
infinitesimal, 95, 98, 209, 210 
matrix, 187-190, 203-208 
reverse, 212 
rigid body' 87 
simple, 191, 192, 219 
tensor, (see Rotation tensor) 
trivial, 169, 193 
vector, 95 

Rotation tensor, 173, 174, 187, 193, 202-
204, 2.11-214, 309-311 

angle of, 173, 193, 203, 205-207 
in applications, 188-190, 201, 202,205-

208, 309, 310, 313, 317 
axis of, 173, 193-202, 205-207 
rotator, relation to, 173 
time derivative of, 309-311 

Rotator, 85, 156, 168-170, 173, 181-183, 
187, 192 

rotation angle of, 168-170, 193, 194, 203 
applications of, 170-172, 182, 183, 195-

202, 205-207' 224-227 
axis of, 95, 169, 170, 192-200 
components, 168 
detenl1inan1 of, 187 
in infinitesimal rotation, 95, 209, 210 
invariance theorem, 192, 193 
rotation tensor, relation to, 173, 187, 203, 

205, 206 
in screw displacement, 197-200, 213, 214 
symmetric and skew parts, 168, 210 
tensor, 155, 156, 168-173, 181-183, 287, 

203, 210-212 
trace of, 168, 173, 181-183 
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Rothbart, H. A., 65 
Routh, E. J., 128 

Scalar product (see Dot product) 
Scalar triple product, 357 
Schwartz, H., 128 
Scotch crank, 67-70 
Screw displacement, 197-202, 213, 214 

axis of, 198, 213 
center of rotation, 199-202, 220 
pitch of, 198, 202, 213 
uniqueness theorem, 200 

Screw motion, 126-128 
axis of, 127 
instantaneous center, 125, 147, 148 
pitch of, 127 
uniqueness theorem, 128 

Serret-Frenet formulas, 43, 327 
Shames, I., 65, 129, 318 
Simple relative motion, 264-267 

kinematic chain rule for, 264 
Singularity functions, 47, 48, 50 

applications, 54-64, 76, 77, 83, 84 
delta function, 50, 52-54 
derivative of, 50-52 
discontinuity, strength of, 57, 84 
doublet, 52 
graphs of, 48, 52, 54 
integration of, 52, 53 
jump in quantity, 56 
power function, 51 , 53 
unit impulse function, 50 
unit slope (ramp) function, 51 
unit step function, 48-53, 82, 84 

Skew (antisymmetric) tensor, 163, 164, 168-
170, 173, 205, 206, 210, 308-313 

vector of, 165, 169, 170, 173, 205, 206, 
210, 309-311 

Smooth function, 49 
Space centrode, 125, 148 
Spatial reference frame, 6, 92, 232, 233 
Speed, 9, 10, 16, 31, 41 
Spherical coordinates, 277 
Spherical reference frame, 277 
Spin, gyroscopic, 259 
Symmetric tensor, 163, 164, 168, 169, 205, 

206 
Synge, J. L., 65, 318 
System of particles, 4 

Tangential and normal components, 31-33, 
41 

Index 

Tangential and normal components (cont.) 

in finite displacement, 88, 89 
in rigid body acceleration, 101, 102 
(See also Intrinsic) 

Tensor, 155 
angular velocity and acceleration, 309-

313, 317 
vector of, 310, 311 

basis, 160, 216, 217 
change of, 175-179 

basis transformation, 178, 179, 185-187 
components of, Cartesian, !57 
decomposition, additive, 163, 164, 168 
derivative of, 306--308 
determinant of, 166, 182 
frame indifferent, 315, 316 
identity, 156, 157, 160 
inverse of, 167 
invertible, 166 
magnitude of, 217, 306 
matrix of, !57, 158 
multiplication of, 161-163, 167, 178, 

216, 217 
nonsingular, 166 
objective, 315, 316 
orthogonal, 167, 174, 178, 179, 186 

derivative of, 308-309 
principal invariants, 182 
product, 158, 178, 216, 217 

derivative of, 308 
rank of, 155n 
referred to moving frame, 312, 315-317 
representation theorem, 159, 160 
rotation, 173, 174, 186-190, 193, 202-

208, 309-311 
rotator, 89, 155, 156, 168-173, 182, 183, 

187, 192 
scalar components, 157 
singular, 167 
skew, antisymmetric, 163, 164, 168 

part of, 163 
vector of, 165 

sum of, 156 
symmetric, 163, 164, 168 

part of, 163 
trace of, 162, 182 
transformation laws, 179-181, 305, 306 

(See also Tensor, objective) 
zero, 156, 157 

Tensor product, 158, 159, 178, 216, 217 
basis, 160, 177 
components of, 159 
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Index 

Tensor product (cont.) 

derivative of, 308 
Time, 5, 7, 233 
Time derivative 

absolute, total, 234, 235, 241, 242, 303, 
312 

apparent, 235,241,242,312-316 
convective, 235, 241, 242 

Torsion, 43 
dimensions, physical, 43 
of helix, 44, 45 
of plane curve, 43 
of space curve, 43, 44, 81,327 

Total time derivative 
of tensor, 312 
of vector, 234, 235, 241, 242, 303 
(See also Absolute time rate of change) 

Total velocity and acceleration 
referred to moving frame, 262, 263, 269, 

278, 304, 313, 317 
rigid body point, 99--102, 310 
(See also Absolute acceleration; Absolute 

velocity) 
Trace of tensor, 162 

first principal invariant, 182 
of product, 162 
of transpose, 163 

Trajectory (see Path) 
Transformation laws, 175, 179 

applications of, 180--183, 207, 305, 306 
basis transformation matrix, 177-179 
basis transformation tensor, 178, 179, 

311-317 
change of vector basis, 176 
change of tensor basis, 177 
(See also Frame indifferent) 

Translation, parallel, 86 
Tranpose of tensor, 162, 163 
Truesdell, C. A., I, 65 

Uniform motion, 22-26 
Uniqueness theorem, Chasles' 

instantaneous screw motion, 128 
screw displacement, 200, 213, 214 

Unit impulse (delta) function, 50, 52-54 
in applications, 57-59 

Units, acceleration, 10 
angular acceleration, 101 
angular speed, 11, 99 
angular velocity, 99 
curvature, radius of, 30 
torsion, 43 

Units, acceleration (cont.) 

velocity, I 0 
Unit slope (ramp) function, 51 
Unit step function, 48-53, 82, 84 

in applications, 55--63 
Universal joint, (see Mechanism) 

Vector, 65, 353 
acceleration, 9 
addition of, 353, 354, 358-360 
angular velocity, 99 
angular acceleration, 101 
basis, 6, 153, 154, 175, 176, 354-356 
binormal, 30, 42, 43 
components, 154, 155, 354-356 
constant, 358 

395 

cross product, 153, 155, 159, 356, 357, 
360, 361 

Darboux, 327 
derivative of, 234, 235, 241, 242, 303, 

311,314,315,358-363 
direction angles of, 355 
direction cosines of, 355, 356 
dot product, 153, 154, 355, 356, 360, 361 
equality of, 354, 355 
integration of, 362 
magnitude of, 154, 353, 355, 356, 362, 

363 
maximum and minimum values of, 362, 

363 
parallel, 353, 356 
parallelogram rules, 354 
perpendicular, 355, 356 
position, 6 
principal normal, 29, 42, 43 
referred to moving frame, 33, 34, 121, 

122, 229--233 
representation theorem, !54, 354, 355 
of skew tensor, 165, 166 
subtraction of, 353, 354, 358-360 
tangent, 27, 42, 43 
transformation laws, 179--181, 305, 306, 

314, 315 
triple product, 159, 357 
unit, 353 
velocity, 9 
zero, 353, 356, 358 

Vector product (see Gross product) 
Vector triple product, 357 

tensorial form, 159 
Velocity, 9, 40 

absolute, (see Absolute velocity) 
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Velocity (cone.) 

in cylindrical coordinates, 269 
dimensions, physical, 10 
in helical motion, 10 
hodograph, 46, 47 
integration of, 15, 16, 22 
intrinsic, 10,26--28,31-34,41,77,81, 

327 
applications of, 34-40, lll-117, 266, 

267, 272-274, 283, 284 
in rectangular coordinates, 9, 40 
relative, 262 

to earth, 298-302,318 
to fixed frame, 9, 31-34, 40, 229-232, 

238, 239, 260-262, 269, 278, 313, 
317 

to moving frame, 12, 229-232, 238, 239, 
262-264, 298-302, 313-317 

rigid body, 98-100, 262, 304, 310, 313 

Index 

Velocity (cont.) 

in screw motion, 126--128, 149 
in spherical coordinates, 277, 278, 300-

302 
tangential property of, 10, 23, 28 
total (see Absolute velocity) 
in uniform motion, 23, 24 
units, measure, 10 

Velocity referred to moving frame, 31-34, 
121-123, 229-232, 238, 239, 260-
264, 269, 278, 297-304, 313-317 

applications of, 265-267, 270--276, 279-
295, 300-302 

Weyl, H., 65 
Whittaker, E. T., 128 
Wilson, E. B., 214 

Yeh, H., 65 
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CORRIGENDA: PRINCIPLES OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS 
Volume 1: Kinematics - The Geometry of Motion 

Millard F. Beatty, Jr. 

Chapter 1. 

p.4, line 5 from bottom; read "consumed" 

p.7, line 2 below (1.2); read "discard" 

p.8, line 3 from bottom; read "therefore," 

p.10, line 2 from bottom; change Oz to Oz 

p.18, mid-page; change- "path equation (1.32)" -to "last equation in (1.32)" 

p.19, line 2 below (1.37); read "m," 

p.23, line 5; for all times in italics 

p.24, line 3, equation; replace the comma with a period 

p.45, line 1 below (1.114); change "half of" to read: "equation in" 

p.72, line 5; 15° should read 1.5°; however, it is best to update the statement as 
follows. Line 3 from the top: Replace two sentences "Then. . . . Run ... V 
vs X. Identify ... " with "Then plot computer graphs of the normalized 
(nondimensional) motion X= xja and the normalized velocity V = xjaw 
of S in terms of the crank angle e, and plot the so-called phase plane graph 
of V vs X. Identify ... " 

p. 7 4, Problem 1.39, reverse the direction of v A in the figure 

p.75, Problem 1.43, last line; insert before the period: "and D = IDI" 

p.77, Problem 1.52, read v =xi+ yj. 

p. 78, Problem 1.59, line 2; read: "move from y = 0 with ... " 

p.81, Problem 1.81, line 3, equation; read: "-T" 

Chapter 2. 

p.86, line 7 from bottom; change "the same as" to read: "indistinguishable 
from" 

p.89, line 2 below (2.11); point in italics 

p.90, Solution line 1; read: "shown in Fig. 2.5a." 

p.93, paragraph 2, midpage, line 2; read: ":X= x for each P." 

1 
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p.95, line 1 below (2.18); read: "dB is called the" 

p.99, line 1 below (2.27); read: "vo = v(O, t)" 

p.104, line 3 above (2.39); remove minus sign, read: "aw2en" 

p.105, line 1 after (2.44); no bold for components w1 and w2 

p.122, line 1 below (2.110); read: "from 0 to" 

p.124, last line; read: "about an axis" 

p.132, Problem 2.20; read: "A rigid rod" 

p.136, Problem 2.33; line 3; change "cosB" to "sinB" 

p.141, Problem 2.52; line 5; read: "after 2 sec when the system is in the position 
shown." 

p.142, Problem 2.55; line 3; read: "Determine for the instant shown" 

p.142, Problem 2.57; line 2; replace "side" with "sense" 

Chapter 3. 

p.160, subscripts on eij in (3.30) are italics, not bold 

p.162, equation above (3.40); replace "e1" with "ez" 

p.165, second relation in ( 3.56); replace bold 1 with 1 

p.165, line 4 below (3.58); remove one comma after (3.6) 

p.166, line 3 above subsubsection 3.3.4.5.; replace italics v, read: "0 x v" 

p.168, line 2 above (3.69); revise to read: "in (3.57) write the ... " 

p.169, equation (3.78b); read: "Eijk" 

p.174, line 9; insert R to read: "(RTR- l)x = 0" 

p.176, line 2 below (3.97); replace "e:" with "e~" 

p.178, before the first paragraph starting with: Another interesting ... , insert 
the subsubheading "3.6.1.2. The Basis Transformation Tensor" 

p.178, last paragraph, first word; read: "Finally," 

p.179, equation (3.108b); insert prime to read: "QT'QT" 

p.181, change subsubsection "3. 6.2.1. Invariant ... " to subsection "3.6.3. 
Invariant Properties of Tensors"; and note the entry in the Table of 
Contents, p. xvi. 

2 
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p.184, line 5; read: "we know that" 

p.184, last line; read: "coincide initially" 

p.190, The vector "i~" nearest the bottom of the page in Figure 3.7 should 
read "i1" 

p.203, line 4 below (3.147b); revise sentence to read: "The resultant axis 
and angle of rotation generally will depend on the order of rotations in 
(3.147b ). For two rotations, however, it follows ... " 

p.203, In the same paragraph below (3.148), add the sentence: "Note, however, 
that tr(R3R2Rl) =tr(R1R3R2) yftr(R1R2R3). 

p.217, Problem 3.18, equation; read numerator: "2[T[~ 21 + T[~31 + T[~ 11 ] 1 1 2 " 

p.218, Problem 3.23; read: "-J2/10" (see revised problem solution p.383 
below) 

p.218, Problem 3.24; restore the upper left-hand corner of brackets 

p.220, Problem 3.34, line 5; read: "position vectors in <I>" 

Chapter 4. 

p.237, line below (4.16c); replace the sentence to read: "This is the total time 
rate of change in frame <I> of the relative angular velocity vector w2 of the 
arm OA." 

p.238, equation ( 4.17 c); replace italics 5x with bold 5x 

p.242, amend line 2 below ( 4.22) to read: "from ( 4.21) or ( 4.22)" 

p.243, line below equation (4.25a); change (4.25) to (4.25a) 

p.252, line 2 after ( 4.33); read: "Then ... " 

p.254, Example 4.6; revise last sentence to read: "What is the time derivative 
of this result in frame 0?" 

p.254, line 2 below ( 4.39b); add the sentence: "The time derivative of this 
result in frame 0 is determined next." 

p.255, subsubsection 4.5.2.1, lines 1 and 2; read: "elec-tromechanical" 

p.264, line 1 above (4.51); read: "rules" 

p.268, line 3 from the end of the central paragraph; read: "the cylindrical 
coordinate system is ... " 

p.269, last equalty in line 3 above (4.60); read: "2r¢eq,." 

p.271, Solution (ii), line 2; change (4.47) to (4.48) 

3 
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p.272, line 3 after (4.65d); add to the last line: "Alternatively, one may begin 
with x(P, t) = rer." 

p. 274, line 2 above (4.66g) read: " ... use of (4.66e) or (4.66f) delivers ... " 

p.276, remove the minus sign in equation (4.67c) 

p.282, amend ( 4. 76b) to read: 

p.282, line below (4.76b); replace (4.14) with (4.39a) 

p.282, insert comma after er in (4.76d) and append the equation WJ x x = 0. 

p.282, line below (4.76d); delete the phrase: "the second equation in (4.67b)," 

p.283, last relation in (4.77b); insert R to read: "-R(1- cosi/J)n" 

p.284, equation ( 4. 77f); replace r with R (italics) in the first term; change bold 
face R to R (italics) in the second 

p.288, Example 4.17, line 9; read: "acceleration" 

p.290, line 1 of ( 4.83b); in the j' component insert cos¢ to read: "w2 cos¢ cos pt" 

p.293, lines 1 and 2 below (4.87c); replace c with q (2 places) 

p.293, Figure 4.29; the axis at e from the vertical is k 

p.297, line 7; replace "the" with "we" 

p.298, line 4; replace "closely approximated" with "approximate" 

p.298, line 5; insert after the period the following addendum: "A variety of fac
tors that affect this estimate, including the relative motion of the Earth's 
atmosphere, a dominant influence that causes changes in the Earth's an
gular speed, have been ignored. Nevertheless, the approximation suffices 
to show that time variations in the Earth's rotational rate are extremely 
small. Therefore, ... " 

p.301, line 3 below (4.93c); read: "Hence, relative to C in the preferred frame 
<I>, the ... " 

p.301, line 1 below ( 4. 93d); after "Corio lis acceleration" insert "relative to C 
in <I>" 

p.301, line 2 below ( 4. 93d); replace the sentence beginning with "Therefore," 
to read: "Therefore, in its flow southward in the preferred frame rela
tive to C, the river particle has a Coriolis acceleration directed eastward 
in the northern hemisphere where cos e > 0, westward in the southern 
hemisphere where cos e < 0. 

4 
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p.309, line 1 below (4.105); read: "f!=(det Q)QO*" 

p.316, line 3 below (4.138b); replace bold t.p with t.p 

p.331, Problem 4.40; the respective E, N directions in the figure are the x, y 
axes 

p.342, Problem 4.84, last line; read: "1/J = { Q; ik}" 

p.343, Problem 4.88, line 2; change 4.12 to 4.10 

Appendix B. 

p.375, line 1 after (B.24); read: "The transposed matrix CT ... " 

p.376, line 1 delete - "adjoint" 

p.379, Problem B.16, lines 1 and 2; change C to CT 

p.380, Problem B.25, line 1; change C to CT 

Answers to Selected Problems. 

p.381, answer to 1.21; amend to read: ".5(2) = 7fV'5 em/sec, x(P,4) = 2J em." 

v7(4 + ,;2) 
p.383, answer to 3.23; amend to read: " (a) a = - [i + ( 1 - ,;2)j -

14 
2k], 

(b) d(P) = -3i + (1 + ,;2)j- 2k." 

p.384, answer to 4.21; amend to read: "w30 = 0.0141 + O.lJ- 0.21K radjsec2" 

5 
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